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Chapter 1 

Management, Personnel, and Communications 

This chapter addresses the management, personnel, and communications of Jones Public Schools 

(JPS) in the following sections: 

A. Governance 

B. Organization and Management 

C. Planning and Evaluation 

D. Personnel Management 

E. Community and Parent Involvement 

F. Communications/Public Relations 

The organization and management of a school district involves cooperation between elected 

members of the board of education and staff of the district. The school board’s role is to establish 

goals and objectives for the district in both instructional and operational areas, determine the 

policies by which the district will be governed, approve the plans to implement those policies, 

provide the funding sources necessary to carry out the plans, and evaluate the results of the plans. 

Once the school board adopts goals and objectives for the district, it is the responsibility of the 

superintendent and staff to establish administrative policies and procedures to achieve the desired 

results. That achievement involves recommending the hiring and retention of employees, as well 

as ongoing communication with the community to ensure a clear understanding of the goals and 

the district’s efforts to accomplish them. 

As stated in its policies, the educational philosophy and goals of JPS are: 

The District and its Board of Education believe that each person should be accepted into 

the educational program as an individual, and should be provided with a stimulating 

environment and opportunities for learning experiences designed to promote behavioral 

development that will effect continuing satisfactory adjustments to life. 

In the practical application of this philosophy, the District will strive to provide 

opportunities for each student within the limits of their capacity: 

1. To obtain an education, considering personal interests, abilities, and needs; 

2. To learn citizenship and democracy, emphasizing interest and participation in world 

and community problems; 

3. To develop emotionally, morally, and socially so that the student is increasingly able 

to cope with life’s problems and live life to the fullest; and 

4. To develop a healthy body and to develop cultural and aesthetic appreciation. 

Jones Public Schools is located in central Oklahoma in Oklahoma County. The campus is located 

in the town of Jones, about 20 miles northeast of the center of Oklahoma City. According to 
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2012 U.S. Census updates, the district population is 5,203. The district covers 52 square miles. 

The National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) considers JPS a rural district.
1
 

In 2012-13, the Caucasian and Black populations were 79 percent and four percent, respectively 

(Exhibit 1-1). The Hispanic population was nine percent while Native American population was 

seven percent of students. Of the 1,139 students enrolled, less than half (44 percent) were eligible 

for free or reduced-price meals. 

Exhibit 1-1 

Jones Student Enrollment and Socioeconomic Characteristics 

2012-13 

School 

Grade 

Span ADM  Caucasian Black Asian Hispanic 

Native 

American 

Eligible for 

Free or 

Reduced-

Price 

Meals 

Elementary PreK-5 547 80% 5% 0% 8% 7% 51% 

Middle 6-8 260 77% 5% 1% 10% 8% 46% 

High 9-12 346 79% 3% 0% 10% 8% 31% 

Total  1,139 79% 4% 0% 9% 7% 44% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

Exhibit 1-2 compares Jones to the selected peers and the state for 2012-13. Jones had 

demographics similar to many of its peers. Jones had the third-highest assessed property 

valuation among the peers, but was well below the state. JPS’s percentage of students eligible for 

free or reduced-price meals was the second lowest among the peers and was also well below the 

state. 

                                                           
1
 https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/pdf/al051agen.pdf  

https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/pdf/al051agen.pdf
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Exhibit 1-2 

Demographics of Jones, Peer Districts, and State 

2012-13 

Entity ADM 

Ethnic Group 

Average 

Assessed 

Property 

Valuation 

per Student 

Eligible 

for Free 

or 

Reduced- 

Price 

Meals Caucasian Black Asian Hispanic 

Native 

American 

Jones 1,139.4 79% 4% 0% 9% 7% $29,817 44.0% 

Bethany 1,652.7 77% 4% 1% 13% 5% $8,167 43.0% 

Bethel 1,371.6 77% 2% 1% 2% 19% $14,806 46.4% 

Chandler 1,127.4 78% 5% 1% 2% 14% $29,962 50.4% 

Lone Grove 1,515.2 77% 3% 0% 5% 15% $22,840 51.9% 

Perkins-Tryon 1,471.0 79% 3% 1% 3% 14% $30,367 48.7% 

State 1,271.1 59% 9% 2% 14% 16% $43,631 61.9% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

The data in Exhibit 1-3 reflect average daily membership (ADM) trends compared to the peers, 

the community group,
2
 and the state. As shown, Jones had low ADM growth that was in the 

middle range of its peers and was lower than the growth in the community group and state. Over 

the five-year period, JPS’s ADM increased by 3.7 percent. 

Exhibit 1-3 

Jones, Peer Districts, and State Student ADM Trends 

Entity 

ADM Percent 

Change 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Jones 1,098.3 1,154.2 1,162.5 1,166.1 1,139.4 3.7% 

Bethany 1,535.2 1,561.9 1,613.4 1,646.1 1,652.7 7.7% 

Bethel 1,362.8 1,345.8 1,351.9 1,338.9 1,371.6 0.6% 

Chandler 1,146.6 1,166.8 1,147.9 1,130.7 1,127.4 (1.7%) 

Lone Grove 1,521.9 1,518.3 1,551.6 1,557.7 1,515.2 (0.4%) 

Perkins-Tryon 1,381.9 1,416.6 1,440.8 1,433.3 1,471.0 6.4% 

Community Group 1,381.6 1,412.1 1412.2 1,421.7 1,452.9 5.2% 

State 1,194.3 1,215.6 1,238.3 1,255.9 1,271.1 6.4% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

                                                           
2
 Jones and its peers belong to community group G1 based on their enrollment and free/reduced-price eligibility. 
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Exhibit 1-4 shows demographic changes over the past five years in Jones. As ADM has grown, 

the district’s demographic breakdown has remained relatively unchanged. Over the same period, 

the average assessed property valuation per student dropped by 41.1 percent. Eligibility for free 

and reduced-price meals also decreased, by 3.9 percentage points. 

Exhibit 1-4 

Jones Change in Demographics from 2008-09 to 2012-13 

School 

Year ADM 

Ethnic Group Average 

Assessed 

Property 

Valuation 

per Student 

Eligible for 

Free or 

Reduced- 

Price 

Meals Caucasian Black Asian Hispanic 

Native 

American 

2008-09 1,098.3 79% 6% 0% 7% 8% $50,591 44.2% 

2009-10 1,154.2 78% 6% 0% 7% 9% $29,161 47.9% 

2010-11 1,162.5 77% 5% 0% 8% 9% $28,818 48.4% 

2011-12 1,166.1 79% 4% 0% 9% 7% $29,125 50.9% 

2012-13 1,139.4 79% 4% 0% 9% 7% $29,817 44.0% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

A. GOVERNANCE 

Oklahoma state education laws, as codified in the Oklahoma School Code (OSC) and district 

policies, establish the powers and responsibilities of the district board of education and the 

superintendent. The OSC contains 1,470 sections numbered consecutively and each section 

provides legal guidance for school district governance and operations. The information provided 

in Exhibit 1-5 reflects sections relevant to board of education organization and basic governance 

principles. 
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Exhibit 1-5 

OSC: Board of Education Governance and Organization 

Topic Section 

School District Definition 8 

School System Administered by State Department of Education 17 

Positions in School System Defined 18 

General Fund Definition 22 

Building Fund Definition 23 

School District Corporate Powers 122 

Governing Body of School District 123 

Election of Board of Education  125 

Expansion of Board of Education 126 

Workshop for New Board Members 127 

Relation by Affinity or Consanguinity 129 

Employment of Relation of Board of Education Members 130 

Excluding Litigious Board Member from Proceedings 131 

School District Treasurer and Assistant Treasurer 132 

Local Treasurer Surety Bond, Duties, Cash Investment Ledgers 133 

Oath of Office 135 

Requirements for Bonds for Employees and Officers 136 

Powers and Duties of Board of Education 138 

Meetings of Board, Executive Sessions and Compensation  148 

Officers of Board 149 

President’s Duties 150 

Vice President’s Duties 151 

Clerk Duties 152 

Open Meeting Act – Meeting of a Public Body 789 

Open Meeting Act – Executive Sessions 793 
Source: Oklahoma School Code, 2013 

Powers and duties of the board of education are contained in OSC Section 138. These powers 

and duties cover all activities related to operating public school districts. Key powers and duties 

prescribed in OSC include: 

 election of officers; 

 establishing board policies; 

 building and operating schools and related facilities; and 

 contracting for an annual audit of all district and school activity funds. 

OSC, Section 125 addresses the size and election of school boards in Oklahoma, and Section 149 

provides a description of the required officers for school boards. The Jones board consists of five 

members, each of whom are elected to five-year terms (Exhibit 1-6). 
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Exhibit 1-6 

Jones School Board Members 

Board Member Board Position 

Year of 

First Election 

Term 

Expires 

 Jim Seldars President 2014 2019 

Bret Ramsey Vice President 2011 2016 

Shree Young Clerk 2015 2020 

Ken Guthery Member 2013 2018 

Eric Williams Member 2012 2017 
Source: Jones Public Schools, February 2015 

Elections are held each year in February on a date set by the state. At the first regular, special, or 

emergency meeting after the annual school board election and certification of election of new 

members, the Jones Board organizes itself by electing officers. OSC Sections 149, 150, and 151 

list the duties of each officer of the board of education. The board must also elect a clerk, who 

may or may not be a member of the board. 

OSC Section 127 outlines the training requirements for school board members. Within 15 

months following election, new school board members are required to complete 12 hours of 

instruction on education issues in the areas of: 

 school finance; 

 legal issues (employment, due process new laws, the Oklahoma Open Records Act and the 

Oklahoma Open Meeting Act); and 

 duties and responsibilities of district board of education members (including special 

education and ethics). 

Reelected board members must complete six hours within 15 months of reelection. Furthermore, 

every board member (new and reelected) must agree in writing to complete at least one hour 

each of instruction in: 

 school finance; 

 the Oklahoma Open Records Act and the Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; and 

 ethics. 

Every member of a school board elected to a full term of office for five years or more is required 

to attend a minimum of 15 hours of continuing education. Authorized training may be taken in 

the State Department of Education’s New School Board Member workshops and other approved 

workshops and seminars.  
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Board of Education Meetings 

The Jones Board of Education meets on the second Monday of the month at 7:00 pm in the board 

room at the district’s administration building. The meeting place and time may be changed by 

agreement of a majority of the board members. Special meetings are held as needed, and board 

members receive agendas and any supporting information in advance of the meeting. The 

superintendent’s administrative assistant also serves as the board clerk, attends the meetings, and 

prepares the board minutes for approval by the board. 

The superintendent provides the board of education with a packet Thursday before each meeting. 

The routine business items are located together on the consent agenda and acted upon before 

getting into any other topics. The agenda is posted online on the school website and on the front 

door of the administration building. Minutes of all previous board meetings are kept in a folder 

in the administrative assistant’s office. 

FINDING 1-1 

The school board is strongly supportive of the superintendent and district staff in efforts to 

improve district conditions and student achievement. In recent years, the board has supported 

bond measures to improve facilities. 

School board members let the superintendent and other school staff lead the decision-making 

process for the district. This has resulted in an unusually high level of stability in the leadership 

ranks. Prior to this school year, JPS has had the same leadership team – superintendent and 

principals – in place continuously. The current superintendent has recently moved into this 

position from the high school principal position. Staff interviews highlighted the importance of 

this continuity in undergirding the success of the district. 

Having a school board that limits its role in the decision-making process to governance and 

priority-setting helps create a positive district climate. It sends the message to staff and the 

community that they have trust in the superintendent and principals. While this does not 

guarantee that the board will approve every agenda item brought to them, leaders nonetheless 

understand that they and their staff are free to make professional decisions that are in the best 

interest of students. 

COMMENDATION 

The Jones Board of Education is commended for fostering a supportive environment that 

has led to long periods of stability in district administration. 

FINDING 1-2 

The board policy book is not available online. Although board policies are available in electronic 

form, the district website does not have a tab for them. As such, patrons and school employees 

alike cannot reference the policies to answer simple, routine questions. 
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Having school district policies available for review by staff and the public is a matter of 

transparency. While the various handbooks (student and staff) are made available, the board 

policy book is the final word in what the district does or does not allow. This could become a 

point of contention in a personnel or student hearing in the future. 

Many school districts have made their board policy manual available on their website. Several 

have included a table of contents with links to each individual policy. This allows for easy 

reference by any interested party. An example of this practice can be found on the Bristow 

Public Schools website.
3
 

An even more comprehensive example can be found on the Anoka-Hennepin (Minnesota) 

School District website.
4
 Their policy page includes a master index and links to each section. It 

also includes links to various procedures that are in place because of existing policies. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Add an option to the board link on the district’s website, and link the board policy book.  

The district should include a table of contents with links to each section and individual policy so 

that stakeholders can search more easily. As policies are reviewed and updated, the website 

version should be kept up to date. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-3 

Although the board allows public comment at meetings, no criteria are established for such 

participation. JPS Board Policy AH addresses public participation at board meetings: 

The purpose of a Board meeting is for the Board to conduct the District’s business and to 

deliberate and act upon matters before the Board, unless the Board is specifically 

conducting a public hearing on a matter. The public is encouraged to attend and to 

observe meetings of the Board and to participate whenever a public hearing is being held. 

During portions of regular meetings of the Board, a limited opportunity may be provided 

for members of the public to make comments regarding items on the posted agenda. To 

make such comments on items on the posted agenda, members of the public are to 

complete the required Speakers’ Request Sheet and submit it to the Clerk of the Board or 

the Board President before the meeting is called to order. 

Persons addressing the Board during the “Recognition of Visitors” portion of a regular 

Board meeting shall: 

                                                           
3
 http://www.bristow.k12.ok.us/administration.cfm?subpage=523068  

4
 http://www.anoka.k12.mn.us/policies  

http://www.bristow.k12.ok.us/administration.cfm?subpage=523068
http://www.anoka.k12.mn.us/policies
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1. be recognized in the order the Clerk or the Board President received the requests; 

2. limit their comments to three (3) minutes or less; 

3. not be permitted to criticize individuals; and 

4. not engage in disruptive behavior. 

If an extremely large number of requests to speak are received, the Board President may set 

a reasonable time limit for the total “Recognition of Visitors” portion of the meeting. The 

Board may extend the total time limit for comments set by the President by a majority 

vote of the members present.
 5
 

RECOMMENDATION 

Include a statement on the board agenda of what can and cannot be discussed during 

public comment. Include any time limits the board wishes to impose and the explanation 

that board members cannot discuss issues raised by the public during this time. 

By presenting this policy at the beginning of each meeting, the board establishes clear rules. If a 

patron who chooses to speak then falls outside of these boundaries, the board president would be 

well-supported in ruling the speaker out of order. Having the guidelines available for any 

member of the public will limit the frustration or confusion that might ensue otherwise. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-4 

Within the last year, the district has had a member leave the board for not completing enough 

professional development, as required by the State of Oklahoma. The Oklahoma State School 

Boards Association specializes in providing this training for new and veteran board members: 

At every meeting you are called upon to make decisions. You must stay updated on 

current laws, always obey the open meeting act, serve as judge and jury for employees 

and students, make decisions on a greater variety of areas than most cities deal with 

including feeding, transporting, housing, providing curriculum for the most precious 

commodity in the community, run for election and keep constituents happy while staying 

abreast of the latest reform and school improvement so your students will achieve at the 

highest level. Some areas seem easy; others complicated and difficult. 

                                                           
5
 JPS Board Policy Manual. 
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No one can be expected to know all these things when they begin as a school board 

member. And even veteran board members must realize that the world of public 

education governance is continuously changing.
6
 

RECOMMENDATION 

Ensure that newly-elected and returning board members know of every available 

opportunity to earn required points. 

The board should create a schedule for reporting the training points each member has received so 

that members can provide accountability for one another. The superintendent should assist 

members by providing them with information about upcoming trainings, including webinars that 

would satisfy board training requirements. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

B. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

The superintendent of a school district serves as the chief executive officer and is the 

administrative leader responsible for policy implementation and day-to-day operations. An 

effective central office organizational structure is essential to the efficient delivery of services 

throughout a school district. Efficient central office organizational structures have the 

appropriate spans of control for district leadership with clearly defined lines of authority that are 

reflected in the district’s organization charts. Effective central office structures encourage 

communication at all levels. Exhibit 1-7 reflects the current direct reports to the JPS 

Superintendent. Beyond these direct reports, there is one assistant principal at the elementary 

school rounding out the administrative positions. That is the only assistant principal position in 

the district. 

                                                           
6
 http://www.ossba.org/workshops-events  

http://www.ossba.org/workshops-events
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Exhibit 1-7 

Current Jones Administrative Organizational Chart 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Principals

(3)

 

 

Transportation 

Director

 

 

Child Nutrition 

Director

 

 

Athletics Director

 

 

Payroll Clerk

 

Encumbrance Clerk

Treasurer

(part-time)
 

Maintenance 

Supervisor

 
Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

The principals evaluate their teachers, paraprofessionals, and secretaries, but not other staff in 

their building. The superintendent evaluates the principals, the central office secretaries, and the 

directors of child nutrition, transportation, and athletics. 

FINDING 1-5 

The district does not have a posted organizational chart. As such lines of communication and 

reporting are not always clear. Some school staff assigned to buildings, such as cafeteria 

workers, do not report directly to the principal in that building. 

A clear structure gives stakeholders in an organization guidelines for reporting and having 

questions answered. A well-established structure gives schools support to maintain order and 

resolve disagreements. Structure, whether stated or implied, exists in any organization. The best 

organizational structure for any district depends upon its size and community, and includes three 

primary elements: clear lines of supervision, distribution of work, and rules for operation. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Publish an overall organizational chart, as well as departmental organizational charts so 

that employees and the public understand the management structure of the school district. 

An example organization chart is provided in Exhibit 1-8. The superintendent should begin by 

meeting with the principals and other directors who supervise employees. He should show them 

the organizational chart developed by the consulting team as a starting point and open the 

meeting for discussion. Some members of the leadership might not realize the exact lines of 

supervision. After the meeting, the superintendent should incorporate any changes that are 
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necessary and then present the structure to the board. Once approved, the organizational chart 

should be included in the board policy book. The structure should be reaffirmed each year or 

changed as needed. 

Exhibit 1-8 

Sample District Organizational Chart 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Middle School 

Principal

 

 

 Child Nutrition 

Staff

 

 

Teachers/Certified 

Staff

 

 

Transportation 

Director

 

 

Child Nutrition 

Director

 

 

Athletics Director

 

 

Drivers

 

Payroll Clerk

 

Encumbrance Clerk

Treasurer

(part-time)
 

 

Paraprofessionals/

Office Staff

 

 

High School 

Principal

 

 

Teachers/Certified 

Staff

 

 

Elementary Principal

 

 

Teachers/Certified 

Staff

 

 

Paraprofessionals/

Office Staff

 

 

Paraprofessionals/

Office Staff

 

 

Assistant Principal

 

 

Custodial Staff

 

 

Custodial Staff

 

 

Custodial Staff

 

 

Maintenance 

Supervisor

 

Source: Created by Prismatic, April 2015 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-6 

The elementary school has excessive support personnel. This includes five full-time staff 

members in clerical positions. Additionally the school personnel report for the 2014-15 school 
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year lists one staff member who has clerical duties part time. The personnel records list three 

individuals as secretaries at the elementary school; one as a full-time library aide; and one as a 

full-time receptionist. A sixth staff member is listed as having 8.0 hours per day of library aide 

duties (for 181 contract days) and 4.0 hours per day as a custodian (for 220 contract days). 

Though this is likely an error in coding, it nonetheless illustrates the inefficiency of staffing in 

the school.  

During interviews and focus groups it was stated by several staff members that many of the non-

instructional staff do not have enough to do. An example given was that one employee’s entire 

job description consists of making copies for teachers.  

Given the size of the school (fewer than 600 students), two clerical staff members would be 

sufficient. The remaining personnel could be reassigned if there are available positions within the 

district. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Reduce the number of non-instructional staff at the elementary school by three positions. 

The superintendent and elementary principal should meet to review the job duties of each of the 

staff members assigned to these roles. Among the five who are exclusively in clerical positions, 

they should determine which duties can be combined or eliminated. The front office likely will 

continue to need a receptionist. As long as the school does not have a certified media specialist, 

it would also be wise to keep a full-time library aide. 

As for the employee who appears to work 12-hour days during the school year, the 

superintendent should review her actual duties. While this is likely a coding error, such an 

assignment would violate federal labor laws, unless significant overtime is paid each week. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The combined amount of the salaries and benefits for the three secretary positions is $61,929 per 

year, or $309,645 over five years. If the elementary school were to keep the receptionist and 

library aide positions, JPS would save this amount annually. While a different combination of 

staff would lead to a different savings projection, this one is the most straightforward. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Reduce the number of 

non-instructional staff 

at the elementary 

school. 

$61,929 $61,929 $61,929 $61,929 $61,929 

FINDING 1-7 

The high school has several course sections with fewer than 10 students. By combining sections 

or offering online instruction for classes with low enrollment, the district could consolidate staff 

positions. 
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In core subject classes alone, no teacher has the maximum number of students. Exhibit 1-9 

shows class counts at the time of the onsite visit. It is important to note that for many of these 

teachers these numbers represent the total enrollment in six sections of classes throughout the 

day. Also, for many of the teachers, these numbers include electives such as Creative Writing, 

Journalism, or Athletics. Nonetheless, only three of these 17 teachers have a class load of 100 or 

more. 

Exhibit 1-9 

Jones High School Class Counts 

Subject Area 

Number of 

Teachers 

Total 

Enrollment 

Average 

Student Load 

English/Language Arts 4 379 94.75 

Science 4 301 75.25 

Math 4 206 51.50 

Social Studies 5 274 54.80 

Total Core Subjects 17  1,160 68.24 
Source: Jones High School principal records, February 2015 

While schools often strive to keep class sizes as low as possible, it is not fiscally sound to 

continue offering classes with fewer than ten students except in unusual circumstances, 

particularly since online options abound. Moreover, employing so many teachers with similar 

certification areas and keeping them all well below their capacity for students is inefficient. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Establish firm criteria for class formation, as well as for staffing levels in core and elective 

classes. 

First, the high school principal and superintendent should meet to determine a number below 

which a class will not be formed (and in what circumstances exceptions would be made). If a 

small number of students want a course that Jones High School does not offer, then the school 

can provide them with an online option. Next, the administration should determine the target 

number of students that each teacher should have throughout the day, and how teaching electives 

should factor into that.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

The high school could eliminate four core teaching positions and still keep each teacher’s load 

around 100 students. This is far below limits established in state law. The average compensation 

package (salary and benefits) for teachers in JPS is $42,360. Eliminating four positions would 

save the district $169,440 per year. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Reduce the number of 

core teachers at the 

high school. 

$169,440 $169,440 $169,440 $169,440 $169,440 
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FINDING 1-8 

The elementary school does not have a counselor. During the course of the 2014-15 school year, 

the part-time counselor quit her position, and she was not replaced. This leaves a hole in services 

to be provided to students in the school. 

The American School Counselor Association recommends a staffing level of one counselor for 

every 250 students, although the actual ratio across the country is 471 to 1.
7
 If the elementary 

school added a full-time counselor, it would still have less coverage than the national average, 

but not by much. 

Effective school counseling programs collaborative efforts benefiting students, parents, teachers, 

administrators and the overall community. School counseling programs should be an integral 

part of students’ daily educational environment, and school counselors should be partners in 

student achievement.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Hire a counselor for the elementary school. 

The superintendent and elementary principal should work together to find a counselor who is a 

good fit with the students and the community. Ideally, they will find someone who is equipped to 

handle the challenging social and developmental needs of elementary students while helping the 

administration manage the academic programs. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

Since counselors work a longer contract year, their salary is typically more than the average 

teacher in a school or district. The teacher contract in Jones is 181 days. The middle school 

counselor contract is 200 days while the high school counselor contract is 202 days. The average 

compensation package (salary and benefits) of the two full-time counselors in the district is 

$49,451.  

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Add a full-time 

counselor at the 

elementary school. 

($49,451) ($49,451) ($49,451) ($49,451) ($49,451) 

FINDING 1-9 

The elementary school does not have a media specialist. Instead, the school has a library aide 

who does not have the training and background to provide all of the instructional services that go 

along with a media specialist’s job. 

                                                           
7
 http://ct.counseling.org/tag/topic-ct-school-counseling/  

http://ct.counseling.org/tag/topic-ct-school-counseling/
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The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) defines the complex role of the 

school librarian: 

School librarians are professionals who hold teaching degrees, as well as librarian 

certification. School librarians may also be referred to as teacher-librarians or library 

media specialists. School librarians are in unique positions within their schools because 

they:  

 collaborate with all teachers in the building across grade levels and subject disciplines; 

 work with all students throughout the students’ academic careers; 

 are instructional leaders in their schools who serve on curriculum, school 

improvement, and planning committees; 

 frequently provide professional development to their colleagues in areas related to 

instructional and technology resources; 

 teach a wide range of local, state, and national curriculum, information literacy, and 

technology standards, including all ISTE NETS standards; and 

 often serve as primary technology integration specialists in their buildings.
8
 

The American Library Association (ALA) provides the following descriptors in the job 

description for a school librarian: 

 To ensure that students and staff are effective users of ideas and information; 

 To empower students to be critical thinkers, enthusiastic readers, skillful researchers, 

and ethical users of information; 

 To instill a love of learning in all students and ensure equitable access to information; 

 To collaborate with classroom teachers and specialists to design and implement 

lessons and units of instruction, and assess student learning and instructional 

effectiveness; and 

 To provide the leadership and expertise necessary to ensure that the school library 

program (SLP) is aligned with the mission, goals, and objectives of the school and the 

school district, and is an integral component of the learning/instructional program.
9
 

In 2009, the U.S. Department of Education (USDE) conducted a study of the impact of grant 

programs to school libraries. Among the findings were indicators that increased spending in 

                                                           
8
 http://www.iste.org/docs/pdfs/the-role-of-school-librarians-in-promoting-the-use-of-educational-technologies_9-

10.pdf?sfvrsn=2  
9
 http://www.ala.org/aasl/sites/ala.org.aasl/files/content/guidelinesandstandards/learning4life/resources/sample-

jobdescription_L4L.pdf  

http://www.iste.org/docs/pdfs/the-role-of-school-librarians-in-promoting-the-use-of-educational-technologies_9-10.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.iste.org/docs/pdfs/the-role-of-school-librarians-in-promoting-the-use-of-educational-technologies_9-10.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.ala.org/aasl/sites/ala.org.aasl/files/content/guidelinesandstandards/learning4life/resources/sample-jobdescription_L4L.pdf
http://www.ala.org/aasl/sites/ala.org.aasl/files/content/guidelinesandstandards/learning4life/resources/sample-jobdescription_L4L.pdf
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library resources and training to develop the expertise of library staff tended to lead to gains in 

reading scores. In part, this gain could be attributed to increased collaboration between 

library/media specialists and classroom teachers.
10

 The American Library Association has 

compiled a number of studies demonstrating a positive correlation between certified librarian 

staffing and student achievement, including a 2012 study that correlated higher Colorado reading 

scores in grades 3 to 10 with greater certified librarian staffing.
11,12

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Hire a media specialist. 

If the district has a hard time finding qualified applicants for the library position, the 

superintendent should recruit from nearby colleges. The University of Central Oklahoma, less 

than 30 minutes away, frequently produces masters students with library science degrees. 

Alternatively, the district could identify a current teacher who is interested in becoming a media 

specialist. That person could begin work with an emergency certificate while pursuing the 

requisite degree/credentials. Once this position is filled, the school will no longer need the 

librarian aide position. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

Using the average teacher compensation package (salary and benefits) in Jones as a guide, hiring 

a librarian would cost approximately $42,360 per year. The savings from eliminating the 

librarian aide position was included in a previous recommendation. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Add a full-time media 

specialist at the 

elementary school. 

($42,360) ($42,360) ($42,360) ($42,360) ($42,360) 

C. PLANNING AND EVALUATION 

To be effective, a strategic plan must lay out key milestones to measure progress, establish a 

priority ordering of the items to be accomplished, provide a timeline for which each item is to be 

accomplished, and assign accountability for each item to a specified position in the school 

district organization. Finally, the organization must provide periodic reports on the status of the 

plan’s implementation and any changes that must be made due to unforeseen circumstances or 

changes in assumptions. 

According to Cook (2000), strategic planning requires total concentration of the organization’s 

resources on mutually pre-determined measurable outcomes.
13

 Strategic planning allows an 

organization to have a clear focus on what it is doing and what it intends to do based upon 

                                                           
10

 http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/opepd/ppss/reports.html#libraries  
11

 http://www.ala.org/research/librariesmatter/node/15  
12

 http://www.lrs.org/documents/closer_look/CO4_2012_Closer_Look_Report.pdf  
13

 Cook, Jr., W. (2000). Strategics: The art and science of holistic strategy. Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books. 

http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/opepd/ppss/reports.html#libraries
http://www.ala.org/research/librariesmatter/node/15
http://www.lrs.org/documents/closer_look/CO4_2012_Closer_Look_Report.pdf
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established and monitored goals. A strategic plan will include long-term goals, which typically 

can be achieved in five to ten years. Short-term goals, which typically can be achieved in a year, 

support the attainment of the long-term goals. 

All too often, organizations develop strategic plans that are broad statements with no ties to 

specific goals. For example, a school district may establish a goal of “improving student 

performance” without setting a target or identifying the strategies it plans to employ to achieve 

the desired outcome, or even fully defining “student performance.” A better goal would be 

“improving student achievement by 10 percent from last year to this year as measured by state 

standardized testing.” The district would then identify the means by which this goal would be 

achieved, such as through additional small group instruction with benchmark testing to monitor 

progress. 

FINDING 1-10 

The Jones school board has not engaged in a significant strategic planning effort. The 

superintendent and board of education do not have a formal process of goal setting for the school 

district. Even with several years of the current bond issue remaining to be paid off, it is important 

to have all of the district leadership engaged in long-term planning. Goal setting in collaboration 

with the superintendent is considered a best practice for boards of education. 

The consulting team found no evidence of a collaborative process of strategic planning or annual 

goal-setting activities. Such activities are typically undertaken to provide guidance to the 

superintendent and to make improvements in the district. Without a collaborative process, the 

leadership develops plans in a vacuum. While the length of service of the district leadership may 

provide some staff and community members with confidence in the effectiveness of district 

planning, a transparent planning process would improve this.  

According to the Balanced Scorecard Institute,  

There are many different frameworks and methodologies for strategic planning and 

management. While there are no absolute rules regarding the right framework, most 

follow a similar pattern and have common attributes. Many frameworks cycle through 

some variation on some very basic phases:  

1. analysis or assessment, where an understanding of the current internal and external 

environments is developed; 

2. strategy formulation, where high level strategy is developed and a basic organization 

level strategic plan is documented; 

3. strategy execution, where the high level plan is translated into more 

operational planning and action items; and  
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4. evaluation or sustainment/management phase, where ongoing refinement and 

evaluation of performance, culture, communications, data reporting, and other 

strategic management issues occurs.
14

  

With the approval of Oklahoma’s waiver to meeting the requirements of No Child Left Behind, 

schools identified as low performing (“priority”, “targeted intervention”, and “focus”
15

) are 

required to use the Ways to Improve School Effectiveness (WISE) planning tools available 

through SDE.
16

 The WISE system is centered on regular collection and analysis of data and 

includes nine key performance indicators (Exhibit 1-10). Each WISE indicator has multiple sub-

indicators.
17

 While not a substitute for strategic thinking and planning at the district level, the 

WISE provides guidance that could support a strategic planning effort. 

 

                                                           
14

 http://balancedscorecard.org/Resources/Strategic-Planning-Basics  
15

 Priority schools are those in the bottom five percent of achievement in reading and mathematics, have a 

graduation rate below 60 percent for at least three years, or are Tier I School Improvement Grant schools. Focus 

schools are those with low achievement in reading and mathematics in Oklahoma’s lowest performing subgroups or 

schools with low graduation rates in the state’s lowest graduating subgroups. 
16

 http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/ESEA-FAQ.pdf 
17

 http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/WISE-PerfIndicators.pdf 

http://balancedscorecard.org/Resources/Strategic-Planning-Basics
http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/ESEA-FAQ.pdf
http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/WISE-PerfIndicators.pdf
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Exhibit 1-10 

Oklahoma Ways to Improve School Effectiveness 

 
Source: http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/WISE-Graphic.pdf, August 2012 

RECOMMENDATION 

Include teachers and community stakeholders in development of long-term strategic goals 

in order to meet ongoing capital and instructional needs of the district. 

The superintendent and school board should be involved in joint training designed to teach 

processes for establishing district goals. A goal-setting process can start with an annual 

superintendent’s report to the board on the state of the school district in all of its many facets. A 

http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/WISE-Graphic.pdf
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performance review, such as the one currently being completed, is a great platform from which 

to launch the development of goals. Once the district implements a set of priorities, periodic 

review of goal progression should follow. Such a review may include creating more specific 

short-term goals that support established long-range goals.  

Additional meetings may be needed at first and until the planning process becomes systemized as 

an annual undertaking by the board and superintendent. More strategic planning in all areas of 

district operations can assist in efforts to improve student academic achievement, address facility 

needs, establish appropriate roles and responsibilities for staff members, and clarify perceptions 

and the goals of the board of education. Most importantly, communicating the goals and plans to 

all levels of the organization and the community will promote a positive perception that the 

board understands the needs of the district. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

FINDING 1-11 

The district has not recently pursued grants that would help with areas of need, such as 

academics and technology. A variety of grants are available from state, federal, and charitable 

organizations that would help meet the district’s needs.  

Shrinking budgets have also lightened mandates from the state for various types of expenditures, 

such as library collections, textbooks, and professional development. With state funding for 

education remaining below the support schools received in 2008, and the district’s carryover 

funding continuing to shrink, pursuit of funding via competitive grants from various private and 

public entities could provide a valuable support. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Form a district committee to prioritize needs and pursue funding from available sources. 

One of the biggest needs mentioned during the onsite visit was technology for teachers and 

students to use in instruction. Accordingly, Jones Public Schools should apply for an Oklahoma 

Educational Technology Trust (OETT) grant. The grant process has two stages: 

Phase I - Leadership Training: In Phase I, OETT partners with the K20 Center for 

Educational and Community Renewal at the University of Oklahoma to teach the 

IDEALS for Student Achievement and how they relate to technology use in the 

classroom. Superintendents or administrators in Oklahoma schools and/or districts must 

complete Phase I before applying for Phase II Grants to Schools. 

Phase II - Grants to Schools: The Phase II grant initiative provides individual school 

site and/or district competitive grants. Each OETT grant school will receive a maximum 

of $40,000, which includes technology equipment and up to $4,000 in staff release time, 

and $25,000 professional development provided by K20 Center/OK-ACTS. Grant 
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recipients will be required to provide a 10% match of $4,000 that can be used for 

technology equipment, substitutes, or stipends for staff.
18

 

Other grants are available to fill additional needs. For example, the Lois Lenski Covey 

Foundation (LLCF) awards grants ranging from $300 to $3,000 annually to public libraries and 

schools throughout the United States.
19

 Meanwhile, entities in Oklahoma, such as the Inasmuch 

Foundation
20

 and the Kirkpatrick Foundation
21

 offer grants of various sizes and purposes to 

schools throughout the state. Writing grants for programs such as these is also a good way to 

foster community service and generate parent involvement with the school.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-12 

The district does not have a formal professional development committee or a written professional 

development plan that can be communicated with district staff. Board policy includes a 

description of how this committee should be formed and what role it plays in planning. 

Board policy DK describes what the district professional development committee and program 

should look like: 

Professional Development Committee: The Board shall annually appoint a Professional 

Development Committee which shall be comprised of a majority of teachers to be 

appointed as provided by law and shall include administrators and 

parents/guardians/custodians of students in the District. The Professional Development 

Committee shall consult with a member of the faculty of an institution of higher 

education as needed. 

Professional Development Program: The Professional Development Committee shall 

prepare and recommend a Professional Development Program as required by law which 

complies with the regulations of the State Department of Education. The Professional 

Development Committee shall present such program to the Board for review, 

modification, and adoption. The Professional Development Program adopted by the 

Board shall be submitted to the State Board of Education as required by law. 

In reality, JPS professional development is mostly decided by the superintendent. No teacher 

interviewed by the review team could recall a committee or any district-wide meetings to 

discuss professional development. 

Additionally, Section 313 of the Oklahoma School Code specifies that each school district’s 

board of education shall approve the district professional development plan by May 10 of each 

                                                           
18

 http://oett.org/grantmaking/  
19

 http://www.loislenskicovey.org/6.html 
20

 http://www.inasmuchfoundation.org/  
21

 http://kirkpatrickfoundation.com/grants/  

http://oett.org/grantmaking/
http://www.loislenskicovey.org/6.html
http://www.inasmuchfoundation.org/
http://kirkpatrickfoundation.com/grants/
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school year. At that time, the superintendent decides how available funds should be spent on 

professional development. While the emphasis for the last several years has been the 

implementation of reforms, the district has not been following the letter of the law or its own 

policy in terms of planning.  

Continuing professional development is vital for all employees. It helps ensure that a 

knowledgeable, well-trained, and safe workforce is employed in all areas. It reinforces 

employees’ sense of value to the organization and helps prepare them for advancement. 

McConnell (2003) identifies the training needs of an organization and gives leaders guidance in 

determining “the training requirements of everyone from newly hired, recently promoted, or just 

transferred employees, to those who need training as a result of changes in operations, 

technology, or systems in the company.”
22

 

Professional development programs enhance the professional knowledge, skills, and attitudes of 

educators in order to improve student learning. The base of knowledge in education is growing 

so rapidly in every academic discipline that educators must stay current and develop new 

expertise. Effective school districts provide ongoing learning opportunities for all educators.  

In 2011, Learning Forward
23

 released its revised Standards for Professional Learning. These are 

shown in Exhibit 1-11. 

                                                           
22

 McConnell, J.H. (2003). How to identify your organization's training needs: A practical guide to needs analysis. 

New York: AMACOM. 
23

 Formerly the National Staff Development Council 
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Exhibit 1-11 

Learning Forward Standards for Professional Learning 

Standard Rationale 

Learning Communities 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students occurs within learning communities committed to continuous 

improvement, collective responsibility, and goal alignment. 

Leadership 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students requires skillful leaders who develop capacity, advocates, and 

create support systems for professional learning. 

Resources 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students requires prioritizing, monitoring, and coordinating resources for 

educator learning. 

Data 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students uses a variety of sources and types of student, educator, and 

system data to plan, assess, and evaluate professional learning. 

Learning Designs 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students integrates theories, research, and models of human learning to 

achieve its intended outcomes. 

Implementation 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students applies research on change and sustains support for 

implementation of professional learning for long-term change. 

Outcomes 

Professional learning that increases educator effectiveness and results for 

all students aligns its outcomes with educator performance and student 

curriculum standards. 
Source: www.learningforward.org, November 2014 

A cohesive professional development plan targets the best practices of effective schools, 

improves teacher instruction in content areas, and is based on the most robust research. Effective 

professional development plans create a road map for comprehensive school improvement and 

increased student achievement. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Create a professional development committee and plan in accordance with statutory 

guidelines and board policy. 

The superintendent should immediately form a professional development committee in a manner 

consistent with board policy. Teachers should not only get to serve on the committee; they 

should get to vote on the membership. There should also be at least one parent on the committee. 

Finally, either a principal or the superintendent should serve on the committee. 

Once formed, the committee should meet and develop a professional development plan. An 

example they could use is the Moore Public Schools (MPS) professional development plan, 

which the Moore Board of Education adopts every five years. This meets the statutory 

requirement, allowing them to simply approve updates as needed. The MPS plan
24

 is organized 

into sections that guide organization and meeting schedules of the committee, guidelines for 

                                                           
24

 http://www.mooreschools.com/Page/339  

http://www.learningforward.org/
http://www.mooreschools.com/Page/339
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conducting a needs assessment survey, professional development requirements for teachers, and 

forms that staff will need to use to track points, as may be required.  

The professional development plan should clearly articulate that instruction be data-driven, 

differentiated, and based on the latest brain research. The plan should allow teachers to work 

together across grade levels and content areas and support all aspects of curriculum and 

instructional alignment. The professional development plan should be a driving force in the 

alignment of all partnerships, technology, and external grants and financial resources. The plan 

ensures that all professional development opportunities are deliberate and work in concert with 

specific student needs that ultimately lead to continuous school improvement. 

The professional development plan should also include partnerships with the area Technology 

Center campuses to help support targeted content area programs. As McREL researchers point 

out in Professional Development Analysis,
25

 rural districts may have difficulty organizing 

centralized and high-quality professional development. By leveraging partnerships with other 

entities, districts can better support high quality professional development to address student 

achievement. The partnership should also be incorporated into the long-term plan. 

To improve the impact of training in the district, it is important to be as clear and transparent as 

possible. While it is not feasible for all staff to be on the professional development committee, it 

is possible to have meetings at regular intervals, with posted agendas, and in plain sight of 

stakeholders. Increasing the profile of the committee will allow all staff affected by their 

decisions to understand the process by which those choices have been made. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-13 

The district has taken advantage of scheduling flexibility allowed by the state to increase the 

length of the school day and reduce the number of days of attendance, in hopes of improving 

teacher recruitment. 

State law allows districts to count the number of hours that students are in attendance rather than 

days. If a district chooses days, it must be at least 175. If it chooses hours, it must be at least 

1080. Jones has chosen hours, and by extending the school day, has reduced the number of 

instructional days to 171. The superintendent reports that teachers often cite this as a reason to 

come to Jones or stay in the district. 

With the state facing a teacher shortage, districts have to look to every possible advantage in 

order to recruit and retrain quality teachers. This is a proactive measure that allows JPS to do so. 

                                                           
25

 McREL. (2005). McREL insights: Professional development analysis. Aurora, CO: Author. 
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COMMENDATION 

Jones Public Schools is commended for using the school schedule and calendar to recruit 

and retain teachers. 

D. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

Personnel costs typically represent the largest expense in school districts. As a result, efficient 

and effective management of human resource functions is critical to the overall effectiveness of a 

district. Typical tasks of a school district’s human resources department include the following: 

 recruiting employees; 

 overseeing the interviewing, selection, and processing of new employees; 

 retaining employees; 

 processing promotions, transfers, and resignations; 

 determining and maintaining compensation schedules; 

 planning and forecasting personnel needs; 

 maintaining complete employee records; 

 developing and maintaining job descriptions; 

 managing the employee evaluation process; 

 handling employee complaints and grievances;  

 developing personnel policies; and  

 ensuring that the employer follows all laws and regulations. 

FINDING 1-14 

The district does not provide job descriptions for support staff personnel. Failure to provide job 

descriptions results in confusion as to expectations, frequent duplication of effort, and lack of 

performance accountability. 

Detailed job descriptions are the first step in planning for employees retiring or otherwise leaving 

the district without crippling the operations of the district. This is planning for succession at the 

simplest level. The district can add to the job description an outline of daily duties and the 

processes followed to accomplish the work. Taking this additional step on key positions can help 

the superintendent know about the type of skills that will be needed when positions open due to 

retirements, illness, or other reasons. 
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Job descriptions must meet ADA requirements and assist school districts in making Fair Labor 

Standards Act determinations that are legally defensible. Exhibit 1-12 provides a sample job 

description format. 

Exhibit 1-12 

Sample Job Description Format 

Job Title: 

Division: 

Pay Grade/Step 

Reports to: 

FLSA Status: 

Prepared/Revised Date: 

Approved By: 

Approved Date: 

 

General Statement of Job: 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities: (Other duties may be assigned) 

 

Supervisory Responsibilities: 

 

Qualifications: 

 Education and/or Experience 

 Language Skills 

 Mathematical Skills 

 Reasoning Ability 

 Certificates, Licenses, Registrations 

 Physical Demands 

 Work Environment 

 

Terms of Employment: 

Evaluation Criteria: 
Source: Virginia School Boards Association, 2006 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop specific job descriptions for all support positions to clarify job expectations, 

prevent duplication of efforts, and provide for performance accountability. 

The superintendent should work with the principals and support staff to develop job descriptions 

that are consistent with their duties. These job descriptions should then be provided to district 

employees and incorporated into the staff evaluation process. The procedures for implementing 

this recommendation should be documented and used annually for updating job descriptions and 

then communicated throughout the district. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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FINDING 1-15 

The district does not have a salary schedule for support personnel. Without such a schedule, 

support employees have no assurance of performance-based and qualification-based 

compensation and advancement, which can result in low employee morale and loss in 

productivity. 

An appropriate salary schedule for support staff can be an important management tool to a 

school district. It establishes minimum qualifications for placing an individual into a position and 

identifies relevant experience that can be considered when initially placing an individual on a 

particular pay step. It then provides a clear progression in salary that an employee can expect, 

provided his or her job performance is found to be satisfactory.  

As an example, Wetumka Public Schools has developed salary schedules for nonexempt 

personnel (Exhibit 1-13). The salary schedules consist of 22 steps with a set amount assigned to 

each step based on job title. Such a graduated pay schedule allows the district to compensate 

newly hired employees for the skills, knowledge, and experience that they bring to their position.  
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Exhibit 1-13 

Sample Public Schools Support Salary Schedule 

 
Years of 

Experience 

Superintendent’s 

Secretary 
(2000 hours) 

Principal’s 

Secretary 
(1840 hours) 

Teacher 

Assistant/ 
Para-

professional 
(1440 hours) 

Custodian 
(2000 hours) 

Cook 
(1440 hours) 

Child Nutrition 

Manager 
(1440 hours) 

Bus Driver 
(540 hours) 

 $/HR $/YEAR $/HR $/YEAR $/HR $/YEAR $/HR $/YEAR $/HR $/YEAR $/HR $/YEAR $/HR $/YEAR 
0 $8.25 $16,500 $7.75 $14,260 $7.25 $10,440 $7.50 $15,000 $7.25 $10,440 $7.75 $11,160 $12.50 $6,750 
1 8.50 17,000 8.00 14,720 7.50 10,800 7.75 15,500 7.50 10,800 8.00 11,520 12.50 6,750 
2 8.75 17,500 8.25 15,180 7.75 11,160 8.00 16,000 7.75 11,160 8.25 11,880 12.50 6,750 
3 9.00 18,000 8.50 15,640 8.00 11,520 8.25 16,500 8.00 11,520 8.50 12,240 12.50 6,750 
4 9.25 18,500 8.75 16,100 9,00 18,000 8.50 17,000 8.25 11,880 8.75 12,600 12.50 6,750 
5 9.50 19,000 9.00 16,560 8.50 12,240 8.75 17,500 8.50 12,240 9.00 12,960 12.50 6,750 
6 9.75 19,500 9.25 17,020 8.75 12,600 9.00 18,000 8.75 12,600 9.25 13,320 12.50 6,750 
7 10.00 20,000 9.50 17,480 9.00 12,960 9.25 18,500 9.00 12,960 9.50 13,680 12.50 6,750 
8 10.25 20,500 9.75 17,940 9.25 13,320 9.50 19,000 9.25 13,320 9.75 14,040 12.50 6,750 
9 10.50 21,000 10.00 18,400 9.50 13,680 9.75 19,500 9.50 13,680 10.00 14,400 12.50 6,750 
10 10.75 21,500 10.25 18,860 9.75 14,040 10.00 20,000 9.75 14,040 10.25 14,760 12.50 6,750 
11 11.00 22,000 10.50 19,320 10.00 14,400 10.25 20,500 10.00 14,400 10.50 15,120 12.50 6,750 
12 11.25 22,500 10.75 19,780 10.25 14,760 10.50 21,000 10.25 14,760 10.75 15,480 12.50 6,750 
13 11.50 23,000 10.00 20,240 10.50 15,120 10.75 21,500 10.50 15,120 11.00 15,840 12.50 6,750 
14 11.75 23,500 11.25 20,700 10.75 15,480 11.00 22,000 10.75 15,480 11.25 16,200 12.50 6,750 
15 12.00 24,000 11.50 21,160 11.00 15,840 11.25 22,500 11.00 15,840 11.50 16,580 12.50 6,750 
16 12.25 24,500 11.75 21,620 11.25 16,200 11.50 23,000 11.25 16,200 11.75 16,920 12.50 6,750 
17 12.50 25,000 12.00 22,080 11.50 16,560 11.75 23,500 11.50 16,560 12.00 17,280 12.50 6,750 
18 12.75 25,500 12.25 22,540 11.75 16,920 12.00 24,000 11.75 16,920 12.25 17,640 12.50 6,750 
19 13.00 26,000 12.50 23,000 12.00 17,280 12.25 24,500 12.00 17,280 12.50 18,000 12.50 6,750 
20 13.25 26,500 12.75 23,460 12.25 17,640 12.50 25,000 12.25 17,640 12.75 18,360 12.50 6,750 
21 13.50 27,000 13.00 23,920 12.50 18,000 12.75 25,500 12.50 18,000 13.00 18,720 12.50 6,750 
22 13.75 27,500 13.25 24,380 12.75 18,360 13.00 26,000 12.75 18,360 13.25 19,080 12.50 6,750 

Source: Wetumka Public Schools, October 2012 
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While this guidance would not have to exist in terms of a traditional schedule that provides 

increases annually, the district could still adopt a uniform system for setting salaries and granting 

raises. Without such a system in place, support employees have no assurance of fair 

compensation and advancement, which can result in low employee morale and loss in 

productivity. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop and implement a salary schedule for support staff to ensure a compensation 

system based on employee performance and skill level. 

The superintendent should work with each category of support employee to create a salary 

schedule that includes minimum wages for each position and conditions for advancement. While 

time on the job can be a factor in the salary schedule, skills, knowledge, and effectiveness can 

also be factors. When new support personnel are hired, they can request higher placement on the 

salary schedule based on valid proof of their expertise and experience, and these requests are 

approved by the school board on a case-by-case basis. Implementing this recommendation would 

also protect the superintendent from the appearance of a lack of equity and objectivity. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-16 

The district has no professional development program for instructional support staff. As these 

staff work directly with students, this has an impact on the overall educational quality JPS 

students receive. Without systematic, job-specific training for all instructional support staff, the 

district is not able to develop and maintain the desired student outcomes. 

In all, the district’s school personnel database shows nine support employees with some kind of a 

class aide role. Since these staff members assist teachers with instruction – often with the 

instruction of special needs students or large classes – helping them understand principles of 

pedagogy and academic content contributes to student success. 

Additionally, all support staff need training that helps them understand the legal requirements of 

their job duties and the best practices from around the state and country. Financial secretaries 

need training in the Oklahoma Cost Accounting System (OCAS). Bus drivers, cooks, and 

custodians need training in safety issues specific to the jobs they perform. By establishing 

guidelines for each group of employees to review, they will know what training they need. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Ensure that legal requirements (OSHA, DHS, etc.) are met, as well as training in logistical 

and instructional areas. 

A portion of the district’s professional development budget should be set aside to help 

instructional support staff receive training in effective instruction. Although not required either 
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by statute or board policy, the district could also allow one of the support personnel to serve on 

the district professional development committee. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 1-17 

The district struggles to find applicants for teaching positions, in spite of advertising on 

statewide job boards and calling colleges in the area when they have vacancies. This leads to 

positions remaining unfilled during the school year or principals settling upon applicants just to 

get a certified teacher in the classroom. 

While the district is overstaffed in some areas (such as high school core content classes), the 

superintendent and principals report that few applications are received when positions are open. 

Partly this is due to Jones being something of an outlier – a rural district adjacent to a large urban 

area. While there are three major teacher preparation programs within an hour of JPS, many of 

the candidates do not know about them. 

Proactive districts have taken to promoting themselves to prospective hires. In addition to 

appearing at each university’s teacher recruitment fairs, many have recruitment nights of their 

own. Several even blitz social media to promote their events. By doing so, they not only reach 

teachers entering the profession, they also attract the attention of teachers in other districts who 

might be looking for a change. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Hold a recruitment night, enlisting community support to show potential applicants the 

advantages to working in Jones Public Schools. 

The district should plan a career night and invite candidates from the teacher preparation 

programs throughout Oklahoma. The invitation should highlight the advantages to working in 

Jones – working near the city and all its activity, while being far enough removed from 

downtown to still have a close-knit small town school district with tremendous community 

support. 

To enhance their efforts, the district should utilize social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, to 

recruit both new and veteran teachers to the event. Recently, Enid Public Schools held a career 

fair, using their social media accounts to recruit heavily. The result was 80 candidates who came 

and held preliminary interviews with principals. The prospective hires came from five different 

states in all. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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FINDING 1-18 

Implementation of TLE for teacher evaluations has been uneven. The administration thinks 

teachers understand and appreciate it, but teachers find it to be an unnecessary hassle.  

Jones elected to use the Marzano rubrics for both its teacher and principal evaluations. Exhibit 

1-14 provides the Marzano rubric for teachers. Exhibit 1-15 provides the Marzano rubric for 

principals. 

Exhibit 1-14 

Marzano Model Used for JPS Teacher Evaluations 

 

 
Source: http://www.marzanoevaluation.com/evaluation/four_domains/, April 2013 

http://www.marzanoevaluation.com/evaluation/four_domains/
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Exhibit 1-15 

Marzano Model Used for JPS Principal Evaluations 

 
Domain Elements 
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1. The school leader ensures clear and measureable goals are established and focused on 

critical needs regarding improving overall student achievement at the school level. 

2. The school leader ensures clear and measureable goals are established and focused on 

critical needs regarding improving achievement of individual students within the school. 

3. The school leader ensures that data are analyzed, interpreted, and used to regularly monitor 

progress toward school achievement goals. 

4. The school leader ensures that data are analyzed, interpreted, and used to regularly monitor 

progress toward achievement goals for individual students. 

5. The school leader ensures that appropriate school-level and classroom-level programs and 

practices are in place to help all students meet individual achievement goals when data 

indicate interventions are needed. 
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1. The school leader provides a clear vision as to how instruction should be addressed in the 

school. 

2. The school leader effectively supports and retains teachers who continually enhance their 

pedagogical skills through reflection and professional growth plans. 

3. The school leader is aware of predominant instructional practices throughout the school. 

4. The school leader ensures that teachers are provided with clear, ongoing evaluations of 

their pedagogical strengths and weaknesses that are based on multiple sources of data and 

are consistent with student achievement data. 

5. The school leader ensures that teachers are provided with job-embedded professional 

development that is directly related to their instructional growth goals. 
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 1. The school leader ensures that the school curriculum and accompanying assessments adhere 

to state and district standards. 

2. The school leader ensures that the school curriculum is focused enough that it can be 

adequately addressed in the time available to teachers. 

3. The school leader ensures that all students have the opportunity to learn the critical content 

of the curriculum. 
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1. The school leader ensures that teachers have opportunities to observe and discuss effective 

teaching. 

2. The school leader ensures that teachers have formal roles in the decision-making process 

regarding school initiatives. 

3. The school leader ensures that teacher teams and collaborative groups regularly interact to 

address common issues regarding curriculum, assessment, instruction, and the achievement 

of all students. 

4. The school leader ensures that teachers and staff have formal ways to provide input regarding 

the optimal functioning of the school and delegates responsibilities appropriately. 

5. The school leader ensures that students, parents, and community have formal ways to 

provide input regarding the optimal functioning of the school. 

S
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1. The school leader is recognized as the leader of the school who continually improves his or 

her professional practice. 

2. The school leader has the trust of the faculty and staff that his or her actions are guided by 

what is best for all student populations. 

3. The school leader ensures that faculty and staff perceive the school environment as safe and 

orderly. 

4. The school leader ensures that students, parents, and the community perceive the school 

environment as safe and orderly. 

5. The school leader manages the fiscal, operational, and technological resources of the school 

in a way that focuses on effective instruction and the achievement of all students. 

6. The school leader acknowledges the success of the whole school, as well as individuals within 

the school. 
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Source: http://www.marzanocenter.com/files/Leadership-Model-Map-20120417.pdf, March 2015 

Exhibit 1-16 shows survey results on TLE training. Nearly 60 percent of the staff reported 

feeling adequately trained. Interviews with teachers revealed frustration with the process, 

however. 

Exhibit 1-16 

Staff Survey Results Regarding Teacher Evaluations 

Survey 

Group Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Staff 

I received adequate training on the 

new TLE evaluation instrument 

our district has adopted. 

20% 39% 29% 9% 3% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, January 2015 

Each member of the administration interviewed felt that the qualitative component of TLE was 

helpful in furthering dialogue about effective teaching, though they complained about their 

availability to perform other duties with the time they have to invest in evaluating teachers. On 

the other hand, none of the teachers interviewed had much positive to say about TLE. The 

consensus was that the training had been long, that the documentation required of them was 

burdensome, and that, in the end, there was no change to teacher quality. 

Regardless of individual feelings about the TLE system or the training for it, teachers and 

principals need to understand the intent of the indicators within the evaluation rubric. Otherwise, 

when the quantitative piece is added at some point in the future, teachers and principals will have 

even less confidence in and fidelity to the model. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Work with small groups of teachers on TLE implementation, focusing on one domain of 

the evaluation system at a time to make the process more manageable. 

At this point, all school staff have had large group trainings. Principals should work with small 

groups (no more than six to eight teachers at a time) to review critical domains. Priority can be 

given to areas in which there are apparent weaknesses. For example, if a group of teachers were 

low in Domain 1: Classroom Strategies and Behaviors, the principal could provide extra training 

there. Meanwhile, if another group were weak in Domain 2: Planning and Preparing, the 

principal could provide support for those teachers.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

http://www.marzanocenter.com/files/Leadership-Model-Map-20120417.pdf
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E. COMMUNITY AND PARENT INVOLVEMENT 

School districts are a vital part of communities, often associated with a community’s identity, 

sense of pride, and quality of life. This is especially true in smaller communities. In order to 

strengthen this role, school districts should develop effective communications and community 

involvement programs that lead to a more informed and engaged staff and community. Research 

demonstrates that community outreach benefits both the community and the schools. 

Effective community involvement programs should highlight the unique characteristics of the 

school district and the community. These programs can significantly affect citizen perceptions 

and engage the community in the school system. Effective programs will rally public support and 

involvement. That will result in parent and community volunteers, public participation in the 

decision-making processes that affect the schools (e.g. bond and board elections), and productive 

business and community alliances.  

Exhibit 1-17 reflects a five-year comparison of parent conference attendance. In 2012-13, Jones 

had the lowest attendance rate among its peers and the state. Over the five-year period, Jones has 

consistently ranked below the state in parent conference attendance. 

Exhibit 1-17 

Comparison of Parent Conference Attendance 

District 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Jones 65.2% 66.9% 69.2% 66.2% 63.9% 

Bethany 79.2% 79.1% 68.6% 79.3% 81.7% 

Bethel 74.1% 64.5% 67.0% 73.8% 72.7% 

Chandler 69.8% 57.3% 70.4% 57.4% 67.6% 

Lone Grove 59.2% 54.6% 59.9% 64.3% 68.1% 

Perkins-Tryon 73.5% 81.9% 79.7% 75.9% 77.9% 

State 72.1% 72.2% 72.0% 73.5% 74.0% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

FINDING 1-19 

The superintendent has formed a community council that meets once a month to discuss district 

priorities and planning. This advisory committee is designed to help the district communicate 

with parents and members of the community who may not have a current connection to the 

district. 

The district website includes the advisory committee’s mission on its front page: 

Create an opportunity for community members and the district superintendent to 

strengthen the school/community relationship through an exchange of ideas and 

information, and build trust by sharing concerns and perspectives. 

The group will attempt to meet monthly and discuss any topic of interest. Agendas, if 

any, will intentionally be short with few items. The topic will be determined at the 
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meeting. Participation will be by invitation; however, all are welcome. The group works 

best with 12 – 15 in attendance, and we hope to have about 6 – 8 new members at each 

meeting. After attending 2 – 3 meetings, we ask that you invite someone else to attend in 

your place. The goal is to have a mix of new and returning members at each meeting. 

We try to not place a time limit on the meeting, but we target a one hour meeting. In the 

past, meetings have run 2½ hours. 

Meetings are for the benefit of the students of Jones Public Schools, and while we 

welcome all topics to that end, we ask that personal issues specific to your child or family 

be discussed at a different time. 

By including new members at each meeting, the superintendent ensures that the conversation 

will not just be the same group of people echoing each other’s ideas. In his first year, the 

superintendent has effectively worked to bring together groups of stakeholders that traditionally 

have not intersected.  

COMMENDATION 

The superintendent is commended for creating an advisory council and including a wide 

variety of stakeholders. 

FINDING 1-20 

Teachers are using the remind.com application for increased parental engagement. During the 

review process, this was mentioned by administrators, parents, and teachers as a positive step in 

improving the timeliness of communication between the school and parents. Given that JPS has 

one of the lowest rates of participation in parent-teacher conferences among its peer districts, it is 

important that the district take every possible step to keep parents informed about student 

achievement.  

Remind.com advertises that it is “a safe way for teachers to text message students and stay in 

touch with parents.” With growing concerns over digital citizenship, this eliminates the practice 

of teachers giving their cell phone numbers to students or parents. Instead, teachers can send 

notice of missing assignments (or similar messages) in a secure manner. 

COMMENDATION 

Jones Public Schools is commended for utilizing the remind.com application. 

F. COMMUNICATIONS/PUBLIC RELATIONS 

The primary role of communications in a school district is to convey a message and image 

consistent with the school board policies that are implemented through procedures established by 

the superintendent and district staff. Critical components of communications include strategies 

for externally communicating with the community and internally communicating within the 

school district. Exhibit 1-18 reflects communication methods utilized by Jones Public Schools. 
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Exhibit 1-18 

Jones Public Communication Methods 

Technology-Based Written and Published Personal Contact 

Website and teacher sites Student Handbooks School visits 

Email Notes home in backpacks Attending school events 

Remind.com Newsletter Advisory Council 
Source: Jones interviews and documentation, January 2015 

FINDING 1-21 

The district website is underutilized in terms of advertising events and promoting the district’s 

successes. Several sections of the website contain no content, and the district phone number is 

not listed on any page.  

Exhibit 1-19 shows the district calendar as included on the website for the month of March 

2015. The only event listed is the school board meeting. The calendar could include notice about 

such other activities as spring break, parent-teacher conferences, athletic and academic 

competitions, and other school activities. 

Exhibit 1-19 

Web Calendar for March 2015 

 
Source: www.jones.k12.ok.us 

Exhibit 1-20 shows the page where the board meeting schedule is supposed to be. It is also 

blank. Another link on this page goes to an archive of board agendas. This archive is incomplete 

and out of order. 

http://www.jones.k12.ok.us/
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Exhibit 1-20 

Board Agenda Page 

 
Source: www.jones.k12.ok.us    

Exhibit 1-21 represents criteria for the openness of public entity websites published by 

Ballotpedia, a non-profit, non-partisan organization that promotes “thriving citizenship through 

the free and open sharing of information”.
26

 While there is no national or state standard for 

school district websites, Ballotpedia does provide a useful framework. 

 

                                                           
26

 http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Ballotpedia:About 

http://www.jones.k12.ok.us/
http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Ballotpedia:About
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Exhibit 1-21 

Ballotpedia Criteria for School District Website Quality 

Area Required Recommended 

Budget 

 Budget for the current fiscal year. 

 Budgets for previous years. 

 Comparative graphics to visualize trends. 

 Narrative features that compare the current budget to previous years. 

 The checkbook register, including: amount of payment, date, check number, 

recipient, purpose, and image of PO/Check Request/Invoice. 

 Contact information for information requests. 

Board Meetings/ 

Agendas 

 Time and place of meeting. 

 Minutes of meetings. 

 Agendas for all meetings that fall under open 

meetings rules. 

 Whether the meeting is open or closed. 

 Whether public input is allowed at the meeting, and, if so, the rules governing input. 

 If the meeting is videotaped, the video of the meeting. 

 Two weeks’ notice of the meeting’s time and place. 

Who Are the Board 

Members? 

 Names and contact information, including phone 

numbers and email addresses. 

 Terms of office and date of next election. 

 Any financial disclosures and conflict-of-interest statements. 

 Committee appointments. 

 Voting record. 

School District 

Administrators 

 Contact information for all appointed and elected 

administrators. 

 Governing boards and bylaws for agencies. 

 Conflict of interest agreements. 

Access to Government 

Records and Public 

Documents 

 Contact information on employee that handles 

open records requests. 

 Procedure for an open records request. 

 Annual rating of FOIA compliance. 

 Information on any court judgments. 

Contracts  

With Teachers  

and Support Staff 

  Information on contract negotiations and terms, such as: length of contract, salary 

schedules, summary of benefits, retirement incentives, days per year/hours per day 

worked, and tuition reimbursement. 

 Copy of the contract between superintendent and school district. 

Contracts With 

Vendors 

 Rules governing and copies of contracts. 

 Bids and contracts for purchases >$10,000. 

 Contracts should not be granted based on: patronage, campaign contributions, or 

friendship/family relationships. 

Audits   Information about regular, scheduled financial, and performance audits, with results. 

Tax Burden 
     Information about all taxes levied by the school district. 

 Revenue breakdown by federal, state, and local taxes in the school budget. 

Criminal  

Background Checks 

  Comprehensive information on policies regarding criminal background checks on 

staff 

 Information regarding teacher certification requirements. 

Academic Performance 

 Information on standardized tests that are 

administered by the district. 

 Performance records for standardized tests. 

 Data comparing district performance with state and national performance. 

 Historical data for trend analysis. 

 Any other comparative information/data available. 

Source: Ballotpedia.com recommendations, paraphrased and edited by Prismatic, December 2013
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Exhibit 1-22 shows the result of the consulting team’s analysis of the Jones website in 

comparison to Ballotpedia categories. As shown, many items are missing or incomplete. In 

addition, JPS does not have complete school board minutes posted on its website, as required by 

state law. 

Exhibit 1-22 

Consulting Team Review of JPS Website 

Criteria Status 

Budget Missing 

Board Meetings/Agendas Incomplete 

Who are the Board Members? Incomplete 

School District Administrators Complete 

Access to Government Records and Public Documents Missing 

Contracts with Teachers and Support Staff Missing 

Contracts With Vendors Missing 

Audits Missing 

Tax Burden Missing 

Criminal Background Checks Missing 

Academic Performance Incomplete 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Update and improve the JPS website. 

While it is ultimately the superintendent’s responsibility to ensure that the district website is 

current and useful, different pieces of this fall to different individuals. The board clerk should 

post agendas, minutes, and supporting documents from board meetings. The principals should 

keep a schedule of games and events up to date on the website. Administrators in their roles as 

teacher evaluators should review the teacher webpages. 

Under the Marzano TLE model, this could fall into Domain 4: Collegiality and Professionalism. 

This could include requiring teachers to keep assignment schedules posted. Much as with the 

recommendation about parental involvement, the administrators should establish norms for the 

use of teacher webpages. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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Chapter 2 

Instructional Delivery System 

This chapter addresses the instructional delivery of Jones Public Schools (JPS) in the following 

sections: 

A. Curriculum 

B. Instructional Delivery and Student Performance 

C. Special Programs 

D. Student Services – Guidance and Counseling 

The primary purpose of any school system is educating children. Effective schools deliver 

quality instruction based upon a district’s capacity to manage and implement a rigorous, relevant 

curriculum. The education process requires robust policies and procedures that direct the 

instructional process, provide well-designed programs to meet the needs of all students, and 

provide resources to support program implementation. The monitoring and evaluation of 

program effectiveness based upon student performance data are also essential. 

A. CURRICULUM 

Oklahoma state education laws, as codified in the Oklahoma Administrative Code (210 OS § 

15), manage the instructional process to ensure academic success for all students. It is the 

responsibility of the school district to meet the requirements of the law. A district’s instructional 

program, along with its allocation of resources, is the means by which a district attempts to meet 

the educational needs of all students. A well-designed and managed process for developing 

curriculum and directing instruction, collecting assessment data to evaluate and monitor 

programs, and providing the resources needed to support educational efforts are essential if a 

district is to meet the needs of its students. 

Curriculum development and instructional delivery are critical components of student learning. 

The presentation of materials, concepts, skills, and new ideas greatly affect the acquisition of 

knowledge. Curriculum content and instructional strategies need proper alignment and regularly 

scheduled evaluations. This promotes improvement of student performance and ensures 

curricular relevance, rigor, and equity.  

Oklahoma school boards and superintendents provide principals and teachers with necessary 

tools to deliver the state adopted standards. The state standards, the Priority Academic Student 

Skills (PASS) drive educational delivery. With the re-adoption of PASS, educators are 

encouraged to shape their educational efforts by integrating best practices on instructional shifts. 

The goal is that such effort will provide the rigor and relevance students need to be college- and 

career-ready. 

PASS provides a consistent, clear articulation of learning expectations, guide teacher instruction, 

and assist parents in knowing what they need to do to assist in the educational process. The 

academic standards are intended to mirror the robust, relevant, real world knowledge and skills 
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students need for success in college and careers. PASS defines the content, knowledge, and skills 

students should gain during their K-12 educational careers. PASS prepares high school graduates 

for success in college courses and in workforce environments. Exhibit 2-1 further explains the 

PASS standards. 

Exhibit 2-1 

The Priority Academic State Standards  

What PASS Does What PASS Does Not Do 

 Focus on deep thinking, conceptual 

understanding, and real world problem 

solving skills 

 Set expectations for students to be ready 

for college, career, and citizenship 

 Incorporate literacy in science, social 

studies, and technical subjects 

 Emphasize the use of citations and 

examples from texts when creating 

opinions and arguments 

 Increase rigor and grade level expectations 

 Determine the full range of support for 

English language learners and students 

with special needs 

 Dictate how teachers should teach 

 Mandate a specific curriculum 

 Limit advanced work beyond the 

standards 

 Require the purchase or development of 

entirely new instructional materials 

 Prescribe all that can or should be taught 

 Limit efforts to prepare students for 

college, career, or citizenship readiness 

 Prescribe interventions for students below 

grade level 

Source: SDE, 2014 

FINDING 2-1 

The district’s administrators and teachers are committed to maintaining relevance, rigor, and 

high expectations in the Pre-K through grade 12 curricula. To ensure students are college- and 

career-ready, the staff is incorporating critical-thinking, problem-solving, and analytical skills 

into the curriculum. Over the past three years, the district was moving towards implementing the 

Common Core State Standards, but has returned to implementing the Priority Academic Student 

Skills (PASS). Focus group dialog indicated the teachers and administrators remain attentive to 

the underlying literacy, learning goals, knowledge, and skills that students need to be college- 

and career-ready. The implementation of the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model has heightened 

the awareness and knowledge base for continuous improvement of instructional delivery. It was 

noted that science and social studies teachers continue to integrate writing into these content 

areas. Even though Oklahoma’s educational forefront remains in flux, JPS teachers are mindful 

of incorporating best practices that bring their instructional delivery techniques to the next level 

of excellence. Administrators and teachers realize the importance of continuous improvement 

and forward thinking.  

In addition to the surveys of parents, students, and the staff as a whole, the consulting team 

conducted a separate survey of teachers only. The survey asked teachers to rate their principal in 

22 areas based on the work of McREL’s effective school leadership framework. For each 
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question, on a scale of one (developing) to four (distinguished), teachers rated the extent to 

which their principal exhibited each characteristic. The four-point scale is: 

 1 – Developing; 

 2 – Proficient; 

 3 – Accomplished; and 

 4 – Distinguished. 

There is also a choice for “not demonstrated” if a teacher does not feel he has enough evidence to 

make a selection. 

A total of 57 JPS teachers completed the survey and some of the results are provided in Exhibit 

2-2. Each of the three principals was rated an average of 2.5 or more in several areas related to 

commitment to continuous instructional improvement, which is between “proficient” and 

“accomplished.” One principal was rated at an average of 3.1 or more, which is between 

“accomplished” and “distinguished.” As shown, the efforts of the principals to support 

instructional improvement has been noticed by JPS teachers. 

Exhibit 2-2 

JPS McREL Teacher Survey Results Regarding Principal Leadership 

Survey Statement 

Principal 

1 

Principal 

2 

Principal 

3 

Intellectual Stimulation: Ensures that the faculty and 

staff are aware of the most current theories and 

practices and makes the discussion of these a regular 

aspect of the culture. 

2.5 3.1 3.5 

Knowledge of Curriculum, Instruction, and 

Assessment: Is knowledgeable about the current 

curriculum, instruction, and assessment practices. 

2.5 2.8 3.1 

Optimize: Inspires and leads new and challenging 

innovations. 
2.8 2.8 3.5 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, April 2015 

The educational challenges facing schools today are multifaceted. Determining the most 

effective ways to address all the issues that impact student achievement is complex. However, 

education research is replete in focusing on one element – instruction. Research indicates that 

instructional delivery matters significantly. Research clearly outlines common principles and 

foundational teaching practices that are necessary to improve student performance. These 

practices cut across all content areas and grade levels. In his work, Research for Effective 

Teaching and What Works in Schools – Translating Research into Action, Marzano (2003) 

identifies key instructional delivery practices that have high impact and work for all students. 

Within the last three years, the district has done a book study on Marzano’s (2007), The Art and 

Science of Teaching. Additional bodies of research that support JPS efforts are Danielson’s 
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(2013), The Framework for Teaching. This is an evidence-based set of instructional components 

that divides the complex activity of teaching into 22 components. The Council of Chief State 

School Officers’ (CCSSO) TASC Model Core Teaching Standards also provides a resource for 

the district. JPS has risen to the challenge of seeking to implement best instructional practices 

that strongly impact and improve student achievement.  

COMMENDATION 

Jones Public Schools administrators, teachers, and staff are commended for their 

commitment to continuous instructional improvement. 

FINDING 2-2 

There is not yet a comprehensive alignment of the elementary and secondary curriculum 

vertically and horizontally. Some content areas and grade levels endeavor to align horizontally, 

but this is not uniform across the district. There are no systemized vertical alignment processes in 

place. There is no comprehensive accountability process in place for either vertical or horizontal 

alignment. 

Elementary grade levels have common periods to plan instruction and to decide the skills and 

content being taught in the next week or teaching segment. The high school science, social 

studies, English, and math departments have made initial efforts to align their curricula, but the 

alignment efforts are incomplete and not uniform in structure and format. In the past, the district 

developed curriculum maps. Due to changing academic standards, these documents are no longer 

relevant. The curriculum at JPS is not calendar paced vertically or horizontally to ensure skill 

mastery, maintenance, retention, and removal of gaps and redundancies. The Pre-K through 12 

core curriculum is not vertically or horizontally aligned, nor is there a system in place to 

facilitate and monitor the alignment process. 

Teachers and administrators spoke of the need for vertical and horizontal alignment. The 

teachers also expressed interest in cross-curricular planning that integrated skills and content 

across core areas. It was reported in focus groups and interviews that some course and grade 

level curriculum is textbook driven while other teachers choose to design their curriculum based 

upon materials and resources of their choosing. There was limited evidence presented that the 

districts’ data are used to inform curricular decisions vertically or horizontally. The Criterion-

Referenced Tests (CRT) student performance data, state’s Blueprints, and depth of knowledge 

(DOK) guidelines do not guide instruction throughout all classrooms. There are no formalized, 

ongoing vertical and horizontal alignment processes in place to ensure the curriculum is calendar 

paced and adjusted appropriately based upon student performance data. In the recent past, the 

district’s summative math scores fluctuated in the elementary and middle schools. This is an 

indicator of the need for reviewing curricular alignment. Reading scores in the bottom quartile 

are not showing adequate improvement and reflect a need for curricular improvement.  

The district does not provide regularly structured release time to align curriculum horizontally 

and vertically. There is no curriculum design that facilitates a seamless transition through the 

hierarchy of all curriculum content and skills. There is limited focus making sure that there is 

continuity with content-specific vocabulary, teaching materials, and resources.  
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The purpose of horizontal and vertical alignment is to ensure a high quality comprehensive 

curriculum is implemented. Curriculum alignment is the first step for student performance. 

Curriculum alignment is an ongoing process of mapping and pacing all content, skills, 

assessments, learning activities and instructional strategies, and resources. 

When curriculum is horizontally aligned, what students learn in one 9
th

 grade biology course 

mirrors what other students are learning in a different 9
th

 grade biology course. The process of 

horizontal curriculum alignment takes place collaboratively with all grade levels or subject 

teachers. This ensures all classrooms provide the same written, taught, and tested curriculum. 

Content and instruction is equitable across each classroom. Ultimately, the goal of horizontal 

alignment of curricula ensures each grade level and subject classroom receives equitable 

instruction according to PASS. A mapping document guides and paces each grade level or 

subject area curriculum. 

When curriculum is vertically aligned, what students learn in one lesson, course, or grade level 

prepares them for the next lesson, course, or grade level. Curriculum and instruction is 

purposefully structured and logically sequenced so that students are learning the knowledge and 

skills that will progressively prepare them for more challenging, higher-level work. Vertical 

curriculum alignment identifies content and skills students are to master. Mastering the content 

and skills in one course or grade level enables students to experience a seamless upward spiral of 

curriculum.  

Test scores identify the most apparent gaps, redundancies, and omissions of students in all 

quartiles. Reviewing the bottom percentiles gaps is important in the curriculum alignment 

process. The vertical alignment of curriculum also includes review of teaching materials, 

resources, and textbooks meeting the needs of these students. It was reported some teachers 

design their own curriculum, but the JPS curriculum is primarily textbook driven. Textbooks 

must be closely monitored to make sure all the PASS standards are included. Even if the core 

curriculum has the same publishers across grade levels, this is not the equivalent of horizontal 

and vertical alignment with PASS and student performance data. 

Vertical and horizontal curriculum alignment breaks down a textbook’s scope and sequence to 

align with PASS and Blueprint pacing in all grade levels and subjects. The process abandons or 

postpones content that is not included in state standards. The alignment process is fluid and 

adjusts to both formative and summative student performance results. A horizontally aligned 

curriculum is well organized and purposefully designed to facilitate learning for all students at 

each grade level and course. When a curriculum is vertically coherent, what students learn and 

master in one lesson, course, or grade level prepares them for the next lesson, course, or grade 

level. Teaching is consistently structured and logically sequenced so that students are mastering 

the knowledge and skills that will progressively prepare them for more challenging, higher-level 

work.
1
  

Vertically and horizontally aligned and calendar-paced curricula enable all students in all content 

areas to master grade level concepts and skills. This prepares them for success at grade level and 

                                                           
1
 http://edglossary.org/coherent-curriculum 

http://edglossary.org/coherent-curriculum
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higher-level, more complex, and challenging content. These websites provide more information 

regarding the vertical and horizontal alignment process: 

 https://www.teachingchannel.org/aligning-curriculum-module-sac; 

 http://www.ascd.org/publications/curriculum-handbook/421/chapters/Overview.aspx; 

 http://edglossary.org/coherent-curriculum/; and 

 https://www.azed.gov/.../files/.../curriculum-and-alignment-ppt-v4.pp. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Begin the process for adopting a vertically and horizontally aligned curriculum through 

initial planning and implementation at the district/school leadership level. 

The district should provide stipends and release time for principals and teachers to review and 

align the curricula. The alignment process should begin with the content areas of greatest need 

based upon Oklahoma Core Curriculum Tests (OCCT) scores. The dialog and discussion should 

be centered on student performance results, PASS, and the Blueprints. The process can be 

outsourced. However, at the time of this report, since the new state standards are not available, 

the process can be facilitated by the administrators or responsible teacher leaders. The dialog and 

discussion should include:  

 how teachers intentionally design and pace horizontal organization of curriculum that 

facilitates learning and matches standards; 

 identifying horizontal and vertical learning gaps and repetitions based upon student 

performance data; and 

 aligning, pacing, and calendaring the standards across weekly lessons, subject areas, and 

grade levels.  

Instructional resources, teaching strategies, and teaching materials also need alignment. Teachers 

should share all instructional material used to teach content, including software and technology. 

All these components should reflect coherence to the standards, Blueprint percentage, objectives, 

and academic expectations.
2
 

The Arizona Department of Education has a relatively simple process of horizontal alignment. 

Teachers ask and answer three simple questions, implement the answers with fidelity and adjust 

the alignment based upon student performance: 

1. What content skills and content do we teach? 

2. When do we teach them? 

                                                           
2
 Ibid. 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/aligning-curriculum-module-sac
http://www.ascd.org/publications/curriculum-handbook/421/chapters/Overview.aspx
http://edglossary.org/coherent-curriculum/
https://www.azed.gov/.../files/.../curriculum-and-alignment-ppt-v4.pp
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3. How will we know if the students have learned them?
3
 

Vertical alignment is defined as: 

Ensuring that curriculum objectives are specific and build one upon another, that 

prerequisites are mastered, gaps are eliminated, and there is an increasing sophistication 

and rigor in concepts, processes, and skills across the grades.
4
 

The vertical alignment process will require scheduling focused release time among grade levels 

and content areas. The implementation of release time or implementing a Professional Learning 

Community (PLC) process also allows teachers structured time to accommodate dialog and 

discussion for aligning skills at each grade level and content area. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The consulting team recommends the district budget $3,000 annually to cover additional teacher 

workdays. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Implement initial 

dialog and discussion 

to vertically and 

horizontally align 

curriculum. 

($3,000) ($3,000) $0 $0 $0 

FINDING 2-3 

The elementary school has not completed a recent all-inclusive curriculum and program review 

for the purpose of selective abandonment. The elementary school keeps adding, but has not 

eliminated programs, resources, software, and technology that are not aligned with student data 

or the state standards. There is no evaluation to determine if programs have high impacts on 

student learning. As the district aligns the curriculum vertically and horizontally, only the 

programs, resources, and materials that interface tightly with the PASS standards and 

instructional delivery best practices need retention. Teachers and administrators indicated there is 

no needs assessment or filtering process for the purchase of new core curriculum, supplemental 

resource materials, software, and technology. Teachers indicated, “We keep adding new things 

and there is not enough time in the day to implement what is available.” 

Additional programmatic issues to review are diagnostic assessments and scheduling. Currently, 

the reading assessments being used, primarily STAR and Lexia, do not consistently align and 

place students at the same diagnostic levels. There is no accountability to ensure all curricula, 

instructional resources, and intervention strategies closely align with the diagnostic results. The 

current special programs and schedules (art, PE, Spanish, and music) also need examination. In 

the early grades, some of the special programs are offered first thing in the morning. This 

infringes on the prime time needed for teaching the essential core curriculum. 
                                                           
3
 Curriculum and Alignment – Arizona Department of Education https://www.azed.gov/. p. 11 

4
 Ibid., page 12 

https://www.azed.gov/
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The consulting team also found indications that teachers do not implement programs with 

fidelity. This impacts the degree to which the program improves student learning. It was reported 

that one particular software program provides a signal to the teacher if the student is struggling. 

This is an indication for the teacher to engage in one-on-one direct student instruction. The 

program provides appropriate print outs for this individual instruction. If the teacher does not 

respond to the signal, the software redirects the learner and continues to electronically remediate 

the student at a more appropriate learning level. It was reported that teachers may be grading 

papers instead of monitoring student screens and responding to the opportunity for one-on-one 

direct instruction. 

Program evaluation processes identify quality and how effectively programs align with 

standards, learning goals, and interface with student performance results. The process should 

assess student interest and developmental appropriateness. Education program evaluations are 

typically conducted to provide the information teachers and administrators need to make 

decisions whether to retain or abandon programs. An evaluation process typically begins with 

these questions: 

 To what degree is the program cost effective? 

 To what degree does the program align with academic and cognitive needs of students? 

 To what degree does the program produce the expected outcomes? 

 To what degree did the program align with the interests and needs of students?
5
 

RECOMMENDATION 

Evaluate and abandon all elementary curricula and resources that are not aligned with 

PASS and best instructional practices. 

Jones Elementary School needs to evaluate all instructional resources, software programs, and 

educational materials. Only high-impact resources should be retained. The superintendent and 

principals must work with teachers to evaluate and abandon resources and materials that are no 

longer robust and relevant to the knowledge base students need to be college- and career-ready. 

This evaluation and abandonment process needs to be simple, easily implemented, and focused 

on determining the effectiveness materials have on improved student performance. The process 

establishes a measure of accountability and determines if the program needs abandonment, 

retention, or if there is need for modifications and adjustments.  

Summative program evaluation takes place after the program has been implemented and is 

conducted at the end of each school year, or the other logical unit of time, such as end of 

programmatic intervention. Exhibit 2-3 presents examples of summative evaluation questions to 

explore. 

                                                           
5
 http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/pacific/pdf/REL_2014007.pdf 

http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/pacific/pdf/REL_2014007.pdf
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Exhibit 2-3 

Summative Program Evaluation 

After a program has been 

implemented and completed 

ask: 

What did the program accomplish? 

Did the program reach its goals and objectives? 

What impact did the program have on its recipients? 

What were the outcomes? 

Who benefited from the program? 

How much was the benefit? 

Was the benefit greater with this program as compared with 

another program? 

Did all types of students or clients benefit from the program? 

What were the positive outcomes? 

What were the negative outcomes? 

What should be improved/changed in the program? 

Does the benefit of the program warrant the cost? 
Source: http://www.janetwall.net/attachments/File/9_Step_Evaluation_Model_Paper.pdf 

A formative program evaluation can be used in purchasing new programs and during the 

implementation. Such evaluation promotes closer examination of a program’s implementation, as 

to whether there were changes, adjustments, and improvements so that it was adapted with 

fidelity. Exhibit 2-4 presents examples of formative evaluation questions to explore. 

Exhibit 2-4 

Formative Program Evaluation 

While the program is 

ongoing, several times ask: 

 

Is the program being implemented as it was designed? 

Do the students or clients understand the program’s concepts? 

What are the misconceptions about the program? 

Are all program implementers implementing the program in the 

same way? 

Is the program being implemented on schedule? 

Is there sufficient time to implement all aspects of the 

program? 

What aspects of the program do not seem to be working as well 

as you intended? 

Do program implementers need additional training on the 

program? 

Are there any negative outcomes surfacing? 
Source: http://www.janetwall.net/attachments/File/9_Step_Evaluation_Model_Paper.pdf 

In addition to asking evaluation questions, it is also important to make certain the programs align 

tightly with PASS, Depth of Knowledge expectations, and Oklahoma’s expected student 

performance levels. JPS demographics such as poverty, mobility, ethnicity, and bottom quartile 

student test scores should also be taken into consideration for abandonment or retention 

purposes. Teachers cannot afford to use and implement programs and materials that do not have 

a high impact on closing the achievement gap and improving student performance. 

http://www.janetwall.net/attachments/File/9_Step_Evaluation_Model_Paper.pdf
http://www.janetwall.net/attachments/File/9_Step_Evaluation_Model_Paper.pdf
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FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 2-4 

Jones High School has a limited selection of course electives. There are inadequate elective 

offerings for students who are not involved in extra-curricular activities and are not attending the 

technical center. 

Exhibit 2-5 shows a comparison of the core high school curriculum units by subjects. Although 

Jones ranked the highest of all in science with 8.5 units, overall the district was second lowest 

among the peers for total core curriculum units. Jones also ranked lower than the community 

group and state in total units. 

Exhibit 2-5 

Comparison of Core High School Curriculum Units by Subject 

2012-13 

Subjects J
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S
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Language Arts 8.5 9.5 10.0 9.0 7.0 7.5 9.1 8.1 

Science 8.5 8.0 8.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 7.2 6.3 

Math 8.0 9.0 8.0 5.0 9.0 8.0 7.9 6.6 

Social Studies 5.5 7.0 7.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 5.8 5.6 

Fine Arts 3.5 13.0 12.0 5.0 10.5 8.0 9.4 7.1 

Languages 2.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.7 2.8 

Total 36.0 50.5 49.0 31.0 41.5 41.5 42.1 36.5 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

According to the high school schedule, approximately eight to ten students were enrolled as 

office aides throughout the course of the year. The schedule also indicated concurrent 

enrollment, study hall, fine arts, service learning, and multiple sports electives. Focus group 

input indicated some students enroll in fine arts electives and sports electives multiple times. 

Interviews with administrators and the counselor conveyed the need for more elective offerings. 

Student aides were observed reading and chatting during elective periods. The counselor also 

pointed out the importance of early mapping of not only the core curriculum to meet graduation 

requirements, but also electives that will align with schedules. Interviews also reported that as 

JPS experiences budget cuts the electives often get cut first.  

High school electives are courses that are taken alongside the core curriculum of English, math, 

history, science, and foreign language. These courses are not required, but students “elect” to 

enroll in them. A primary reason students choose electives is the coursework complements their 

interests or allows them to explore diverse opportunities that broaden their interests. Electives 
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can also support life skills and provide a knowledge base that can be applied to adult life. 

Electives should challenge students to improve academic skills, critical thinking, and problem-

solving skills. Electives may not require as much time or work as a core course, but should 

include educational content. 

If students are college bound, admission officers want to see a solid foundation of learning that 

students can build on in college. Colleges look for interdisciplinary courses that overlap with the 

core curriculum such as computer science or programming, journalism, fine arts, and music. As 

one college guide notes: 

Some experts advise students to not only follow their interests, but also focus on their 

strengths when choosing electives. A student who excels in foreign languages could 

boost her grade point average and class standing by enrolling in a fourth year of French. 

Advisers also warn students not to stock up on light classes their senior year, because 

colleges will look for the student’s ability to maintain four years of academic course 

work.
6
 

RECOMMENDATION 

Expand the elective offerings at the high school. 

The superintendent, principals, counselors, teachers, and parent representatives need to review 

the current elective offerings. Together they should explore the question, Are ALL students 

enrolled in quality, elective classes and experiencing a genuine, worthwhile learning?  

All aspects of the elective curriculum need examination. Along with budget, the district needs to 

gather information from multiple fronts that impacts elective offerings. Teacher certifications 

need review to determine if the teachers are qualified to teach additional elective courses. Are 

current schedules arranged for teacher convenience or could schedules be adjusted to allow 

teaching an elective? The state’s graduation requirements and long-term student curriculum 

plans need examination. The number of offerings each semester and school year in art, music, 

foreign language, and sports need scrutiny. Some of these positions can be part-time and review 

if there are other courses these teachers can teach. Moving selected coursework to the middle 

school can free up both teachers and facilities at the high school. Gender issues need addressing 

to determine if there are equitable offerings available to both boys and girls. Facilities, 

technology, and part-time teacher schedules need review. 

When exploring options for personnel to teach the electives, all teacher and administrator 

qualifications and certifications need appraisal. Retired teachers provide a valuable source for 

manpower and 21
st
 century schools should rely heavily on the virtual world as a supplemental 

resource. There is a plethora of organizations and agencies that offer school districts assistance 

with elective opportunities. Information and ideas that JPS could use to broaden the elective 

options include: 

 http://thechoice.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/13/selecting-high-school-courses/?_r=0; 

                                                           
6
 http://www.greatschools.org/print-view/students/academic-skills/439-choosing-smart-electives.gs 

http://thechoice.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/13/selecting-high-school-courses/?_r=0
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 http://www.amered.com/awl_cur_hse.php; 

 http://edynamiclearning.com/; 

 http://www.hslda.org/highschool/elective_possibilities.pdf; and 

 https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/get-in/your-high-school-record/high-school-classes-

colleges-look-for. 

JPS staff needs to be open minded and creative in exploring options for increasing the number of 

electives offered at the high school. It will involve change and commitment, but most 

importantly, it expands the number and quality of elective education courses at JPS.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 2-5 

The district’s transition procedures for students moving from elementary school to middle school 

and from middle school to high school need to be updated and improved. The procedures are 

limited in meeting the unique social, cognitive, emotional, and physical needs of all students at 

these selected grade levels. 

Currently all transitioning students go to either the middle school or high school for guided tours 

of the facility. Administrators explain course work, elective offerings, and scheduling. 

Counselors assist with pertinent information that students need to know regarding the transition. 

Parents are invited and encouraged to attend meetings and support their student with the 

transition process.  

The elementary transition plan needs a longer period time. More time and attention needs to be 

given to the practical things fifth graders worry about. These include: 

 arriving to class on time and which class is next; 

 finding their locker, the lunchroom, the gym, and the bathrooms; 

 finding the right bus to go home; and  

 getting through crowded hallways. 

The high school transition plan needs review. Even though the graduation rate, dropout rate, and 

attendance rate indicate students are acclimating to the secondary environment, interviews 

indicated the process should be strengthened particularly during the first six weeks. The current 

orientation and transition process needs to be more intentional and implemented with greater 

consistency and effort. Interviews indicated the freshman class needs a mandatory planner that 

assists with organizational skills. Special needs students need additional time and guidance in 

learning the acceptable patterns of behavior. The high school teachers need a deeper knowledge 

http://www.amered.com/awl_cur_hse.php
http://edynamiclearning.com/
http://www.hslda.org/highschool/elective_possibilities.pdf
https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/get-in/your-high-school-record/high-school-classes-colleges-look-for
https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/get-in/your-high-school-record/high-school-classes-colleges-look-for
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base in assisting students in an effective transition. The freshmen need practical organizational 

skills, study skills, and strategies for learning incorporated into the transition plan. 

A review of the literature compiled by the Georgia Department of Education reveals that middle 

school transitions highly impact academic success and determine the level of engagement for 

students. The research goes on to say that the environmental, social, psychological, and 

physiological changes facing these students is overwhelming if there are not specific skills in 

place to help cope with the transition. In 2012, the Georgia Department of Education compiled a 

“Middle School Transition Tool Kit” that outlines a complete strategic process for planning and 

implementing a transition plan and provides the rationale and research for such a plan: 

Many students feel less positive about their own potential and the importance of 

schooling. They may put forth less effort and give up more quickly. Grades may decline. 

There is a perceived decrease in support from school personnel and increased 

engagement with peer groups. Students with the most difficulty are frequently those who 

are unable to focus on school and learning. It is reasonable to conclude that without the 

intervention of a thoughtfully designed transition program, the adjustment period for 

these adolescents is likely to be lengthy (Allan & McKean, 1984) and has the potential to 

negatively impact school success. To that end, it is extremely important that educators, 

parents, and community members work together to address transition issues. To be most 

effective this must be done at the school level, as well as at the individual student level.
7
 

Transition plans provide students with a positive pathway that lowers their anxiety and gives 

them the security and confidence for success at the next school. A comprehensive transition 

program assists students in setting realistic expectations, balancing first impressions, and 

provides a successful introduction to the middle school experience. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop and implement a transition plan that meets the needs of all elementary and middle 

school students. 

Successful transition plans are collaborative efforts that support the academic, social, and 

emotional well-being of students and their families. The superintendent, administrators, 

counselors, high school and elementary teachers, students, parents and patrons are needed on the 

review team. With leadership from the administration and counselors, the team needs to examine 

all aspects of the current processes and procedures implemented in the transition process. 

Examples of transition plans and programs that can be adapted and used at either level are 

available from a variety of resources.
8
 

                                                           
7
 http://www.gadoe.org/School-Improvement/Federal-Programs/Documents/Parent%20Engagement/Final%20 

Middle%20School%20Transition%20Toolkit.pdf/ 
8
 http://www.nea.org/tools/16657.htm http://txcc.sedl.org/resources/briefs/number1/; 

http://www.betterhighschools.org/docs/NHSC_TransitionsReport.pdf; 

http://www.takepart.com/article/2013/11/20/how-to-prepare-for-high-school; 

http://www.ncpublicschools.org/docs/curriculum/home/transitions.pdf; and 

http://www.nasponline.org/communications/spawareness/transition_elem2mid.pdf. 

http://www.gadoe.org/School-Improvement/Federal-Programs/Documents/Parent%20Engagement/Final%20Middle%20School%20Transition%20Toolkit.pdf/
http://www.gadoe.org/School-Improvement/Federal-Programs/Documents/Parent%20Engagement/Final%20Middle%20School%20Transition%20Toolkit.pdf/
http://txcc.sedl.org/resources/briefs/number1/
http://www.betterhighschools.org/docs/NHSC_TransitionsReport.pdf
http://www.takepart.com/article/2013/11/20/how-to-prepare-for-high-school
http://www.ncpublicschools.org/docs/curriculum/home/transitions.pdf
http://www.nasponline.org/communications/spawareness/transition_elem2mid.pdf
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FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

B. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE 

High-achieving districts have curriculum maps that clearly define standards and learning 

objectives for each subject and grade level so that teachers know the content expectations and 

instructional timelines for student mastery of objectives. It takes instructional leadership to 

implement the curriculum. The principal and teachers, working collaboratively, are responsible 

for the consistency of curriculum implementation on the campus, the quality of the instruction in 

the classroom, and student performance. 

The College of Education at Washington University, Center for Educational Leadership, has 

developed a framework for instructional leadership. According to their website, the framework is 

not the sum total of the work of instructional leaders. It is a description of the most important 

aspects of instructional leadership. Exhibit 2-6 describes the five core beliefs that drive the work 

in school leadership at the Center for Educational Leadership, and Exhibit 2-7 describes the four 

dimensions of instructional leadership. 

Exhibit 2-6 

Core Beliefs – Center for Educational Leadership 

Beliefs 

1 

Instructional leadership is learning-focused, learning for both students and adults, and 

learning which is measured by improvement in instruction and in the quality of student 

learning. 

2 
Instructional leadership must reside with a team of leaders of which the principal serves as 

the “leader of leaders.” 

3 
A culture of public practice and reflective practice is essential for effective instructional 

leadership and the improvement of instructional practice. 

4 
Instructional leadership addresses the cultural, linguistic, socioeconomic, and learning 

diversity in the school community. 

5 
Instructional leadership focuses upon the effective management of resources and of people 

– recruiting, hiring, developing, evaluating – particularly in changing environments. 
Source: http://info.k-12leadership.org/4-dimensions-of-instructional-leadership 

http://info.k-12leadership.org/4-dimensions-of-instructional-leadership
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Exhibit 2-7 

Dimensions of Instructional Leadership 

Dimensions 

Vision, Mission, and Culture Building 

School leaders, committed to collective leadership, 

create a reflective, equity-driven, achievement-

based culture of learning focused upon academic 

success for every student. 

Improvement of Instructional Practice 

Based upon a shared vision of effective teaching 

and learning, school leaders establish a focus on 

learning; nurture a culture of continuous 

improvement, innovation, and public practice; and 

monitor, evaluate and develop teacher performance 

to improve instruction. 

Allocation of Resources 

School leaders allocate resources strategically so 

that instructional practice and student learning 

continue to improve. 

Management of People and Processes 

School leaders engage in strategic personnel 

management and develop working environments in 

which teachers have full access to supports that help 

improve instruction. 
Source: http://info.k-12leadership.org/4-dimensions-of-instructional-leadership 

Waters, Marzano, and McNulty (2003), from the Mid-Continent Regional Educational 

Laboratory (McREL), synthesized the body of research on the effects of leadership practices on 

student achievement. In their research, McREL identified 21 leadership responsibilities and 66 

practices that were significantly associated with student achievement. These characteristics and 

responsibilities are now integrated into a Balanced Leadership Framework.
9
 Much of the Teacher 

Leader Evaluation process adopted for Oklahoma administrators uses this research.
10

  

School administrators must have pragmatic knowledge, skills, strategies, and tools to positively 

affect student achievement. They must move their instructional leadership skill set past abstract 

and theoretical thinking to concrete, day-to-day practices to be effective leaders. Instructional 

leaders understand the need for multi-faceted strategies that enable them to know when, how, 

and why leadership action must be taken. 

Superintendents and principals form the core of educational leadership in school districts. Over 

the past two decades, the role of the school leader is no longer that of a building manager who 

makes sure that schedules are met, the school is maintained, and that discipline is properly 

enforced. Today, the educational leader is responsible for consistency of implementation of an 

aligned curriculum, the quality of instruction in the classroom, and student performance. Recent 

research contends that school leaders influence classroom teaching, and consequently student 

                                                           
9
www.mcrel.org/~/media/Files/McREL/Homepage/Products/01_99/prod54_BL_Framework.ashx page 15  

10
 http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/TLE-McRELBooklet.pdfpage 3 

http://info.k-12leadership.org/4-dimensions-of-instructional-leadership
http://www.mcrel.org/~/media/Files/McREL/Homepage/Products/01_99/prod54_BL_Framework.ashx%20page%2015
http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/TLE-McRELBooklet.pdfpage
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learning, by staffing schools with highly effective teachers and supporting those teachers with 

effective teaching and learning environments.
11

  

Oklahoma School Testing Program 

Student assessment is an integral part of measuring student performance. The Oklahoma School 

Testing Program (OSTP) continues implementation of the current standards-based tests that 

students must take during the school year. The Oklahoma Core Curriculum Tests (OCCT) 

consist of Criterion Referenced Tests (CRTs) designed to measure student attainment of skills 

established for core subjects. The OCCT helps monitor student and school performance relative 

to the PASS standards. The OSTP program uses a phase-in process to increase tested grades and 

subjects. CRTs are currently administered in 3
rd

 through 8
th

 grade and End of Instruction (EOI) 

exams are administered for selected high school courses in this manner: 

 third grade: Reading and Mathematics; 

 fourth grade: Reading and Mathematics; 

 fifth grade: Reading, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, and Writing; 

 sixth grade: Reading and Mathematics; 

 seventh grade: Reading, Mathematics, and Geography; 

 eighth grade: Reading, Mathematics, Science, US History, and Writing; and 

 high school: End-Of-Instruction (EOI) tests in English II, English III, Biology I, US History, 

Algebra I, Algebra II, and Geometry. 

All students in the tested grades and subjects must participate in the OSTP. The test results for all 

students who attend a Full Academic Year (FAY) and are “first opportunity EOI test takers” are 

included in the calculation of school and district grades in the Oklahoma A-F Grading System. 

Current administrative rules define FAY as any student who has enrolled by October 1. 

Student test scores fall into one of the following four categories: 

 Advanced – Student demonstrates superior performance on challenging subject matter; 

 Proficient (called Satisfactory prior to 2009) – Student demonstrates mastery of appropriate 

grade level subject matter and is ready for the next grade, course, or level of education, as 

applicable; 

 Limited Knowledge – Student demonstrates partial mastery of the essential knowledge and 

skills appropriate to his or her grade level, course, or level of education, as applicable; and 

 Unsatisfactory – Student does not perform at least at the limited knowledge level. 

                                                           
11

 http://cepa.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/Kappan_leadership.pdf. 

http://cepa.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/Kappan_leadership.pdf
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State law, Achieving Classroom Excellence (ACE), requires high school students to pass four of 

the seven EOI tests and earn a minimum of 23 credits in order to graduate from high school. All 

students must pass the Algebra I and English II tests and must then pass at least two additional 

EOI assessments from the other five areas (Biology I, US History, Algebra II, Geometry, and 

English III). Passing means the student scored at the Proficient or Advanced levels. 

To assist teachers and districts in teaching PASS and preparing students for the OCCT, the 

Oklahoma State Department of Education (SDE) provides a variety of resources on its website. 

These resources include the following: 

 PASS by subject and grade level; 

 test blueprints for each grade level and subject area test that show what percentage of the test 

each skill will represent; 

 test/item specifications highlight important points about the items’ emphasis, stimulus 

attributes, format, content limits, distracter domain, and sample test items; 

 released test questions; 

 writing samples; 

 a list of words, called the academic vocabulary that are used on each test; and 

 depth of knowledge (DOK) levels and percentage weights for all OCCT test questions in test 

specifications. 

The official standards (PASS), along with the Blueprints, performance level descriptors (PLDs), 

item specs, depth of knowledge (DOK), writing samples, and released items define the testing 

requirements for 2014 through 2017.
12

 

Test Results for 2012-13 

Exhibits 2-8 through 2-13 reflect Jones OCCT results for 2012-13. Exhibit 2-8 shows that Jones 

third grade students scored in the middle of the peers, below the community group, but above the 

state in math. In reading, Jones students scored second lowest among the peers, below the 

community group, but slightly ahead of the state. 

                                                           
12

 Oklahoma State Department of Education website: http://ok.gov/sde/documents/2013-09-05/blue-prints-plds-

item-specs 

http://ok.gov/sde/documents/2013-09-05/blue-prints-plds-item-specs
http://ok.gov/sde/documents/2013-09-05/blue-prints-plds-item-specs
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Exhibit 2-8 

Percentage of Grade 3 Regular Education,  

Full Academic Year Students Scoring Proficient or Above 

2012-13 

Entity Math Reading 

Jones 81% 79% 

Bethany 90% 95% 

Bethel 75% 87% 

Chandler 75% 77% 

Lone Grove 96% 94% 

Perkins-Tryon 83% 85% 

Community Group 82% 85% 

State  75% 78% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

Exhibit 2-9 shows that in math, Jones fourth grade students scored below the peers and the 

community group, but tied with the state. In reading, Jones fourth graders scored well below the 

peers, the community group, and the state. 

Exhibit 2-9 

Percentage of Grade 4 Regular Education,  

Full Academic Year Students Scoring Proficient or Above 

2012-13 

Entity Math Reading 

Jones 78% 59% 

Bethany 98% 95% 

Bethel 87% 89% 

Chandler 85% 81% 

Lone Grove 88% 84% 

Perkins-Tryon 85% 83% 

Community Group 85% 80% 

State 78% 74% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

Exhibit 2-10 shows scores for fifth grade students. In math, Jones students scored in the middle 

of the peers, and were above the state and community group. In reading, they scored the second 

highest among the peers, and were above the state and community group. In science, Jones 

scored the second lowest of the peers, below the community group, but above the state. In 

writing, Jones scored the second highest of all the peers and was above the community group and 

the state. 
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Exhibit 2-10 

Percentage of Grade 5 Regular Education, 

Full Academic Year Students Scoring Proficient or Above 

2012-13 

Entity Math Reading 

Social 

Studies Science Writing 

Jones 86% 91% * 62% 84% 

Bethany 97% 95% * 88% 86% 

Bethel 90% 81% * 60% 61% 

Chandler 86% 82% * 52% 66% 

Lone Grove 85% 90% * 75% 68% 

Perkins-Tryon 69% 78% * 72% 75% 

Community Group 81% 81% * 65% 70% 

State 75% 75% * 57% 65% 
*Field test in 2012-13; no scores available 

Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

Exhibit 2-11 compares sixth grade test scores. In math and reading, Jones scores were the lowest 

among the peers, and were below the community group and state.  

Exhibit 2-11 

Percentage of Grade 6 Regular Education,  

Full Academic Year Students Scoring Proficient or Above 

2012-13 

Entity Math Reading 

Jones 65% 70% 

Bethany 82% 80% 

Bethel 85% 83% 

Chandler 88% 87% 

Lone Grove 85% 80% 

Perkins-Tryon 81% 72% 

Community Group 84% 82% 

State 77% 72% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

Exhibit 2-12 compares seventh grade test scores. In math, Jones was among the lowest of its 

peers, and was below the state and community group. In reading, they scored the highest among 

all the comparison groups. 
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Exhibit 2-12 

Percentage of Grade 7 Regular Education,  

Full Academic Year Students Scoring Proficient or Above 

2012-13 

Entity Math Reading Geography 

Jones 67% 96% * 

Bethany 97% 88% * 

Bethel 83% 79% * 

Chandler 89% 86% * 

Lone Grove 67% 77% * 

Perkins-Tryon 61% 60% * 

Community Group 82% 85% * 

State 74% 77% * 
*Field test in 2012-13; no scores available 

Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

Exhibit 2-13 shows the results of eighth grade testing. In math, Jones was lowest among all the 

comparison groups. In reading, Jones was the second lowest of the peers, below the community 

group, and above the state. In science, Jones was second lowest of the peers, below the 

community group, but above the state. In writing, Jones was the third highest of the peers, and 

above the community group and state. 

Exhibit 2-13 

Percentage of Grade 8 Regular Education,  

Full Academic Year Students Scoring Proficient or Above 

2012-13 

Entity Math Reading 

History/ 

Constitution/ 

Government Science Writing 

Jones 64% 86% * 61% 72% 

Bethany 93% 94% * 72% 82% 

Bethel 82% 88% * 62% 65% 

Chandler 93% 95% * 62% 70% 

Lone Grove 72% 87% * 69% 85% 

Perkins-Tryon 65% 77% * 52% 55% 

Community Group 81% 89% * 66% 71% 

State 72% 82% * 58% 64% 
*Field test in 2012-13; no scores available 

Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability 

Exhibit 2-14 shows the trend in JPS math scores over a five-year period. Overall, the Jones 

scores were lower than the state about half the time. 
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Exhibit 2-14 

Five-Year Trend Data in Math 

Grade 

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Jones State Jones State Jones State Jones State Jones State 

3
rd

 62% 70% 54% 73% 71% 74% 66% 74% 81% 75% 

4
th

 51% 71% 53% 70% 78% 75% 91% 77% 78% 78% 

5
th

 61% 68% 63% 72% 73% 73% 67% 74% 86% 75% 

6
th

 70% 68% 69% 67% 63% 70% 67% 74% 65% 77% 

7
th

 57% 67% 53% 68% 77% 71% 77% 73% 67% 74% 

8
th

 68% 65% 80% 69% 77% 70% 77% 71% 64% 72% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

Exhibit 2-15 shows the trend in JPS reading scores over a five-year period. Overall, the Jones 

scores were below the state about half the time. 

Exhibit 2-15 

Five-Year Trend Data in Reading 

Grade 

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Jones  State Jones State Jones State Jones State Jones State 

3
rd

 69% 71% 54% 74% 80% 75% 73% 77% 79% 78% 

4
th

 38% 68% 63% 69% 89% 68% 71% 68% 59% 74% 

5
th

 59% 70% 57% 70% 60% 72% 71% 72% 91% 75% 

6
th

 61% 69% 65% 68% 49% 69% 63% 73% 70% 72% 

7
th

 73% 74% 77% 71% 77% 75% 80% 79% 96% 77% 

8
th

 66% 72% 84% 74% 87% 81% 84% 83% 86% 82% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

Exhibit 2-16 displays results for EOI assessments. Compared to the peers, Jones scored the 

lowest or second lowest in every assessment except English III. Jones was also below the 

community group in every assessment except English III. Jones was below the state in every 

assessment except Algebra I, US History, and English III. 
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Exhibit 2-16 

Percentage of Full Academic Year Students Scoring Satisfactory or Above on EOI Tests 

2012-13 

Entity 

Algebra 

I 

English 

II 

U.S. 

History 

Biology 

I 

Algebra 

II Geometry 

English 

III 

Jones 91% 84% 83% 49% 80% 86% 99% 

Bethany 95% 100% 94% 96% 99% 96% 100% 

Bethel 93% 90% 78% 61% 88% 94% 97% 

Chandler 89% 97% 84% 59% 94% 95% 95% 

Lone Grove 95% 97% 93% 59% 98% 98% 100% 

Perkins-Tyron 95% 78% 81% 55% 87% 72% 96% 

Community Group 93% 93% 86% 62% 89% 93% 98% 

State 86% 91% 80% 56% 81% 88% 96% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

A-F School Grading System 

In 2011, the Oklahoma Legislature adopted the A-F School Grading System and at the time of 

this report, the system is still the subject of much statewide concern and conversation. The 

system has undergone some revision as cited below. The A-F Grading System replaced the 

Academic Performance Index. The intent of the school reform legislation was to challenge 

schools to motivate all students to meet high levels of college and career readiness.  

The A-F report card process gives schools data to highlight areas of success and determine areas 

that need improvement. The A-F School Grading System is also based upon the concept that 

parents and community members should be able to quickly and easily determine how schools are 

performing, making it a user-friendly way for parents to determine their child’s school 

performance. 

Currently a school’s grades are determined as follows: 

 50 percent on overall student performance on the OSTP assessments; 

 25 percent on overall student growth; and 

 25 percent on student growth of the bottom 25 percent of students. 

Depending on the school level, schools can also earn up to 10 bonus points for such things as 

graduation rate and year-to-year growth. At the elementary level, attendance is the only factor 

considered for bonus points. 

Exhibit 2-17 shows that Jones High School received a C+ as a final grade on its A-F Report 

Card for 2013-14. This grade included seven bonus points, primarily for the cohort graduation 

rate; otherwise, it would have been a low C. 
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Exhibit 2-17 

2013-14 Jones High School A-F Report Card 

2014 Student Achievement (50%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

English II/English III 142 85 B 

Algebra I/Algebra II/Geometry 239 74 C 

Biology I 89 55 F 

US History 43 74 C 

Overall Student Performance Grade 513 74 C 

Overall Student Growth (Progress Towards Proficiency (25%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

English II 64 88 B 

Algebra I 86 83 B 

Overall Student Growth Grade 150 85 B 

Bottom Quartile Student Growth (Progress Towards Proficiency) (25%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

English II 16 56 F 

Algebra I 21 52 F 

Overall Bottom Quartile Grade 37 54 F 

Final Grade: 79 – C+ 

(including 7 bonus points) 
Source: SDE, http://afreportcards.ok.gov/, January 2015 

Exhibit 2-18 provides a peer comparison of high school report card scores with and without 

bonus points. As shown, the district’s score was the lowest of the peers.  

Exhibit 2-18 

Comparison of JPS High School Report Card with Bonus Points 

2013-14 

Entity 

With  

Bonus Points 

Without Bonus 

Points 

Score Grade Score Grade 

Jones 79 C+ 72 C 

Bethany 100 A 90 A 

Bethel 91 A- 81 B 

Chandler 95 A 85 B 

Lone Grove 91 A- 81 B 

Perkins-Tryon 84 B 74 C 
Source: http://afreportcards.ok.gov/, February 2015 

http://afreportcards.ok.gov/
http://afreportcards.ok.gov/
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Exhibit 2-19 shows that Jones Middle School received a B- as a final grade on its A-F Report 

Card for 2013-14. This included the maximum possible number of bonus points. 

Exhibit 2-19 

2013-14 Jones Middle School A-F Report Card 

2014 Student Achievement (50%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

Reading 247 72 C 

Mathematics/Algebra I 247 64 D 

Science * * F 

Social Studies/Geography/US History 77 79 C 

Overall Student Performance Grade 649 68 D 

Overall Student Growth (Progress Towards Proficiency (25%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

Reading 199 85 B 

Mathematics/Algebra I 219 78 C 

Overall Student Growth Grade 418 81 B 

Bottom Quartile Student Growth (Progress Towards Proficiency) (25%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

Reading 49 63 D 

Mathematics/Algebra I 54 70 C 

Overall Bottom Quartile Grade 103 67 D 

Final Grade: 81 – B- 

(including 10 bonus points) 
* Insufficient data. 

Source: SDE, http://afreportcards.ok.gov/, January 2015 

Exhibit 2-20 provides a peer comparison of middle school report card scores, with and without 

bonus points. As shown, using either measure, the district’s score was the third highest among its 

peers. 

http://afreportcards.ok.gov/
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Exhibit 2-20 

Comparison of JPS Middle School Report Card with Bonus Points 

2013-14 

Entity 

With 

Bonus Points 

Without 

Bonus Points 

Score Grade Score Grade 

Jones 81 B- 71 C 

Bethany 98 A 88 B 

Bethel 80 B- 70 C 

Chandler 92 A- 82 B 

Lone Grove 69 D+ 59 F 

Perkins-Tryon 75 C 65 D 
Source: http://afreportcards.ok.gov/, February 2015 

Exhibit 2-21 shows that Jones Elementary School received a C as a final grade on its A-F Report 

Card for 2013-14. This included the maximum possible number of bonus points. 

Exhibit 2-21 

2013-14 Jones Elementary School A-F Report Card 

2014 Student Achievement (50%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

Reading 245 72 C 

Mathematics 245 70 C 

Science 78 51 F 

Social Studies 78 62 D 

Overall Student Performance Grade 646 67 D 

Overall Student Growth (Progress Towards Proficiency (25%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

Reading 148 81 B 

Mathematics 153 69 D 

Overall Student Growth Grade 301 75 C 

Bottom Quartile Student Growth (Progress Towards Proficiency) (25%) 

Subject 

# of 

Students 

Performance 

Index 

Letter 

Grade 

Reading 36 58 F 

Mathematics 37 38 F 

Overall Bottom Quartile Grade 73 48 F 

Final Grade: 74 – C 

(including 10 bonus points) 
Source: SDE, http://afreportcards.ok.gov/, January 2015 

http://afreportcards.ok.gov/
http://afreportcards.ok.gov/
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Exhibit 2-22 provides a peer comparison of elementary school report card scores, with and 

without bonus points. As shown, the district’s score was the lowest among the peers. 

Exhibit 2-22 

Comparison of JPS Elementary Report Card with Bonus Points 

2013-14 

Entity 

With 

Bonus Points 

Without 

Bonus Points 

Score Grade Score Grade 

Jones 74 C 64 D 

Bethany 96 A 86 B 

Bethel 82 B- 72 C 

Chandler 85 B 75 C 

Lone Grove 90 A- 80 B 

Perkins-Tryon 80 B- 70 C 
Source: http://afreportcards.ok.gov/, February 2015 

FINDING 2-6 

There are no district-wide, regularly scheduled times for teacher collaboration and professional 

learning. Some teachers have common planning periods, but there is no accountability for 

effective use of the time. Other teachers meet informally and at random times to discuss student 

needs. There is no regularly scheduled teacher release time for grade level or content area 

review. 

The district has no ordered process for teacher collaboration regarding curriculum, instruction, 

and meeting student concerns. In focus groups, teachers acknowledged that data analysis is 

important, but they have no dedicated time to work together to translate the data to designing 

instruction and adjusting curriculum. Some grade level teachers had common planning times, but 

it is not consistent across the district. It was reported that staff meetings were primarily used for 

“housekeeping” purposes and not routinely used for professional dialog and learning. Teachers 

expressed the need for sharing effective interventions and remediation practices that work across 

grade levels and subject areas. 

Several JPS teachers indicated sharing best practices, new ideas, and teaching strategies in 

hallways and during lunch. There is no formalized time dedicated to curriculum alignment and 

calendar pacing, addressing student-centered remediation efforts, and locating learning gaps and 

redundancies. Teachers do their best through random and intermittent discussions. Across the 

district, there are no intentional, job-embedded collaborative practices.  

With the evolving trends and patterns for instruction, collaboration between and among teachers 

and district leadership is critical. Teachers need collaborative opportunities to support the 

implementation of the PASS standards while maintaining rigor and relevance. Teachers need 

time to share their systems and activities for critical thinking, writing, and diving deeper into the 

content. Making sure students are college- and career-ready requires formal opportunities for 

discussion and collaborative planning. Without supportive time structures, teachers continue to 

http://afreportcards.ok.gov/
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work in isolation. Successful implementation of continuous school improvement requires cross-

curricular dialog. Continuous school improvement requires collaboration, corporate thinking, and 

shared decision-making. Implementation of new initiatives, along with the day-to-day decisions 

in schools, is more robust and maximized when districts provide teachers with collaborative 

opportunities. 

One hallmark of many high-performing schools is the success its teachers have had in creating 

what is known as a professional learning community. DuFour characterizes professional learning 

communities as groups of educators who “work together to analyze and improve their classroom 

practice…engaging in an ongoing cycle of questions that promote deep team learning.”
13

 

Creating professional learning communities is multifaceted since learning communities take 

many forms and evolve over time. However, one characteristic that all thriving professional 

learning communities have in common is collaboration. Research shows that collaboration 

between teachers can be a powerful tool for professional development, and a driver for school 

improvement by providing “opportunities for adults across a school system to learn and think 

together about how to improve their practice in ways that lead to improved student 

achievement.”
14

 

As JPS moves from good to great, the value of collaboration is vital to the process. Schools 

should develop schedules that ensure teachers have time to collaborate. There must be structured 

time for team meetings, book studies, or critical friends groups. In these structured meetings 

teachers collaboratively plan, observe, and analyze data, curriculum and instructional strategies. 

Instructional leadership on the part of the superintendent and principals drives effective 

collaborative release time. The collaboration time must have district-wide expectations. Each 

collaborative session must be about improved student achievement and a process of 

accountability. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Provide training and create structured release time for implementing Professional 

Learning Communities. 

The superintendent, principals, and the professional development committee should schedule 

PLC training for staff. The training should include processes to govern their collaboration. The 

staff needs to be committed to team norms that allow them to stay focused and positive. After the 

staff is trained, administrators and teachers must determine and prioritize the curricular and 

instructional needs based upon data. The administrators must determine the most appropriate 

process for providing time for PLCs and collaboration. The district leadership needs input and 

ground level information from teachers regarding how to create schedules and pragmatic agendas 

that generate productive and useful collaborative planning time for teaching staff. Each 

collaborative time should have agendas and a system of accountability built into the structure.  

                                                           
13

 DuFour, R. (2006). Learning by doing: A handbook for professional learning communities at work. Bloomington, 

IN: Solution Tree, 9. 
14

 Ibid. 
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No question collaborative time is valuable. Finding the time is a critical issue. In response, some 

schools have changed the master schedule around a longer day for students four days of the 

week. On the fifth day, the student day is shortened which allows teachers a two to three hour 

block of time to work together in collaborative sessions. Most generally this fifth day is 

scheduled for Wednesdays to ensure optimum attendance. This is cost effective for schools, but 

takes extensive planning and communication to all stakeholders. Other schools have chosen a 

weekly late start day. Exhibit 2-23 gives examples of other possible time options. Other options 

for finding time for collaboration were offered by Raywid (1993).
15

 

Exhibit 2-23 

Examples for Providing Collaboration Time 

Common Prep Time - build a master schedule to provide daily common prep time for 

teachers of the same course or department. 

Parallel Scheduling - schedule common prep time by assigning elective and special 

teachers to provide lessons to students across an entire grade level at the same time each 

day. 

Adjust start and end times - gain collaborative time by starting the workday early or 

extending the workday one day each week to gain time. 

Shared Classes - combine students across two different grade levels or courses into one 

class for instruction. 

Group Activities, Events, and Testing - teams of teachers and non-teaching staff 

coordinate activities that require supervision of students rather than instructional 

expertise. 

Banking Time - over a period of days extend the instructional minutes beyond the 

school day. 

In-Service and Faculty Meeting Time - schedule extended time for teams to work 

together on staff development days and during faculty meeting times. 
Source: Adapted from http://opi.mt.gov/pdf/MBI/HSForum/MakeTimeCollaborate.pdf 

Even though training, release time, and flexible schedules are in place, true collaboration may be 

difficult to implement. Sometimes teachers find that the time set aside is not “used productively 

or is not having the hoped-for impact on teaching and learning.”
16

 Five questions that school 

leaders and teachers can use to keep collaborative meetings focused and productive are:  

1. Are the conditions right for us to collaborate successfully? 

2. Are our efforts aligned with school and district priorities? 

                                                           
15

 www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/sept93/vol51/num01/Finding-Time-for-Collaboration.aspx 
16

 www.education.com/reference/article/Ref_Maximizing_Impact/ 

http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/sept93/vol51/num01/Finding-Time-for-Collaboration.aspx
http://www.education.com/reference/article/Ref_Maximizing_Impact/
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3. Are we focused on improving student learning? 

4. Do we use data to inform our work? 

5. Do we share what we learn?
17

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

Firms that provide these kinds of training typically charge $1,500 per day. The consulting team 

estimates at least three days will be needed, spaced over time. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Provide training and 

create structured 

release time for 

implementing 

Professional Learning 

Communities.  

($4,500) $0 $0 $0 $0 

FINDING 2-7 

Several JPS teachers are transitioning to standards-based grading. As this is not a district-wide 

process, it creates an inconsistency in the grading system across the district. 

The standards-based grading (SBG) process evolved through the efforts of the high school 

science department. As a result of much study, soul searching, dialog, and discussion with 

administrators and peers, the grading paradigm has shifted from the traditional 100-point grading 

scale to a standards-based scale. The Marzano Teacher Evaluation framework has been a catalyst 

to support standards-based grading. In interviews, the superintendent and high school principal 

indicated they understand the merit of SBG and how it interfaces with Marzano’s evaluation 

tool. Not all JPS high school teachers are implementing SBG, but science teachers report it is 

working well for them. 

SBG runs up against 100 years of grading on a 100-point scale. GPAs still play a key role in 

college admissions. SBG communicates the degree to which learners currently understand the 

course objectives/standards/competencies. Standards-based grading often uses a 1-to-4 scale, 

which corresponds to the four outcomes on some standardized tests: does not meet, partially 

meets, meets, or exceeds standards. The grades students get strictly reflect how well they have 

mastered the concepts they are expected to learn in their courses. Students can retake tests and 

resubmit assignments. The most recent grade, not an average, holds sway. 

In traditional grading students take the test, the grade is recorded, and the learning for that 

teaching segment is done. The grade reflects how the student responded to questions at one given 

moment in time. With SBG, students may take the test or finish a project, but the learning is not 

finished. When students receive these results, students may meet with teachers to determine what 

                                                           
17

 Ibid. 
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must be done to improve their score. This makes SBG more informative. The feedback breaks 

down the learning gaps and shows students how they can resolve the gaps and deepen their 

knowledge and master more of the learning objectives. SBG is a learning tool that clearly 

communicates to students where their learning halted and how they can do better. 

The traditional “A” on a child’s report card does not convey any precise information of what the 

child really knows, only an accumulation of graded papers and tests. Standards-based grading 

involves: 

 rubrics with meaningful labels; 

 assessments based upon specific learning objectives and state standards; and 

 recorded grades reflecting the level of student learning for each objective or standard.
18

 

Exhibit 2-24 compares traditional grading with standards-based grading practices. 

Exhibit 2-24 

Traditional Grading Versus Standards-Based Grading 

Traditional Grading System Standards-Based Grading System 

1. Based on assessment methods (quizzes, 

tests, homework, projects, etc.). One 

grade/entry is given per assessment. 

1. Based on learning goals and performance 

standards. One grade/entry is given per 

learning goal. 

2. Assessments are based on a percentage 

system. Criteria for success may be 

unclear. 

2. Standards are criterion- or proficiency-

based. Criteria and targets are made 

available to students ahead of time. 

3. Use an uncertain mix of assessment, 

achievement, effort, and behavior to 

determine the final grade. May use late 

penalties and extra credit. 

3. Measures achievement only OR separates 

achievement from effort/behavior. No 

penalties or extra credit given. 

4. Everything goes in the grade book – 

regardless of purpose. 

4. Selected assessments (tests, quizzes, 

projects, etc.) are used for grading 

purposes. 

5. Include every score, regardless of when it 

was collected. Assessments record the 

average – not the best – work. 

5. Emphasize the most recent evidence of 

learning when grading. 

Source: http://www.competencyworks.org/analysis/what-is-the-difference-between-standards-based-grading/ 

RECOMMENDATION 

Create a consistent grading standard to be implemented district-wide with possible 

consideration of standards-based grading.  

                                                           
18

 http://easygradepro.com/modules/cms/pages.phtml?sessionid=&pageid=236681 

http://easygradepro.com/modules/cms/pages.phtml?sessionid=&pageid=236681
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The administration should implement focused dialog and discussion regarding the grading 

process. Standards-based grading calls for a major paradigm shift. The administration should 

plan at least a three-year rollout to study and determine if SBG is a “fit” for JPS.  

The district can familiarize stakeholders with SBG via a number of resources: 

 Formative Assessment & Standards-Based Grading by Marzano reports on how to use these 

assessments to report on and promote learning;  

 Guskey’s Practical Solutions for Serious Problems in Standards-Based Grading can serve as 

a guidebook for learning about and making decisions for implementing new practices of 

reporting student learning; 

 http://www.competencyworks.org/analysis/what-is-the-difference-between-standards-based-

grading; and 

 http://www.littletonpublicschools.net/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ux4H94heTi4%3D&tabid=8

530. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 2-8 

The superintendent and principals are striving to create a district-wide positive learning culture 

with teachers in each of their buildings. The administrators understand that each building’s 

culture develops and grows up through an accumulation of action, traditions, ceremonies, and 

rituals. They are committed to developing a school culture that will engage each teacher and 

student in receiving a quality educational experience. The administrative team was unanimous in 

voicing the desire to move from “good to great.” Teachers in focus groups voiced openness for 

continuous improvement and developing a school-wide culture that engages each teacher and 

student in a quality educational experience. Administrators are keenly aware of the importance of 

building cultures that reflect continuous learning for both staff and students. They recognize the 

importance for offering strong support for instruction, curriculum, and teachers taking lead in 

learning and implementing research-based best practices. 

A culture for learning or positive school culture is the cornerstone for good schools. It cannot be 

left to chance. It is the foundation for all school improvement initiatives. It is the first step in 

shaping school improvement. School leadership must view the schools’ culture as in their 

control, developed and maintained with focused and deliberate intent. Successful schools that 

foster both academic and behavioral excellence do not exist without a common philosophy found 

in every teacher and each individual classroom. Across the district, there are high expectations 

for behavior, learning, and achievement for all students. Processes and procedures are 

consistently implemented and adjusted to ensure a safe and caring environment. Teachers and 

students share relational trust, values, and common goals. The districts’ teachers use powerful 

pedagogies and implement curriculum with rigor and relevance. There is high student motivation 

http://www.competencyworks.org/analysis/what-is-the-difference-between-standards-based-grading
http://www.competencyworks.org/analysis/what-is-the-difference-between-standards-based-grading
http://www.littletonpublicschools.net/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ux4H94heTi4%3D&tabid=8530
http://www.littletonpublicschools.net/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ux4H94heTi4%3D&tabid=8530
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and engagement. All students feel valued and supported. There is a professional, continuous 

learning faculty culture. School districts with a positive learning culture make students the 

central focus of their success. School improvement efforts view students holistically and help 

them acquire the tools needed to develop and be successful.
19

 

Extensive research-based ideas to promote and develop a positive school culture and learning 

environment exist, including: 

 http://elschools.org/best-practices/turnaround-schools-create-culture-achievement; 

 http://www.teacherlearningproject.com/about/what_is_comprehensive_school-

based_induction/school-wide_cultural_conditions_that_pro; 

 http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/10914; 

 http://community.ksde.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=Inqbqt4qtQQ%3D&tabid=4484; 

 http://education.wm.edu/centers/ttac/resources/articles/adminleader/howwedobusiness/; and 

 http://www.schoolculture.net/program2.html. 

COMMENDATION 

The administrative staff at Jones Public School is commended for striving to develop a 

positive culture for learning. 

FINDING 2-9 

The district’s teachers are not consistent in the use of formative assessment. There are no system-

wide expectations and processes for effective use of formative assessments. In order to 

implement the Marzano Teacher Evaluation framework with fidelity, the teachers need a 

foundational knowledge base and an extensive repertoire of formative assessment best practices. 

Input from interviews and focus group discussions indicated the teaching staff is not clear in the 

understanding and use of formative assessment. Some teachers referred to giving summative 

tests for grades at the end of a teaching segment and then moving to new content. Other teachers 

referred to diagnostic assessments that identified those students not mastering skills and content. 

Inconsistent practices were voiced regarding how the result of assessment information was used 

in the classroom. Some teachers set up flex groups to address the needs of students not mastering 

the skills, while some teachers moved to the next level of instruction with the intent of mastery 

when the skill or content was revisited later in the curriculum. Other teachers relied on tutoring 

to assist in the remediation, while others expressed there was so much material to cover, they had 

to move to the next content. Teachers were aware of the state’s Blueprints, but there was little 

dialog to indicate these documents were used to pace the content or use formative assessments to 

determine mastery.  

                                                           
19

 http://www.educationworld.com/a_admin/focus/building_school_climate.shtml 

http://elschools.org/best-practices/turnaround-schools-create-culture-achievement
http://www.teacherlearningproject.com/about/what_is_comprehensive_school-based_induction/school-wide_cultural_conditions_that_p
http://www.teacherlearningproject.com/about/what_is_comprehensive_school-based_induction/school-wide_cultural_conditions_that_p
http://connectedprincipals.com/archives/10914
http://community.ksde.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=Inqbqt4qtQQ%3D&tabid=4484
http://education.wm.edu/centers/ttac/resources/articles/adminleader/howwedobusiness/
http://www.schoolculture.net/program2.html
http://www.educationworld.com/a_admin/focus/building_school_climate.shtml
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Teachers were aware of the need to incorporate higher order thinking skills and problem solving 

into their teaching. They expressed the need for more understanding in how these skills were 

incorporated into daily lessons and formative assessments. It was noted that teachers thought 

more time to share ideas, best practices, and activities would enable them to learn from each 

other. Teachers indicated the TLE evaluation process helped in communicating learning goals to 

students. This helped teachers inform students about where the learning was going and what the 

learning expectations were. There was limited dialog regarding how teachers explained to 

students what they must do to reach mastery and how they would be formatively assessed in the 

learning process. There was limited expertise articulating how formative assessment information 

led to instructional adjustments by the teachers. There was no common understanding of how 

formative assessment was used daily to help students reach mastery. Interviews clearly indicated 

the need for classrooms to evolve from teacher/textbook driven to student-centered. 

Administrators indicated that in Domain One of the TLE framework, teachers need continued 

support in discovering strategies and techniques for helping students interact with new 

knowledge (DQ1), helping students practice and deepen new knowledge (DQ2), and helping 

students generate and test hypotheses (DQ3). Teachers are at varying stages with internalizing 

how formative assessments support and assist with these components of the evaluation process. 

In the high school, science teachers are progressing towards standards-based grading, which 

interfaces well with formative assessment. However, most teachers and departments are still 

using the traditional 100-point scale. Using the 100-point scale, teachers administer a test at the 

end of a teaching segment and that test score stands as the student’s final grade, and then 

teachers move on to new content. As reported earlier, in standards-based grading, there is a 

standardized process that allows students to review the items missed on the test, to correct those 

items, reenter the learning segment, and then continue the learning and formative assessment 

until mastery of that standard. 

Author and researcher Carol Ann Tomlinson refers to formative assessment this way: “formative 

assessment isn’t an end in itself, but the beginning of better instruction.”
20

 Formative assessment 

generates differentiated instruction. Teachers often complain they do not have time to 

differentiate instruction or assess learning along the way. They are focused on “covering” 

material. Teachers need to ask the question, “Am I teaching so that students will learn or am I 

teaching just so that I can cover the required material?”
21

  

Formative assessment allows both teachers and students to reflect and interact with new content 

in a relevant and meaningful way. It clarifies and grounds new information, which lays the 

foundation for applying the content at higher levels. Formative assessment closes the learning 

gaps and enables students to address the content with rigor. Formative assessments do not have 

to take an inordinate amount of time. Most are quick and easy to incorporate into daily practice. 

The time it takes teachers to formatively assess students can reduce the time it takes for such 

things as re-teach, remediation, do-overs, ineligibilities, and course recovery. 

Making more use of formative assessment is not a difficult and highly complex process to 

incorporate into the daily teaching segment. Many teachers are already using formative 

                                                           
20 http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/dec07/vol65/num04/Learning-to-Love-Assessment.aspx 
21

http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/104014/chapters/The-Case-for-Summarization.aspx 
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assessment but didn’t realize or have a vocabulary for the activity. Teachers can learn to apply 

formative assessments through observation, discussion, and dialog, or just being given a tool kit 

filled with formative assessment ideas. The vision and desire of JPS administrators and staff is 

continuous school improvement and developing a culture for learning. Formative assessments 

are a valuable instructional strategy. It is a daily teaching tool that helps students know the 

learning goals, assessing progress toward reaching those goals and adjusting instruction to help 

all students reach the goals. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Implement processes and procedures to ensure a sound knowledge base and application of 

formative assessments. 

The superintendent and principals can deepen the formative assessment knowledge base through 

the use of dialog and discussion during staff development days, staff meetings, grade level and 

departmental meetings, and book studies. Administrators must set clear and explicit expectations 

for implementing formative assessments. They must help teachers understand how formative 

assessment interfaces with the teacher evaluation process. Cyberspace is saturated with videos, 

free ideas, and pragmatic activities and resources for teachers. Implementing Professional 

Learning Communities with fidelity is also an effective vehicle for supporting widespread use of 

formative assessment. Greater implementation of formative assessment and use of the data it 

generates is an important step in continued movement to student-centered classrooms and 

improved student achievement.  

Exhibit 2-25 provides an example of the plethora of formative assessments teachers can 

incorporate into teaching segments. 
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Exhibit 2–25 

Formative Assessment Examples 

Example Implementation 

Make a Connection 

After a mini-lecture, class discussion, text reading, video, or 

PowerPoint, have students make their own connections and share 

with the class. 

Compare two characters, two books, two authors’ styles; note a 

sequence; predict a future outcome; recognize a cause or effect; 

make a text-to-self, text-to-text, text-to-world connection; or, 

suggest a character’s motivation. 

Turn and Talk 

This strategy encourages student conversation about what they are 

learning. It calls for students to listen for ten minutes to the teacher’s 

presentation and then to discuss for two minutes with a partner their 

notes and understanding about the topic. This can be repeated 

several times during a lesson. 

During the last few minutes of the class, the teacher brings all the 

students back together; students summarize key understandings, and 

the teacher sorts out misconceptions. 

Stop n Jot 

Stop n Jot can be a very useful strategy in order to monitor text that 

you are reading. Have students take one of the sentence stems listed 

below and finish it off with their own thoughts. 

I think… I predict… If I was (character), I would… 

I can picture… I understand… This reminds me of … 

I wonder… I don’t get… I hope… 
 

One Minute Essays 

The One-Minute Essay can be used at the beginning (or end) of a 

class to help students focus on the matter at hand and get them 

thinking. 

Ask them to summarize the main point of the last class (providing a 

bridge to the current lesson) or summarize a reading. The point is to 

get them writing/thinking immediately. 

Have them exchange their One-Minute Papers with a partner and ask 

for a follow-up quickwrite that synthesizes the views. Ask for a few 

randomly selected samples and discuss them. Look for accuracy, 

precise language, and conciseness. At the end of class, they can be 

used to summarize the information learned.  
Source: 

http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/TN/GreenevilleCity/GreenevilleHigh/Uploads/DocumentsCategories/Doc

uments/formatvie%20assessment.pdf 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/TN/GreenevilleCity/GreenevilleHigh/Uploads/DocumentsCategories/Documents/formatvie%20a
http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/TN/GreenevilleCity/GreenevilleHigh/Uploads/DocumentsCategories/Documents/formatvie%20a
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FINDING 2-10 

The teachers are inconsistent in the use of all forms of data to inform instruction. There is no 

standardized use of summative or formative student performance data, demographic data, 

attendance data, or behavioral data. The district provided the consulting team with a data analysis 

rubric. The superintendent has raised the initial awareness regarding the pragmatic function of 

student performance data in curricular and instructional design. The district has made a concerted 

effort to help teachers understand student performance data. Teachers working with the Reading 

Sufficiency Act use diagnostic data to determine reading instruction and interventions. STAR and 

Lexia data are used for special education referrals. However, there is no uniform process for all 

district staff to disaggregate student performance data for instructional purposes. The consulting 

team found that most of the teachers do not use the existing rubric or implement a process for 

disaggregating the state testing data.  

Jones teachers reported the receipt of the state CRT and EOI results. There is inconsistent use of 

the OCCT student performance results. The district has no standardized process for 

disseminating, analyzing data, and applying results to curriculum and instruction. OCCT data are 

not used in a pragmatic manner to plan, adjust, and pace curriculum, instruction, and 

remediation. There was no evidence presented that sub group data were reviewed for specific 

student needs. Data are not used to design instruction, map and pace vertical and horizontal 

curriculum, and align remediation. Data are not used to identify individual student learning gaps 

and track those gaps through grade levels. There is no tracking of sub group student learning 

gaps from one year to the next. 

Research has shown that using data in instructional decisions can lead to improved student 

performance (Wayman, 2005; Wayman, Cho, & Johnston, 2007; Wohlstetter, Datnow, & Park, 

2008). Multiple sources of data are best for making informed instructional decisions. Schools 

collect attendance, behavior, and demographic data. It is important to review all sources of data 

when making decisions regarding improved instruction and learning. Disaggregating and 

analyzing student performance data must become a common teacher practice in order to serve all 

individual students and for all sub groups to improve. In the age of high stakes testing, each 

individual student must be prepared for the next level of learning. Districts are held accountable 

and teachers must routinely review formative and summative student performance results and 

design the appropriate curriculum, instruction, and interventions. 

It is essential for teachers to use performance data to identify and understand the individual 

student skill gaps in all classrooms. All instructional gaps must be addressed. The use of data 

must improve rigor, establish calendar pacing, and guide vertical and horizontal articulation of 

curriculum and instruction. As teachers monitor performance data, patterns of individual student 

learning successes and challenges become evident. Data help teachers proactively design 

instruction to ensure learning gaps are addressed and the student is progressing to the best of 

their abilities. 

One of the seven correlates of effective schools is the “frequent monitoring of student progress”. 

As stated in effective schools information: 
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The effective school frequently measures academic student progress through a variety of 

assessment procedures. Assessment results are used to improve individual student 

performance and improve instructional delivery. Assessment results will show that 

alignment must exist between the intended, taught, and tested curriculum.
22

 

It is critical that principals set expectations and hold teachers accountable for using student 

achievement data in making instructional decisions. The National Association of Elementary 

Principals suggests that schools: 

 make data part of the ongoing cycle of instructional improvement;  

 teach students to examine their own data and set learning goals;  

 establish a clear vision for school-wide data use; 

 provide supports that foster a data-driven culture within the school; and  

 develop and maintain a district-wide data system.
23

 

Frequent monitoring of student data helps:  

 determine individual student growth and mastery of the required skills; 

 design instructional strategies for remediation; 

 evaluate overall district performance levels; 

 adjust and re-align curriculum and pacing for vertical and horizontal fidelity; 

 design instruction aligned to formative classroom assessments; 

 re-design instruction that ensures students will master PASS standards; 

 build or modify curricular foundations enabling students to master basic skills; and  

 center instruction on student need. 

Teachers, parents, and students need consistent and clear communication regarding individual 

student data. All forms of data are important in understanding the whole child. However, student 

performance data are critical to curriculum and instructional design. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Implement a systemized process for analysis and use of student performance data. 

                                                           
22

 http://www.portangelesschools.org/parents/documents/GradeConfigurationandSchoolSizeResearch.pdf 
23

 http://www.naesp.org/sites/default/files/Student%20Achievement_blue.pdf 
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Jones Public Schools should adopt and implement a system-wide process to disaggregate and 

analyze student performance data on a progress-monitoring basis. The superintendent and 

building principals understand the use of data. The district’s existing rubric is a helpful tool to 

initiate the process. Administrative staff needs to expect ownership of data from all teachers. 

Staff meetings, grade level and departmental meetings, PLC meetings, and professional 

development days can be used to study data. Administrators should develop a timeline and the 

sources that detail what student data are available throughout the school year. Using this timeline 

and all available sources, the superintendent, and principals should implement scheduled release 

times for analyzing data. Meetings should focus on determining both the strengths and 

weaknesses of the students and the district’s instructional curricula. Reviewing both formative 

and summative test data throughout the school year allows for timely feedback on student 

achievement, the effectiveness of teaching strategies, and the impact and alignment of 

curriculum.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 2-11 

Even though the district’s Reading Sufficiency Plan meets state requirements, there are 

inconsistencies and a lack of communication regarding the plan’s services and implementation 

requirements. The consulting team found that administrators and teachers have no common 

clear-cut focus and understanding regarding the tiered interventions for the local Reading 

Sufficiency Act (RSA) plan. There were inconsistent reports regarding the most effective 

interventions implemented at each tier. There was limited professional knowledge regarding the 

five required reading components (phonemic awareness, phonics, reading fluency, vocabulary, 

and comprehension) around which all interventions should be based. 

The RSA tiered interventions in the primary grades are used for the preliminary screening process 

leading to special education eligibility. Interviews and focus group input indicated that STAR 

assessments and the Lexia software are the primary tools used for assessment and intervention. 

The consulting team learned that schedules for specials classes, art, music, and PE, often infringe 

on the required 90-minute reading block. Early elementary has to delay prime instructional time 

to accommodate specials classes. There was no clear and consistent process reported to describe 

how the progress-monitoring data were used to organize classroom flex groups, filtered down to 

afterschool tutors, and differentiate instruction. Dialog and discussions indicated there are 

instances when software is not implemented with fidelity. Teachers grade papers instead of 

circling the room monitoring student screens. This leads to missed opportunities to provide one-

on-one direct instruction when the student is experiencing difficulty. 

Oklahoma Administrative Code 70 OS § 1210.508B, (RSA) was to ensure that: 
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Each child attains the necessary reading skills by completion of the third grade, which 

will enable that student to continue developing reading skills and to help them succeed 

throughout school and life.
24

 

The law also required “a program of reading instruction” that is based upon a three-tiered 

Response to Intervention (RtI) model: 

 Tier I Intervention – for students identified for Tier I intervention, a minimum of 90 

minutes of uninterrupted daily scientific research-based reading instruction; 

 Tier II Intervention – for students identified for Tier II intervention, at least 30 to 45 

minutes of additional uninterrupted daily scientific research-based reading instruction, 

beyond that provided in Tier I; and 

 Tier III Intervention – for students identified for Tier III intervention, at least 60 to 90 

minutes of additional uninterrupted daily scientific research-based reading instruction, 

beyond that provided in Tier I. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Strengthen and implement a revised RSA Plan that details processes, procedures, and 

effective interventions, including a tiered program of reading instruction. 

The district needs to establish a review team comprised of the superintendent, elementary 

principal, classroom teachers, instructional aides, and reading volunteers. The district has already 

identified a teacher leadership team. These teachers may be included in the review process. 

However, the plan needs additional input from all stakeholders to ensure a broader based and 

balanced improvement. The district can also request technical assistance from the State 

Department of Education, or use resources from its website.
25

  

The complete RtI process needs to be re-visited as an option for implementation or improvement 

ideas. Not only must the RSA plan be revised, it must be clearly communicated with intent to all 

stakeholders. Teachers must be held accountable for implementing the plan with fidelity. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

C. SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

School districts offer educational services to students through a variety of programs including 

regular education programs and special programs. Special programs are designed to provide 

quality services for student populations such as those in Gifted and Talented Education and 

Special Education programs. 

                                                           
24

 http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/RSA-FAQsImplmtGuide2013_11.pdf 
25

 http://www.ok.gov/sde/rsa-coordinators-distict-administrators-reading-sufficiency#diff 

http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/RSA-FAQsImplmtGuide2013_11.pdf
http://www.ok.gov/sde/rsa-coordinators-distict-administrators-reading-sufficiency#diff
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Special Education 

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), Part B is the federal law that supports 

special education and related service programming for children and youth with disabilities ages 

three through 21. The major purposes of IDEA are: 

 to ensure that all children with disabilities have available to them a free appropriate public 

education that emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their 

unique needs and prepare them for employment and independent living; 

 to ensure that the rights of children and youth with disabilities and their parents are protected; 

and 

 to assess and ensure the effectiveness of efforts to educate children with disabilities. 

Oklahoma statutes require that each school district shall provide special education and related 

services for all children with disabilities who reside in that district in accordance with IDEA. 

This duty may be satisfied by: 

 directly providing special education for such children; 

 joining in a cooperative program with another district or districts to provide special education 

for such children; 

 joining in a written agreement with a private or public institution, licensed residential child 

care and treatment facility, or day treatment facility within such district to provide special 

education for children who are deaf or hard of hearing, children who are blind or partially 

blind, or other eligible children with disabilities; or 

 transferring eligible children and youth with disabilities to other school districts pursuant to 

the provisions of the Education Open Transfer Act. 

Districts must develop an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) for each child receiving special 

education services under IDEA. The IEP must include input from the parent and regular 

education teachers and be aligned with education plans for children in regular education 

classrooms. 

IDEA requires districts to provide educational services in the “least restrictive environment” and 

to include students with disabilities in state and district assessment programs. Instructional 

arrangements for students may include: 

 all instruction and related services in a regular classroom in a mainstreamed setting; 

 a resource room where the student is removed from the regular classroom less than 50 

percent of the day; 
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 a self-contained classroom where the student is removed from the regular classroom more 

than 50 percent of the day; or 

 a separate “self-contained” classroom for those whose disability is so severe that a 

satisfactory education cannot take place for any part of the day in a regular classroom. 

Under IDEA, a school district can only place a student in a more restrictive setting such as a day 

treatment program or residential treatment placement if the student’s needs and educational 

program cannot be satisfactorily provided in the regular classroom with supplementary aids and 

services. 

The reauthorization of IDEA in 2004, which went into effect in 2005, includes provisions 

significantly changing the way learning-disabled students are identified. One change in the law 

addresses early intervention services and creating opportunities to determine a student’s 

Response to Intervention (RtI). This approach was adopted in 2010 by SDE. With RtI, schools 

identify students at risk for poor learning outcomes; monitor student progress; provide evidence-

based interventions; and adjust the intensity and nature of those interventions depending on a 

student’s responsiveness. Based upon the results of these interventions, the district may need a 

referral for additional testing to determine if there is a specific learning disability. 

IDEA now allows a school district to use up to 15 percent of its IDEA allocation to support 

services for students who have not been identified as needing special education services, but who 

need additional academic and behavioral support to succeed in a general education environment. 

Funds may be used for professional development in scientific research-based interventions, 

literacy instruction, and the use of adaptive or instructional technology. It also permits use of 

funds for educational and behavioral assessments. 

An effective special education program is defined by IDEA as having the following elements: 

 pre-referral intervention in regular education; 

 referral to special education for evaluation; 

 comprehensive nondiscriminatory evaluation; 

 initial placement through an IEP meeting; 

 provision of educational services and supports according to a written IEP; 

 annual program review; 

 three-year re-evaluation; and 

 dismissal from the special education program. 
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Exhibit 2-26 shows comparison data on the percentage of special education students and number 

of full-time equivalent (FTE) teachers in special education. In 2012-13, Jones had the lowest 

special education student-to-teacher ratio among all of the comparison groups.  

Exhibit 2-26 

Students and Teachers in Special Education Programs 

2012-13 

Entity ADM 

Special 

Education 

Percentage of 

All Students 

Special 

Education 

Teacher FTEs 

# of Special 

Education 

Students 

per FTE 

Jones 1,139.4 10.9% 7.1 17.5 

Bethany 1,652.7 13.0% 11.6 18.5 

Bethel 1,371.6 16.1% 8.0 27.6 

Chandler 1,127.4 14.6% 6.0 27.4 

Lone Grove 1,515.2 14.2% 11.0 19.6 

Perkins-Tryon 1,471.0 17.5% 10.0 25.7 

Community Group 1,452.9 15.2% 8.6 25.7 

State 1,271.1 15.0% 8.5 22.4 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

FINDING 2-12 

Special education teachers at the high school initiated the implementation of co-teaching to 

support the process for including IEP students in the regular classroom. The special education 

director and special education teacher monitored the process and made adjustments to the 

process as needs arose. Co-teaching is currently being implemented at all three school sites with 

varying degrees of success. The rationale for implementing the process district-wide was to 

further inclusionary practices and to better prepare special education students for the OCCT tests.  

The staff noted that teamwork and camaraderie are continuing to grow. At the high school it has 

evolved from the special education teacher assisting the regular classroom teacher, to the two 

teachers sharing instructional delivery. It was reported that the special education teacher equally 

supports the content instruction by delivering learning strategies and sharing small group or one- 

on-one instruction. These teacher teams are prepared to model the process and assist other co-

teaching teams in modifying, adjusting, and improving the co-teaching process. 

The administrators, counselors, and special education teachers try to group the IEP students so 

there is an equitable balance between IEP and non-IEP students. This grouping works in most 

classrooms. However, the consulting team learned that there are a few classrooms where the 

number of IEP students exceeds best practices, primarily in the middle school math classes. The 

administrative staff is monitoring the imbalance and is working to make scheduling changes in 

order to maintain the preferred balance.  

It was reported that if there is a need to pull students and take them to the resource room, then 

there becomes a mix of special education and regular students in the classroom. At the high 
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school, in addition to special education teachers going to the regular classroom, teachers also 

meet with IEP students for study hall first and last period of each day. This allows the special 

education teacher to give additional one-on-one instruction and help with homework 

assignments. At the high school, the director of special education set and met the goal that 90 

percent of the IEP students would pass all coursework the first semester. Co-teaching was largely 

credited for this success and it is the program’s vision to make this a district-wide phenomenon. 

According to teachers who participate in the co-teaching model, having positive peers in an 

inclusive classroom is a social benefit to all of the students. Teachers have noticed increased 

interaction and compatibility between special education and regular education students. The 

students have also expressed appreciation for inclusionary practices. One of the roles of the 

special education teacher is to circle the room and assist any students that require help. Since 

special education teachers hear the content teacher explain the material, when they assist students 

during study halls they can repeat the same instructional expectations to all the students. 

It is generally reported that one of the benefits of co-teaching for the teachers themselves is a 

greater understanding and increased competence in their colleague’s areas of expertise. Special 

education teachers expand their content area knowledge through co-teaching. General education 

teachers learn new behavior management techniques and ideas for curriculum adaptation while 

working with the special education teachers. 

The special education staff and administration at the high school have been innovative, 

persistent, and responsive in improving services to all IEP students by implementing co-teaching. 

They have been strategic in implementing co-teaching practices and are purposefully seeking 

measures to refine, adjust, and continue to improve the co-teaching process across the district. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS high school special education teachers and classroom teachers are commended for 

their co-teaching practices. 

FINDING 2-13 

The co-teaching process could be improved through additional training and protected time for 

planning and collaboration. Teachers indicated a willingness to fine tune and implement a more 

standardized district-wide model of the co-teaching process, but they need time to dialog and 

discuss ways to adjust the process. 

The elementary and middle school teachers are new to the process and are in greatest need of 

continued support, guidance, and training. The administrative staff is aware there are several 

approaches or models of co-teaching and need to explore all models and options for escalating 

the current process. They are seeking ways to support the process with new knowledge, 

background, and techniques. All the staff would benefit from reviewing new information to 

strengthen their work. Through the current efforts, it was revealed that the greatest hurdle to 

effective co-teaching is finding time for co-teaching teams to collaborate, plan, and address the 

day-to-day needs. 
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Research and educational literature speak of varying types, models, and approaches to co-

teaching. The following links provide JPS with information to peruse to determine options for 

improvement and expansion of their current process. 

 http://www.questar.org/services/rse-tasc-ii/presentations/instruction/Co-Teaching.pdf; 

 http://www.ctserc.org/initiatives/teachandlearn/coteach.shtml; 

 http://www.asdk12.org/depts/hr/student_teaching/PDF/The_Power_of_2.pdf; and 

 http://www.schools.utah.gov/sars/DOCS/resources/coteach.aspx. 

The literature also speaks to the requirements for successful co-teaching. There must be 

flexibility, a desire to work together, and willingness to compromise. Teachers handle complex 

and sometimes emotional issues as a team and these characteristics are paramount to successful 

co-teaching. Across 32 studies, teachers repeatedly stressed the importance of several elements 

in creating strong co-teaching partnerships (Exhibit 2-27). 

http://www.questar.org/services/rse-tasc-ii/presentations/instruction/Co-Teaching.pdf
http://www.ctserc.org/initiatives/teachandlearn/coteach.shtml
http://www.asdk12.org/depts/hr/student_teaching/PDF/The_Power_of_2.pdf
http://www.schools.utah.gov/sars/DOCS/resources/coteach.aspx
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Exhibit 2–27 

Research-Based Requirements for Successful Co-Teaching 

Area Requirements 

Administrative support, 

particularly support from the 

school principal 

A supportive administrator can ensure that teachers have 

the resources needed to make co-teaching a success (e.g., 

classroom space, planning time, and training). 

Voluntary participation in co-

teaching and a choice of co-

teaching partner 

If a teacher is forced into co-teaching or paired with 

someone he or she has no desire to work with, the results 

can be disastrous. 

Compatibility of teachers 

Teachers spoke frequently of the importance of personal 

compatibility between co-teachers as well as similar 

philosophies toward teaching and students. Compatibility 

requires more than simply two teachers who are willing to 

be partnered as co-teachers. They have to share a 

motivation to make the partnership work and an agreement 

about how the class will be structured and each person’s 

role in teaching, planning, and behavior management. 

Adequate planning time 

Teachers consistently reported the lack of enough planning 

time for co-taught classes. In one study, teachers had about 

45 minutes of planning time a week but felt they needed 

almost three times that amount. Co-teachers also expressed 

concern that their planning periods often did not match up, 

requiring them to find moments between classes, at lunch, 

or after school to plan together. 

A minimum level of academic 

and behavioral skill needed by 

students in the class 

Some study participants who had witnessed or been part of 

unsuccessful co-teaching arrangements reported that the 

failure was directly attributable to one or more students 

who continually disrupted the class and required constant 

attention. 

Training 

Teachers reported receiving little training to prepare them 

for co-teaching. Many of them would have liked training in 

collaboration, co-teaching models, communication skills, 

and inclusive practices to help them work together and in 

each other’s areas of expertise (e.g., content area instruction 

for special educators and information on various disabilities 

for general educators). 
Source: http://www.parentcenterhub.org/repository/abstract81/ 

RECOMMENDATION 

Enhance the co-teaching process through evaluation, training, and collaboration. 

JPS teachers and administrators need to appraise their co-teaching process and examine what is 

going well and where the process can be improved. The principals, special education director, 

classroom teachers, special education teachers, instructional aides, and students need to meet 

http://www.parentcenterhub.org/repository/abstract81/
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once a semester. Through dialog and discussion the group can determine what is working and 

make plans to build on the successes. Research and best practice should be incorporated into the 

procedures. The issues that need improvement should be prioritized. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 2-14 

The district’s instructional aides are a dedicated cadre and care for the students they support and 

assist. The instructional aides are assigned responsibilities to assist students in the classroom, but 

also have duties for monitoring and supervising students outside the classrooms. The 

instructional aides at JPS include individuals with many years in the district and new hires. 

During focus group discussions, they exhibited a positive group attitude. They expressed a 

willingness to adjust, change, and work around issues for the sake of the students. They were 

unanimous in expressing the overwhelming joy and reward they feel when a student’s “lights 

came on” and the student experienced success. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS instructional aides are commended for their dedication to the students they assist. 

FINDING 2-15 

The instructional aides are dedicated to their work. However, they also expressed the need to 

give more attention to communication processes. There is little time for the aide and the assigned 

teacher to communicate. For special education students, with IEPs in place, the aides need more 

explicit information regarding the modifications and learning disabilities for the students they 

assist. The group expressed the need for more expertise and a broader knowledge base to address 

the specific needs of their students. They expressed the need for inclusion in teacher training that 

relates to instruction. There was conversation about the need for training on getting better at the 

daily challenges that call for patience, adaptability, flexibility, and consistency. There was also 

discussion about how to continuously give their students hope. 

The following Exhibit 2-28 is a synthesis of best practices and resources to promote dialog and 

discussion for continuous improvement. Successful teachers enhance the work with instructional 

aides and ultimately improve student achievement by implementing the following practices. 
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Exhibit 2-28 

Key Tips for Teachers Working with Instructional Aides 

Area Tips 

Communication 

Be clear and specific: don’t assume that your aide knows what you 

want them to do. 

Not all teachers have dedicated time to share and discuss lessons 

with their aide. But it’s essential to discuss your lesson plans, 

expectations, focus on children, and so on; this will help you build a 

relationship with your aide and enable them to anticipate what you 

and the pupils will need throughout the year. 

Class Interaction 

Empowering your aide to be active in lessons not only enables them 

to raise their profile in the classroom, but also allows you to develop 

an engaging environment. Involve them in lessons and build a 

rapport where you can bounce off each other during sessions. 

Decision-Making 

Allowing your aide to make independent decisions that are in line 

with your classroom rules and behavioral strategies is very 

empowering. Facilitating this will help keep the class running 

smoothly and promotes a team approach to teaching. 

Build on your Aide’s 

Strengths 

Ask your aide about their hobbies, experiences and what they would 

like to do in the classroom. This will give you a great insight into 

their strengths, skills, and interests. Over time you will find that 

building on your aide’s skills and strengths will enable you to get 

the best out of them, to the benefit of you and your pupils. 

Feedback 

Everyone benefits from feedback and your aide is no different. Give 

them details about what works well, remain positive, and give clear 

requests. Make sure the feedback is constructive and help your aide 

to see the bigger picture of what you are trying to achieve in your 

setting. 
Source: http://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2013/sep/03/how-to-work-with-teaching-assistant 

The book, Maximising the Impact of Teaching Assistants: Guidance for School Teachers and 

Leaders,
26

 also provides effective practices for the teacher and instructional aide. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Implement professional learning opportunities that increase communication and that build 

stronger working relationships between teachers and instructional aides. 

The superintendent, principals, teachers, and instructional aides can review their work and the 

processes and procedures in place that drive their work on a daily basis. The parents and students 

themselves should have opportunity for input. The review process should result in adjustments 

that provide better support for students and promote greater student achievement. 

                                                           
26

 Russell, A., Webster, R., and Blatchford, P. (2013). Maximising the Impact of Teaching Assistants: Guidance for 

School Teachers and Leaders. New York: Routledge. 

http://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2013/sep/03/how-to-work-with-teaching-assistant
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FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 2-16 

Process and procedures for communication among administrators, special education teachers, 

classroom teachers, instructional aides, and parents need improvement. All administrators 

reported making efforts to communicate – some have staff meetings, distribute newsletters, and 

various forms of electronic communications. However, there are no consistent expectations and 

processes that facilitate the communication of day-to-day student needs. 

With the co-teaching process at different stages of implementation, many loose ends and 

communication issues remain at all levels. The special education director is aware of the need for 

improved horizontal and vertical communication processes at all school sites. Instructional aides 

from the elementary, middle, and high schools reiterated the need for communication processes 

to improve. The principals reported no standardized district communication processes. 

Internal communication is often neglected in schools. With all of the responsibilities imposed on 

teachers and administrators it is easy to get caught up in the day-to-day activities and lose sight 

of the greatest issue, the individual needs of teachers and students. Ineffective internal 

communications erode positive cultures, generate employee discord and morale, and ultimately 

impact student achievement. School leaders and teachers fall victim to this disconnect, know it 

exists, but find it difficult to put effective and efficient communication process procedures in 

place. Effective internal communication is often viewed as impossible to maintain. However, 

schools must be responsive to implementing an active, real-time communication process that 

keeps all stakeholders informed and engaged in a healthy communication process. For schools to 

be effective, all entities need to be informed.
27

 

Effective communication in all organizations can begin by identifying the internal (and external 

if needed) audiences. An avenue for improving the communication process begins by asking the 

following questions: 

 What is the purpose of communication?  

 What message(s) needs communication?  

 Why is there need to communicate?  

 What are the most effective and efficient channels available?  

 Who should be contacted?  

                                                           
27

 http://www.nhcs.net/wordpress/timmarkley/2012/11/06/the-importance-of-effective-communication-and-what-it-

means-for-nhcs/ 

http://www.nhcs.net/wordpress/timmarkley/2012/11/06/the-importance-of-effective-communication-and-what-it-means-for-nhcs/
http://www.nhcs.net/wordpress/timmarkley/2012/11/06/the-importance-of-effective-communication-and-what-it-means-for-nhcs/
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 What should be done to activate the communication?
28

 

Addressing the answers to these questions lays the groundwork for next steps. All staff need 

input into answering the questions and carving out the actions and processes for improved 

communication. Larger school districts have strategic communication plans, communication 

managers, or communication departments. Schools the size of JPS cannot afford such services. 

However, there is merit in reviewing and perusing the plans for ideas, processes, and procedures 

that can fit the communication needs at JPS.
29

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop and implement internal communication processes to keep all staff informed 

regarding students’ specific needs. 

The processes to keep all staff informed regarding such things as IEP particulars, homeroom 

scheduling changes, and expectations for daily instruction and learning assignments, needs 

improvement. The superintendent and principals can begin with a simple internal communication 

assessment process. Through dialog and discussion in small focus groups or even staff meetings 

school leaders can ask three questions: 

 Where and with whom does communication break down? 

 What are the barriers that prevent communication? 

 What suggestions do you have for improving communication? 

Administrators, teachers, instructional assistants, and all support staff need to be involved in the 

initial assessment process. Often staff is reluctant to share their concerns openly. At the first 

level of communication assessment facilitators could ask for written responses. This gives a 

written documentation and prevents selective listening. The remaining two questions may be best 

facilitated in small groups. Sometimes the ripple effect of one solution complicates or 

compromises issues elsewhere. In small group discussions these are more easily identified and 

resolved. The administrative staff must determine if communication breakdowns are functional 

and perhaps need minor scheduling or process adjustments. The administrators need to determine 

if more explanation and clarification about decisions are needed. There will also be 

communication issues that are isolated, unique, and have no easy answer. Most important, the 

administrative staff needs to improve communication by first gaining trust, letting all 

stakeholders know that their concerns are important, and providing a focused intent to improve 

communications. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

                                                           
28

 http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/participation/promoting-interest/communication-plan/main 
29

 For specific examples see: 

http://okcs.schooldesk.net/Portals/Okcs/District/docs/CK/Communications%20Strategic%20Plan%202011-

2012.pdf; http://www.hampton.k12.va.us/departments/publicrelations/communicationPlan.pdf 

http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/participation/promoting-interest/communication-plan/main
http://okcs.schooldesk.net/Portals/Okcs/District/docs/CK/Communications%20Strategic%20Plan%202011-2012.pdf
http://okcs.schooldesk.net/Portals/Okcs/District/docs/CK/Communications%20Strategic%20Plan%202011-2012.pdf
http://www.hampton.k12.va.us/departments/publicrelations/communicationPlan.pdf
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D. STUDENT SERVICES – GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 

Oklahoma State Board of Education Accreditation Standards for guidance and counseling are: 

 Accreditation Standard 6.02. The counseling staff, parents, administrators, and others shall 

provide guidance and counseling program direction through involvement in assessment and 

identification of student needs. 

 Accreditation Standard 6.04. The school shall develop a written description of a guidance 

and counseling program with special provisions for at-risk students. The program shall 

address assessed needs of all students, including those who are identified as at-risk and shall 

establish program goals, objectives, and evaluation. 

 Accreditation Standard 6.06. Each school shall provide an organized program of guidance 

and counseling services that include: counseling services available to students; a planned 

sequential program of guidance activities that enhance students’ development; appropriate 

referrals to other specialized persons, clinics, or agencies in the community; and coordinated 

services. 

 Accreditation Standard 6.08. Each counselor shall follow a planned calendar of activities 

based upon established program goals and provide direct and indirect services to students, 

teachers, and/or parents. 

The SDE publishes The School Counselor’s Guide: Developing a Comprehensive School 

Counseling Program Using Accreditation Standard VI. This publication is designed to assist 

school districts in strengthening existing programs or developing new ones. The major 

components of the defined guidance curriculum include Guidance Curriculum Domains 

(Academic Development, Career Development, and Personal/Social Development); Student 

Competencies; and Guidance Curriculum Delivery. 

The American School Counselor Association (ASCA) states: 

School counseling programs are collaborative efforts benefiting students, parents, 

teachers, administrators, and the overall community. School counseling programs should 

be an integral part of students’ daily educational environment and school counselors 

should be partners in student achievement.
30

 

ASCA recommends that school counselors divide time between four components: 

 Guidance Curriculum – The guidance curriculum is structured developmental lessons 

designed to assist students. The guidance curriculum is infused throughout the school’s 

overall curriculum and presented systematically through K-12 classrooms. 

 Individual Student Planning – School counselors coordinate ongoing activities designed to 

assist students individually in planning. 

                                                           
30

 http://www.ascanationalmodel.org/ 
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 Responsive Services – Responsive services are activities meeting individual students’ 

immediate needs that may require counseling. 

 Systems Support – School counseling programs require administration and management.  

Time allocated for each program component should depend on the developmental and special 

needs of the students served. While each district determines time allotments, ASCA recommends 

that school counselors spend 80 percent of their time in direct contact with students. Oklahoma 

high schools and middle schools are required to have one full-time counselor for every 450 

students. At the elementary level, a counseling and guidance program is required, but does not 

have to be delivered by a certified counselor. 

Exhibit 2-29 shows the trend in counselor staffing over time. Jones staffing has consistently 

ranked second lowest of its peers, in terms of the number of full-time employees.  

Exhibit 2-29 

Trend in Counselor Staffing Over Time 

Entity 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Jones 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 50.0% 

Bethany 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 4.0 29.0% 

Bethel 3.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 33.3% 

Chandler 1.9 1.9 1.4 1.0 2.0 5.3% 

Lone Grove 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 0.0%● 

Perkins-Tryon 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.0%● 

Community Group 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.3 0.0%● 

State 3.1 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.0 (3.2%) 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

However, in terms of average daily membership (ADM) per counselor, the district’s recent 

stronger commitment to counseling is apparent. As shown in Exhibit 2-30, in 2012-13 Jones had 

one of the lowest ratios of ADM-to-counselor of the peers and was staffed more richly than the 

community group or the state. The state requires a ratio at the secondary level of no more than 

450 student per counselor, while ASCA recommends a district average of 250 students per 

counselor. Although Jones has not reached the ASCA-recommended level, its counselor staffing 

is richer than all but one of the peers, as well as the community group and state. 
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Exhibit 2-30 

Trend Over Time in Students (ADM) per Counselor 

Entity 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Jones 549.2 577.1 581.3 388.7 379.8 (30.8%) 

Bethany 493.3 501.9 518.4 528.9 413.2 (16.2%) 

Bethel 454.3 336.4 450.6 334.7 342.9 (24.5%) 

Chandler 618.1 603.0 834.2 1,136.4 565.1 (8.6%) 

Lone Grove 409.8 408.8 417.8 419.4 408.0 (0.4%) 

Perkins-Tryon 394.8 404.7 411.7 409.5 420.3 6.5% 

Community Group 566.6 378.1 461.1 456.6 443.5 (21.7%) 

State 382.8 383.8 411.5 411.6 417.0 8.9% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database, and Prismatic calculations 

FINDING 2-17 

The JPS middle and high school counselors are implementing counseling programs that exhibit 

best program practices. They are attentive to the cognitive, emotional, and social needs of their 

students. During the onsite visit, the counselors provided valuable input and recognized the need 

for more use of student data, more high school electives, and strengthening the transition 

processes and procedures between schools. Both the middle and high school counselors assist 

with the OCCT process. As of January 2015, there is temporarily no elementary counselor so 

each counselor spends one day a week serving the elementary school. The counselors are aware 

of and work with bullying across the student population. Both counselors maintain an open door 

and practice one-on-one counseling by appointment throughout the day as well as walk-ins. They 

make routine contact with students on the ineligible list. They seek to support these students by 

finding out what may be going on outside of school life. The counselors work closely with the 

administrators to address curricular issues. 

The staff and student surveys reflected positive opinions of the district’s counseling services and 

culture (Exhibit 2-31). Almost two-thirds of staff strongly agreed or agreed that the district 

provides adequate counseling services. The results were not as positive among the high school 

student respondents with 46 percent, strongly agreeing or agreeing that they have received 

sufficient college/career counseling. Another 29 percent of the students had no opinion, likely 

indicating a portion of younger high school students who have not yet begun focusing much on 

life after high school. Nearly all of the high school respondents strongly agreed or agreed that 

there is at least one adult at school who can be approached with problems; this is indicative of a 

caring atmosphere in the high school. 
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Exhibit 2-31 

Survey Results Regarding Counseling Services 

Survey 

Group Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Staff 

The district provides 

students with 

adequate counseling 

services. 

8% 54% 19% 15% 4% 

Students 

I have received 

sufficient college 

and/or career 

counseling. 

11% 35% 29% 19% 5% 

Students 

There is at least one 

adult at school to 

whom I can go 

when I have a 

problem. 

45% 34% 9% 6% 5% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

COMMENDATION 

The Jones Public Schools counselors are commended for implementing quality 

programming in their efforts to support students. 
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Chapter 3 

  

Business Operations 
 

This chapter addresses the business operations of Jones Public Schools (JPS) and is divided into 

the following sections: 

A. Planning and Budgeting 

B. Financial Processes 

C. Purchasing and Asset Management 

D. Activity Funds 

E. Auditing and Internal Controls 

Financial, asset, and risk management in school districts require thoughtful planning and 

decision-making. Public school districts must meet or exceed increasingly rigorous academic 

standards without exceeding their budgetary resources. The superintendent and board of 

education must ensure that the district receives all available revenue from local, state, and federal 

sources and expends those funds in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and 

policies so that the district can best meet or exceed the established academic standards. 

Background  

Oklahoma law entrusts a school district’s board of education with specific responsibilities, 

including the oversight of investments and funds. The school board is allowed to contract with 

the county treasurer for the management of its accounts, or it may choose to appoint a treasurer.  

JPS has three employees in the central office that deal with the primary business operations of 

the district. The JPS board of education has chosen to appoint an employee as the official 

treasurer; she is also a secretary in the central office. The district employs an encumbrance clerk 

to maintain and report the expenditure transactions to the board. A third employee acts as the 

payroll/insurance coordinator in addition to being the activity fund custodian. Exhibit 3-1 shows 

the JPS organizational chart for business operations. 

Exhibit 3-1 

Jones Public Schools Business Operations Organization 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Payroll/Insurance 

Coordinator & Activity 

Fund Custodian

 

 

 Secretary/Treasurer

 

 

 Encumbrance Clerk

 

 
Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 
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Financial Statements 

Financial statements for JPS are prepared based upon the Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles (GAAP) that require funds to be combined by fund type and for the financial 

statements to be prepared on the basis of these combined funds. The accounts of the district are 

organized on the basis of funds, each of which is considered to be a separate entity. The 

operations of each fund are accounted for by providing a separate set of self-balancing accounts 

that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund balances, revenues, and expenditures.  

The district’s financial statements are prepared on a prescribed procedure of accounting that 

demonstrates compliance with the cash basis and budget laws of the State of Oklahoma. 

Revenues are recorded as received in cash, except for revenues susceptible to accrual and 

material revenues that are not received at the standard time of receipt. Expenditures are recorded 

in the accounting period in which the fund liability is incurred and encumbered. JPS prepares 

financial statements that include the fund types illustrated in Exhibit 3-2. 

Exhibit 3-2 

Funds Contained in the 2013 JPS Annual Financial Report 

Type Purpose 

General Fund 
To account for all revenue and expenditures applicable to 

the general operations of the district.  

Special Revenue Fund 
To account for the results of the building, child nutrition, 

cooperative, and insurance funds. 

Debt Service Fund 

To account for the revenue received from ad valorem taxes 

dedicated to the repayment of bonds and the subsequent 

payment of debt service.  

Bond or Capital Projects Fund 

To account for monies received from the sale of bonds for 

specific capital projects that span several years. The 

district does not have any active capital projects funds. 

Agency Fund To account for the activities of various student groups. 
Source: JPS Annual Financial Report, June 30, 2013 

Oklahoma Cost Accounting System 

Oklahoma Statutes, Title 70, Section 5-135.2, require school districts to report financial 

transactions for all funds using the Oklahoma Cost Accounting System (OCAS). Policies and 

procedures set forth in OCAS describe the basis of funding of Oklahoma public schools, the 

duties, and procedures for the financial operations of the district, and the role of the Oklahoma 

State Department of Education (SDE) and the district in receiving, dispensing, reporting, and 

accounting for school funds.  

School boards, superintendents, business managers, encumbrance clerks, treasurers, independent 

auditors, and other parties with responsibilities for school budgets and the administration of 

school district funds must be familiar with OCAS policies and procedures. A district’s annual 

audited financial statements must include all necessary financial information and related 

disclosures as prescribed by OCAS. 
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Revenue Sources 

General fund revenues from state sources for current operations are primarily governed by the 

State Aid Formula under the provisions of Title 70, Article XVIII. B. Section 200 of the 

Oklahoma School Code. The Oklahoma State Board of Education administers the allocation of 

state funding to school districts based upon state aid factors, the weighted average district 

membership, and several categories of prior year revenues. 

Intermediate revenue sources primarily represent a four mill levy assessed on a countywide basis 

and distributed to the county school districts based upon average daily membership for the 

preceding school year. Local sources of funding are derived from ad valorem (property) taxes 

assessed each year by the district pursuant to Article X, Section 9 of the Oklahoma Constitution. 

These taxes consist of the following components: 

 no less than five mills of a total of 15 mills levied for county, municipal, and school district 

purposes; 

 15 mills levied specifically for school district purposes; 

 an emergency levy of five mills; and 

 ten mills levied for local support.  

A mill is the equivalent of $1 per $1,000 of net asset valuation. The constituents of JPS have 

approved an ongoing millage for the general fund and the building fund. Therefore, the 

emergency and local support mill levies are no longer subject to annual voter approval, and JPS 

annually receives 35 mills levied on net assessed valuation of property within the district 

boundaries for the general fund.  

Assessment ratios for real and personal property are determined locally by each individual 

county assessor within guidelines established by the State Board of Equalization and the 

Oklahoma Tax Commission. Property within the JPS boundary had a net valuation of 

$33,962,663 in 2012 and $33,973,490 in 2013. 

State funds and ad valorem taxes are accounted for in the general fund of the district, which is 

authorized pursuant to Title 70, Section 1-117, Oklahoma Statutes 2001, as amended pursuant to 

Article X, Section 9, of the Oklahoma Constitution. The purpose of the general fund is to pay for 

operations. School districts are not authorized to use these revenues for capital expenditures as 

defined in the statutes. 

Ad valorem taxes for bond issues are required by statute to be collected by the county treasurer 

and remitted to the school district for deposit into the sinking fund. The total debt service 

requirements may be reduced by any surplus from the prior fiscal year or any direct contributions 

made into the sinking fund. 

Ad valorem tax rates for sinking fund purposes are determined by ascertaining the actual dollars 

of revenues required for payment of principal and interest on indebtedness, fees, and judicial 

judgments. A reserve for delinquent taxes, in an amount of not less than five percent and not 
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more than 20 percent of the net required tax collections, is added to the required debt service 

collections.  

The revenue requirements for both debt service and general fund are then divided by the total 

assessed valuation of all taxable property within the district. Multiplying the resulting quotient 

by 100 results in the tax rate expressed as a percent; multiplying the resulting quotient by 1,000 

results in the tax rate expressed in mills. 

Over the past five years, the average assessed property value per student for JPS has decreased by 

3.0 percent. Jones had the highest decrease in property value among its peers and the state. JPS’s 

2012-13 overall assessed property value per student of $29,817 was the third highest among the 

peers, and was below the community group and the state (Exhibit 3-3). 

Exhibit 3-3 

Trend in Assessed Property Value per Student 

Entity 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Jones $30,738 $29,161 $28,818 $29,125 $29,817 (3.0%) 

Bethany $8,358 $8,566 $8,521 $8,422 $8,167 (2.3%) 

Bethel $12,807 $13,611 $13,955 $14,385 $14,806 15.6% 

Chandler $26,558 $26,506 $28,050 $29,677 $29,962 12.8% 

Lone Grove $18,537 $19,698 $20,172 $21,644 $22,840 23.2% 

Perkins-Tryon $28,745 $29,497 $29,779 $30,291 $30,367 5.6% 

Community Group $39,900 $47,963 $35,714 $33,062 $37,107 (7.0%) 

State $38,875 $39,903 $41,038 $42,215 $43,631 12.2% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database  

Exhibit 3-4 shows the percentages of local and county, state, and federal revenues for JPS and 

its peers. The district’s revenue percentages from local sources were higher than all but one of its 

peers, but lower than the community group and the state. The district revenue percentages from 

state sources were lower than all of the peers, but higher than the community group and state. 

The district revenue percentages from federal sources were lower than all but two of the peers 

and lower than the community group and state. 
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Exhibit 3-4 

Breakdown of 2012-13 by Revenue Source, All Funds 

Entity Local and County State Revenue Federal Revenue 

Jones 37.3% 54.2% 8.6% 

Bethany 21.5% 71.6% 7.0% 

Bethel 23.5% 66.9% 9.6% 

Chandler 34.7% 55.5% 9.8% 

Lone Grove 32.6% 57.3% 10.1% 

Perkins-Tryon 37.3% 54.5% 8.3% 

Community Group 38.0% 51.8% 10.2% 

State 39.6% 48.0% 12.5% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

Exhibit 3-5 shows the percent of revenue received in 2008-09 through 2012-13 from local and 

county, state, and federal sources for JPS, the community group, and state. The district’s local 

and county revenue percentages were relatively consistent over the five-year period, and were 

similar to that of the state. The percentage of revenue from state sources increased from 53.0 

percent in 2008-09 to 54.2 percent in 2012-13, and was higher than the community group in 

three out of five years. JPS percentage of federal revenue had a noticeable decrease between 

2010-11 and 2011-12, and fell below the community group in all years except 2009-10. The 

district’s percentage of federal revenue was consistently lower than the state over the five-year 

period. 

Exhibit 3-5 

Sources of Revenue as a Percentage of Total Revenue, All Funds 

JPS, Community Group, and State Average 

Source of 

Revenue Entity 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Local and 

County 

Jones 34.8% 36.7% 35.2% 36.4% 37.3% 

Community Group 25.1% 47.0% 26.6% 37.6% 38.0% 

State 34.5% 36.1% 37.4% 38.6% 39.6% 

State 

Jones 53.0% 48.7% 49.8% 54.9% 54.2% 

Community Group 56.1% 40.0% 52.9% 51.5% 51.8% 

State Average 52.0% 46.5% 45.5% 47.8% 48.0% 

Federal 

Jones 12.2% 14.6% 15.1% 8.8% 8.6% 

Community Group 18.8% 13.1% 20.5% 10.9% 10.2% 

State 13.6% 17.4% 17.0% 13.6% 12.5% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

Expenditures 

Exhibit 3-6 provides a breakdown of expenditures by type, as a percentage of all funds for 2012-

13. As shown: 
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 In instructional expenditures, the district’s percentage was the lowest of all the peers, but was 

above the community group and state. 

 In student support, the district’s expenditures were in the middle range of the peers, but were 

below the community group and state. 

 In instructional support, the district’s spending was the lowest among its peers, and was 

below the community group and state. 

 In district administration expenditures, Jones had the second lowest rate among the peers, 

and was below the community group and state. 

 In school administration expenditures, the district had the highest percentage of all the 

comparison groups. 

 In district support, Jones had the second highest spending percentage of its peers, and was 

above the community group and state. 

Exhibit 3-6 

Percentage Breakdown of 2012-13 Expenditures by Type, All Funds 

Entity Instruction
1
 

Student 

Support
2
 

Instruction 

Support
3
 

District 

Admin.
4
 

School 

Admin.
5
 

District 

Support
6
 Other 

Jones 56.4% 5.0% 2.4% 2.3% 7.0% 19.4% 7.5% 

Bethany 60.9% 4.9% 2.7% 2.1% 4.9% 18.7% 5.9% 

Bethel 59.0% 6.5% 2.8% 2.5% 6.6% 14.4% 8.4% 

Chandler 57.3% 5.6% 3.2% 2.8% 5.6% 17.9% 7.7% 

Lone Grove 58.0% 4.1% 2.6% 2.6% 6.2% 20.2% 6.3% 

Perkins-Tryon 57.6% 6.3% 3.2% 2.4% 5.9% 16.3% 8.3% 

Community Group 56.3% 6.3% 3.0% 3.0% 5.6% 17.8% 8.1% 

State 53.7% 6.8% 4.0% 3.0% 5.6% 17.9% 9.0% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database  

                                                           
1
 Instruction – Activities dealing directly with the interaction between teachers and students 

2
 Student Support – Activities designed to assess and improve the well-being of students and to supplement the 

teaching process 
3
 Instruction Support – Activities associated with assisting the instructional staff with the content and process of 

providing learning experiences of students 
4
 District Administration – Activities involving the establishment and administration policy in connection with 

operating the entire school district 
5
 School Administration – Activities concerned with overall administrative responsibility for a single school or a 

group of schools 
6
 District Support – Consists of central services (activities that support other administrative and instructional 

functions, fiscal services, human resources, planning, and administrative information technology), operation and 

maintenance of plant services (activities concerned with keeping the physical plant open, comfortable, and safe for 

use, and keeping the grounds, buildings, and equipment in an effective working condition and state of repair), and 

student transportation services (activities concerned with the conveyance of student to and from school as provided 

by state law.) 
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Exhibit 3-7 shows JPS expenditures for the past three fiscal years, disaggregated by function 

code. Exhibit 3-8 provides the same data graphically. The function code is a dimension used to 

describe the service or commodity obtained as a result of an expenditure. As the exhibit shows, 

total expenditures increased 6.1 percent. Instruction, which was the largest portion of the 

district’s expenditures, increased by 10.5 percent. Student support increased by 27.5 percent, 

instructional support increased by 192.9 percent, district administration stayed about the same, 

school administration increased by 5.9 percent, district support increased by 14.9 percent, and 

other expenses decreased by 40.8 percent. 

Exhibit 3-7 

JPS Expenditures per Student, All Funds 

2010-11 through 2012-13 

Expenditure Classification 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Instruction $3,543 $3,605 $3,915 10.5% 

Student Support $273 $310 $348 27.5% 

Instructional Support $56 $157 $164 192.9% 

District Administration $161 $169 $162 0.6% 

School Administration $457 $458 $484 5.9% 

District Support $1,174 $1,270 $1,349 14.9% 

Other $878 $560 $520 (40.8%) 

Total $6,542 $6,619 $6,942 6.1% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database, and Prismatic calculations 
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Exhibit 3-8 

JPS Expenditures per Student, All Funds 

2010-11 through 2012-13 

2010-11 

 

  

2011-12 2012-13 

  

Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database, and Prismatic calculations  

 

Instruction

Student Support

Instructional Support

District Administration

School Administration

District Support

Other
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Fund Balance 

The fund balance, often referred to as “carryover,” is defined as the excess of assets over 

liabilities and is used in future years to offset any revenue shortfalls or negative midyear 

adjustments that may occur. Fund balance is seen as the amount of cash that is not obligated by 

purchase orders, contracts, outstanding warrants, or other obligations. A healthy fund balance 

can be beneficial to a school district by permitting longer investment terms and bridging periods 

of low cash flow during the year. Perhaps more importantly, it helps the district maintain cash 

flow to get through the first part of the new school year until state aid distribution can catch up 

with the district’s obligations. 

A school district’s fund balance policy can provide guidance for the development and 

implementation of an annual budget. Oklahoma public school laws provide guidance regarding 

the allowable year-end balances. Title 70, Section 18 of Oklahoma Statutes provides the 

maximum amount, as a percentage of total general fund collections, that a school district is 

allowed to maintain as a fund balance. Exhibit 3-9 shows the table of maximum allowable 

balances expressed as a percentage of their general fund collections. 

Exhibit 3-9 

Maximum Allowable Balances at Year End 

General Fund Collections 

Allowable Percentage of 

Collections 

Less than $1,000,000 40% 

$1,000,000 – $2,999,999 35% 

$3,000,000 – $3,999,999 30% 

$4,000,000 – $4,999,999 25% 

$5,000,000 – $5,999,999 20% 

$6,000,000 – $7,999,999 18% 

$8,000,000 – $9,999,999 16% 

$10,000,000 or more 14% 
Source: SDE Technical Assistant Document, July 2009 

Based upon general fund collections of $6,000,000 – $7,999,999 for 2012-13, JPS would be able 

to reserve up to 18 percent as a fund balance. Title 70, Section 18 of Oklahoma Statutes allows a 

school district to exceed the allowable percentage of carryover for two consecutive years before 

a general fund balance penalty is assessed. Title 70, Section 18 also allows districts to exclude 

federal revenues received in a year from the total fund balance when calculating if a general fund 

balance penalty is assessed. Exhibit 3-10 provides the JPS fund balances for the last three years. 

Between 2010-11 and 2012-13, the fund balance has decreased by 46.2 percent. 
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Exhibit 3-10 

JPS Fund Balances – General Fund 

2010-11 through 2012-13  

 2010-11 

Actual 

2011-12 

Actual 

2012-13 

Actual 

General Fund Collections $6,891,951 $6,557,290 $6,521,332 

Fund Balance $1,637,965 $1,445,226  $880,812 

Percentage of General Fund Collections 23.8% 22.0% 13.5% 

Fund Balance Year-Over-Year Change (11.8%) (39.1%) 

Fund Balance Three-Year Change (46.2%) 
Source: JPS Annual Audit Reports, 2010-11 through 2012-13, and Prismatic calculations  

Bonds 

Article X, Section 26 of the Oklahoma Constitution prohibits school districts from issuing debt 

without approval of “60 percent plus one” of the district’s voters. A district’s outstanding debt is 

limited to ten percent of its assessed valuation. The issued debt may be used for the purpose of 

acquiring or improving school sites, constructing, repairing, remodeling, equipping buildings, or 

acquiring school furniture, fixtures, or equipment. Exhibit 3-11 shows that the district’s average 

daily membership (ADM) has increased from 1,098.3 students in 2008-09 to 1,139.4 students in 

2012-13. The overall assessed valuation of JPS has increased slightly and as a result, the 

district’s bonding capacity has increased by 0.6 percent. 

Exhibit 3-11 

Trend in ADM, Assessed Values, and Bonding Capacity 

School Year ADM 

Assessed 

Valuation 

Bonding 

Capacity 

2008-09 1,098.3 $33,759,545  $3,375,955  

2009-10 1,154.2 $33,657,626  $3,365,763 

2010-11 1,162.5 $33,500,925 $3,350,093  

2011-12 1,166.1 $33,962,663  $3,396,266  

2012-13 1,139.4 $33,973,490  $3,397,349 

Percent Change 3.7% 0.6% 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database, and Prismatic calculations 

The debt service expenditures per student are based upon the amount of outstanding debt and 

number of students a district has during a particular school year. Districts must balance facility 

and equipment needs with the amount of tax money requested of district taxpayers. In 2012-13, 

the district’s debt service expense per student was $433 and the third lowest of its peers (Exhibit 

3-12). It was also lower than the community group and the state. 
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Exhibit 3-12 

Debt Service Expenditures per Student 

2012-13 

Entity 

Debt Service 

per Student 

Jones $433 

Bethany $414 

Bethel $318 

Chandler $467 

Lone Grove $643 

Perkins-Tryon $702 

Community Group $712 

State $760 
Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Profiles Database 

A. PLANNING AND BUDGETING 

An organization’s financial planning and monitoring as well as its budget development and 

management will establish the foundation for all financial management operations. The budget 

process should be strategic in nature and consist of activities that encompass the development, 

implementation, and evaluation of a comprehensive plan for student success.  

The National Advisory Council on State and Local Budgeting (NACSLB) has identified four 

essential principles of effective budgeting. The specific principles include the following tasks:  

1. Set broad goals to guide decisions.  

2. Develop strategies and financial policies.  

3. Design a budget supportive of strategies and goals.  

4. Focus on the necessity of continually evaluating goal achievement.  

A growing number of government entities, including school districts, use the budgeting for 

results and outcomes approach for financial operations. Budgeting for results and outcomes links 

strategic planning, long-range financial planning, performance measures, budgeting, and 

evaluation. It also links resources to objectives at the beginning of the budgetary process so that 

the primary focus is on outcomes rather than organizational structure.  

The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) believes that the following steps can 

assist an entity in making a successful transition to this results and outcomes approach:  

1. Determine how much money is available and build the budget based upon the expected 

revenues. 

2. Define the results and outcomes most desired by constituents. 
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3. Allocate resources toward these desired results in a fair and objective manner. 

4. Conduct an analysis of operations to determine what strategies, programs, and activities will 

best achieve each desired result. 

5. Budget available dollars to these strategies, programs, and activities with the objective of 

maximizing the benefit of available resources.  

FINDING 3-1 

The district’s general fund balance has been steadily declining for the last three years. This 

occurred primarily because of a reliance on short-term funding, such as the OKC Maps for Kids, 

federal stimulus money, and insurance proceeds to pay for regular operating expenses. Once 

these one-time sources of revenue went away, the regular operating expenses remained and the 

district began having to use fund balance to cover the difference.  

The general fund balance for the years 2010-11 through 2012-13 varied between $1,637,965 

(23.8% in reserve) and $337,937 (13.5% in reserve). The general fund balance decreased to 

$377,937 in 2013-14 for a total decline of $1,260,028 or 76.9 percent over the last three years. 

Exhibit 3-13 shows the changes between 2010-11 and 2013-14.  

Exhibit 3-13 

Trend in General Fund Balances 

Year 

General Fund 

Balance 

Change Between Years 

Amount Percent 

2010-11 $1,637,965 N/A N/A 

2011-12 $1,445,226 ($192,739) (11.7%) 

2012-13 $880,812 ($564,414) (39.1%) 

2013-14 $377,937 ($502,875) (57.1%) 
Source: JPS Audited Financial Reports 2009-10 through 2012-13; 2013-14 financials 

based on 2014-15 Estimate of Needs 

Maintaining a healthy fund balance is an indication that the school board and superintendent pay 

close attention to the financial operations of their district and make the difficult decisions when 

necessary to maintain an adequate balance to meet cash flow requirements and the demands of 

unforeseen events.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Evaluate the spending for the current and prior years and identify areas where cost 

reductions are a possibility and immediately reverse the trend of the expenditures 

exceeding the revenues. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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FINDING 3-2 

In addition to the district realizing a steady decline in its fund balance over the last three years, it 

does not have a formal general fund balance policy. With a formal policy, the school board could 

provide additional guidance to district management pertaining specifically to what the district’s 

fund balance goal should be and what steps should be taken to reach and maintain that goal 

within statutory maximum limits. For example, Prague Public Schools has a fund balance policy 

that reads in part: 

Should the general fund drop below a minimum level of five and one quarter percent 

(5.25%), the administration shall give first priority to restoring this minimum level with 

any additional funding received and with the development and implementation of an 

expenditure reduction plan. 

For the past three years, the end of year general fund balance has decreased from $1,637,965 to 

$377,937. The differing general fund balances represent a move from 23.8 percent of general 

fund revenues being retained to only 13.5 percent of general fund revenues being retained.  

Good financial management requires the accumulation of a general fund balance, that is large 

enough to cover cash needs early in the school year and to provide funds for unexpected changes 

in revenues and expenditures. Good management also requires that statutory limits are not 

exceeded, which could cause penalties to be assessed.  

A district’s general fund balance policy should outline what the board considers to be a 

minimum balance to maintain cash flow, cover emergency expenditures, adjust for revenue 

shortfalls, and avoid excess balance penalties or paying interest on non-payable warrants. Fund 

balance is a measure of the financial stability of a district and is an integral part of the budgeting 

process. Fund balance policies are also needed to provide guidance as to how to achieve and 

maintain a minimum fund balance. Districts that are fortunate enough to achieve a substantial 

fund balance should also include policy guidance as to what priority needs should be funded. 

The GFOA has developed standards for fund balance and recommends that:  

 Governmental agencies establish a fund balance policy setting forth unreserved balances.  

 The level of these recommended unreserved balances are based on unique characteristics   

and needs.  

 Unreserved balances are no less than five percent of general operating revenues or no less 

than one or two months of regular general fund operating expenditures.  

 Accountability measures consider long-term forecasting. 

Based on state statute, JPS could have a fund balance as high as 18 percent. However, state 

statutes on this manner have not been changed in a number of years. Using the guideline offered 

by the GFOA of keeping two months’ operating expenses in reserve, JPS would have a fund 

balance of $1,086,889, based on 2012-13 expenditures. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Develop a formal policy for district general fund balance that establishes a minimum 

balance, provides guidance on how to maintain the minimum balance, and require fund 

balance status reports to the school board. 

The school board should provide guidance through the fund balance policy that establishes a 

minimum balance, how to maintain the balance, and the use of the district’s fund balance that 

exceeds the minimum local target amount to help ensure that the funds are only used for critical 

priority items and the district is not assessed an excess balance penalty. Reports to the school 

board will help members to monitor the fund balance and have a better understanding of actions 

that impact the balance. 

As an example, Greenville Public Schools provides a general fund cash balance report to its 

school board that shows the monthly fluctuations in the balance over several years’ time 

(Exhibit 3-14). Such a report would provide Jones board members with valuable information. 

Exhibit 3-14 

Sample General Fund Cash Balance Report 

Month 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

July $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx 

August $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx 

September $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx 

October $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  

November $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xx,xxx  

December $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xx,xxx  

January $xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  

February $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  

March $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  

April $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  

May $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  

June $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx  
Source: Developed from example of Greenville Public Schools, January 2015 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 3-3 

A number of detailed financial schedules and listings are provided to the JPS board including 

month-to-month expense versus revenue comparisons; however, a set of standard reports that 

provide year-to-date comparisons are not routinely provided. Also, the school board is not 

provided budget information that contains comparisons of revenues and expenditures. 
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It is difficult for most individuals, including school board members, to understand financial 

reports unless the reports are formatted and presented in an easily understood manner. Without 

routine reports that present comparative financial data, school board members and the public 

have limited information with which to assess current year operations and compare it to previous 

months and years. Financial reports are also critical in keeping school board members and the 

public informed on situations that impact the district’s general fund. 

As an example of monthly financial reporting, Broken Bow Public Schools, prepares monthly 

financial reports for the school board that list revenue by source and expenditures by function for 

the period. Comparative totals are presented for the previous two years along with the budget for 

the current year. The monthly financial report also provides information on the district’s cash 

and investment position. This presentation allows board members and administration to monitor 

the district’s current financial status in relation to prior year activity. It also assists the school 

board as they look forward to budget adoption for the upcoming fiscal year. 

RECOMMENDATION  

Provide current monthly financial reports to the school board that include comparative 

revenue and expenditure data, a more detailed treasurer’s report, and information on the 

general fund balance.  

The superintendent and district treasurer should use the monthly financial reports currently being 

prepared as a basis for developing reports for the school board. Monthly financial reports should 

include types of revenues and expenditures, a comparison with the previous year’s financial 

information, and the status of the general fund balance. 

Exhibit 3-15 illustrates a sample format that could be used for the general fund. Revenues and 

expenditures shown use the Oklahoma Cost Accounting System (OCAS) coding structure and 

can be expanded with more detail as needed. Similar reports could be prepared for the building 

fund and child nutrition fund. 
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Exhibit 3-15 

Example of Budget Document 

Jones Public Schools 

General Fund Budget Status Report 

Month Ended  xx,xx,xx 

 

 

 

 

Description 

Current Year Previous Year 

 

 

Estimated/ 

Budgeted 

Current 

Month 

Received/ 

Expended 

Year to 

Date 

Received/ 

Expended 

 

 

Remaining 

Balance 

Current 

Month 

Received/ 

Expended 

 

Year to Date 

Received/ 

Expended 

Revenues:       

Local  $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

Intermediate  x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

State  x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Federal  x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

  Total Revenues $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

       

Expenditures:       

Salaries $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

Benefits x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Purchased Professional 

and Technical Services 
x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Purchased Property 

Services 
x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Other Purchased 

Services 
x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Supplies and Materials x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Property x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Other x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx x,xxx 

Total Expenditures $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 
Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 3-16 provides a sample of another report that could be prepared monthly. A report of 

this nature, along with charts and graphs, and a written analysis would provide the school board 

and other stakeholders with the necessary financial information to understand the district’s 

current financial position on an ongoing basis. Such an understanding of the district’s financial 

position will help establish and maintain confidence in the JPS system of accountability. 
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Exhibit 3-16 

Sample Monthly Financial Report 

Category 

Previous 

Year 

Actual 

Previous 

Year 

to Date 

% YTD 

to 

Actual 

Current 

Year 

Budget 

Current 

Year 

to Date 

% YTD 

to 

Budget 

Beginning Balances $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx  $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx   

Revenues:        

Local x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% 

Intermediate x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

State  x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

Federal x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

Non-Revenue Receipts x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

Total Revenues $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% 

       

Expenditures:        

Instructional Programs        

  Salaries and Employee Benefits $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% 

  Professional Services x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

  Supplies and Materials x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

  Other Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx xx% 

Total Instructional $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% 

       

Student Support Services:        

  Salaries and Employee Benefits $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% 

  Supplies and Materials xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% 

  Other Expenses xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% 

Total Student Support 

Services 
$xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% 

       

Staff Support Services:        

  Salaries and Employee Benefits $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% 

  Professional Services xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% 

  Travel, Postage, Std Transp. xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% 

  Supplies and Materials xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% 

  Other Expenses xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% xxx,xxx xxx,xxx xx% 

Total Staff Support Services $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% $xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx xx% 

Total Expenditures $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% 

       

Ending Balances $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% $x,xxx,xxx $x,xxx,xxx xx% 

Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 3-4 

JPS has inadequate school and community involvement in the budgetary processes. JPS does not 

prepare a formal internal budget calendar outlining administrative dates important to the 

facilitation of school and community participation. Better involvement of more school and 
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community individuals, groups, and associations will help ensure continued support and 

commitment to the district.  

JPS does not have a formal process for involving community members and district employees in 

the budget development process. Interviews indicate the school staff is not involved or consulted 

for input with the budget process. As such, the budget is developed in isolation and has little 

support from these stakeholders. Involving these groups in budget development would help to 

ensure an understanding of and support for the adopted budget.  

As part of the staff, student, and parent surveys, stakeholders were asked about their participation 

in the budgetary process. Exhibit 3-17 shows survey results on staff input and understanding on 

the budgetary process. More than 50 percent of the staff reported they felt inadequate to respond 

to having input or understanding of the district’s budgetary process. 

Exhibit 3-17 

Survey Results Regarding Budgetary Process 

Survey 

Group Survey Question 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Staff 

District stakeholders provide 

input into the budgetary 

process. 

2% 15% 73% 9% 1% 

Staff 
I understand the district’s 

budgetary process. 
2% 29% 55% 14% 0% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

A public hearing is not held prior to approving the budget. The practice has been that the school 

board adopts the budget at a regular board meeting or at a special board meeting called for that 

purpose. 

JPS has an opportunity to strengthen its standing in the local community. Greater visibility 

would encourage more universal support for district initiatives. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Establish a budgetary process that is timely, easily understood, and communicated 

throughout the district.  

The superintendent and school board should adopt and publish an annual budget calendar and 

create a budget advisory committee. The budgetary process and timeline should be 

communicated throughout the district in order to foster transparency. Budget discussions for the 

upcoming school year should begin early in the spring semester at the latest. Budget discussions 

should include opportunities for input from district and community stakeholders. Posting the 

budgetary process, timeline, and documents in public places and online will also facilitate better 

communication, understanding, and support of the adopted budget. A sample budget calendar, 

developed from one in use by a district of similar size to JPS, is provided in Exhibit 3-18. Each 
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year, the district adjusts these dates by one or two days to match the new work calendar, but the 

process typically follows this schedule. 

Exhibit 3-18 

Sample Budget Calendar 

Date Budget Activity 

October 3  Introduction of budget process to principals and administrative staff 

October 16  Submission of budget calendar to school board (regular meeting) 

 Establishment of December date for public hearing on budget  

October 20  Preliminary administrative staff budget committee meeting #1 

 Review of budget process assignments and calendar 

October 30  Administrative budget committee meeting #2 

 Establish preliminary overall budget priorities 

October 31  Submission of budget requests by principals and administrative staff 

November 20  Public reminder concerning December date for public hearing on budget 

November 27  Administrative budget committee meeting #3 

 Analysis of budget requests and review of preliminary priorities 

 Preliminary report on market analysis of cohort school districts 

November 29 Advertise for December public hearing 

December 4     Advertise for December public hearing 

December 4      Annual school board legislative work session 

December 8  Administrative budget committee meeting #4 

 Refinement and alignment of projected expenditures 

December 11  Public hearing on proposed budget (regular meeting) 

 Report to school board on preliminary budget priorities (regular meeting) 

 Invitation for school board member input on preliminary budget priorities 

December 18   Administrative budget committee meeting #5 

January 8  Analysis of preliminary budget priorities 

 Review of projected state revenues based on the state proposed budget 

January 11 Administrative budget committee meeting #6 

 Refinement of budget priorities based on school board work session 

January 22  Presentation of projected state revenues based on state proposed budget 

 Invitation for further school board member input on budget 

January 25 Administrative budget committee meeting #7 

 Refinement of budget priorities based on public hearing and board member input 

February 5  Presentation of first formal draft of budget. 

February 7 Administrative budget committee meeting #8 

 Refinement of budget priorities    

February 19  Presentation of second formal draft of budget (regular meeting) 

 Update on projected state revenues 

March 8  Administrative budget committee meeting #9 

March 19  Target date for school board approval of budget (regular meeting) 

May TBD  Called meeting for school board certification of final budget April 25-May 4 

May 7  Target date for issuance of professional personnel contracts 

May 21  Target date for issuance of classified personnel contracts  
Source: Created by Prismatic, based on records from a district similar in size to JPS, May 2013 
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The GFOA recommends that the budget be developed using a results and outcomes approach. 

Using this approach, the budget should be developed to address the highest priorities of the 

district that could be achieved with the available resources. For example, if the district identified 

a need for additional staff members, the budget would be developed to incorporate this need, 

and, subsequently, be communicated clearly to all stakeholders. 

Many districts have a budget committee comprised of community members, business leaders, 

and district employees who provide input to the board of education and superintendent on the 

priorities that should be addressed. Some Oklahoma public school districts use a budget 

committee that provides regular input to the superintendent and treasurer during the budget 

process. Other districts publish their budget materials and other related information on their 

websites to ensure that all stakeholders are informed of budget processes and decisions that are 

being made.  

Clinton Public Schools in Oklahoma has a transparent budget development process that has a 

commendable level of public input. The normal process for budget development in Clinton 

involves these steps: 

1. Preliminary Budget: Prior to the end of the current fiscal year, the superintendent, and other 

key administrators prioritize items for the following fiscal year. Many contributions for this 

process come from school employees and the public. 

2. Preparation of Proposed Budget: After the school board approves the estimate of needs, 

proposed budgets are devised within the approved revenues and expenditures for the budget 

year. 

3. Receipt of Public Comments: The school board conducts a public hearing to take all 

comments on financial matters, both past and future, in the district. 

4. Adoption of a Final Budget: This includes any revisions due to public comments and 

potential program allocations received prior to this date. 

5. Amending of Final Budget: Changes are made throughout the year to ensure that all 

expenditures have an appropriate amount of budgeted funds available and to adapt the 

current budget to reflect midterm allocation changes. 

FISCAL IMPACT  

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

FINDING 3-5 

JPS lacks a finance or bond oversight committee to provide guidance to the district to set forth 

financial-related goals and responsibilities. Interviews indicate support for the use of committees 

for input and guidance. The district has an interest in future bond issues for capital 

improvements. Community support for such a debt financing would require significant 

community information and involvement that a finance or bond oversight committee could 

provide. Thus, a functioning bond/finance oversight committee could assist with these bond 

formulation plans. 
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In an effort to ensure the transparency of their operations, many governmental agencies are 

adopting charters that sanction citizen committees and outline the roles and responsibilities of the 

committee members. Such a charter provides a bond/finance oversight committee with its 

purpose and the duties expected by the board of education. Since the district is considering the 

issuance of bonded debt for facilities, it is important that a bond/finance oversight committee be 

established and become active and visible in the district and community. Community support for 

any debt financing would require significant community information and involvement, which a 

functioning bond/finance advisory committee could provide. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Establish a board approved bond/finance advisory committee with scope, duties, and 

responsibilities set forth in a charter.  

Establishing a bond/finance advisory committee with a charter would help make the district’s 

bond and financial operations more transparent and help build community support for long-term 

debt projects. A charter typically sanctions a committee and outlines its composition, length of 

member terms, and the scope of its operations. A JPS bond advisory committee charter should 

include these elements and focus the committee’s attention on items the board of education 

determines to be most appropriate. The committee should also meet on a regular schedule in 

order to formalize its activities. Suggested duties of the committee include: 

 reviewing the financial status of the district’s debt through periodic financial and investment 

reports; 

 reviewing any approved bid awards;  

 monitoring the progress of voter-approved capital projects through staff presentations and 

reports;  

 evaluating any potential issuances of debt to ensure reasonableness and capacity to repay the 

debt; and 

 serving as a liaison between the district and the community. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 3-6 

Financial reports are not routinely prepared to show the operation and status of the child nutrition 

fund. Without reports, the superintendent and board members do not have financial data 

available that show if the cafeteria is operating in a financially prudent manner.  

Exhibit 3-19 shows JPS child nutrition program revenues and expenditures over time. The JPS 

child nutrition program has not historically operated at breakeven or better, which should be an 

expectation for a district as large as Jones. While a general fund supplement accounts for these 
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losses and reconciles the program’s budget, the losses are still detrimental. Any supplement from 

the general fund takes money out of classrooms.  

Exhibit 3-19 

Jones Child Nutrition Program Revenues and Expenditures Over Time 

 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Balance $0 $0 $0 

Revenues 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Local  $136,812 $132,363 $136,786 

State Reimbursement $7,366 $7,276 $6,943 

Federal Reimbursement $268,229 $257,643 $257,268 

Total Revenues $412,407 $397,282 $400,997 

Expenses 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Salaries and Benefits $147,916 $167,592 $173,505 

Food and Milk Costs $270,987 $274,352 $248,753 

Other Expenses $60,722 $69,438 $43,294 

Total Expenses $479,625 $511,382 $465,552 

Revenues – Expenses ($78,628) ($114,10) ($53,145) 

General Fund Supplement $78,628 $114,10 $53,145 

Ending Balance $0 $0 $0 
Note: Totals may not reconcile completely due to rounding 

Source: Jones OCAS Revenue and Expenditures Reports 2011-2014, October 2014 

RECOMMENDATION 

Prepare routine financial reports for the child nutrition program that show the results of 

operations.  

Summary reports prepared either monthly or quarterly that show a limited number of revenue 

and expense categories would provide staff, management, and board members with easily 

understood financial information for the child nutrition program. Exhibit 3-20 provides an 

example of a format that the superintendent and treasurer could use for monthly or quarterly 

reports. 
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Exhibit 3-20 

Child Nutrition Fund for Period XX 

 
Current 

Period Year-to-date 

Previous 

Year Totals 

Beginning Balance $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

    

Current Revenue    

   Federal $x,xxx $xx,xxx $xx,xxx 

   State $xx $xx $xx 

   Local $xx $xx $xx 

Total Current Revenue $x,xxx $xx,xxx $xx,xxx 

    

Current Expenses    

   Salaries $xx $xx $xx 

   Benefits $xx $xx $xx 

   Food Products  $xx $xx $xx 

   Supplies $xx $xx $xx 

   Other $xx $xx $xx 

Total Current Expenses $x,xxx $xx,xxx $xx,xxx 

    

Revenue Over/(Under) Expenses $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

    

Adjustments to Prior Year    

        Estopped Warrants $xx $xx $xx 

        Lapsed Encumbrances $xx $xx $xx 

Total Adjustments $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

    

Revenues Over/(Under) Expenses and Adjustments $x,xxx $x,xxx $x,xxx 

    

Ending Balance $x,xxx $x, xxx $x,xxx 
Source: Prepared by Prismatic, February 2015 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

B. FINANCIAL PROCESSES 

Day-to-day financial processes should be efficient and effective. They should also be 

documented, transparent, and rational. Accounting and payroll are among the most important 

business functions performed by a school district. Although regulations such as the OCAS and 

other accounting standards exist, actual practices can vary widely throughout the state.  

A sound accounting and payroll system can provide numerous benefits including:  

 providing internal controls and safeguards; 
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 providing timely reporting on the status of funds; and 

 allowing systematic disbursements to maximize available funds. 

FINDING 3-7 

JPS provides a direct deposit process for employees to receive pay warrants but employees are 

not encouraged to participate. Direct deposit expedites the availability of funds to the employees’ 

bank accounts, reduces the possibility of warrants being lost or stolen, and is efficient for district 

staff. During the onsite visit, district personnel indicated that most employees took advantage of 

this option. 

Direct deposit benefits both the organization and its employees. A school district benefits 

because bank account reconciliation is made simpler and funds are debited from an 

organization’s account on a precisely known date, at the first of the month. The district also 

enjoys reduced processing costs because direct deposited warrants eliminate the need to print and 

distribute payroll warrants. Direct deposit saves employees time spent in making trips to the 

banks; moreover, electronically transferred funds generally are available immediately.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Emphasize to all employees the benefits of the direct deposit of pay warrants.  

JPS should encourage all new and current employees to participate in direct deposit. The district 

should remind everyone at the beginning of each school year to sign up for direct deposits, if 

they have not already done so. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 3-8 

JPS monitors sick leave, vacation time and personal days on an excel spreadsheet in the payroll 

coordinator’s office. However, JPS already has financial software that provides leave tracking 

capabilities. 

The district currently uses ADPC software, which would allow staff to accrue all leave at the 

beginning of the year based upon the employees annual hours worked, job position, leave time 

allowed for position, etc. Other districts using ADPC report that the software has the capability 

to print leave reports that could be parsed and provided to employees periodically. The same 

users report that the software does not yet provide the functionality to print leave time on 

employee’s payroll warrants.  

RECOMMENDATION 

More fully utilize the financial software already in use by JPS to document leave time. 
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JPS should change its procedures of recording leave and input the information into the school 

payroll and personnel system. This process would provide a better way to process the 

information and keep all records in a secure area. The employees would benefit by receiving the 

updated leave information periodically in a parsed report from the existing system.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 3-9 

Reconciliations of district’s operating and activity fund bank accounts are included in the 

monthly board packet. Providing a copy of the reconciliation to school board members is not a 

process that is widely used by school districts but one that provides assurance that the bank 

accounts have been reconciled timely and accurately. 

Timely and accurate reconciliations of bank accounts, including activity funds, are important. In 

addition to completing reconciliations timely and accurately, an important additional internal 

control is for a second staff member within the district to regularly review the reconciliations 

completed by the first staff member. Since the activity fund custodian turns these reconciliation 

reports in to the superintendent prior to the board meeting, he is able to review the activity fund 

custodian’s reconciliation reports. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS includes the reconciliation of the operating and activity fund bank accounts in school 

board members’ monthly meeting documents. 

C. PURCHASING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT 

An effective purchasing system allows a school district to receive quality materials, supplies, and 

equipment in the right quantity in a timely, cost-effective manner. Purchasing includes those 

activities involved in the identification and purchase of supplies, equipment and services needed 

by the district, as well as the storage and distribution of goods. Goods and services must be 

obtained according to the specifications, at the lowest responsible cost, and within state laws and 

regulations including the state’s purchasing and bid requirements and the School Laws of 

Oklahoma.  

A sound purchasing system begins with researched policies implemented through well-

considered procedures. Careful planning, strong internal controls, and cost-efficient practices 

such as bulk purchasing and price/bid solicitation provide the framework for the efficient 

procurement of goods and services. 

Capital asset expenditure planning and control are critical to the long-term financial health of any 

school district. Generally, expenditures for capital assets require significant financial resources; 

decisions are difficult to reverse, and the investment affects district financial performance over a 

long period of time. 
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FINDING 3-10 

JPS approved a comprehensive procurement plan for the child nutrition program. The procurement 

plan discusses when to use competitive sealed bids, competitive proposals, and small purchase 

procedures. The plan also discusses noncompetitive proposals, the State of Oklahoma Prime 

Vendor Food Contract, the Oklahoma Farm to School Program, retention of records, the 

prohibition of cost-plus purchases, and a code of conduct. A chart of procedures is also included 

along with protest procedures. The procurement plan helps ensure that child nutrition funds are 

always expended in a board-approved manner. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS is commended for approving a comprehensive procurement plan for the child 

nutrition program. 

FINDING 3-11 

JPS is diligent in documenting the receipt of materials and services. Prior to the encumbrance 

clerk processing payments to vendors, either the invoice or packing slip must be signed and 

dated by the staff member who received the merchandise or services. If an invoice is received 

and no packing slip has been signed, dated, and submitted, the invoice is sent to the employee 

who ordered the material or services: They must sign and date the invoice before payment can be 

made. Requiring verification of the receipt of materials and services helps to ensure that the 

district does not inadvertently pay for materials or services that have not been received. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS is commended for a process that helps ensure that the receipt of materials and services 

is verified before processing payments to vendors.  

FINDING 3-12 

JPS staff sends out W-9 forms to all potential contract workers or other related vendors for which 

a 1099 will be required at the end of the calendar year. A W-9 has the necessary information to 

let the JPS staff determine whether this vendor will require a 1099-MISC form. A 1099 form is 

prepared for an individual that is receiving nonemployee compensation and is not a professional 

corporation. The encumbrance clerk works with the activity fund custodian to combine all of the 

1099 information into one report. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS is commended for sending W-9s out promptly to all applicable vendors at the 

beginning of each calendar year in order to prepare the timely submission of the 1099-

MISC forms at the end of the year.  
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FINDING 3-13 

JPS does not have a credit card to use for employee travel, but is interested in providing 

employees with a district credit card in order to prevent them from having to use their own card 

for travel purposes. 

Providing credit cards for business trips prevent the employee from needlessly charging hotel, 

flight, and other travel expenses to their personal credit cards. A school credit card also allows 

confirmation of hotel, flight, and other reservations in situations where a company will not 

accept a school-generated purchase order to confirm the reservation. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Implement a credit card policy that documents the purpose of the card, checkout 

procedures, types of expenditures that may be purchased with the card, and finally, 

penalties for abusing the card. 

The credit card policy should specify allowable expenditures to be made with the card given the 

circumstances. For instance, it should specify in the policy if the credit card may be used to 

purchase supplies in addition to the normal use for travel purposes. Check out procedures for the 

credit card(s) should remind employees that the card should not be loaned to another person and 

should be returned in a timely manner. The policy should also specify what dictates adequate 

documentation to support a transaction. Original receipts or invoices should be kept in all 

instances and invoices should state the date of use, vendor name, amount charged, name of the 

person who used the credit card, signature of the person who used the credit card, and the 

description of the goods or services purchased. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 3-14 

JPS does not have a listing of fixed assets and does not complete comprehensive physical 

inventories to determine if fixed assets are still in the custody of the district. JPS does not have 

any formal policies or guidelines to direct the management of its investment in fixed assets. 

Fixed asset transactions are not identified and tracked during the year. JPS does not have a 

complete listing of its fixed assets where additions and deletions are made as they occur or a 

policy that directs a physical inventory to be conducted. Teachers prepare listings of items located 

in their classroom at the end of each year. The listings include many low value items such as 

chairs, student desks, books, and other items generally not considered to be fixed assets. These 

listings, once compiled by the teachers, are given to the principal where they are filed without a 

review to determine if items on the previous year’s listings are still in the room and, if not, 

determine what happened to the items. Although the process does provide an inventory of asset 

and supply items, it does not provide for a separate listing of higher value items that are genuinely 

classified as fixed assets, which should be controlled, and are needed for the annual financial 

report. 
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There are also no district guidelines that require reimbursements for items lost due to negligence 

or what documentation is required for lost or stolen items, such as a police report or employee 

affidavit. Without a comprehensive listing and physical inventories the district has no way to 

know if items are stolen or lost. This leaves the district without recourse if an employee loses 

costly equipment or alleges theft. 

Policies normally address many issues pertaining to an entity’s investment in fixed assets. 

Policies include guidelines for all fixed assets and regularly address the following:  

 responsibility for accounting for the district’s investment in fixed assets and the system that 

is used for that accounting; 

 responsibility and accountability for the property and equipment owned; 

 a requirement for annual physical inventories; 

 capitalization thresholds for property, equipment, land, and infrastructure; 

 depreciation methods, salvage value, and a schedule of estimated useful lives; 

 capitalized improvements versus maintenance expenses; 

 reporting junked, stolen or missing property, and what approvals are required to delete these 

items from the inventory; 

 receiving donated property; and 

 transferring assets between schools and departments. 

To protect its investment in fixed assets, school districts track their assets and have policies that 

provide direction on how the assets are to be managed. As items are acquired, they are 

immediately added to the listing and when the district disposes of an item through normal 

processes it is taken off the listing. When an item cannot be found, the situation is reviewed and 

appropriate action taken. Normally, the school board is required to approve all deletions. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop and adopt fixed asset policies, then track fixed assets acquired with district funds.  

The school board should adopt a detailed fixed asset policy to provide guidance on how district 

fixed assets are to be managed. The Oklahoma Cost Accounting System (OCAS) procedures 

manual differentiates coding for equipment at $2,500. Therefore, the district should consider 

adopting a threshold of $2,500 to remain in compliance with the OCAS requirements. Once the 

school board approves the policy, the superintendent should communicate the new policy to staff 

and begin implementation. A physical inventory should be performed, and the results used to 

create a computerized inventory of all items over the established value threshold. 
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A system to track fixed assets and a set of fixed asset polices should help ensure that the 

district’s investment in fixed assets is being managed as desired by the school board. The system 

should protect investments by assigning accountability and holding staff accountable for the 

proper care and protection of district assets. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The consulting team recommends allocating $3,000 for a one-time purchase of inventory 

software and barcode scanning equipment.  

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Develop fixed asset 

inventory system for 

computers and other 

equipment. 

($3,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 

FINDING 3-15 

It appears that the district is diligent in annually inventorying equipment and materials located in 

classrooms. However, inventories were not conducted for central offices and the records of items 

inventoried in classrooms were not consistent and did not always use a standard format. Written 

policies have not been provided to staff so that items are inventoried in a consistent manner. 

An itemized inventory is needed for insurance purposes. Should items be destroyed due to a fire 

or other disaster, the district would need some documentation to show what items were 

destroyed. In addition, staff indicated that the inventory was also conducted to identify and track 

items that were purchased with program funds, such as federal grants, that require inventorying. 

Performing inventories of items located in all offices and classrooms takes time. The inventories 

accordingly, should not contain information that is not needed or include equipment that should 

not be inventoried.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop a policy and accompanying guidelines for conducting office and classroom 

inventories.  

Developing a policy and guidelines for conducting the inventory of items located in offices and 

classrooms will help ensure that the district has the information needed for insurance purposes 

and will be able to track items purchased with program funds. Guidelines will also ensure that 

inventory is done in a consistent and standardized manner. The guidelines should include what 

items need to be inventoried, how to properly estimate the cost of items if the purchase price is 

not known, what data should be included, a standard form to be used, and when the inventory 

should be conducted. Guidelines should also make inventorying more efficient. The Oklahoma 
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Department of Career and Technology Education has both a fixed asset policy and 

accompanying guidelines that could be used as a starting point for JPS.
7
 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

D. ACTIVITY FUNDS 

Activity funds are defined as funds that consist of resources received and held by the school as 

trustee to be expended or invested in accordance with conditions of the trust. Specifically, they are 

funds accumulated by district-affiliated organizations from various fundraising activities, 

membership fees, commissions, interest income, and donations. These funds are to be used to 

promote the general welfare of the school and the educational development and morale of students. 

Oklahoma statute Title 70 O.S. § 5-129 outlines the procedures to be used to account for activity 

funds. Specifically, the statute requires that the board of education of each school district 

exercise control over all funds and revenues on hand received or collected from revenue-

generating sources such as student organizations or extracurricular activities that are conducted 

on school campuses. The statute further defines that deposits are to be made daily or when the 

cash on hand exceeds $100. Under the law, the school board is required to approve all school 

activity subaccounts, all fund raising activities, and all purposes for which monies collected in 

each subaccount can be expended.  

FINDING 3-16 

The district provides good internal controls by keeping a money log form for all events that 

reconciles the ticket count to the collections. The consulting team reviewed procedures 

concerning the gate keeping and concession stand money collections at sporting events. A money 

log form is prepared for all athletic events and school activities that reconcile the ticket count to 

the collections. Two individuals sign off on all the forms and the ticket stubs are kept on file for 

five years. This retention length is the same for all district financial records. 

COMMENDATION 

JPS has good internal controls and procedures regarding collections at athletic events and 

school activities.  

FINDING 3-17 

New JPS staff are not provided with written guidelines on activity fund procedures. JPS needs 

guidelines that are specific to the district and include updated information. Written guidelines 

should be provided to all activity fund sponsors, possibly in the form of a handbook. A handbook 

could include some or all of the following sections:   

                                                           
7
 http://www.okcareertech.org/about/state-agency/divisions/service-center/fixed-assets 

http://www.okcareertech.org/about/state-agency/divisions/service-center/fixed-assets
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 General Information;  

 Activity Fund Overview; 

 Responsibilities of the Principal;  

 Responsibilities of Sponsors;  

 Responsibilities of the Activity Fund Custodian;  

 Procedures for Fund Raisers;  

 Procedures for Purchasing;  

 Sponsor Procedures for Receipting Money;  

 Activity Fund Custodian Procedures for Receipting Money;  

 Important Points to Remember, Sponsor;  

 Important Points to Remember, Activity Fund Custodian; and 

 Activity Fund Project Codes. 

RECOMMENDATION 

JPS should develop written and standardized guidelines for all district activity funds to 

help ensure that funds are administered properly. 

The guidelines should clearly state how activity funds are to be administered for all activity 

funds, thus will assist principals, teachers, and sponsors in fulfilling their responsibilities. The 

manual also will provide a good reference for new principals, teachers, and sponsors. 

The activity fund custodian should require every sponsor to read the handbook and sign an 

“activity account sponsor’s affidavit of responsibility” stating that they have read the handbook 

and understand it. This form should also signed by the principal and the activity account name or 

number for which the sponsor is responsible. The sponsor could be issued a receipt book, only 

upon approval of this affidavit.   

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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E. AUDITING AND INTERNAL CONTROLS 

Internal and external audits provide a review of the district's compliance with established 

standards and practices. External audits are required of all Oklahoma school districts and are 

performed by state approved public accounting firms. The external audit provides: 

 an annual financial and compliance report;  

 an examination of the expenditure of federal funds (as applicable); and  

 a report to management on internal accounting controls (as applicable).  

The internal audit function supplements the work of the external auditor. The internal audit 

function examines specific areas to determine:  

 the adequacy of internal controls;  

 compliance with procedures, regulations, policies, and applicable law; and 

 efficiency and effectiveness of operations.  

FINDING 3-18 

The JPS financial audit reports for the last three years (through 2012-13) show no instances of 

noncompliance. The external auditor issued qualified opinions, which means that the reports 

contain accurate information and are presented in an acceptable manner; with the only exception 

being the fixed asset account group was not included in the financial statements. The district has 

received some management letter comments that auditors routinely issue when errors are found 

that need to be corrected, or processes need to be improved, to increase internal controls. 

Management has been diligent in correcting reported comments on the most recent management 

letter so there is no concern that any comments become significant deficiencies in the future. 

Receiving clean audit reports and correcting management letter comments helps JPS maintain its 

credibility among staff and the community.  

COMMENDATION 

JPS is commended for receiving clean audit reports in its last three financial audits.  

FINDING 3-19 

JPS does not have a formal policy for rotating and competitively soliciting external auditors. 

Selecting an external auditor using a competitive process provides JPS with assurance that they 

are selecting the best firm to provide auditing services. Routinely soliciting proposals and 

qualifications from external auditing firms through a competitive process enables districts to 

obtain and review the qualifications from interested firms and to select the one that offers the 

best qualifications at the lowest reasonable price. 
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JPS retains an external auditor to conduct an annual financial audit and prepare the annual 

estimate of needs. Staff at the district stated that they were not aware of any attempt to 

competitively bid for audit services.  

Rotation of audit services helps ensure that district financial practices and internal controls are 

reviewed from a fresh prospective. According to the GFOA recommended audit procurement 

practices, “Governmental entities should enter into multiyear agreements of at least five years in 

duration when obtaining the services of independent auditors”. While Oklahoma school districts 

may not enter into multiyear contracts, many do enter into such agreements with the mutual 

understanding that the district must reapprove it every fiscal year. At the conclusion of that 

multiyear contract, GFOA recommends that “Governmental entities should undertake a full-scale 

competitive process for the selection of independent auditors”. GFOA also recommends that 

governments choosing an external auditor actively seek the participation of all qualified audit 

firms including the current one, assuming its past performance was satisfactory. 

Although Oklahoma law requires that a selected auditor must be on an approved list, it does not 

require competitive selection for auditing services. The cost of auditing services is not the sole 

determining factor when contracting for professional services; however, sound business practices 

and standards of independence indicate that periodic evaluation is prudent. Many school districts 

have established policies requiring periodic use of a competitive process for the procurement of 

external audit services. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop a policy requiring competitive proposals for professional independent auditing 

services at a designated interval of at least every five years. 

The superintendent should draft a policy requiring a competitive solicitation of audit services at 

least every five years. He should then submit it to the school board for review and approval.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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Chapter 4 

Facilities Use and Management 

This chapter addresses the facilities use and management of Jones Public Schools (JPS) in the 

following sections: 

A. Facilities Planning and Construction 

B. Maintenance and Custodial Operations 

C. Energy Management 

D. Safety and Security 

Facilities use and management includes the planning, construction, and maintenance of 

buildings, the safety of students and staff using those buildings, and the security of facilities 

before, during, and after school hours. More specifically, this area includes the following: 

 planning and designing facilities to meet educational standards and to provide a physical 

framework that enhances learning conditions; 

 properly maintaining and cleaning facilities so that teaching and learning can take place in a 

healthy and clean environment; 

 ensuring that the facilities are safe when students and teachers are present; 

 creating proper safeguards to ensure the security of the facilities during after school hours; 

and 

 having safety plans in the event of a crisis or natural disaster so that students and staff 

members are protected. 

Background 

Jones Public School is a rural district located around Jones, Oklahoma (Exhibit 4-1). Outlying 

areas of Oklahoma City School District are adjacent to the southwest. JPS consists of a high 

school complex, a middle school, and an elementary school (Exhibits 4-2 through 4-4). In the 

late 1800s the first school in Jones was started in a log building. This early school was called the 

Iola School. The first purpose-built school building in Jones was constructed in 1899, is still 

standing, and is now a private residence. In 1911, the school moved to its present site. Several 

smaller schools in the vicinity of Jones consolidated in 1921 to form the first four-year high 

school. This school district was known as Consolidated District No. 9.
1
 

In 1916, State Center School opened at the intersection of East Wilshire Boulevard and North 

Indian Meridian, the geographic center of the state of Oklahoma.
2
 The only remaining part of the 

original school is the gymnasium, which was built during the Works Progress Administration 

(WPA) in the late 1930s. The front of the gymnasium, facing south, has four bays, separated by 

                                                           
1
 http://jonesoklahomahistoricalsociety.org/  

2
 http://www.okhistory.org/publications/enc/entry.php?entry=JO016  

http://jonesoklahomahistoricalsociety.org/
http://www.okhistory.org/publications/enc/entry.php?entry=JO016
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wide brick columns. Each bay has a large window opening, mostly filled now with corrugated 

metal paneling, leaving a set of three small windows in each bay (Exhibit 4-5).
3
 The Jones 

middle school, now located at the State Center site, has undergone three major additions. Many 

residents still refer to the middle school as “State Center”. Exhibit 4-6 tabulates JPS facilities 

with their calculated gross square footages. 

Exhibit 4-1 

Location of Jones Public School District 

 
Source: Prismatic, January 2015 

 

                                                           
3
 http://www.waymarking.com/waymarks/WMEV7T  

http://www.waymarking.com/waymarks/WMEV7T
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Exhibit 4-2 

Jones Elementary School 

Exhibit 4-3 

Jones Middle School 

  
Source: Prismatic, November  2014 Source: Prismatic, November 2014 

Exhibit 4-4 

Jones High School 

Exhibit 4-5 

State Center Gymnasium at the Jones 

Middle School 

  

Source: Prismatic, November 2014 Source: Prismatic, February 2015, GoogleTM Earth 
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Exhibit 4-6 

JPS Facilities, 2014-15 

Building 

Year 

Built 

Year 

Remodeled 

Gross 

Square 

Footage* 

High School 2009-10  83,280 

Middle School 1981 2007-08 29,896 

    State Center Gymnasium (WPA) c. 1938  4,472 

Elementary School 1966 1985,1993,2007-08 54,138 

Administration 2014  4,200 

Old White Gymnasium c. 1974  22,875 

New Vocational Agriculture Building 2013-14  6,050 

Visitor Locker Room ? 2010 3,060 

Multi-Sports Building 2008-09  6,660 

Agriculture Show Barn 2010-11  15,576 

Old Vocational Agriculture Building ?  7,200 

Total 237,407 
Source: Prismatic site visit, February 2015; *square footages calculated from GoogleTM Earth and JPS plans 

A. FACILITIES PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION 

Well-planned facilities are based upon the educational program and on accurate student 

enrollment projections. The design process should have input from stakeholders including 

administrators, principals, teachers, security specialists, parents, students, and the maintenance 

and operations staff. The selection of building materials, interior finishes, hardware, mechanical, 

electrical, and plumbing systems, and other major building components should be made 

according to life cycle cost analyses for an optimum total cost of construction, operations, and 

maintenance. 

This, coupled with the functional need of providing the best physical learning space possible for 

students, should lead a district to recognize the absolute necessity of developing, presenting, and 

implementing a long-range facilities master plan. Failure to implement a long-range facilities 

master plan will eventually lead to dissatisfaction and facility concerns. 

Having a long-range facilities master plan will ensure that building projects are prioritized, 

begun, and completed according to a studied, developed, and logical process. As administrators, 

faculty, staff, and school board members change, having a long-range facilities master plan will 

add stability and cohesiveness to the district’s construction, use, and management of facilities. 

A school district’s long-range facilities master plan is a compilation of district policies, 

information, and statistical data that provide a basis for providing educational facilities to meet 

the changing needs of a community. A valuable resource in developing a quality long-range 

facilities master plan can be obtained from the Council of Educational Facility Planners 
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International (CEFPI).
4
 Effective long-range school facilities master planning incorporate the 

following elements: 

 Facility Capacity: Districts establish the capacity of each school facility by setting standards 

that govern student/teacher ratios and the amount of square feet required per student in a 

classroom. These standards deal with the minimum size of core facilities, such as classrooms, 

gyms, cafeterias, and libraries, so that schools do not overload these facilities or overuse 

portable classrooms.  

In 2008, the Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE) published the second edition 

of Planning for Education: Space Guidelines for Planning Educational Facilities.
5
 The 

guidelines were developed to assist local school boards, school administrators, architects, 

engineers, and planners in planning and designing educational facilities. The guidelines 

arrange space information by the major activities of instructional spaces, auxiliary spaces, 

and service and structure spaces for the various grade ranges. They also provide suggested 

methods of calculating preliminary net and gross square footage for school buildings by 

grade and major activity. Another excellent resource for facility construction is An 

Administrator’s Guide to School Construction Projects, also published by OSDE.
 6

 

 Facility Inventory: An accurate facility inventory is an essential tool in managing the use of 

school facilities. The inventory identifies the use and size of each room, which enables 

planners to accurately set the capacity of each school. Modifications to schools are noted in 

the inventory so it can be kept up to date. 

 Enrollment Projections: Effective planning requires accurate enrollment projections at least 

five years into the future (Appendix E). Accurate projections require planners to examine 

district demographics and track any new construction activity in the district. Many school 

planners work in coordination with county and city planners to track growth patterns. 

 Capital Improvement Program: Effective planning requires the district to anticipate its 

future needs and balance these against expected resources. A capital improvement program 

charts future improvements to school facilities and identifies funding sources for them. An 

effective planning process involves the community at large, identifies district goals and 

objectives, and prioritizes projects based upon those goals and objectives. 

 Facilities Maintenance Plan: School facility planning necessitates identifying links between 

facilities maintenance and facilities construction and renovation. Capital outlay for school 

construction is generally a more palatable proposition for taxpayers and public officials when 

a school system demonstrates that existing facilities receive appropriate care and 

maintenance. Good plans include short- and long-term objectives, budgets, and timelines – 

all of which demonstrate organizational commitment to facilities maintenance. 

                                                           
4
 Council of Educational Facility Planners International. (2004). Creating Connections: The CEFPI Guide for 

Educational Facility Planning. Please contact Edi Francesconi (she refers to herself as the “Crazy Italian at CEFPI 

headquarters”) to purchase a copy. Her phone number is 480.391.0840. She has a few hard copies left and now has 

the publication in digital format. 
5
 http://digitalprairie.ok.gov/cdm/singleitem/collection/stgovpub/id/9456/rec/4 

6
 http://ok.gov/EQA/sites/ok.gov.EQA/files/CI-AdministratorsGuide.pdf  

http://digitalprairie.ok.gov/cdm/singleitem/collection/stgovpub/id/9456/rec/4
http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/CI-AdministratorsGuide.pdf
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FINDING 4-1 

On December 10, 2007, fire completely destroyed the Jones High School. A new fire and 

intrusion alarm system had just been installed in the school and was ready for final acceptance in 

five days. Previously, the district had made significant improvements to the building, including 

new windows, new heating and air system, and a new science laboratory. The fire could not be 

contained by the fire department and it burned until the building was a complete loss.
7
  

The district found an acceptable temporary location for classrooms, erected a metal building that 

was configured as a kitchen and cafeteria, and commenced work needed to propose a new high 

school building. With the support of the community at large by passing a $12.4 million series 

bond, and with the insurance money from the old high school, the district was able to construct a 

new high school, with classes commencing in 2010 (Exhibit 4-7). With the increasing incidence 

of earthquakes in the area of Jones, during the planning phase, the design of the building was 

altered to include deeper pilings in order to better harden the facility against earthquakes.  

The high school is a two-storied brick structure with classrooms on both floors. The central 

atrium, which serves as the commons/cafetorium (Exhibit 4-8), has 20-foot high windows that 

provide the building with natural light. The commons/cafetorium acts as the core of the facility, 

encircled by a stage (Exhibit 4-9), the kitchen and food serving area (Exhibit 4-10), the entrance 

to a modern gymnasium (Exhibit 4-11), and the adjacent concession stand (Exhibit 4-12). 

Several outbuildings on the high school campus include the Old White Gymnasium, the metal 

cafeteria building that was erected immediately following the fire now used as a multi-sport 

building, a new vo-ag building, the old vo-ag building, and the Jones vo-ag show arena. The 

show arena, built with a donation from the Blue & Gold Sausage Company, is an excellent 

resource for the high school (Exhibit 4-13). 

                                                           
7
 http://newsok.com/jones-high-school-destroyed-by-fire/article/3179131  

http://newsok.com/jones-high-school-destroyed-by-fire/article/3179131
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Exhibit 4-7 

Jones High School 

Exhibit 4-8 

Jones High School Commons/Cafetorium 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-9 

Jones High School Stage 

Exhibit 4-10 

Jones High School Kitchen/Serving Area 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-11 

Jones High School Gymnasium Entrance 

Exhibit 4-12 

Jones High School Concession Stand 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-13 

Jones High School Vo-Ag Show Arena 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

The new high school building environment is controlled by a computerized energy management 

system, with control and monitoring available to the principal at his desk computer. The HVAC 

distribution system in the central cafetorium and in the gymnasium employs collapsible fabric 

diffusers (Exhibits 4-14) that expand and billow out when supply air is being distributed. The 

small distribution holes along the length of the diffuser are designed to provide more even air 
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flow throughout voluminous spaces than do traditional rigid or semi-rigid supply-side ducting 

and diffusers. 

Exhibit 4-14 

Jones High School Supply Vent Sleeve Duct 

 

  

Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

New, modern facilities, which incorporate sound engineering practice in design and construction, 

save money and energy. A computerized energy management system allows faster responses to 

changes in the environment. This results in less energy loss and real savings in money. The new 

look of the facility has had a huge impact on the morale of staff and students alike. As reported 

in surveys conducted by the consulting team, 81 percent of high school students agreed or 

strongly agreed that the high school is attractive and welcoming. Most parent respondents agreed 

or strongly agreed that their student’s school is attractive and welcoming (Exhibit 4-15). 

Exhibit 4-15 

Survey Results Regarding School Facility Appearance 

Survey 

Group Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

High School 

Students 

My school is attractive 

and welcoming. 
38% 45% 9% 5% 3% 

Parents 
My child’s school is 

attractive and welcoming. 
41% 45% 5% 6% 3% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

COMMENDATION 

The district wisely used bond funds, combined with insurance money, to construct an 

excellent example of a modern, well-built, and energy efficient high school. 
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FINDING 4-2 

The district does not have a current facilities master plan.  

The superintendent and principals have ideas as to what facility goals they would like to achieve 

in the future. These ideas properly form the basis of a long range facilities plan for the district. 

Their ideas are outlined in Exhibit 4-16. 

Exhibit 4-16 

District Long-Range Facilities Plan Ideas 

 
Source: Jones Public School leaders, February 2015 

1. Build an early childhood center (ECC) north of the elementary school. 

2. Replace the high school football press box. 

3. Correct the drainage problems at the elementary school. 

4. Replace the football field flood lights. 

5. Pave the elementary school driveway and chip and seal the east side of the elementary 

school. 

6. Renovate the old high school agriculture building and move the high school band into it. 

7. Move the high school in-class suspension program (ISP) from the current high school 

location (the former home economics room) into the room to be vacated by the high 

school band. 

8. Purchase the new equipment necessary to make the high school home economics room 

suitable for teaching. 

9. Construct a security vestibule with electromagnetic locked door in the entry to the 

middle school to increase access control. 

10. Pave and line the bus area at the middle school. 

11. Repair the two roof leaks in the middle school, one of which is a significant leak in the 

well water chemical treatment room. 

12. Install keyless entry system at the elementary school. 

13. Pave the front parking lot to the south of the elementary school. 

14. Install a vehicle gate in the west fence for the ball fields north of the elementary school, 

providing access to/from Hiwassee Road. 
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Facilities planning, by necessity, involves a current condition assessment of buildings and 

structures to provide a baseline from which a facilities master plan can be developed. The current 

condition includes an assessment of the facilities and their capacity, a realistic enrollment 

projection, and a defined concept for construction and development for at least a ten year 

window into the future. In addition to The CEFPI Guide for Educational Facility Planning, the 

Seattle [Washington] Public Schools’ 2012 Facilities Master Plan is a superb example of a well 

thought out and researched plan for the future.
1
 

RECOMMENDATION 

Undertake the master planning process and develop an ongoing facilities master plan, 

including cost objectives, with a ten-year strategic horizon and a five-year working horizon.  

There are two steps that are vital in starting the process for developing a facilities master plan. 

First, the district must take stock of what it currently has in the way of facilities, with a detailed 

analysis of the condition of each of its facilities. Second, an accurate and realistic enrollment 

projection in the district will be necessary in order to ascertain the capacity of facilities. For the 

facilities assessment, it may be necessary to contract with an engineering firm that can assess not 

only the facility structures, but the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems.  

To identify trends and prepare for adequate facilities, equipment, and teachers, there are several 

methods in use for projecting enrollment. Some of the most commonly-used models are average 

percentage annual increase, cohort survival, linear regression, and student-per-housing unit. It is 

important to understand that all enrollment projection models can only provide estimates of 

future student enrollment. The district may use the enrollment projections provided by the state, 

but for a more complete set of projections that also predict lower grade enrollments by utilizing 

birth records, the district may choose to contract with a company that specializes in school 

enrollment projections. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The cost to hire a consulting firm to conduct the facilities assessment could range from $3,000 to 

$50,000. This estimate is based on the consulting team’s experience in the field. The cost to hire 

a consultant to conduct a demographic study and produce 10-year enrollment projections for all 

grades, could range up to $6,000. This estimate is from one of the consulting team’s partner 

companies that routinely does this kind of work. 
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Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Prepare enrollment 

projections. 
($6,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 

Conduct a facilities 

assessment. 
($20,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 

Total ($26,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 

B. MAINTENANCE AND CUSTODIAL OPERATIONS 

The objective in maintaining and cleaning school facilities is to provide safe and cost-effective 

buildings, a sound educational environment, increased longevity of buildings and equipment, and 

the protection of school property. The maintenance and cleaning of the facilities must be 

accomplished in an efficient and effective manner in order to provide a safe and secure 

environment that supports the educational program and reflects proper stewardship for district 

resources. 

Efficiencies and economies in maintenance and cleaning are critical to ensure that resources for 

direct instruction are maximized. However, extreme actions to reduce the cost of maintenance 

and cleaning can result in higher than acceptable costs of repair and replacement in the years to 

come. Consequently, a balance must be achieved between reasonable economies and 

unreasonable cost-cutting. 

Maintenance 

The proper maintenance of facilities is critical to ensuring support for an effective instructional 

program. Research has shown that appropriate heating and cooling levels, building and room 

appearances, the condition of restrooms and other facilities, as well as occupant safety, all impact 

how students and staff members are able to carry out their respective responsibilities. 

Ineffective or inadequate maintenance provisions have proven to lead to increased costs of 

facility operations by shortening the useful life span of equipment and buildings. Many school 

districts have adopted rigorous preventive maintenance programs. They maintain a record of 

equipment performance and the costs of regular maintenance in order to measure the 

effectiveness of these programs. 

Exhibit 4-17 shows operations and maintenance expenditures over a five-year period. Jones’s 

expenditures showed little increase, and its five-year change ranked within the range of the peer 

districts. Each year, the district’s annual operations and maintenance expenditures were higher 

than the peer average, except in 2011-12. 
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Exhibit 4-17 

Trend in Operations and Maintenance Expenditures 

District 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Jones $1,110,676 $1,268,859 $1,110,972 $1,108,165 $1,115,376 0.4% 

Bethany $1,198,231 $906,494 $1,391,309 $1,512,268 $1,226,613 2.4% 

Bethel $836,804 $703,595 $723,773 $726,798 $825,443 (1.4%) 

Chandler $891,016 $750,140 $859,975 $1,038,799 $840,873 (5.6%) 

Lone Grove $883,896 $932,435 $1,051,611 $1,770,573 $1,220,783 38.1% 

Perkins-Tryon $1,199,255 $1,121,619 $975,597 $1,174,526 $1,109,451 (7.5%) 

Peer Average $1,001,840 $714,856 $1,000,453 $1,244,592 $1,044,632 4.3% 
Source: SDE, School District Expenditure Reports 2009-2013, and Prismatic calculations 

Exhibit 4-18 shows maintenance and operations expenditures per student over a five-year 

period. Jones expenditures per student generally decreased during that time, but were the highest 

of the peers every year expect one (2011-12). The same data are shown graphically in Exhibit 4-

19. 

Exhibit 4-18 

Trend in Maintenance and Operations Expenditures per Student 

District 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Jones $1,011  $1,099  $956  $950  $979  (3.2%) 

Bethany $781  $580  $862  $919  $742  (5.0%) 

Bethel $614  $523  $535  $543  $602  (2.0%) 

Chandler $777  $643  $749  $919  $746  (4.0%) 

Lone Grove $581  $614  $678  $1,137  $806  38.7% 

Perkins-Tryon $868  $792  $677  $819  $754  (13.1%) 

Peer Average $724  $630  $700  $867  $730  0.8% 
Source: SDE, School District Expenditure Reports 2009-2013 and Prismatic calculations 
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Exhibit 4-19 

Comparison of Maintenance and Operations Expenditures per Student over Time 

 
Source: SDE, School District Expenditure Reports 2009-2013, and Prismatic calculations 

Exhibit 4-20 shows JPS maintenance and operations expenditure amounts by category over 

time. As shown, salaries have decreased in recent years, but benefits have consistently increased 

each year. Higher expenditures for purchased services in 2008-09 and 2009-10, as well as higher 

expenditures for supplies 2009-10 and 2010-11, were due to the construction and occupancy 

costs of the new high school. The same data are shown graphically in Exhibit 4-21. 

Exhibit 4-20 

Trend in JPS Maintenance and Operations Expenditures, All Funds 

Expenditure 

by Category 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Percent 

Change 

Salaries $230,663 $231,329 $245,639 $275,904 $266,596 15.6% 

Benefits $47,680 $50,820 $55,542 $67,734 $80,027 67.8% 

Purchased Services $425,438 $501,385 $347,712 $360,840 $353,511 (16.9%) 

Supplies $325,167 $455,053 $435,029 $385,220 $405,393 24.7% 

Property $80,538 $30,273 $27,052 $18,468 $9,850 (87.8%) 

Other $1,190 $0 $0 $0 $0 (100.0%) 

Total $1,110,677 $1,268,860 $1,110,972 $1,108,166 $1,115,377 0.4% 
Source: SDE, School District Expenditure Reports 2009-2013, and Prismatic calculations 
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Exhibit 4-21 

Trend in Jones Public Schools Maintenance and Operations Expenditures, All Funds 

 
Source: SDE, School District Expenditure Reports 2009-2013, and Prismatic calculations 

FINDING 4-3 

JPS does not employ sufficient maintenance technicians to adequately maintain its facilities. This 

puts the district at risk of failing to complete necessary maintenance activities.  

The high school, along with several other buildings have been built within the last six years, and 

as such, they should not require a significant amount of corrective maintenance. However, the 

middle school, elementary school, and old white gymnasium have been in the district for a 

significant number of years. The older a building is, the more corrective maintenance it will 

require and all buildings, regardless of age, will require regular preventive maintenance. 

The district employs 2.6 maintenance staff: one full-time maintenance supervisor, one full-time 

maintenance technician, and one newly hired maintenance technician who is working three days 

per week. The JPS maintenance organization is shown in Exhibit 4-22. 
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Exhibit 4-22 

JPS Maintenance Organization 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Maintenance 

Supervisor

 

 

Maintenance 

Technician

(1.6)

  
Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

The district has approximately 237,400 square feet of facilities to maintain. According to studies 

conducted by the nationally recognized APPA, one FTE maintenance technician, working eight 

hours per day, can maintain approximately 45,000 square feet of facilities. Applying this 

standard to Jones, the district should be employing 5.25 maintenance technicians.  

Maintenance in a school is not merely replacing equipment when it quits working. There are 

various types of maintenance that should be performed to ensure the continued safe, efficient 

operation of equipment and systems, as well as reducing replacement costs. J. Thomas Becker, 

PE, EFP, associate vice president for operations at Philadelphia University wrote that 

maintenance can be depicted through the use of a Venn diagram (Exhibit 4-23). 
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Exhibit 4-23 

Overlap and Interrelationships in Types of Maintenance 

 
Source: APPA Operational Guidelines for Educational Facilities: Maintenance, February 2011 

As Becker stated: 

The large circle represents all maintenance activities that the operations and maintenance 

staff may perform in a year. The next smaller circle, entirely within maintenance, is 

planned work. This includes preventive or predictive maintenance and some corrective 

work – those tasks that customers request that have some time requirements associated 

with them and are not fully within the facilities operation’s control to schedule. Finally, 

hanging off to the side and trying to be part of maintenance, is capital work.
8
 

During the site visit it was noted by the consulting team that there are significant problems with 

several of the district’s buildings and structures. Problems noted include structural items, life 

safety and general safety items, and lack of accessibility in accordance with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA). A general list of maintenance needs that should be addressed was 

developed based upon the walk-through in February 2015 and interviews with district and school 

personnel. This list is summarized in Exhibit 4-24. An “X” in the list means that the facility had 

a particular problem or need. 

 

                                                           
8
 Becker, T. J., Maintenance of Buildings, Operational Guidelines for Educational Facilities, APPA, second edition, 

2011. 
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Exhibit 4-24 

Summary of JPS Maintenance and Facility Needs  

 

Building Name Site
9
 

Life 

Safety
10

 ADA
11

 HVAC
12

 

Plumbing/ 

Water 

Leaks
13

 Electrical
14

 

Misc.  

Finishes/  

Other
15

 

High School  X     X 

Middle School X X X  X X X 

Elementary School X X X  X  X 

Administration  X      

Old White Gymnasium  X    X X 

New Vocational Agriculture 

Building 
     X  

Visitor Locker Room       X 

Multi-Sports Building       X 

Agriculture Show Barn   X     

Old Vocational Agriculture 

Building 
 X X  X  X 

Source: Prismatic walk-through of JPS facilities, February 2015 

Exhibits 4-25 through 4-36 provide examples of some of the maintenance deficiencies noted by 

the consulting team. These conditions should be remedied as a matter of safety and good 

maintenance practices. 

                                                           
9
 Site refers to degraded conditions of the land on which the district buildings are situated 

10
 Life Safety refers to maintenance conditions that do not conform with the Life Safety Code (NFPA 110) 

11
 ADA refers to conditions that do not conform with the accessibility code 

12
 HVAC refers to issues with heating, ventilation or air-conditioning systems 

13
 Plumbing/Water Leaks refers to plumbing problems or water leaks, which could come from plumbing or roofing 

systems 
14

 Electrical refers to issues that do not conform with the National Electric Code 
15

 Misc. Finishes/Other refers to wall systems, flooring systems or roofing systems that exhibit conditions that 

should be corrected 
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Exhibit 4-25 

 Damaged Wallboard in Boy’s Locker 

Room in Old White Gym 

 

Exhibit 4-26 

Broken Cleanout Cover Located 

East of the  Multi-Sports Building Field  

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-27 

Inoperative Exit 

Signs in Old White Gym  

 

Exhibit 4-28 

Deteriorated Shower Floor 

in Old White Gym 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-29 

Broken Window in Emergency Exit Door 

in Old White Gym  

 

Exhibit 4-30 

Loose End Cap on Panic Hardware of Rear 

Emergency Exit Door in High School 

 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-31 

 Stained Ceiling Tiles in 

Many Buildings 

 

Exhibit 4-32 

Abandoned Flue Pipe in Old 

Boiler Room of Elementary School 

 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-33 

 Deteriorated Wall Behind Mop Basin in 

Custodian Closet of Middle School 

 

Exhibit 4-34 

Missing Cap to Button Valve on Water 

Fountain in Middle School 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-35 

 Erosion Under Slab at Middle School  

Gym Building 

Exhibit 4-36 

Damaged Vinyl Floor due to Weight of 

Scissor Lift in High School 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Hire 2.5 FTE maintenance technicians. 
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The suggested staffing formula and existing district conditions point to a shortage of designated 

maintenance staff in the district. The district should hire 2.5 FTE maintenance technicians to help 

ensure that preventive and corrective maintenance tasks are completed in a timely fashion. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The consulting team reviewed four school districts in Oklahoma this school year. Salary and 

benefits for a full-time maintenance technician would average $14,635 based upon these 

previous reviews. 

JPS, however, with its proximity to Oklahoma City and with Tinker Air Force base 15 miles to 

the south, would likely have to pay a premium in order to attract qualified maintenance 

personnel. Using the current salary and benefits of the one full-time maintenance technician as a 

benchmark, each new maintenance technician would cost the district approximately $20,000, or 

a total of $50,000 per year for 2.5 FTEs. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Hire 2.5 FTE 

Maintenance 

Technicians. 

($50,000) ($50,000) ($50,000) ($50,000) ($50,000) 

FINDING 4-4 

The district does not have complete documentation for all of its facilities. This puts the district at 

risk in the event of a fire or other catastrophic event, and when renovations or new construction 

are considered. It also makes it more difficult to stay current with preventive maintenance. 

Complete documentation for the new high school, the administration building, the multi-sports 

building, and other newer buildings do exist. However, documentation for the elementary and 

middle school is sparse. The maintenance supervisor has a large box of plans in his office. The 

maintenance shop is co-located in the bus barn. The shop is a large room with plenty of work 

bench space, but it is cluttered and filled with equipment and supplies so that it cannot be used 

for its intended purpose (Exhibit 4-37). 
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Exhibit 4-37 

JPS Maintenance Shop 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

The maintenance supervisor does not have a list of fire extinguishers and their locations, or a list 

of emergency lights, and their locations. There is no documentation that monthly inspections of 

these devices have been conducted. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 10 

(portable fire extinguishers) and 101 (life safety), both adopted by the Oklahoma State Fire 

Marshal, require inspections and/or tests of these life safety devices on a monthly basis, with 

records on-hand that document at least one year’s worth of those inspections and tests. 

Broken Arrow Public Schools (BAPS) developed a standard format for compiling historical 

records for each facility within the district. This critical information is inserted into three-ring 

binders and tabbed in an organized format of 15 sections. Each of the sections contains various 

types of information, including spreadsheets and photographs, to document the history and 

condition of each BAPS facility (Exhibit 4-38). This information could also be maintained in an 

electronic format. 
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Exhibit 4-38 

Sample Format of Facility Historical Records Maintained in Broken Arrow Public Schools 

1. Executive Summary on Facility Needs: An overall executive summary of the facility, along with recent 

recommendations/analysis performed. 

2. Facility Analysis – Interior and Exterior: A principal’s facility review form that lists the various facility 

functions and key design elements, along with a rating from 1-5 (low to high) for each with a comment 

section. 

3. Photo Analysis of School Site: Photographs of the school site, buildings, etc. 

4. Demographics: Enrollment projections for campus. 

5. Parking: Spreadsheet that includes: enrollment data; total staff; total number of visitor and handicap spaces; 

number of special events; and, number of cars on adjacent streets. 

6. Playground: Assessment sheet that includes: listing of playground equipment; brand name and model 

number; type of materials; year installed; cost; condition of equipment; type of fill material and border; 

comments; and, recommendation section. 

7. Furniture: An inventory of the building’s standard classrooms that includes: type of furniture and equipment; 

quantity; age; condition; and estimated replacement costs. 

8. Facility History: Copies of floor plans from original construction and additions; year of construction; square 

footage; and modular classroom locations. 

9. History – Bond & Building Fund: Spreadsheet that includes: the history of past bond issue projects; year of 

bond issue; project description; and, estimated costs. 

10. Work Order History: Printouts of work order history for the facility. 

11. Current Room Utilization: Spreadsheet that includes: total number of classrooms; how each is used; by 

room analysis of student occupancy per hour/per day; and, a comments section. 

12. Security Cameras: Spreadsheet includes: quantity of existing cameras; future new cameras; locations and/or 

descriptions; and, floor plan indicating locations. 

13. HVAC/Painting: Spreadsheet that itemizes for HVAC/Electrical/Plumbing Systems: year installed; last 

major replacement/upgrade; number of repairs over a three-year period; and the next scheduled replacement 

year. Painting projects listing includes: year of last painting; area last painted; cost of painting project; and, 

the next scheduled repainting. 

14. Roofing: Section includes a spreadsheet including: age of roof; year of last roof or roof section update; repair 

history over three year period; and the next scheduled replacement. 

15. Insurance Analysis: Analysis performed by the district’s insurance carrier as to the buildings history, size, 

type of construction, and replacement cost analysis. 

Source: Office of Educational Quality and Accountability, Broken Arrow Public Schools Performance Review, 

September 2010 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Assemble complete plans for all buildings and campuses and document the location of all 

equipment that requires regular inspection and/or service (fire extinguishers, exit lights, 

emergency egress lights, filters, etc.). Also document the location of primary cut-offs for all 

building services (electric, gas, water, etc.). 

The maintenance supervisor should clean out the maintenance shop so that it can be better used 

and a facilities library can be located there. The supervisor should then collect and organize all 

existing facilities plans, project manuals, and equipment manuals. From there, the supervisor can 

develop a database of all documentation in existence, determine what is missing, and obtain 

missing information. The maintenance supervisor should be charged with keeping the facilities 

database up to date. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 4-5 

The district has no preventive maintenance program and no work order management system. 

There is a work order form available in the district, but in interviews it was stated that the best 

methods of getting maintenance help was to call the maintenance supervisor on the phone or text 

the maintenance technician. 

During the site visit, the consulting team found numerous service needs for equipment and 

systems that should be integrated into a preventive maintenance program. Since there is none, 

vital life safety systems are not being tested as required by codes and operating equipment is not 

being maintained per manufacturer’s specifications and best engineering practices. 

A well-functioning work order system is effective in assigning work orders, assessing time to 

complete the work, developing workload data, providing feedback to the source of the request, 

analyzing maintenance trends, and planning for equipment replacement. These are all activities 

that are vital to a robust corrective maintenance program. Additionally, without a detailed 

preventive maintenance program, it is impossible to schedule maintenance activities so as to 

prevent equipment breakdowns. A strong preventive maintenance program is essential to the 

smooth operation of any facility or campus. 

A complete maintenance program involves the following elements: 

 timely attention to emergency and corrective maintenance conditions. Emergency and 

corrective maintenance occur when equipment fails, typically requiring more time and 

resources to correct than preventive maintenance; 

 a preventive maintenance program to keep equipment running at peak efficiencies, to avoid 

equipment breakdowns, and prevent minor problems from escalating into major ones; and 
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 a long-range plan to address HVAC, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and low voltage 

systems and/or component replacements required at the end of their expected useful life. The 

plan will typically indicate the current age of the components, what year to expect 

replacements to occur, and anticipated costs using a Consumer Price Index multiplier or 

estimated inflation rate. 

As an example, Spring Independent School District (SISD) in Texas developed a comprehensive 

preventive maintenance program that includes the maintenance schedules shown in Exhibit 

4-39. This schedule could be modified to meet the needs of JPS. 

Exhibit 4-39 

Sample Preventive Maintenance Program Schedule 

 

Preventive Maintenance Activity Activity Frequency 

Clean A/C unit filters Bi-monthly 

Change A/C unit filters 3 to 12 week intervals 

Clean chiller condenser coils Bi-annually 

Clean fan coil and air handler evaporator coils Annually 

Clean ice machine condenser coils Every 4 months 

Inspect and capacity test chillers Annually 

Change chiller compressor oil and cores Every 2 years 

Check chemical levels in closed loop chilled 

and hot water piping 
Monthly 

Clean grease traps Every 3 months 

Inspect and test boilers Annually 

Check roofs, downspouts, and gutters Monthly, repair as needed – 20 year roof warranty 

Inspect exterior lighting Semi-annually 

Inspect elementary play gym lighting Annually 

Inspect and clean gym gas heaters Annually 

Inspect playground equipment Monthly, repair as needed 

Clean fire alarm system smoke detectors Semi-annually 

Inspect all interior and exterior bleachers Annually, repair as needed 

Clean, tighten, and lubricate roll out bleachers Annually 

Check exterior building and concrete caulking Annually – 8 year replacement 

Stripe exterior parking lots Annually 

Check condition of asphalt parking lots Annually – 12 year replacement 

Check carpet 15 year replacement 

Check vinyl composition tile floors 20 year replacement 

Spray wash exterior soffits and building Every 2 years or as needed 

Replace glass and Plexiglas As needed 

Paint interior of facilities Every 5 years 

Paint exterior of facilities Every 8 years 

Perform general facility inspections Annually 
Source: SISD Facilities Department, November 2010 

A good guide for planning and designing a maintenance program is the Planning Guide for 

Maintaining School Facilities by the School Facilities Task Force, National Forum on Education 
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Statistics and the Association of School Business Officials International.
16

 Included in the guide 

are topics such as maintenance check lists, preventative maintenance, job descriptions, employee 

training, managing supplies, and employee evaluations. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop a preventive maintenance program and a corrective maintenance work order 

system that documents when and what maintenance is required, who is assigned to 

accomplish the maintenance, and when the maintenance is completed. 

The work order system should require the prompt forwarding and receipt of work requests, an 

accounting of time and materials used for a repair, a feedback system to the maintenance 

supervisor, work request initiator and principal, and a historical filing system so that trends may 

be analyzed and reported.  

In addition to the work order system, the maintenance supervisor should develop a documented 

preventive maintenance program. As noted in The Real Cost of Deferred Maintenance: 

Facilities problems in rural schools that aren’t addressed may seem to disappear but they 

don’t go away—like molds and mildew they just multiply out of sight. Poor conditions 

can affect the health and safety of everyone who uses the facility, damage the morale of 

students and teachers, and impair their ability to teach and learn, and threaten the facility 

itself. 

Proper maintenance of rural schools is vital not only because facilities are often old, and 

have suffered deferred maintenance for years or even decades, but because the 

consequences of improper and inadequate maintenance are so serious. If a leak in the roof 

isn’t repaired, it can—like the leak in the fabled dike in Holland—wash away the entire 

structure. If the district doesn’t allocate funds to fix such leaks, or do other necessary 

preventive work and if state policies are predisposed to new construction, deferring 

maintenance may force the closure of a good rural school. Therefore, a thorough program 

of preventive maintenance with regularly scheduled inspections is critical.
17

 

The district should research available maintenance and work order systems. While the consulting 

team does not recommend one system over another, the team has significant familiarity with a 

large number of school districts that use SchoolDude for maintenance management, and they rate 

the system highly. The SchoolDude system is an Internet-based system, and is superior to 

individually installed systems as the district’s data are not subject to deterioration or loss. 

SchoolDude has also been implemented in a number of Oklahoma school districts, including 

those shown in Exhibit 4-40.  

                                                           
16

 Available for free at http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2003/2003347.pdf 
17

 Lawrence, B. K. (2003). The real cost of deferred maintenance. The Rural School and Community Trust. 

http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2003/2003347.pdf
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Exhibit 4-40 

Sample Oklahoma Districts Using SchoolDude 

Under 5,000 students 5,000 - 10,000 students Over 10,000 students 

Ardmore PS Sand Springs PS Moore PS 

Bixby PS Bartlesville PS Edmond PS 

El Reno PS Jenks PS Norman PS 
Source: SchoolDude, Inc. Account Manager John Izzo, May 2012 

The district should decide whether to procure an off-the-shelf computerized maintenance 

management system (CMMS) or to develop a system in house. Data will be input into the system 

such as equipment type, manufacturer and location, preventive maintenance requirements and 

frequencies, and other details required by the system. An accounting of life safety equipment will 

be made with location of device and required tests and maintenance as stipulated by the state fire 

marshal and local authority having jurisdiction. A computerized work order system will be 

procured or developed and upon implementation staff and teachers will be trained in its use. 

The cost of purchasing a computerized maintenance management system and work order system 

is based upon a district’s average daily attendance. Should the district decide to obtain a work 

order/preventive maintenance program, the first year cost could be about $3,490, with 

subsequent annual assessments of $2,610.
18

  

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2020-21 

Procure maintenance 

management software. 
($3,490) ($2,610) ($2,610) ($2,610) ($2,610) 

Custodial Operations 

Safe, clean, and sanitary facilities are essential elements of the education environment. School 

systems across the United States use different means to address these elements. Typically, school 

boards either contract out (outsource) custodial services or organize a comprehensive in-house 

system of services. Personnel may be employed by either the outsourced company or the school 

board. 

Management responsibility, if the program is totally in-house, may reside partially or wholly 

with the central office, the individual school, or maintenance department. Determining the 

desired structure usually involves a number of criteria, including minimizing costs to the school 

district, improving services to schools, and reducing (or increasing) the span of control of district 

or school-based administrators. 

Levels of cleanliness in facilities need to be defined by district staff with community input. 

Although not a nationwide standard, the following criteria have been advanced to assist in those 

decisions: 

                                                           
18

 Quotation for Bridge Creek Public Schools, a rural school district in Oklahoma with an average daily attendance 

of approximately 1,500, by Sr. Account Manager Eric Erdman of SchoolDude, April 2014. 
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 Level 1 cleaning results in a “spotless” building, as might normally be found in a hospital 

environment or corporate suite. At this level, a custodian with proper supplies and tools can 

clean approximately 10,000 to 11,000 square feet in an eight-hour period. 

 Level 2 cleaning is the uppermost standard for most school cleaning, and is generally 

reserved for restrooms, special education areas, kindergarten areas, or child nutrition areas. A 

custodian can clean approximately 18,000 to 20,000 square feet in an eight-hour shift. 

 Level 3 cleaning is the norm for most school facilities. It is acceptable to most stakeholders 

and does not pose any health issues. A custodian can clean approximately 28,000 to 31,000 

square feet in eight hours. 

 Level 4 cleaning is not normally acceptable in a school environment. Classrooms would be 

cleaned every other day, carpets would be vacuumed every third day, and dusting would 

occur once a month. At this level, a custodian can clean 45,000 to 50,000 square feet in eight 

hours. 

 Level 5 cleaning can rapidly lead to an unhealthy situation. Trash cans might be emptied and 

carpets vacuumed on a weekly basis. One custodian can clean 85,000 to 90,000 square feet in 

an eight-hour period. 

FINDING 4-6 

JPS employs the appropriate number of custodians to clean its facilities. Cleanliness in the 

school provides a healthy environment for students and staff. Cleanliness also lends itself to a 

positive attitude toward the school.  

Custodians work for the school principals during the school year, and for the maintenance 

supervisor during the summer (Exhibit 4-41). Cleaning supplies for each custodian’s closet are 

ordered through the senior custodian in the high school, and delivered to the schools, where they 

are stored. 
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Exhibit 4-41 

JPS Custodian Staffing 

During School Year During Summer 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Middle School 

Principal

 

 

Custodian 

(2.0)

 

 

Custodian

(2.0)

 

 

High School 

Principal

 

 

Elementary School 

Principal

 

 

Custodian

(2.5)

 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Maintenance 

Supervisor

 

 

Custodian

(6.5)

 
 

Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

The district has approximately 202,000 square feet of facilities that are cleaned by custodians. 

The APPA standard for level 2 cleaning is one FTE for approximately 20,000 square feet of 

facility, and for level 3 cleaning (the minimum acceptable) is one FTE for approximately 30,000 

square feet of facility. With 6.5 FTE custodians during the school year, custodians are assigned 

approximately 31,000 square feet each to clean. However, several of the buildings in the district 

require minimal cleaning, such as the visitors’ locker room, show barn, and multi-sports 

building, so this square footage assignment is acceptable. 

As part of the staff, student, and parent surveys, responses to questions on cleanliness resulted in 

general agreement as to the state of cleanliness of the facilities (Exhibit 4-42). There was 

agreement among staff, parents, and students that the schools are kept in a clean condition. The 

areas noted by the consulting team were cleaned in most cases between a Level 3 and Level 2 

standards of cleanliness. 

Exhibit 4-42 

JPS Survey Results Regarding Facility Cleanliness 

Survey 

Group Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Staff 
The district’s facilities 

are kept clean. 
17% 59% 8% 16% 0% 

Students My school is clean. 33% 49% 10% 5% 2% 

Parents 
My child’s school is 

clean. 
47% 45% 3% 4% 2% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 
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COMMENDATION 

The district employs the appropriate number of custodians to clean its facilities to an 

APPA level 3 or higher standard of cleanliness. 

FINDING 4-7 

Elementary school custodians use bleach to soak their mop heads. While there is considerable 

controversy concerning the efficacy of non-bleach containing products in killing the norovirus, 

there is sufficient evidence that other, less-toxic products are just as effective.  

There are cleaning chemicals that are just as effective at killing bacteria as bleach, but are less 

dangerous, offensive, and corrosive. These chemicals can often be acquired at the same or lower 

price as bleach. 

A green cleaning policy using environmentally friendly cleaning products is the best method of 

preserving a high standard of cleanliness in the school. Alternatives to bleach that are registered 

with the EPA are generally grouped as:  

 quaternary ammonium compounds (“quats”);  

 iodine based sanitizers, acid anionic sanitizers (peracetic acid); and 

 hydrogen peroxide sanitizers.  

Sanitizers and disinfectants other than bleach have benefits as well as limitations. For example, 

when using “quats” a longer contact time is required and the product needs to be rinsed off if it is 

used on a surface that may be accessible to children. Also, proper cleaning of equipment and 

surfaces with soap or detergents before applying the sanitizer may be required. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Stop using bleach in all custodial operations.  

Considering the corrosive nature of bleach, the potential for severe injury if ingested, and the 

protective gear that should be worn for proper use, alternate products should be considered. The 

district should work with the product supplier to determine the best alternative to bleach. Daily 

washing of mop heads with soap and hot water, followed with a light misting of a quaternary 

compound is a suitable alternative to using bleach as a soaking solution. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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C. ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

General energy consumption can be one of the most expensive operational items of a school. 

Due to the large infrastructure required for education, schools use large quantities of electricity, 

water, and natural gas. Significant savings can be achieved by implementing an energy 

management system that reduces utility consumption. 

Energy management programs can be implemented in a wide variety of ways, from hiring full-

time energy managers to sending out simple shut-down reminders before school dismissal or 

before a break. One of the most beneficial practices of energy management is the recording of 

monthly utility bills and the communication of usage and costs to the general staff. Tracking 

utility usage can give a bird’s eye view of how much each school is spending on its utilities 

compared to other schools. The energy manager can then target the most expensive utilities and 

work to reduce consumption. This communication helps foster awareness of the expenses of 

running a school and brings attention to energy conservation measures by both students and staff. 

The American Society for Hospital Engineers (ASHE) has developed a list of ten components 

necessary for a successful energy management program. Although this list was originally 

intended for hospital organizations, they are applicable to all energy management programs. As 

recommended by ASHE, the items to consider are: 

1. Measure/benchmark current energy consumption. 

2. Develop an energy use profile 

3. Complete a greenhouse gas emissions inventory. 

4. Build teams, get leadership support, and assign dedicated resources. 

5. Set targets/goals. 

6. Develop strategic action plans for improvement. 

7. Consider adopting a strategic energy management plan. 

8. Implement projects. 

9. Track, measure, report. 

10. Train, educate, celebrate. 

The Association of School Business Officials (ASBO), in their publication Planning Guide for 

Maintaining School Facilities
19

 suggests that the following guidelines will help a school system 

accomplish more efficient energy management: 

 Establish an energy policy with specific goals and objectives. 

                                                           
19

 Available at http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2003/2003347.pdf 

http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2003/2003347.pdf
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 Assign someone to be responsible for the district’s energy management program and give 

this energy manager access to top-level administrators. 

 Monitor each building’s energy use. 

 Conduct energy audits in all buildings to identify energy inefficient units. 

 Institute performance contracting (i.e., contracts requiring desired results rather than simply a 

list of needed products) when replacing older, energy inefficient equipment. 

 Reward employees of schools or buildings that decrease their energy use. 

 Install energy efficient equipment including power factor correction units, electronic ballasts, 

high-efficiency lamps, set-back thermostats, and variable-speed drives for large motors and 

pumps. 

 Install motion detectors that turn lights on when a room is occupied and off when the room is 

unoccupied. 

Additional information about energy management can be found through the National 

Clearinghouse for Educational Facilities’ Energy Page
20

 which provides a list of links, books, 

and journal articles on various methods of heating, cooling, and maintaining new and retrofitted 

K-12 school buildings and grounds. 

The district has eight Oklahoma Gas and Electric (OG&E) electricity meters monitoring 

consumption in JPS facilities. Data for the two-year period ending February 2015 was obtained 

by the consulting team using access to the OG&E website provided by the superintendent. Total 

consumption compared by month for the two-year period is shown in Exhibit 4-43.  

                                                           
20

 Available at http://www.ncef.org/rl/energy.cfm 

http://www.ncef.org/rl/energy.cfm
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Exhibit 4-43 

JPS Electricity Consumption in Kilowatt-Hours 

 
Source: OG&E Data and Prismatic calculations 

JPS water consumption for the period January 2012 through December 2014 is shown in Exhibit 

4-44. A significant increase in consumption from February 2013 through January 2014 is 

explained by the installation of a new athletic field sprinkler system that was connected onto the 

city water system instead of a district-owned well. Water for the Middle School is obtained from 

three wells and sewage is discharged into a soak field. 

Exhibit 4-44 

JPS Water Consumption 

 
Source: OG&E Data and Prismatic calculations 
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JPS natural gas consumption for the period January 2012 through December 2014 is shown in 

Exhibit 4-45. The Middle School consumes propane gas for which there was no data available. 

The high consumption in August 2014 has not been explained. 

Exhibit 4-45 

JPS Natural Gas Consumption 

 
Source: OG&E Data and Prismatic calculations 

FINDING 4-8 

The district has an energy management system installed in the new high school, but there is no 

energy management program in the district. As observed during the site visit, energy efficiency 

is not a high priority for JPS. District policy BA has a single statement concerning energy 

conservation: “Employees should use reasonable measures to conserve energy and reduce 

operating costs.” 

During the site visit there were several examples of wasted energy in the district. Exhibits 4-46 

and 4-47 provide specific examples of energy loss noted by the consulting team. The Office of 

Educational Quality and Accountability also found several areas of energy loss during thermal 

imaging of the facilities. Appendix F shows instances of water heater energy loss due to the lack 

of insulation on the tank and/or piping, several instances of energy loss due to displaced or 

removed insulation above ceiling tiles and exterior doors, and windows leaking air due to poor 

caulking and weather-stripping. 
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Exhibit 4-46 

Incandescent Light Bulbs are Highly 

Energy Inefficient 

Exhibit 4-47 

Hand-washing Sinks With High Flow 

Aerators Waste Water 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Many districts around the country use a number of techniques to keep energy costs down. The 

following are some examples of these conservation efforts: 

 entering monthly energy bill data into a spreadsheet to maintain a history of expenditures and 

use; 

 performing building checks to see if lights are turned off, doors are closed, water faucets are 

not dripping, etc.; and 

 leaving “OOPS” notes reminding teachers or staff of the proper procedure, such as those 

shown in Exhibit 4-48, if problems are found during building checks; 
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Exhibit 4-48 

Examples of Energy Saving Reminder Stickers 

  

Source: Prismatic Archives, April 2012 Source: BusinessHelpZone.com 

 establishing set points for thermostats at 76 degrees in the summer and 69 degrees in the 

winter; 

 purchasing set-back thermostats and programming them to turn down cooling or heating in 

advance of daily adjournment and over the weekends; 

 setting water heaters or boilers at a maximum temperature of 140 degrees, except in areas 

requiring higher temperatures for sanitation purposes, such as kitchens; and 

 replacing worn out and damaged equipment, windows, and lighting, as needed, with more 

energy efficient units. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Implement an energy management program (EMP).  

The district should inspect each space within each building, generating a list of energy 

deficiencies which can then be integrated into a master maintenance list. Goals for an energy 

management program, as with any program, should be specific, realistic, and achievable: 

 reducing energy consumption in each school facility by at least a (specified percentage) at the 

end of the (specific) school year and maintaining the achieved level of consumption for five 

years after attainment; 
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 establishing energy awareness training for all school employees; and 

 obtaining and making available energy education materials, such as those offered by the U.S. 

Department of Energy,
21

 for all teachers for incorporation into their subject matter. 

Jones Public School should also develop energy awareness training to support stated objectives. 

As a result of energy audits and facility/systems inspections, the district should develop an 

“energy conservation project list” in conjunction with planned capital projects. Other things to 

consider in developing the EMP are as follows: 

 developing a means to evaluate the success of the overall program; 

 developing a means for recognition of success in the program both internally and externally; 

 informing the community that the EMP exists, what has been accomplished, and how they 

can reduce their own energy bills; and 

 regularly updating the program to reflect changing conditions, successes, and/or failures. 

Typical areas on which Jones can concentrate: 

 Consider building a vestibule at every major entrance to all air-conditioned buildings that do 

not already have one. When properly used, vestibules significantly reduce heat gain/loss 

which equates to energy savings. The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-

Conditioning Engineers have developed standards for heating, ventilation, and the air 

conditioning of buildings (ASHRAE 90). This has caused California to adopt the following 

code concerning vestibules: 

Vestibule doors at a building entrance would reduce the flow of unconditioned air into 

the conditioned space. Additionally, air trapped inside the vestibule would act as a buffer 

to the transfer of heat through the vestibule, thereby increasing the thermal resistance of 

the passageway.
22

 

 Install low flow (0.5 – 1.0 gpm) aerators in hand-washing sinks to minimize water use. 

Currently hand-washing sinks either have no flow control (no aerator) or have aerators used 

in residential application (2.2 gpm standard). The Georgia Environmental Protection Division 

is recommending that commercial facilities install a super low flow aerator of just 0.5 – 1.0 

gpm in order to maximize water savings. 

 Replace all incandescent exit signs with LED exit signs (Exhibit 4-49). New LED exit signs 

are available with a life expectancy of ten years. Each exit sign replaced will pay for itself in 

energy savings in less than four years. 

                                                           
21

 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/education/lessonplans/  
22

 2008 California Building Energy Efficiency Standards, found at 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/index.html 

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/education/lessonplans/
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Exhibit 4-49 

Energy-Efficient LED Emergency Egress Lights and Exit Sign 

 
Source: File Photo by Prismatic, August 2008 

 Retrofit any T-12 light fixtures with energy saving T-8 or T-5 bulbs and ballasts. T-5, T-8, 

and T-12 lights are types of fluorescent lighting. However, T-5 and T-8 lights offer a number 

of advantages, including that they consume less than 33 percent of the energy consumed by a 

T-12 light, with the same lumen output. T-5 and T-8 lights will last approximately 20 percent 

longer. T-5 and T-8 lights are now considered the industry standard in new construction and 

retrofit applications. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The exact fiscal impact of this recommendation would depend upon the specific energy 

management measures implemented. Estimates of the payback period and actual savings include 

the following: 

 Vestibules. The cost of each vestibule will depend upon the materials specified. The savings 

to be realized will be in reduced costs in cooling in the summer and heating in the winter. 

 Double pane windows. The cost of each double pane window that is properly caulked will 

be between $150 and $1,800 depending on the size of the window and the cost of labor to 

replace the window. The savings to be realized will be in reduced costs of cooling in the 

summer and heating during the winter. 

 Low-flow Aerators. In a typical school environment, a hand-washing lavatory is used 25 

times per day. Each hand washing lasts approximately 15-20 seconds. If one assumes a 

modest 15-second encounter, then each hand-washing event at a lavatory with a 2.2 gpm 

aerator consumes 0.55 gallons of water. Multiplying this by the 25 encounters per day, one 

finds consumption of 13.75 gallons of water per day per lavatory. At the 2013-14 cost of 
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approximately $0.679 per 100 cubic feet (748 gallons), the cost of hand washing in one sink 

is $0.012. If there are 45 sinks in the district, the district would be spending $0.54 per day. 

On a monthly basis, this equates to $10.80. By reducing the flow rate of the hand-washing 

lavatories from 2.2 gpm to 1.0 gpm, the cost would be reduced to $5.00, a savings of $5.80 

per month, or more than $58 each year. If the aerators were replaced with super low-flow 0.5 

gpm aerators, the savings would be greater. 

 Incandescent bulbs. Replacing incandescent bulbs with fluorescent (compact fluorescents in 

lamps) will achieve an energy saving of up to 35 percent over current consumption. 

Replacing incandescent bulbs with LED bulbs, though higher in initial cost, can save up to 

70 percent over current energy consumption. 

 LED exit signs. Replacing existing exit signs with the new energy saving LED exit signs 

will achieve a payback in energy savings of approximately three to four years. But the big 

advantage of LED over incandescent is that the LED lights will operate for ten years without 

maintenance and without having to replace bulbs. They only require mandatory monthly and 

annual tests. 

 T-5 or T-8 Light Fixtures. Each existing four-bulb T-12 light fixture that is retrofitted with 

a new energy efficient T-8 ballast and three-bulbs will consume one-third less energy while 

providing the same amount of light. The payback for replacement will be approximately four 

to five years. T-5 light fixtures may also be considered for additional energy savings.   

 Waterless Urinals. Replacing water-consuming urinals with new waterless urinals saves 

money in three ways: eliminates cost of water to flush the urinal; eliminates sewerage costs 

(even though the urinal still discharges to the sewer) since sewer cost is based on water 

consumption; and, eliminates most maintenance costs in repair/replacement of flush-o-meters 

and other plumbing parts. 

The consulting team calculated that, with an initial outlay of $5,684 for waterless urinals, a 

minimal net savings of $259.80 per month can be realized by installing 20 waterless urinals. The 

savings would be increased by installing low-flow aerators at all hand washing sinks, replacing 

T-12 light fixtures with T-8 fixtures, installing incandescent exit signs with LED exit signs, and 

replacing incandescent bulbs with CFLs or LEDs.  
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Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Install interior 

security wall and 

double doors at main 

entrance to middle 

school to double as a 

vestibule. 

($6,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 

Replace urinals with 

waterless urinals. 
($5,684) $2,598 $2,598 $2,598 $2,598 

Replace 50 

incandescent bulbs 

with CFLs. 

($125) $554 $554 $554 $554 

Replace 50 

incandescent bulbs 

with LEDs. 

($500) $666 $666 $666 $666 

Total ($12,309) $3,818  $3,818  $3,818  $3,818  

D. SAFETY AND SECURITY 

Today, more than ever, school districts are expected to provide a safe and secure environment for 

their students and staff. While districts are largely insulated from violent crime, it is incidents of 

violence at schools that draw national attention. School districts must take proactive measures in 

safety and security even in incident-free schools. Students, teachers, and other district employees 

deserve a safe school environment in which to work and learn. 

In 2003, Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5 (HSPD-5) initiated the development of a 

National Incident Management System (NIMS) and requires its use by public sector agencies, 

including school districts. The intent of this system is to provide a common template and 

language for responding organizations to work together in preventing, preparing for, responding 

to, and recovering from incidents. As noted by FEMA, NIMS represents “a core set of doctrine, 

concepts, principles, terminology, and organizational processes that enables effective, efficient, 

and collaborative incident management”. 

NIMS emphasizes that true preparedness requires a commitment to continuous review and 

improvement. Most districts understand the continuous nature of emergency management as well 

as the four phases that comprise the process circle (shown in Exhibit 4-50). 
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Exhibit 4-50 

Continuous Process of Emergency Management 

 
Source: The Office of Safe and Drug Free Schools’ Practical information on  

Crisis Planning: A Guide for Schools and Communities, January 2007 

The Oklahoma Commission on School Safety, which was put together in response to the 

Newtown killings, submitted a number of recommendations to the Oklahoma Legislature. Based 

on the commission's recommendations, the Legislature passed four new laws. Among other 

things, the laws require schools to update their safety plans every year and have frequent 

“intruder drills,” with students taking cover while the doors are locked and the windows covered. 

The state also created a new Oklahoma School Security Institute to keep policies up-to-date. 

The district has the benefit of two school resource officers (SROs) to support safety and security. 

One is assigned full-time at the high school, paid for by the county sheriff’s office. The second is 

assigned full-time at the elementary school, paid for by the Jones Police Department. As reported 

in surveys conducted by the consulting team, the vast majority of the responses indicated that 

students, staff, and parents agreed or strongly agreed that the school and facilities are safe 

(Exhibit 4-51).  
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Exhibit 4-51 

JPS Survey Results Regarding Student Safety in the Schools 

Survey 

Group Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Parents 
My child feels safe and 

secure at school. 
41% 46% 6% 5% 2% 

Parents 

The school buildings and 

grounds are safe and 

secure. 

26% 61% 6% 5% 1% 

Students 
I feel safe and secure at 

school. 
35% 44% 11% 7% 3% 

Students 

The school buildings and 

grounds are safe and 

secure. 

30% 51% 11% 6% 2% 

Staff 

The district’s facilities are 

secure from unwanted 

visitors. 

27% 60% 6% 6% 0% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

The district has an anti-bullying policy, contained in the district safety programs policy BC. The 

policy requires the school safety committee to investigate reports of bullying. The high school 

handbook, posted on the internet website, contains policy statements concerning bullying and 

sexual harassment. Nevertheless, based on survey responses (Exhibit 4-52), one-third of parents 

and more than a one-fourth of students still viewed bullying as a problem in the district. 

Moreover, 18 comments on the parent and student surveys refer to bullying in the district by 

teachers, athletes, and other students, with little being done by the administration. Details of 

those comments may be read in the appendices. 

Exhibit 4-52 

JPS Survey Results Regarding Bullying 

Survey 

Group Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Parents 
Bullying is a problem in 

this district. 
12% 21% 30% 27% 10% 

Students 
Bullying is a problem in 

this district. 
9% 18% 30% 28% 15% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

FINDING 4-9 

The district’s schools each have a safe room that is capable of protecting all students and staff. 

The high school was designed with a safe room that serves also as a music room (Exhibit 4-53). 

The high school principal stated that on several occasions the entire high school student body 

and all staff successfully conducted a tornado drill and were able to get into the safe room with 

room to spare. The Jones middle school has a safe room that was constructed as an addition 
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(Exhibit 4-54). This room serves as a library when not in a tornado alert. The Jones elementary 

school has a safe room that also serves as the library for the school (Exhibits 4-55 and 4-56). 

Both the safe rooms at the middle school and elementary school were constructed in 2007-08. 

Exhibit 4-53 

Jones High School Safe Room/Music 

Room 

Exhibit 4-54 

Jones Middle School Safe Room/Library 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-55 

Jones Elementary School Safe 

Room/Library 

Exhibit 4-56 

Jones Elementary School Safe 

Room/Library 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Providing FEMA approved safe rooms for schools in tornado-prone areas, such as Jones, is an 

excellent way of communicating to students, staff and the community that the district takes 

safety seriously. Since 1950, there have been at least nine tornadoes of varying strength track 

across the district, and in November of 2004, a tornado tracked close to State Center, the Jones 

Middle School (Exhibit 4-57). 

Exhibit 4-57 

Tornado Tracks Across JPS Since 1950 

 
Source: Oklahoma Office of Geographic Information (OGI), the National Weather Service Storm 

Prediction Center, and Prismatic resources, January 2015 

COMMENDATION 

The district is commended for providing safe rooms for all students and staff. 

FINDING 4-10 

Each Jones school has an emergency operations plan, but there is no district-wide plan. This 

could create confusion in the event of a district-wide emergency. 

The high school principal, when asked about an emergency plan, referred the consulting team to 

the high School Resource Officer (SRO). The SRO updated an existing Emergency Operations 

Plan (EOP), which he keeps in his office. The information in the SRO’s plan is the same as that 

included in other school plans, with the addition of floor plans of the new high school and its out 

buildings. The middle school principal provided a copy of their emergency plan, which is the 
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standard “flip sheet” plan of procedures seen in many districts (Exhibit 4-58). In addition to the 

“flip sheet” plan offered by the elementary school principal, there is an older plan that she 

provided to the consulting team. This plan was prepared by the Oklahoma Department of Civil 

Emergency Management (ODCEM), which was replaced by the Oklahoma Department of 

Emergency Management (OEM) on May 29, 2003 (Exhibit 4-59). While provided to Jones 

Public Schools, none of the plans had been tailored to specific schools in the district. 

Exhibit 4-58 

Jones Current EOP 

Exhibit 4-59 

Jones EOP Prior to 2003 

  
Source: Jones Public Schools, February 2015 Source: Jones Public Schools, February 2015 

JPS district policy BC (safety programs) states: 

Disaster Plans and Safety Drills:  The District shall have written plans and procedures for 

protecting students, staff, and visitors from natural and man-made disasters and 

emergencies. Disaster plans shall be placed on file with the District and with the local 

emergency response organization within the district, which may include police, fire, 

emergency medical services, sheriff and emergency management of the appropriate 

jurisdiction. The plans shall be submitted in a format acceptable to the emergency agency 

no later than November 1 of each year. Annually, the Administration shall report to the 

Board the status of emergency preparedness and identified safety needs for each school. 

While each school’s emergency procedures meet the intent of the policy, they do not meet the 

spirit. There was not a consolidated district disaster plan in evidence during the site visit, and 

there was no record that such a plan or plans were submitted to “the emergency agency” on an 

annual basis in September.  

Required fire drills, tornado drills, and lock down drills are being conducted and documented at 

each school. Fire drills at the high school are initiated by activating a fire alarm pull station 

which, in turn, automatically releases fire doors routinely held open by electromagnets, shuts 
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down air handlers, and sounds the same alarm that students and staff will hear in the event of an 

actual fire. This is the industry standard on how to properly conduct a fire drill. 

However, when questioned about a hazardous chemical release due to a derailed train on the line 

near the schools, there were no procedures available at any of the schools. The middle school 

principal stated that he was concerned about a hazardous chemical release, in particular, the 

noxious chemicals used on the farm lands immediately adjacent to the school property. 

An excellent resource for schools preparing to review and update their emergency operation 

plans is Practical Information on crisis Planning: A guide for Schools and Communities, 

published by the U.S. Department of Education in 2007
23

. In 2013, the U. S. Department of 

Education, in collaboration with other federal agencies, published the Guide for Developing 

High-Quality School Emergency Operations Plans
24

. Both resources can be useful to school 

safety committees in their work on emergency planning. 

Another best practice in emergency response is found in Big Spring (Texas) Independent School 

District (BSISD). BSISD adopted a procedure in coordination with local law enforcement, fire 

and other emergency services, where they procured and installed locked boxes, similar in 

concept to the KNOX-BOX
25

 (Exhibit 4-60). The locally installed boxes have a key in a “break-

glass” access box, similar to a fire alarm “break glass to pull” alarm station. Each school 

administration office in the district has one of these access boxes available to law enforcement, 

fire, and emergency response agencies. Within the locked box is a complete set of floor plans for 

the facility, with locations of all electrical disconnects, fire alarm pull stations, fire extinguishers 

and other emergency services clearly indicated, plus an exact room numbering plan. There is also 

a master key to the entire facility so that emergency responders have access to each room and 

space. These locked boxes provide emergency responders with vital facility information and 

access. 

                                                           
23

 Available from http://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/emergencyplan/crisisplanning.pdf  
24

 Available from http://rems.ed.gov/docs/REMS_K-12_Guide_508.pdf  
25

 http://www.knoxbox.com/assets/media/pdf/CampusAccess2014.pdf  

http://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/emergencyplan/crisisplanning.pdf
http://rems.ed.gov/docs/REMS_K-12_Guide_508.pdf
http://www.knoxbox.com/assets/media/pdf/CampusAccess2014.pdf
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Exhibit 4-60 

Sample School District Lock Box 

 
Source: Prismatic File Photo, January 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Consolidate the emergency operations plans into a new district-wide emergency operations 

and all-hazards plan, with tailoring as required for each school’s situation. 

Following the previous mentioned resources, the three JPS school safety committees should 

assess the current threats, evaluate each threat as to applicability and priority, and then use this 

information to create new plans for previously unaddressed threats as well as to revise and 

update their existing plans. District administrators should review the school plans to ensure that 

they incorporate all district-level requirements. Once the plans have been developed and/or 

revised, the plans should be approved by the board, and then reviewed/updated each year. 

The district may also avail itself of the new online software available from U.S. Department of 

Education designed to help schools create and update high-quality school emergency operations 

plans (EOPs) that are customized to address a range of threats and hazards.
26

 This software takes 

the user through the six step process recommended by the agencies that developed the previously 

referenced hard copy guides to development school EOPs. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

                                                           
26

 http://rems.ed.gov/EOPASSIST.aspx  

http://rems.ed.gov/EOPASSIST.aspx
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FINDING 4-11 

The district’s schools have safety problems, both general safety and life safety. The life safety 

problems noted are, or may be, at variance with the various life safety codes adopted by the 

Oklahoma State Fire Marshal. 

Life safety problems that the consulting team observed included: 

 The battery for the combination exit/egress light above the east exit from the board room is 

completely discharged, and the lights in the sign running off of standard building current are 

not illuminated (Exhibit 4-61). 

 The fire extinguisher in the chemical storage closet for the high school science lab has not 

been inspected since 2009-10 when the building was originally commissioned (Exhibit 4-

62). 

 The pull station for the FM-300 fire suppression system in the high school kitchen is not 

located in the normal exit route from the kitchen (NFPA 96, article 10.5) (Exhibit 4-63). 

 Various exit lights, egress lights, and combination exit/egress lights in the old high school 

gym, and other high school out buildings do not work (Exhibit 4-64). 

 There is no panic hardware on a door marked as being an exit. The door exits the old high 

school vo-ag building to the north and has a fire alarm pull station adjacent to it (Exhibit 4-

65). 

 There is no escutcheon ring around the sprinkler head in the custodian closet in the middle 

school (Exhibit 4-66). 

 In all three schools there are grid-with-tile ceilings designed to be smoke barriers that have 

either missing or broken tiles (Exhibit 4-67). 

 In the elementary school there are deadbolt locks mounted on what appear to be fire doors 

(Exhibit 4-68). 

 The southwest exit door from the elementary school library/safe room is dragging so that it 

does not latch properly every time (Exhibit 4-69). 

 The west exit door (main entrance) from the elementary school library/safe room is dragging 

on the door jamb mounted weather stripping. 

 Unprotected (uncovered) incandescent light bulbs can present a fire hazard if broken and the 

hot filament falls on combustible materials (Exhibit 4-70). 

 There is an improper exit sign in the hallway leading from the music room into the football 

locker room (Exhibit 4-71). Doors with exit signs should actually exit the building. 
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Exhibit 4-61 

Dead Battery in Combination Exit/Egress 

Light in Board Room 

Exhibit 4-62 

Fire Extinguisher in HS Science 

Storeroom Inspected Last in 2009-10 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-63 

Pull Station in High School Kitchen Not 

Located Along Exit Route 

Exhibit 4-64 

Various Egress Lights and Exit Signs 

Have Dead Batteries 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-65 

Panic Hardware not Installed on North 

Exit Door of Old Vo-Ag Building 

Exhibit 4-66 

Sprinkler Head Missing Escutcheon Ring 

in Middle School Custodian Closet 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-67 

Ceiling Designed to be Smoke Barrier has 

Missing or Broken Ceiling Tiles 

Exhibit 4-68 

Surface-Mounted Slide-Bolts Mounted 

on Fire Doors in Elementary School 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-69 

Exit Doors from Elementary School 

Library/Safe Room do not Latch Properly 

Exhibit 4-70 

Unprotected Incandescent Bulbs Can 

Constitute a Fire Hazard 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-71 

Exit Sign Incorrectly Directs 

Egress into Football Locker Room 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

General safety issues and problems in complying with requirements of the American with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) that the consulting team observed included: 
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 Unprotected incandescent light bulbs can constitute a fire hazard if they are broken, 

particularly in storage areas with combustible materials (Exhibit 4-72). 

 Placing a handicapped parking sign in a parking area that does not meet ADA standards for 

parking is potentially a hazard for handicapped individuals (Exhibit 4-73). 

 Storing materials within three feet of an electric box does not comply with the National 

Electric Code (NEC), NFPA 70, article 110.26 (Exhibit 4-74). 

 The adult and infant electrode pads for the automated electronic defibrillator at the 

administration office in the middle school are out of date (Exhibit 4-75). 

 The eyewash station on the sink of the science room in the middle school is mounted 

backwards so that it cannot be used to rinse the eyes (Exhibit 4-76). 

 The ice machine for the middle school kitchen is installed in the custodian closet and is in 

close proximity to cleaning chemicals (Exhibit 4-77). 

 Lockdown magnetic door latch strips are used on the custodian closets at the middle school, 

which allows student access to the closet and chemicals at all times (Exhibit 4-78). 

 The door to the kitchen freezer in the elementary school has a staple and hasp installed on it 

which would allow a person to be locked inside with no means of escape (Exhibit 4-79). 

 There is signage indicating bathrooms in the elementary school kitchen are ADA-equipped, 

but the bathrooms are not (Exhibit 4-80). 

 The recessed mat is missing at the west bus entrance to the elementary school, the metal 

border for this recess could constitute a trip hazard (Exhibit 4-81). 

 Combustible materials not stored in fire safe lockers in maintenance shop. 
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Exhibit 4-72 

Unprotected Incandescent Light Bulbs 

can Constitute a Fire Hazard 

Exhibit 4-73 

Handicapped Parking on a Gravel 

Parking Lot does not meet ADA 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-74 

Materials Stored Closer than Three Feet 

in Front of Electrical Panels 

Exhibit 4-75 

Out of Date AED Electrode Pads at the 

Middle School Office 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-76 

Eye Wash Nozzles Mounted Backwards 

on Faucet 

Exhibit 4-77 

Ice Machine Installed in Custodian Closet 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-78 

Lockdown Magnetic Door Latch Strip on 

Custodian Closet at Middle School 

Exhibit 4-79 

Staple and Hasp on Freezer Door at 

Elementary School 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 4-80 

Misleading Handicap-Equipped Sign on 

Restroom Door at Elementary Kitchen 

Exhibit 4-81 

Recessed Mat is Missing at West Bus 

Entrance to Elementary School  

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 4-82 

Combustible Materials Not Stored Properly in the Maintenance Shop 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

A widely used facilities inspection guide is the Council of Educational Facility Planners 

International (CEFPI) Guide for School Facility Appraisal, 1998 Edition. Other facilities 
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inspection guides are available, including the American Clearinghouse on Educational Facilities’ 

Educational Facilities Vulnerability/Hazard Assessment Checklist that was published in 2011.
 27

   

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop a preventive maintenance and safety program and bring all installed equipment 

and devices into compliance with the codes.  

The district should conduct a safety inspection of all facilities, document safety deficiencies, 

develop a prioritized work list, and correct safety deficiencies. Beginning with the observations 

of the consulting team in this report, district staff should record each deficiency that requires 

repair or remedy into a spreadsheet or work order system, provide for documented follow-up in 

order to correct deficiencies, and report on work progress to the superintendent. As part of the 

process, each deficiency should be categorized as to whether it can be corrected with existing 

funds or requires additional monies, whether the deficiency presents a life/safety hazard (and 

therefore should be corrected immediately), and whether delaying correction may result in 

greater expense later. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. Many of these items can be 

handled as maintenance work orders and performed within existing approved budgets. Any items 

that cannot be funded from current operating budgets should remain in the long-range 

maintenance plan for possible funding through future operating budgets or bond proposals. 

                                                           
27

 http://online.tarleton.edu/ACEF/VulnerabilityHazardChecklist/index.html#/2/ 

http://online.tarleton.edu/ACEF/VulnerabilityHazardChecklist/index.html#/2/
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Chapter 5 

Support Services 

This chapter reviews several areas of support services in Jones Schools (JPS). It is divided into 

these sections: 

A. Child Nutrition 

B. Technology 

C. Transportation 

A. CHILD NUTRITION 

Successful administration of the child nutrition program depends on consistent program 

organization, strong financial reporting, and precise personnel management. All of these 

administrative areas must align and support the district’s goals for student achievement. 

School meal programs began in 1946, when the National School Lunch Act was signed, 

authorizing the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) to “safeguard the health and well-being 

of the nation’s children.” The program, administered by the U. S. Department of Agriculture 

(USDA), is open to all public and nonprofit private schools, as well as all residential childcare 

institutions. The NSLP also offers afterschool snacks for sites that meet the eligibility 

requirements.  

The Child Nutrition Act of 1966 established the School Breakfast Program (SBP). This is a 

federally-assisted meal program that provides nutritionally balanced, low-cost, or free breakfasts 

to children in public schools, nonprofit private schools, and residential child care institutions.  

JPS participates in the NSLP, the SBP, and the Child Nutrition Commodity Program. Districts 

that participate in these federal programs receive cash subsidies and donated commodities from 

the USDA for each eligible meal they serve. In return, the district must serve student meals that 

meet federal guidelines for nutritional value, offer free or reduced price meals to eligible 

students, and accurately keep required records. 

Students in the lowest socioeconomic bracket qualify for free lunches, while others qualify for 

reduced price lunches. Meals served according to federal guidelines receive some level of 

reimbursement, including those served to students who pay full price. School districts do not 

receive federal reimbursement support for teacher or guest meals. Exhibit 5-1 shows the 

applicable 2013-14 and 2014-15 federal reimbursement rates for breakfast and lunch. JPS also 

receives an additional six cents per meal for meeting the meal pattern requirements. 
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Exhibit 5-1 

School Meals: Federal per Meal Reimbursement Rates 2013-14 and 2014-15 

 
School Breakfast 

Program - Severe Need
1
 

National School 

Lunch Program 

Meal Type 2013-14 2014-15 2013-14 2014-15
2
 

Free $1.89 $1.93 $2.99 $3.04 

Reduced Price $1.59 $1.63 $2.59 $2.64 

Paid $0.28 $0.28 $0.34 $0.34 
Source: http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/governance/notices/naps/NAPs12-13.pdf  

The Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 (HHFKA) provided sweeping changes to the school 

nutrition programs, and also made significant changes in the required meal components. Exhibit 

5-2 provides some of these changes in program administration and operation. The new 

regulations also require districts to charge equitable prices for full-pay meals and non-

reimbursable a la carte items, establish nutritional requirements for all foods sold on campuses at 

any time during the school day, and also require school nutrition directors/managers to meet 

education, training, and certification requirements. 

                                                           
1
JPS is eligible to receive severe-need reimbursements for breakfasts served to eligible students on sites where 40 

percent or more of the lunches claimed at the site in the second preceding school year were served free or at a 

reduced price, and the site is participating or initiating a school breakfast program. 
2
 JPS is not eligible for the highest reimbursement rate because less than 60 percent of their students are eligible for 

free or reduced-price meals. 

http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/governance/notices/naps/NAPs12-13.pdf
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Exhibit 5-2 

Excerpted Summary of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 

Section and Title Summary of Provision 

Sec. 203.Water (NSLP/SBP)  Requires schools to make free potable water available where 

meals are served 

Sec. 205. Equity in school 

lunch pricing  
 Requires schools to charge students for paid meals at a price 

that is on average equal to the difference between free meal 

reimbursement and paid meal reimbursement; schools that 

currently charge less are required to gradually increase their 

prices over time until they meet the requirement; schools 

may choose to cover the difference in revenue with non-

federal funds instead of raising paid meal prices 

 Establishes a maximum annual increase in the required paid 

increases of 10 cents annually, but allows schools to 

establish a higher increase at their discretion 

Sec. 206. Revenue from 

non-program food 
 Requires all non-reimbursable meal foods sold by school 

food programs to generate revenue at least equal to their cost 

Sec. 208. Nutrition standards 

for all foods sold in schools  
 Requires USDA to establish national nutrition standards for 

all food sold and served in schools at any time during the 

school day 

Sec. 306. Professional 

standards for school child 

nutrition 

 Establishes a program of required education, training, and 

certification for all school child nutrition directors 

Source: USDA, December 2010 

Exhibits 5-3 and 5-4 provide the nutritional changes required under HFFKA. As shown, both the 

breakfast and lunch menus must offer more fruits and vegetables. Milk must be either low fat or 

fat-free. Sodium levels must be reduced, and trans fats must be eliminated. 
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Exhibit 5-3 

Summary of Changes in Nutritional Requirements for Breakfast 

Item 

Old 

Requirement New Requirement 

Fruit 

½ cup per day 

(vegetable 

substitution 

allowed) 

1 cup per day (vegetable substitution allowed) quantity required 

for 2014-15. Students are allowed to select ½ cup of fruit under 

OVS. 

Grains 

and Meat/ 

Meat 

Alternate 

2 cups of grains 

or 2 cups of 

meat/meat 

alternates or 1 

cup of each per 

day 

For grains, daily minimum of 1 ounce equivalent minimum per 

day; weekly minimum ranges, varying by grade:  

 K-5: 7-10 ounces  

 6-8: 8-10 ounces 

 9-12: 9-10 ounces 

May substitute meat/meat alternates after minimum daily 

requirement for grains is met. 

Whole 

Grains 
encouraged Beginning July 1, 2014, all grains must be whole grain rich. 

Milk 1 cup 1 cup, 1% (unflavored) fat-free (unflavored/flavored) 

Sodium 
Reduce, no set 

targets 

Target 1 (2014-15): 

K-5: ≤ 540 mg 

6-8: ≤ 600 mg 

9-12: ≤ 640 mg 

Target 2 (2017-18): 

K-5: ≤ 485 mg 

6-8: ≤ 535 mg 

9-12: ≤ 570 mg 

Target 3 (2022-23) 

K-5: ≤ 430 mg 

6-8: ≤ 470 mg 

9-12: ≤ 500 mg 

Calories 

varied, but only 

minimums 

provided 

Only food-based menu planning allowed with these calorie 

guidelines: 

 K-5: 350-500 calories 

 6-8: 400-550 calories 

 9-12: 450-600 calories 

Trans Fat no limit Zero grams per serving (nutrition label) 
Source: USDA, January 2012 
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Exhibit 5-4 

Summary of Changes in Nutritional Requirements for Lunch 

Item Old Requirement New Requirement 

Fruit and 

Vegetables 

½ - ¾ cup of fruit 

and vegetables 

combined per day 

¾ - 1 cup of vegetables plus ½ - 1 cup of fruit per day 

Vegetables 
no specifications as 

to type of vegetable 

Weekly requirements for: 

 dark green 

 red/orange 

 beans/peas 

 starchy 

 other 

Meat/Meat 

Alternate 

1.5 – 2 ounce 

equivalents  

(daily minimum) 

K-5: 1 oz. eq. min. daily (8-10 oz. weekly) 

6-8: 1 oz. eq. min. daily (9-10 oz. weekly) 

9-12: 2 oz. eq. min. daily (10-12 oz. weekly) 

Grains 

8 servings per week 

(min. of 1 serving 

per day) 

K-5: 1 oz. eq. min. daily (8-9 oz. weekly) 

6-8: 1 oz. eq. min. daily (8-10 oz. weekly) 

9-12: 2 oz. eq. min. daily (10-12 oz. weekly) 

Whole 

Grains 
encouraged 

Beginning July 1, 2014, all grains must be whole grain-

rich. 

Milk 1 cup 1  cup, 1% (unflavored) fat-free (unflavored/flavored) 

Sodium reduce, no set targets 

Target 1 

(2014-15) 

K-5: ≤ 1230 mg 

6-8: ≤ 1360 mg 

9-12: ≤ 1420 mg 

Target 2  

(2017-18) 

K-5: ≤ 935 mg 

6-8: ≤ 1035 mg 

9-12: ≤ 1080 mg 

Target 3  

(2022-23) 

K-5: ≤ 640 mg 

6-8: ≤ 710 mg 

9-12: ≤ 740 mg 

Calories 
varied, but only 

minimums provided 

Only food-based menu planning allowed with these calorie 

guidelines: 

 K-5: 550-650 calories 

 6-8: 600-700 calories 

 9-12: 750-850 calories 

Trans Fat no limit Zero grams per serving (nutrition label) 
Source: USDA, January 2012 

In the last year, while many districts have successfully implemented the requirements of 

HHHKA, there have been discussions at the federal level of rolling back some provisions and 

delaying the implementation of other provisions. At the time of this report, it was uncertain what 

the final decision would be. Until a final decision on possible revisions, all the provisions of 

HHFKA are in effect. 

The JPS child nutrition staffing and organization is shown in Exhibit 5-5. The cooks report to 

their respective head cooks, who report to the child nutrition director. Each of the cooks has 

different responsibilities on a given day. Responsibilities are not specifically designated on work 

schedules, so there is no direct accountability for the tasks completed each day. 
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Exhibit 5-5 

Jones Child Nutrition Organizational Chart 

 

Superintendent

 

 

Child Nutrition 

Director

 

 

Middle School

Head Cook

 

 

Cooks/Servers

 

Elementary School

Head Cook

High School

Head Cook

 

Cooks/Servers

 

 

Cooks/Servers

 

 
Source: Created by Prismatic, February, 2015 

Exhibit 5-6 shows a comparison of school lunch prices. In 2012-13, the district’s elementary 

school lunch prices were the highest among the peer districts, and above the peer average. The 

lunch prices for the middle school were in the middle range of the district peers, but below the 

peer average. Jones’s high school lunch prices were the highest among its peers, and above the 

peer average. For 2014-15, the JPS lunch price is $2.25 for elementary and middle school and 

$2.50 for high school.  

Exhibit 5-6 

Comparison of Jones Student Lunch Prices 

2012-13 

District Elementary Middle High 

Jones $2.00 $2.00 $2.50 

Bethany $1.85 $2.10 $2.10 

Bethel $1.75 $2.00 $2.00 

Chandler $1.75 $2.25 $2.25 

Lone Grove $1.70 $1.85 $1.85 

Perkins-Tryon $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 

Peer Average $1.76 $2.04 $2.09 
Source: USDA SFA Lunch Price Data, 2013 

Exhibits 5-7 and 5-8 show student participation in the JPS breakfast and lunch programs 

(respectively) for 2012-13 through January 2015. The graph of lunch participation shows a 

generally decreasing rate of participation; however, breakfast participation in the first five 

months of 2014-15 was higher than the rates in 2012-13 or 2013-14. 
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Exhibit 5-7 

Trend in JPS Breakfast Participation 

2012-13 through January 2015 

 
Note: Data from this source for October 2012, October 2013, and October 2014 were not available 

Source: OSDE Child Nutrition Programs Electronic Claim Reimbursement System Monthly Reports, August 2012 

through January 2015 

Exhibit 5-8 

Trend in JPS Lunch Participation 

2012-13 through January 2015 

 
Note: Data from this source for October 2012, October 2013, and October 2014 were not available 

Source: OSDE Child Nutrition Programs Electronic Claim Reimbursement System Monthly Reports, August 2012 

through January 2015 
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FINDING 5-1 

Although Jones High School operates two serving, one only has reimbursable meals; the other 

offers only a la carte items. This contributes to longer wait times. In addition, because 

free/reduced-meal eligible students must use only one of the lines to obtain their reimbursable 

meal, this contributes to unintentional overt identification. 

The district has a new high school with two separate serving lines, which converge to a central 

cashier stand. The serving lines are designed to display a number of hot and/or cold food items 

and are similarly equipped. One high school serving line contains the menu items for the day. 

The other line contains a la carte foods. Students who rely on meal benefits can only use the 

menu line for a reimbursable free or reduced-price meal.  

Exhibits 5-9 and 5-10 show the a la carte and menu serving lines at the high school. The 

consulting team observed some students purchasing a meal through the traditional menu line and 

then waiting in the a la carte line for supplemental food items. The a la carte line did not offer 

students an opportunity to purchase a meal using their free or reduced meal benefits so the 

consulting team saw a differentiation of students by meal benefit status. This separation of menu 

items also contributes longer wait times, if on a particular day the items on one line are more 

popular than the items on the other line. 

Exhibit 5-9 

High School a La Carte Line 

Exhibit 5-10 

High School Traditional Menu Line 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

To prevent overt identification of students, every line should have both menu items and 

supplemental sale items so that students can choose a meal from any line. Federal regulations 

§210.18 (h) (1) (vii) require state agencies to review schools to assure that “the lunch count 

system does not overtly identify children eligible for free and reduced price lunches.” 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Provide reimbursable meal components on every high school serving line so that students 

can use the serving line with the least amount of wait time or the one containing the food 

items they want to select. 

The cafeteria manager should plan the serving lines to that there are reimbursable meal 

components on both. By opening both lines to all students, overt identification will be eliminated 

and line wait differences can be eliminated. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 5-2 

Vending machines and school stores located in the high school and middle school commons area 

are operational for student use during the lunch period. Proceeds from these machines do not go 

to the child nutrition program, as required by federal regulations. Also, at the elementary school, 

ice cream and popcorn are sold during the day in competition with the school lunch program. 

Exhibits 5-11 through 5-13 show vending machines being used by students or available during 

the lunch period on the days of the consulting team’s visit at the middle and high schools. During 

the interviews, middle and high school principals agreed that all proceeds from the sale of 

vending items goes to the their own school activity fund, rather than the child nutrition fund. The 

principals contract with vendors to provide snack items. The elementary principal stated that 

profits from popcorn and ice cream sales (Exhibit 5-14) are accrued in an elementary school 

activity fund rather than the child nutrition fund. 

While the current Oklahoma statute (§70-5-147) does not prohibit districts from providing 

students with access to vended items, the USDA requirements prohibit the sale of competitive 

foods during the school day. The school lunch program is a nonprofit enterprise and therefore 

protected from competition by federal regulations. This would include vended sales, school fund 

raisers held during the school day, or clubs or groups providing foods for sale to students during 

the day. 
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Exhibit 5-11 

High School Vending Machine Use During 

Lunch 

Exhibit 5-12 

High School Vending Machines Available 

During Lunch 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Exhibit 5-13 

Middle School Vending Machines Available During Lunch 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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Exhibit 5-14 

Ice Cream Stored for Elementary School Competitive Sales 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Federal regulations allow vending machines under certain circumstances: 

 Place the machines on timers that control accessibility. The machines are allowed to be 

operational at the end of the school day. Any items can stocked in this scenario. 

 Turn over vending machine sales to the child nutrition program. Items must meet nutritional 

guidelines in this scenario. The child nutrition staff can procure snack and beverages through 

formal procurement processes that comply with HHFKA.  

Several resources are available to assist districts in determining what items are allowable in 

vending machines.
3
  

RECOMMENDATION 

Comply with federal requirement for vending machines and competitive foods. 

Failure to follow the guidelines of HHFKA can bring fiscal action by the state. Making sure that 

vending items comply and that sales are appropriately placed into the correct account will 

prevent any future financial penalties. There are a number of resources available to determine 

whether a particular item is acceptable. The Alliance for a Healthier Generation provides a 

nutrition calculator on its website
4
 to help districts determine if snack foods are eligible for sale 

during the school day. The vending machine companies can place timers on the machines at no 

cost to the district and allow the district to maintain local control of the revenue. 

                                                           
3
 http://www.edweek.org/ew/which-school-snacks-meet-federal-rules.html 

4
 https://www.healthiergeneration.org 
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FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources if timers provided by the 

vending machine company are used to control access.  

If timers are placed on the machines and all vended foods comply with HHFKA, the district will 

be in compliance and there is no fiscal impact on the child nutrition program. If the vending 

proceeds are turned over to the child nutrition program, machines may remain operational. The 

funds could then accrue to become a significant revenue source for the child nutrition program. 

Using an estimate of 50 items sold daily at a profit of $0.50 each, the consulting team estimates 

additional child nutrition revenues of $4,350 (50 items x $0.50 profit x 174 schools days).  

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Turn vending 

contracts and sales 

over to the child 

nutrition program. 

$4,350 $4,350 $4,350 $4,350 $4,350 

FINDING 5-3 

High school students have open campus at lunch. High school cafeteria use is poor as a result.   

Through January 2015, overall high school lunch participation was less than 20 percent. During 

the onsite visit, the consulting team observed about 60 meals served each day. With an 

enrollment of 311, this corresponds to a 19 percent participation rate. By comparison, USDA 

data indicated a nationwide average of 58 percent lunch participation in October 2013.
5
 

Historically, lunch participation tends to decrease somewhat from elementary to high school; 

however, older industry standards point to no less than 50 percent high school participation. 

Exhibit 5-15 shows that lunch participation rates at the elementary and middle school levels in 

October 2014 were significantly higher – in some cases, more than double – than those at the 

high school. That month, only 17 percent of all high school students participated in the lunch 

program, compared with 58 percent at the elementary school and 69 percent at the middle 

school. 

                                                           
5
 October is frequently used as a “typical” month in child nutrition analyses. 
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Exhibit 5-15 

Lunch Participation at JPS Campuses 

October 2014 

 
Source: JPS School Food Authority Edit Check Worksheets, October 2014 

The child nutrition program has not proactively sought ways to compete with outside vendors 

who draw the high school student lunch sales away from the school. There are numerous ways to 

add menu choices that students will find appealing that may increase lunch participation. During 

interviews with administrators, the consulting team found no willingness to close the campus at 

lunch even though parents in the community focus group were in favor of a closed campus. 

According to long-time residents, there has been at least one student death off campus during the 

lunch period. 

The ideal situation is to provide meals on campus to all students so they receive healthy, 

affordable meals that promote wellness and optimum academic achievement. Jones High School 

has a spacious, modern kitchen and dining room to easily meet this goal. With increased 

participation, staff can be increased and additional food service options could then be added over 

time.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Close the high school campus at lunch. 

Safety should be the first concern of the school district and school administrators should close 

the campus for that reason. School administrators and child nutrition staff should work together 

to consider food service options that would benefit all students. There are many types of food 

services that the district might consider, including: 

 creating a “build your own” sub sandwich line using USDA deli meats and assorted fresh 

toppings; 
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 creating a featured meal that would allow local restaurants to showcase their products on a 

rotating schedule; or 

 rotating restaurant use of the concession stand to offer healthy lunches at a contracted rate 

that profits the child nutrition program. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

Given the current low participation, increasing the number of paid high school meals served by 

30 per day, each year for three years, would be a reasonable expectation that would yield 50 

percent participation in the third year. In Jones, full-pay high school students pay $2.50 for a 

reimbursable meal, which also earns $0.34 in federal reimbursement.  Using the paid meal price 

plus federal reimbursement ($2.84), increasing participation in the first year would yield $14,800 

in additional revenue (30 meals x $2.84 x 174 days).  

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Increase high school 

lunch participation by 

closing campus. 

$14,800 $29,600 $44,400 $44,400 $44,400 

 

FINDING 5-4 

Student participation at lunch has declined since the implementation of the new nutrition 

standards. The menu could be enhanced to encourage participation. Monthly reviews of daily 

meal counts can help determine what menu days are popular and what days should be revised. 

Exhibit 5-16 shows that lunch participation has steadily declined in each month of the school 

year from 2012-13 to 2014-15. Average participation in the program across all campuses has 

decreased from 50 percent of students in 2012-13 to 47 percent in the first five months of 2014-

15. 
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Exhibit 5-16 

Trend in JPS Lunch Participation 

2012-13 through January 2015 

 
Note: Data from this source for October 2012, October 2013, and October 2014 were not available 

Source: OSDE Child Nutrition Programs Electronic Claim Reimbursement System Monthly Reports, August 2012 

through January 2015 

The district has made some changes in order to comply with the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act, 

but work remains to be done. Menus the district developed to comply with nutritional 

requirements are not meeting the expectations of the students. Approximately a quarter of the 

staff and parents, and less than one-fifth of students, had favorable comments about school meals 

as indicated in Exhibit 5-17. 

Exhibit 5-17 

Stakeholder Opinions on Cafeteria Meals 

Survey 

Group Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Staff 
I find the cafeteria meals 

appealing and appetizing. 
4% 23% 21% 34% 18% 

Parents 
My child likes the food served in 

the cafeteria. 
7% 24% 16% 28% 25% 

Students 

I like the food served in the 

cafeteria. 
2% 7% 21% 22% 48% 

The cafeteria serves a good 

variety of food. 
4% 16% 27% 26% 27% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

Student participation is the best indicator of the quality of foods served. Menus that are not 

appetizing will not be supported by student sales. Young students will bring meals from home 
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and older students will wait until the dismissal bell to patronize the local convenient mart or 

restaurants. The director has daily meal counts that show what menus are popular and what 

menus need revising. Many schools create student nutrition advisory councils that help the 

director taste test new items, provide feedback on existing menus, and promote school meals 

among their peers.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Seek to improve meal participation by: 

 offering entrée choices at the elementary level; 

 implementing offer versus serve for all grades so that students have a choice; 

 implementing batch cooking and cooking just in time for service to improve food 

quality; and 

 allowing older students to take more fruits and vegetables within the caloric guidelines 

to provide additional nourishment. 

Realizing that menus drive participation and, in turn, drive the bottom line is the first step to 

good program management. Working with students, staff, and others to create menus that are 

appealing and appetizing will ensure optimal participation. Participation should be reviewed 

regularly to make changes to cycle menus so the improvement is ongoing. As long as the 

program is serving less than all students and many of the staff, there is room to improve 

participation. 

Having two or more entrée choices and several side items provides the flexibility to meet the 

needs of more students. In addition to the menu, having a vegetarian entrée and a chef salad 

entrée daily can improve student participation. Offering fresh fruit every day in addition to the 

menu items is another step that can improve participation.  

Once offer versus serve is implemented at all grade levels, the cashier will need to be relocated at 

the elementary and middle schools. Currently, the cashier stations occur at the beginning of the 

lines in those schools. Federal guidelines require the cashier to evaluate each student’s meal in 

order to determine whether a reimbursable meal has in fact been selected. Once students have a 

choice, it will be critical to have a cashier complete this step in order to be in compliance with 

Federal guidelines. If a component is missing, the cashier must direct the student back to the 

serving line to select enough components for the meal to be reimbursable or charge the student a 

la carte prices for the items selected.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. Using batch cooking will 

prevent food waste. Allowing students to take only what they plan to eat will also reduce plate 

waste (and food costs). 
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FINDING 5-5 

The monthly JPS January and February menus provided all of the red, orange, and green 

vegetable subgroups required by the HHFKA, along with the required minimum servings of 

beans. This allowed the district to receive an additional six cents reimbursement per meal served. 

The director carefully plans menus so as to meet the weekly requirements of the new nutrition 

standards. She uses software to analyze menus and ensure they meet the nutritional requirements 

of the HHFKA. The daily food production records identify the meal components that meet each 

vegetable subgroup. Serving all of the vegetable subgroups broadens the variety of items offered 

to students.  

COMMENDATION 

The child nutrition director is commended for meeting the vegetable sub-group 

requirements of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. 

FINDING 5-6 

The child nutrition program is not financially self-supporting every year. Self-sufficiency is 

considered a best practice and should be an expectation for a district as large as Jones. However, 

it is not a regular objective of JPS leaders, nor does the district have systems in place to make 

ongoing assessments of the financial status of the program.  

The district does not manage child nutrition as a business. Monthly reports are not generated to 

help staff set short-term goals for improvement. Cafeteria head cooks operate with relative 

autonomy from each other and are not held accountable for performance efficiency or quality. 

Cafeteria staffs never meet formally to discuss common problems or lessons learned. 

Exhibit 5-18 shows the JPS child nutrition fund revenues and expenditures over time. While the 

child nutrition fund appears self-sufficient because it has not turned a loss in recent years, large 

child nutrition expenditures made directly from the general fund have occurred each year.  

Additionally, daily cash from the child nutrition operation is needlessly deposited to an activity 

account and then transferred to the child nutrition fund [Return of Assets (Local Sources)] when 

it could be directly deposited to the child nutrition fund.  Lastly, the closing balance for one 

school year (Beginning Balance + Revenue – Expenses) should be equal to the starting balance 

for the next school year [Beginning Balance (6/30 Cash Forward) but it is not. 
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Exhibit 5-18 

Jones Child Nutrition Fund Revenues and Expenditures Over Time 

  2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Balance (6/30 Cash Forward) $1,125 $71,469 $96,603 

Revenues 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Return of Assets (Local Sources)     $136,239         $132,235         $136,962  

State Reimbursement        $7,366             $7,277             $6,943  

Federal Reimbursement        $268,229         $257,644         $257,268  

Total Revenues        $411,834         $397,156         $401,173  

Expenses 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Salaries and Benefits          $90,474           $71,445         $105,328  

Food and Supplies        $250,049         $295,600         $269,781  

Other Expenses            $5,188             $7,801           $16,735  

Total Expenses        $345,711         $374,846         $391,844  

Beginning Balance + Revenues - Expenses          $66,123           $22,310             $9,330  

    

Child Nutrition Expenditures made 

Directly from General Fund 
       $133,027         $117,759           $87,781  

Note: Totals may not reconcile completely due to rounding 

Source: Jones OCAS Revenue and Expenditures Reports 2012-2014, October 2014 

Exhibit 5-19 displays the industry standard funding distribution of child nutrition expenditures 

according to the National Food Service Management Institute (NFSMI) Financial Management 

Information System. NFSMI recommends that food and nonfood costs not exceed 40 percent and 

labor and benefits not exceed 40 percent. The remaining 20 percent of the expenditures is to be 

spent on administration, direct and indirect costs, and equipment.  
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Exhibit 5-19 

Distribution of Child Nutrition Expenditures – Industry Standards 

 
Source: NFSMI Financial Management Information System 

Based upon the 2013-14 data, the JPS child nutrition program has not achieved the NFSMI 

recommended distribution of its expenditures, shown in Exhibit 5-20. Beyond the overall 

financial loss of 14 percent, too great a proportion, 47 percent, of its expenditures were for food 

purchases. 

Food, 40% 

School Labor, 

40% 

Administration, 

7% 

Purchased 

Services, 6% 
Indirect, 

4% Equipment, 1% 
Profit/Loss, 2% 
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Exhibit 5-20 

Distribution of Child Nutrition Expenditures – Jones Public Schools
6
 

2013-14 

 
Source: Jones OCAS Expenditure Reports, 2013-14 

Directors use the industry standards to create short-term goals to achieve. Cafeteria managers are 

trained in resource management so that waste is minimized. Data are used to make good business 

decisions. Ongoing evaluation of the program’s fiscal status helps directors target concerns 

before they balloon.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Generate monthly reports of Key Performance Indicators and hold monthly meetings with 

head cooks to review data and set goals. 

Key performance indicators include profit/loss, meal equivalents, and meals per labor hour. The 

financial report should show labor and food costs as a percentage of revenue. Existing software 

will generate the data used to determine key performance indicators. The child nutrition director 

should hold monthly meetings to review data and to set short-term goals with district leadership 

as well as with cafeteria staff. Exhibit 5-21 shows a financial statement that can be used by 

leadership and the cafeteria staff to determine financial viability and to set goals for 

improvement.  

                                                           
6
 While financial losses are not technically expenditures but rather the result of expenditures, they are included in 

this exhibit to indicate the overall financial burden incurred by the program. The inclusion of profits and losses in 

such an exhibit is a standard practice of financial analysis for child nutrition. 
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Exhibit 5-21 

Sample Cafeteria-Level Monthly Report 

 
Source: Prismatic archives 

There are excellent resources that can provide a model for a successful business plan.
7
 The 

district can use these resources to develop a procurement plan, a training plan, an equipment 

replacement plan, and others. Identifying key performance indicators such as meals per labor 

hour, participation rates, and costs as a percentage of revenue will help the director stay within 

budget and identify issues as they arise. 

In order to maintain financial self-sufficiency, JPS must make training of child nutrition 

managers and kitchen personnel a priority and develop regular reports to monitor progress. 

Excellent training programs are available through the State Agency, the NFSMI, and the School 

Nutrition Association (local and state). Staff needs training in meal pre-costing, batch cooking, 

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point Principles (HACCP), and use of leftovers.  

The district should provide opportunities for the JPS child nutrition director to attend State 

Department of Education child nutrition administrative training sessions and Oklahoma School 

Nutrition Association conferences. She will benefit greatly by attending sessions with other child 

                                                           
7
 Financial Management Information System of the National Foodservice Management Institute (NSFMI) and 

Parnell-Martin, School Foodservice Management, 4th Edition, 2000. 
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nutrition directors in the state. Training sessions will also assist in providing program leadership 

to the child nutrition staff. Cafeteria staff should attend training webinars offered by NSFMI and 

the national School Nutrition Association.
8
 They would also benefit from training that reinforces 

the value of daily food production records for determining over/underproduction, food cost 

control, and menu planning. 

Exhibit 5-22 provides a listing of the types of reports the child nutrition director and cafeteria 

staff should be reviewing regularly in order to better manage the finances of the program. Once 

Jones staff has developed and used some of these reports for a few months, they could select 

those they find most useful for management and develop key performance indicators to monitor 

the program. 

Exhibit 5-22 

Sample Financial Management Reports Used to Monitor Child Nutrition Operations 

Report Data Uses Frequency 

Budget 

 Forecasted revenue by source 

based on estimates of 

participation, reimbursement, 

meal prices, and new revenue 

sources 

 Forecasted expenditures based 

on a determination of increases 

or decreases in each category 

 Allow for a projection of 

financial performance for the 

next school year 

 Allow for comparisons between 

actual and forecasted 

performance 

 

 

 

Once a year with 

monthly monitoring 

and adjustments as 

necessary 

Statement of 

Revenue and 

Expenditures 

(Profit and Loss 

Statement) 

 All revenues by source and 

expenditures by category 

 Net gain/loss for the time period 

 Comparison of current month to 

previous month and year to date 

 Reflects activity over one month 

 Determine if revenues are 

sufficient to cover expenditures 

 Identify sites needing 

adjustments to reduce loss 
End of each month 

Statement of 

Net Position 

(Balance Sheet) 

 Assets, liabilities, fund balance 

 Reflects financial position at a 

point in time 

 Determine amount of fund 

balance available for 

expenditures 

 Verify if program has no more 

than three months average 

operating costs 

 Determine financial status of 

program 

End of each month 

Key Operating 

Ratios 

 

 An analysis of expenditures to 

revenue   

 Calculated by dividing each 

expenditure by total revenue 

generated during the same time 

period  

 Determine the percentage of 

revenue that is used for food, 

labor, benefits, supplies, 

overhead, capital expenditures, 

and indirect costs 

 Compare actual ratios to goals 

set and industry standards 

 Determine if the program is 

operating at break even or 

experiencing a profit or loss 

 

Monthly or 

quarterly 

                                                           
8
 www.schoolnutrition.org  

http://www.schoolnutrition.org/
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Meals Per Labor 

Hour 

 Calculated by dividing total 

number of meals/meal 

equivalents by total number of 

labor hours for each site  

 Meal equivalents are determined 

by converting all meals and a la 

carte revenue to a standard unit 

(lunches) 

 Analyze staffing patterns by site 

and compare to goals set  

 Identify sites needing 

adjustments to labor hours 

 Allow comparison to industry 

standards 

Monthly 

 

Exhibit 5-22 (continued) 

Sample Financial Management Reports Used to Monitor Child Nutrition Operations 

Report Data Uses Frequency 

Participation 

Reports 

 Average daily attendance 

(ADA), number and percentage 

of students eligible by category 

(free, reduced, paid), average 

number of breakfast and lunch 

meals served by category, 

percentage of daily participation 

to ADA and by eligibility 

category 

 District level and site level data 

 Determine what percentage of 

eligible students are participating 

in each program  

 Identify eligibility categories to 

target for participation 

improvement  

 Identify sites not meeting 

participation goals 

 Allow comparison to industry 

standards 

Monthly and at end 

of year 

Pre and Post 

Menu-Costing 

 Menu items 

 Forecasted and actual amounts 

used 

 Food cost per  menu item 

 Total cost per menu  

 Cost per serving 

 Average food cost per meal 

 District and site level data 

 Allow for comparison of actual 

cost per meal to revenue per 

meal (reimbursement, 

commodity value, payment) 

 Determine menus needing 

adjustments for cost 

effectiveness 

 Assist in purchasing and 

evaluation of new products 

Monthly 

Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

FISCAL IMPACT 

Most of this recommendation can be implemented with existing resources and should result in a 

better financial position for the child nutrition program. However, the district will need to invest 

in significant training for cafeteria staff. The consulting team estimates $2,000 as the amount 

needed to provide the cafeteria staff with first year training and then $500 per year thereafter for 

additional and follow-up training. 

The consulting team estimates graduated savings over time from improved financial controls as 

this recommendation is implemented. The consulting team estimates that the greatest increases in 

revenue will result from the introduction of a la carte sales. The consulting team estimates that a 

la carte sales on the serving lines will provide a minimum of $300 extra revenue per month.  
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Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Provide opportunities 

for child nutrition 

staff to participate in 

training.  

($2,000) ($500) ($500) ($500) ($500) 

Implement improved 

financial management 

controls in the child 

nutrition program. 

$5,000 $6,000 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 

Total $3,000 $5,500 $7,500 $7,500 $7,500 

FINDING 5-7 

The district is not using the SDE Staffing Guidelines for Onsite Production to set goals for 

productivity relative to meals served. SDE guidelines provide productivity goals based upon the 

number of meal equivalents served and the number of labor hours needed to prepare those meal 

equivalents. The student reimbursable lunch meal is the standard unit of conversion for 

determining meal equivalents. Therefore, all meal types are converted to meal equivalents for the 

purposes of measurement. A meal equivalent is not a unit of production but a calculation that 

allows a child nutrition manager to equate all meals to a standard. By converting all food sales to 

meal equivalents, a manager can then determine production rates. The SDE uses the following 

conversions to meal equivalents: 

 one lunch equates to one meal equivalent; 

 two breakfasts equate to one meal equivalent; 

 four snacks equate to one meal equivalent; and 

 a la carte sales of $2.34 equate to one meal equivalent. 

The most common means of measuring employee productivity in child nutrition is the Meals Per 

Labor Hour (MPLH) measure. This is calculated by dividing the number of meal equivalents 

produced and served in a day by the number of labor hours required to produce those meals. The 

SDE guidelines for MPLH staffing are shown in Exhibit 5-23. The SDE provides MPLH 

guidelines for both conventional and convenience systems of food preparation. The consulting 

team found Jones to be largely using a conventional system of food preparation, with almost no 

convenience food items. 
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Exhibit 5-23 

Oklahoma Staffing Guidelines for Onsite Production 

  Recommended for 

Conventional Systems
9 

Recommended for 

Convenience Systems
10 

Number 
of Daily Meal 

Equivalents 

Meals per 

Labor Hour 

(MPLH) 
Total 
Hours 

Meals per 

Labor Hour 

(MPLH) 
Total 
Hours 

10 – 100 12 <8 16 <6 
101 – 150  12 8 – 12 16 6 - 9 
151 – 200  12 12 – 16 16 9 – 12 
201 – 250  14 14 – 17 17 12 – 14 
251 – 300 14 17 – 21 18 14 – 16 
301 – 400 15 20 – 26 18 17 – 21 
401 – 500 16 25 – 31 19 21 – 25 
501 – 600 17 29 – 35 20 25 – 30 
601 – 700 18 33 – 37 22 27 – 31 

701 – 800* 19 37 – 42 22 32 – 36 

801 – 900* 20 40 – 45 23 35 – 39 

901 and up* 21 42+ 23 39+ 
Source: SDE School Food Service Compliance Document, July 2012 

*The data for these ranges are sourced from the Cost Control Manual,  

and the total hours associated with them are estimates 

Exhibit 5-24 shows the overall MPLH for the Jones cafeterias for 2013-14.
11

 Together, the 

cafeterias averaged 11.4 MPLH for 727 daily meal equivalents. This was below the SDE 

recommendation of 19 MPLH for that number of daily meal equivalents. Typically MPLH 

analyses are done at the cafeteria level, but this serves as a useful initial assessment. 

                                                           
9
 a system where meals are generally prepared from scratch onsite. 

10
 a system where meals are generally only re-heated from frozen prepared items onsite. 

11
 These figures do not include meal equivalents from a la carte sales as these data were not provided by the district. 
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Exhibit 5-24 

JPS 2013-14 MPLH - District-Wide 

2013-14 

Month 

Lunches 

Served 

Breakfasts 

Served 

Snacks 

Served 

Meal 

Equivalents 

per Month 

School 

Days 

Per 

Month 

Daily 

Meal 

Equiv. 

Daily 

Labor 

Hours MPLH 

August 6,954 2,295 0 8,102 12 675 63.6 10.6 

September 11,407 4,437 313 13,704 19 721 63.6 11.3 

October No Data 

November 10,848 5,125 84 13,432 18 746 63.6 11.7 

December 7,404 3,144 291 9,049 12 754 63.6 11.9 

January 11,729 5,110 517 14,413 20 721 63.6 11.3 

February 10,772 4,698 515 13,250 18 736 63.6 11.6 

March 8,486 3,475 378 10,318 14 737 63.6 11.6 

April 12,995 5,831 638 16,070 22 730 63.6 11.5 

May 9,393 4,047 0 11,417 16 714 63.6 11.2 

TOTAL  89,988 38,162 2,736 109,753 151 727 63.6 11.4 
Source: Jones Public Schools and Prismatic calculations, February 2015 

Using the 2014-15 data through January 2015, Exhibit 5-25 provides an MPLH analysis for each 

JPS cafeteria. As shown, only the middle school cafeteria is staffed at a level that meets the SDE 

goal for meals per labor hour. The other two sites are significantly overstaffed. However, with 

the addition of a la carte sales into the high school calculation, the apparent overstaffing at the 

high school would be somewhat lower than shown.  

Exhibit 5-25 

JPS 2014-15 MPLH by Cafeteria (partial year) 

Cafeteria 

Daily 

Meal 

Equiv. 

Daily 

Labor 

Hours MPLH 

SDE Goal 

for MPLH Difference 

Elementary 354 32.1 11.0 15.0 (4.0) 

Middle 240 17.0 14.1 14.0 0.1 

High 73 14.5 5.0 12.0 (10.0) 
Source: Jones Public Schools and Prismatic calculations, February 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff cafeterias according to SDE guidelines. 

While the data show that currently the elementary and high school sites are overstaffed, efforts to 

increase student participation while maintaining the same number of labor hours worked in the 

kitchen would bring the district’s ratios within SDE guidelines. This will make the child nutrition 

operation inherently more productive and cost-effective.  
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FISCAL IMPACT  

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. Implementing other 

recommendations in this section should result in an increase in student participation, which 

would allow the district to better justify the current number of labor hours. For this reason, the 

consulting team estimates no cost savings for this recommendation. 

FINDING 5-8 

There are no formal annual evaluations or professional development for child nutrition staff. At 

the time of the onsite visit, the director had not made a formal site visit of each cafeteria to 

determine if the staff is complying with federal guidelines. 

Currently, each head cook oversees the food production/meal service and completes daily 

paperwork. The child nutrition director stops by the middle and high schools each afternoon to 

gather funds for the bank deposit. However, the director has not documented an annual site visit 

to each, as required by USDA regulations. The director’s office is located in the elementary 

school, and she serves as part of the elementary kitchen staff daily.  

The kitchen staff does not know if all regulations are being met. They are not provided the 

supervision needed to ensure compliance with the myriad regulations governing child nutrition 

programs. They have not been trained in all areas of the HHFKA. The school principals handle 

any staff or human relations concerns. There is open communication between school staff, 

administrators, and the child nutrition director; however, onsite supervision by the director is 

lacking. 

The USDA requires a child nutrition director to make regular cafeteria visits and to complete at 

least one official internal review of each cafeteria prior to February 1
st
 each year, to ensure 

federal guidelines are met. The Oklahoma State Department of Education provides the 

documentation needed for annual compliance visits, as well as other related documents. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Perform required cafeteria site visits and document the findings, in accordance with USDA 

requirements standards.  

Working together, the principals and the child nutrition director should complete evaluations of 

every child nutrition employee each year. Along with the evaluation, they should develop a 

professional development plan that lists training needs.  

To be in accordance with guidelines, the child nutrition director must complete an annual site 

visit for each school along with any follow-up visits prior to a February 1 deadline. This is best 

accomplished by better utilizing existing elementary employees so that the director is not 

required to work as an employee on a daily basis.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 
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FINDING 5-9 

The child nutrition department is following a number of good food service practices. Kitchens 

provide a safe and healthy workplace. 

There are a number of good child nutrition practices in place in the JPS cafeterias. The consulting 

team observed that: 

 Standardized recipes and production records are used. 

 Temperature logs were visible and up to date. 

 Kitchens were clean and well maintained. 

 Inventory levels of both purchased foods and USDA foods are adequate. 

 Menus reflect the use of USDA foods.  

 Menu boards are positioned at the service lines to educate students on the healthy 

components of the school breakfast and lunch. Exhibit 5-26 shows the menu board displayed 

in the JPS elementary school. 

Exhibit 5-26 

Menu Board in JPS Elementary School 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

 Adult meals are correctly charged. The district pays for the lunches of custodial staff. Section 

206 of HHFKA is being met. 

 Staff handling food (cafeteria and non-cafeteria) uses gloves. 
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 Line wait times are reasonable. Arrival times for entering the cafeteria are generally 

staggered so that cafeteria staff does not have periods of idleness. 

 Cafeteria staff seek informal feedback from students on new menu items. While trying a new 

entrée product on one day of the site visit, the consulting team observed the cafeteria 

manager soliciting feedback from a number of students as to whether they would like to have 

it on the menu again. 

 The foods are attractively served as illustrated in Exhibits 5-27 and 5-28. 

Exhibit 5-27 

JPS – Typical Breakfast Tray 

Exhibit 5-28 

JPS – Typical Lunch Tray 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

 The elementary and high school dining areas are ample in size, bright, and nicely decorated 

(Exhibits 5-29 and 5-30). 
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Exhibit 5-29 

Jones Elementary Cafeteria 

Exhibit 5-30 

Jones High School Dining Area 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Providing quality foods in pleasant environments increases student participation. Well-nourished 

students are better able to learn. Healthy, nourishing meals are the foundation for learning. 

COMMENDATION 

The child nutrition department is following a number of good food service practices. 

FINDING 5-10 

The district frequently updates its direct certification list. Using direct certification allows the 

director to identify needy students and provide meals at no cost without processing a family meal 

application. 

Direct certification identifies students receiving other state and federal support such as food 

stamps. The child nutrition director has access to the list of students living in the district that are 

receiving other support. These students are eligible for meal benefits because their families have 

already shown proof of family income to another agency. The director can match students as 

often as needed to ensure that all students eligible for meal benefits receive them. This process 

has reduced the number of family applications that must be processed and has increased the 

number of students identified for meal benefits. It has also reduced application errors and 

increased program efficiency. 

Directors who match student names from direct certification with enrollment data increase 

federal revenue by getting some level of meal reimbursement for students who may not 

otherwise have completed an application. The process can also reduce charged meals because 

students are quickly identified and begin receiving free meals immediately upon the match.  
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COMMENDATION 

The child nutrition director is commended for updating direct certification names 

regularly throughout the school year.  

FINDING 5-11 

The principals are concerned that school free/reduced-price percentages do not represent the 

community demographics. They want to find ways to encourage parents to submit meal benefits 

applications so that the district may better serve the students and be eligible for other federal 

funds that are based upon free/reduced-price data, including Title I and E-Rate funds. 

During interviews, all three principals expressed concern that there are needy students who are 

not receiving meal benefits because their families do not apply or do not participate in other state 

and federal programs (participating in other state/federal programs would likely cause students to 

be directly certified). The principals are eager to support initiatives that will encourage families 

to apply. 

Other federal programs, grants, and entitlements are tied to the free/reduced-price percentages of 

a school district. In order to take advantage of these programs, the school district needs to 

accurately determine the true needs of the community it serves. Even though school principals no 

longer process applications and are not given access to free/reduced-price rosters, they do serve 

an important role in helping families receive benefits. Free/reduced-price percentages in Jones 

district are low (less than 50 percent).  

RECOMMENDATION 

Create an application plan that includes strategies that will increase parental responses 

both at the beginning of the year as well as mid-year.  

Principals shared some of their ideas with the consulting team during interviews. Many of their 

ideas would improve the current process. Leadership should form a committee to formulate 

strategies and to create a plan for implementing them. The plan should include: 

 a timeline for reaching parents; 

 incentives for those who respond;  

 communications that will serve as reminders; and 

 methods for maintaining confidentiality of all applications. 

Throughout the year, the team should meet to review the processes and to implement mid-year 

strategies as well.  
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FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. It would be difficult to 

quantify any positive fiscal impact; however, increased federal funding would occur if the 

students participated in school breakfast and school lunch. If the free/reduced-price percentage 

rose above 50 percent, additional grants and federal funds might come to the district.  

FINDING 5-12 

There was little evidence of nutrition education in the cafeterias, especially USDA Team 

Nutrition posters. The elementary and high school dining rooms are multifunctional. Both rooms 

have wall space that could provide nutrition information. The middle school dining room is self-

contained and has ample wall space for posters, student art work, and bulletin boards for 

nutrition information. 

USDA’s Team Nutrition program provides free educational materials to schools that enroll on 

the USDA website. Other programs also serve as excellent resources for free nutrition 

information such as “Fuel Up to Play 60”. The Food and Nutrition Section of USDA provides a 

wealth of information on its website.
12

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Post nutrition information around the dining rooms to educate students. 

The child nutrition director can work with cafeteria staff to display nutrition information in the 

dining rooms. She can invite classes to observe cooking and food preparation so that students 

learn how foods are prepared for them. The schools can enroll in national nutrition programs that 

provide free educational materials. Together, staff can teach students that the cafeteria is the 

source for helpful nutrition information. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

FINDING 5-13 

The child nutrition director has initiated a school garden at the elementary school with help from 

all school staff and teachers. Even though harvests have been small, foods have been 

incorporated into the classroom and cafeteria activities. 

School gardening engages students by providing an environment where they can observe, 

discover, experiment, nurture, and learn. School gardens can be living laboratories where 

interdisciplinary lessons are drawn from real life experiences. The child nutrition director led the 

construction of raised beds in the elementary commons area so that students could experience 

farm to fork pathways of foods. Exhibit 5-31 shows the schools garden prior to spring planting. 

                                                           
12

 http://www.fnic.nal.usda.gov 
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Exhibit 5-31 

Jones Elementary School Garden 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Schools have found that students are more likely to eat new foods that they grow themselves. 

The school garden is a living example of science and nutrition. Foods can be harvested and used 

in the classroom, the cafeteria, or the home. An excellent resource is: 

http://www.kidsgardening.org. 

COMMENDATION 

The child nutrition director and the elementary school staff are commended for creating a 

school garden at Jones Elementary School. 

FINDING 5-14 

Currently there is no electronic point of service (POS) system in place for meal service in the 

elementary and middle schools. Instead it is located in the head cook’s office. Staff marks a 

roster indicating that a meal is going to be served and later the cafeteria’s head cook or the child 

nutrition director enters the meal transactions on the office computer. This process takes too 

much time and increases the probability for human error in transposing numbers and meal 

transactions.  

Each head cook has a desk top computer in the cafeteria office for recordkeeping. The high 

school cashier also has a computerized POS, as seen in Exhibit 5-32. The elementary and middle 

schools do not have similar hardware and software to record meals as they are served. 

http://www.kidsgardening.org/
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Exhibit 5-32 

Computerized POS at Jones High School 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Meal claiming accuracy is key to compliance. Using electronic POS allows the computer system 

to track meals, generate financial reports, and give a true picture of the program’s status. Using a 

POS allows the cashier to record prepayments as the transactions occur and reduces human error 

in recording them on paper at the serving line and then later transferring the transactions to the 

POS.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Place a laptop computer that is connected to the POS software at the end of the meal 

service lines in the elementary and middle school cafeterias so that cashiers can observe 

each student meal to determine if it is reimbursable and to mark the student’s account 

when the transaction occurs. 

Since the district already has the software to do this, purchasing laptop computers and adding the 

software to them would be the easiest way to provide electronic POS at each serving line. The 

computers could be stored in the office between meal services.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

The district will need to purchase two laptop computers using a formal bid process. Prices vary 

based upon the desired features. The consulting team estimates a cost of $800 per computer. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Purchase two laptop 

computers for POS. 
($1,600) $0 $0 $0 $0 
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FINDING 5-15 

The child nutrition director uses a formal bid process when procuring food. This helps to control 

food costs. 

The child nutrition director bids on foods such as milk, bread, produce, and canned goods using a 

formal bid process. Supplies are also bid on on an annual basis. Vendor history and reputation 

are taken into consideration when the bids are awarded. 

Procuring foods and supplies through the bid process allows the director to get the best price for 

the products needed. Having a bid document allows the vendors to forecast needs and to reduce 

outages and back orders. Foods are at their freshest because inventory can be controlled.  Some 

directors have joined together to form buying groups to increase use of specific foods thereby 

reducing the cost. In these situations, each district maintains a separate contract with the vendor; 

however, foods are combined into one large bid document for ordering purposes. 

COMMENDATION 

The child nutrition director is commended for using good bidding and procurement 

practices.  

FINDING 5-16 

The child nutrition program does not have an equipment replacement plan. When unplanned 

and/or unbudgeted equipment replacement occurs, equipment needs often go unaddressed. 

The elementary and middle schools both have antiquated kitchen ranges that do not meet the 

needs of food preparation for the current menu (Exhibits 5-33 and 5-34). Steamers and/or tilt 

skillets would allow the staff to prepare the menu more efficiently. On the day of the consulting 

team’s visit, there was insufficient free-standing oven space to produce the menu. This placed a 

hardship on the staff who had to find alternative methods of food preparation.  

The district has no budget or plan for equipment replacement, despite the known lack of oven 

space. Moreover, staff noted they do not use the range ovens because they are not reliable. 
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Exhibit 5-33 

Antiquated Range at Elementary School 

Exhibit 5-34 

Antiquated Range at Middle School 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Budget annually one percent of the child nutrition budget for kitchen equipment 

replacement.  

Safe, efficient equipment helps the child nutrition department control food quality, keep labor 

costs down, and ensure employee safety. NFSMI recommends setting aside one percent of the 

child nutrition budget each year for equipment replacement. 

The district should review the food production methods in place to determine what equipment 

has become obsolete (ex. ranges) and what equipment is needed (ex. tilt skillets and steamers). 

Once equipment in need of replacement is identified, the district should write specifications and 

request bids for the replacement of equipment. Each year, the district should evaluate equipment, 

update the replacement plan, and continue allocating one percent of the child nutrition budget for 

equipment replacement. Training by supplying vendors should be included with all newly 

installed equipment. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

Setting aside approximately one percent of revenues each year will yield a fund of $4,010 for 

equipment purchase and replacement. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Budget for kitchen 

equipment purchase 

and replacement. 

($4,010) ($4,010) ($4,010) ($4,010) ($4,010) 
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B. TECHNOLOGY 

Oklahoma is striving to further implement technology into all classrooms. For example, the first 

goal of the 2004 Oklahoma Plan for Instructional Technology/Telecommunications was that all 

Oklahoma students would achieve technological literacy by the eighth grade. 

The Foundation for Excellence in Education’s Digital Learning Council introduced the 10 

Elements of High Quality Digital Learning
13

 in the fall of 2010. These elements identify action-

items to be taken by lawmakers and policymakers to promote high quality digital learning for all 

students. The Digital Learning 2012 State Analysis compares Oklahoma with the national 

average on each of the elements (Exhibit 5-35). Oklahoma’s areas of concern include: 

 Student Eligibility – lack of requirements for online courses to earn a high school diploma; 

 Quality Instruction – no statewide definition for “teacher of record” or professional 

development in digital learning for online or blended teachers; 

 Quality Choices – lack of multiple opportunities for virtual charter schools and online 

vendors to apply for initial approval, or approval for three or more years; 

 Assessment and Accountability – non-use of evaluative outcomes-based student-performance 

data for virtual charter schools, online providers and online courses, and subsequent closure 

due to poor performance; 

 Funding – lack of course completion funding payment to providers based on student daily 

attendance, performance and competency; and 

 Delivery – lack of state actions to ensure broadband access and effective data use. 

However, Oklahoma scored high in providing student access to quality digital content. 

                                                           
13

 http://digitallearningnow.com/policy/10-elements/quality-choices/  

http://digitallearningnow.com/policy/10-elements/quality-choices/
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Exhibit 5-35 

Digital Learning 2012 State Analysis: Oklahoma 

10 Elements of High Quality Digital Learning 

Oklahoma 

Grade & 

Percentage 

National Average 

Grade & 

Percentage 

1. Student eligibility: All students are digital 

learners. 
D 63% F 44% 

2. Student access: All students have access to high-

quality digital content and online courses. 
A 100% C 73% 

3. Personalized learning: All students can 

customize their education using digital content 

through an approved provider. 

C 75% D 65% 

4. Advancement: Students progress based on 

demonstrated competency. 
B+ 88% D- 60% 

5. Quality content: Digital content, instructional 

materials, and online and blended learning 

courses are high quality. 

A 100% A- 93% 

6. Quality instruction: Digital instruction is high 

quality. 
D+ 67% C+ 77% 

7. Quality choices: All students have access to 

multiple high-quality providers. 
D+ 67% D 65% 

8. Assessment and accountability: Student learning 

is the metric for evaluating the quality of content 

and instruction. 

F 25% D 66% 

9. Funding: Funding creates incentives for 

performance, options, and innovation. 
D+ 67% F 44% 

10. Delivery: Infrastructure: Infrastructure supports 

digital learning. 
F 44% F 51% 

Source: http://www.digitallearningnow.com/wp-content/uploads/reportcard/2012/states/OK.pdf 

Oklahoma was previously one of 22 states and one territory to create K-12 assessments aligned 

to Common Core State Standards through the Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for 

College and Careers (PARCC)
14

. A major impact of PARCC’s Common Core assessments, and a 

concern of many Oklahoma school districts, involves technology. As Oklahoma has transitioned 

out of PARCC and new testing vendors are being selected to develop the Oklahoma Core 

Curriculum Tests (OCCT), technology remains a major component. 

Exhibit 5-36 illustrates the most current assessment technology specifications that districts in 

Oklahoma must consider as they administer assessments in 2014-15. These include: 

 Minimum Specifications – These specifications represent the oldest operating systems and 

lowest levels of hardware capacity acceptable for administering OCCT in 2014-15. 

                                                           
14

 http://www.parcconline.org/ 

http://www.digitallearningnow.com/wp-content/uploads/reportcard/2012/states/OK.pdf
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Computers with these minimum specifications must be verified thoroughly using the 

workstation readiness test to identify any performance related problems. 

 Recommended Specifications – These specifications provide the levels of computer and 

network capacity that are more likely to provide a smooth testing experience for students. 

Exhibit 5-36 

Oklahoma Winter EOI 2014 and Spring OCCT Assessment Technology Specifications 

Component Minimum Recommended 

Connectivity 
Must be able to connect to the Internet via wired or wireless 

networks 

CPU 1.2 Ghz 1.2 Ghz 

Memory 512 MB 1 GB 

Screen Size 9.7” screen size or large/”10-inch class” tablets or larger 

Screen Resolution 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 

Windows 

Desktops/Laptops 

Windows XP – Service Pack 

3 

32-bit 

Windows 7-8.1 

32-bit, 64-bit 

Mac Desktops/Laptops 10.5.6 10.7 – 10.9 

Linux Desktops/Laptops 
Ubuntu 10.4, Fedora 14 

32-bit, 64-bit 

Ubuntu 11.10, Fedora 16 

32-bit, 64-bit 

Android Tablets 

Android 4.0 

(with 512 MB RAM or 

greater) 

Android 4.0-4.4 

(with 1 GB RAM or greater) 

Apple iOS 

iPad 2 running iOS 6 

(with 512 MB RAM or 

greater) 

iPad 2 running iOS 6-7 

(with 512 MB RAM or greater) 

Windows Touch-enabled 

Desktops and Laptops 
Not supported for security reasons 

Chrome OS for 

Chromebooks 
31 31-34 

Browsers 

Internet Explorer 9 

Firefox 24 

Chrome 29 

Safari 5 

Internet Explorer 10-11 

Firefox 24-29 

Chrome 29-34 

Safari 5-7 

Input Device 

Requirements for All 

Desktops/Laptops 

Keyboard – wired or wireless/Bluetooth 

Mouse or Touchpad 

Headphone/Earphone/Ear 

Buds 

Headphones/Earphones/Ear Buds are only required for students 

who need them for the Read Aloud accommodations 
Source: http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/2014-15_MP_OCCT_Technology_Guidelines_0.pdf 

http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/2014-15_MP_OCCT_Technology_Guidelines_0.pdf
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The current technology organization for Jones Public Schools is shown in Exhibit 5-37. The 

district contracts with an outside company to provide technology support. 

Exhibit 5-37 

JPS Technology Organizational Chart 

 

Superintendent

 

 

United Systems

IT Vendor Support

 
  

Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

Jones Public Schools has acquired interactive whiteboards for classroom use and provided basic 

professional development for teachers using the equipment. Several were observed in use in both 

elementary and secondary classrooms. Elementary teachers were observed using the interactive 

whiteboards for teaching science lessons on the solar system (Exhibit 5-38 and 5-39). High 

school mathematics teachers utilized interactive whiteboards to demonstrate procedures for 

determining slope of a line. 

Exhibit 5-38 

Interactive Whiteboard Use in an 

Elementary Classroom 

Exhibit 5-39 

Interactive Whiteboard Use in a 

Secondary Classroom 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 Source: Prismatic, February 2015 
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FINDING 5-18 

Service and response time from the IT vendor is not meeting the needs of the district. 

Additional support is necessary to maintain current technology use. 

The district lacks adequate technology support. Currently, the superintendent is responsible for 

technology initiatives, including support and implementation. The district contracts with an 

outside company to provide support and to develop the technology infrastructure. 

Jones Public Schools has experienced significant challenges in providing adequate support to all 

staff and ensuring that technology devices are working reliably throughout the district. While the 

vendor and superintendent work to provide technology support, considering the number of 

devices in the district and the desire to deploy additional devices, additional support is needed. 

The district is currently negotiating a contract for technology support for 2015-16. The cost is 

estimated to be $55,000 annually.  

The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE), an internationally recognized 

nonprofit organization dedicated to advancing the effective use of technology in K-12 

education, has developed a Technology Support Index to assist school districts in determining 

their needs in a variety of technology support areas.  

In the most recent version of the ISTE Index (Exhibit 5-40), four domains are assessed 

including equipment standards, staffing and processes, professional development, and 

enterprise management. School districts are ranked into one of four categories for various 

aspects of technology use and support. The assessment levels of efficiency are: 

 Low Efficiency - a strategy or domain that needs attention and improvement; 

 Moderate Efficiency - these strategies address major technical support issues, but 

with incomplete implementation or inadequate resources; 

 Satisfactory Efficiency - these strategies are generally effective in sustaining the 

technology infrastructure and promoting the integration of technology in teaching and 

learning; and  

 High Efficiency - these strategies make the most of available technology support 

resources, emergent problems are rapidly detected, solutions are quickly implemented, 

and problem sources are identified and corrected. 
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Exhibit 5-40 

ISTE Technology Support Index 

Index Area 

Efficiency of Technology Support 

Low Moderate Satisfactory High 
Computer to Technician 

Staffing Ratio (# of 

computers : technician) 

250:1 
150:1 

To 

250:1 

75:1 

to 

15:1 

Less 

than 

75:1 
Source:  www.iste.org, 2008 

Adding to the challenge, the district does not have a comprehensive inventory list of all devices 

in the district. Documents from the high school indicated that the high school has approximately 

358 devices. The devices include: Windows and Mac computers, teacher computers, LCD 

projectors, audio amplifiers, wireless access points, document cameras, student laptops in carts, 

printers, and iPads. Additionally, interactive whiteboards are installed in all classrooms. Based 

upon the 358 known devices, and the less than full-time support available through the 

superintendent and contracted vendor, the district falls into the low efficiency of support area of 

the ISTE scale. 

Staff surveys asked about equipment repairs and servicing. As shown in Exhibit 5-41, 32 

percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that equipment was quickly repaired. 

Exhibit 5-41 

Staff Survey Result Regarding Technology Servicing 

Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

When necessary, the district’s 

technology equipment is quickly 

repaired or serviced. 

11% 40% 17% 29% 3% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, December 2014 

During site interviews and focus groups, staff indicated a need for increased support, both with 

technical issues and using current equipment for instruction. Specifically, staff mentioned that 

service during 2014-15 had degraded as compared to previous years. Equipment is not 

repaired by the technology support vendor in a timely manner, technicians refuse to work on 

Macs, and technical support often has too many problems to troubleshoot. During the onsite 

work, the consulting team observed administrators repairing classroom equipment, which 

reduces the time they have available for their primary duties. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Hire a part-time technology coordinator to manage the district’s technology resources and 

service needs. 

Maintaining district equipment and providing technical assistance should be addressed in a 

timely way. Given the responsibilities and time constraints of the superintendent and other 

administrators, ever-increasing equipment support requests, and a growing backlog of service 

http://www.iste.org/
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needs, additional technology support is needed to ensure that all technology assets are 

adequately supported and maintained. The technology coordinator should answer directly to 

the superintendent. While some functional areas of a district may be highly effective 

operating in relative isolation from other areas, the pervasive nature of technology, as well as 

its comparatively high cost per unit, dictate that all technology assets be leveraged 

cohesively. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The district should budget for a part-time technology coordinator position. Based upon salaries 

for similar positions at other Oklahoma schools, the consulting team estimates a cost of $25,000 

annually will be needed. Jones is currently projecting an annual cost of $55,000 for technology 

support. Part of the amount needed to hire a part-time technology director could come from 

reducing the responsibilities and associated cost for the contracted support vendor. Thus, the 

consulting team estimates the net cost of this recommendation to be zero. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Hire a part-time 

technology coordinator. 
($25,000) ($25,000) ($25,000) ($25,000) ($25,000) 

Reduce reliance on 

contracted support. 
$25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 

Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

FINDING 5-19 

Funds for technology at Jones Public Schools are limited. The district has not maximized its 

efforts to identify and approach additional funding sources and grant providers for technology 

purchases, upgrades, and professional development. Although the district has technology 

available, the technology is outdated and professional development is lacking. Grants have been 

procured through the K20 Center and the local Wal-Mart. 

In interviews and focus groups, staff expressed a need for updated computers and equipment. 

Although there are computers available in the library for students to use, some were not in 

working order at the time of the onsite visit work. Additionally, computer labs are available 

throughout the district. However, during interviews and focus groups, staff indicated that lab 

computers are inadequate or in need of repair. The newest equipment in the district is at the high 

school and has not been replaced since the building was built six years ago. Labs at the 

elementary are equipped with Netbooks. Staff expressed concerns about the inability of students 

to effectively utilize the small keyboards, whether Netbooks would accommodate state testing 

requirements, and the challenges experienced when logging into the district network. 

In addition, interviews conducted onsite indicated a need for professional development in several 

areas related to technology, including using existing equipment, effective curriculum integration, 

technology support and troubleshooting, and the use of technology to enhance communication. 

As state funding continues to be problematic for districts in Oklahoma, JPS has limited funding 

for the intensive professional development that is needed to establish a high level of competence. 
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Acquiring additional funding through grants and outside funding sources could help the district 

enhance professional development opportunities for teachers and staff. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Seek additional funding sources and grants to support long-range planning in technology. 

Given the current needs in technology and professional development and the impact of 

decreasing school funding, JPS should continue to identify and pursue grants. Technology grants 

are available through a number of sources, including the Oklahoma State Department of 

Education and the Oklahoma Department of Career and Technology Education. Updated lists of 

grants can be found at http://oklahoma.grantwatch.com, http://schoolfundingcenter.com, and 

http://www.getedfunding.com/, in addition to many other sites. Some specific grants that are 

available to supplement the district’s funding for technology are: 

 Wal-Mart Community Grants;
15

 

 Best Buy Community Grants-Helping Teens Build 21st Century Technology Skills;
16

 and 

 Chesapeake Energy Corporate Giving Program.
17

 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 5-20 

The district has a cooperative agreement with Rose State College to provide concurrent 

enrollment via IETV for high school students. This collaboration increases student access to 

more rigorous courses, offering a greater variety of electives and college credit for students 

through an IETV distance learning interface. 

Students in JPS have access to additional college-level coursework through IETV distance 

learning as a result of a partnership with Rose State College. The district provides classroom 

connectivity, a monitoring teacher, and offers a variety of courses. Students from neighboring 

districts also participate in the same college courses and add to the community spirit of the class. 

According to district interviews, seven college classes are offered each semester. There is a 

tuition charge to juniors but no cost to seniors enrolled in the courses. 

COMMENDATION 

Jones Public Schools is commended for entering into a cooperative agreement with Rose 

State College to provide students with access to college coursework and credit. 

                                                           
15

 http://foundation.walmart.com/apply-for-grants/local-giving-guidelines 
16

 http://www.bby.com/community-grants/ 
17

 http://www.chk.com/Corporate-Responsibility/Community/Corporate-Giving/Pages/How-To-Apply.aspx 

http://oklahoma.grantwatch.com/
http://schoolfundingcenter.com/
http://www.getedfunding.com/
http://foundation.walmart.com/apply-for-grants/local-giving-guidelines
http://www.bby.com/community-grants/
http://www.chk.com/Corporate-Responsibility/Community/Corporate-Giving/Pages/How-To-Apply.aspx
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FINDING 5-21 

Jones Public Schools would benefit from hiring an E-rate consulting firm to assist with the 

application and associated documentation. A consulting service would help the district ensure it 

is receiving the maximum funding possible and reporting expenditures properly. 

Currently, the superintendent is responsible for completing the E-rate application and drafting all 

accompanying documentation. While he has been successful, this task involves a large amount of 

time and given the variety of duties that the superintendent assumes on a daily basis, it is 

challenging for him to conduct the necessary research, gather documentation, and request 

specific technology-related services through the application. Additionally, the E-rate funding 

mechanism has changed this year and allows for Wi-Fi equipment, installation, and maintenance 

funding. Relying on a consultant ensures the district meets the application requirements and 

takes advantage of the new regulations. 

Jones Public Schools requests E-rate funding for telecommunications services, Internet access, 

and basic maintenance for internal connections. Exhibit 5-42 shows the results of funding years 

2011 through 2014. 

Exhibit 5-42 

Trend in JPS E-Rate Funding 2011-14 

Year Funded Percent Change 

2011 $90,476  

2012 $87,289 (3.5%)▼ 

2013 $82,570 (5.4%)▼ 

2014 $133,288 61.4%▲ 

Four-Year Change 47.37%▲ 
Source: JPS E-rate Documents, 2011-2014 

RECOMMENDATION 

Contract with an E-rate consulting firm to complete the annual application and secure 

appropriate documentation. 

Ensuring that the district applies for and receives the maximum amount of E-rate funding to 

which it is entitled is a complicated and time-consuming task. There are a number of firms 

that specialize in this process, thus freeing the superintendent to focus on other issues. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The consulting team estimates that an outside vendor can be contracted for approximately 

$2,000 per year. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Hire an E-rate 

consultant. 
($2,000) ($2,000) ($2,000) ($2,000) ($2,000) 
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FINDING 5-22 

Jones Public Schools lacks a budget for technology purchases, upgrades, and maintenance. 

While the district technology plan shows a budget of $5,000 for technology professional 

development, $75,000 for maintenance, and $20,000 for new equipment, interviews with staff 

indicated that no formal budget actually exists.  

Jones Public Schools has acquired technology devices through use of general funds, some Title 

funds at the elementary level, and from bond money in years past. Future bond funds will not be 

sought until 2018. Many of the student computers are outdated and the district is faced with the 

challenge of not only replacing those devices, but also providing additional devices so that 

students have greater access to technology. The age of the machines also impacts speed and 

productivity. Currently, the district does not adhere to their technology plan’s equipment 

replacement cycle of 20 to 25 percent per year; five years is generally considered a minimum 

best practice.  

In staff surveys, when asked about the lifespan of district technology equipment, 53 percent 

agreed or strongly agreed that equipment was operated past its useful lifespan (Exhibit 5-43). In 

onsite interviews and focus groups staff also expressed concerns about the age of equipment and 

the funds needed to replace or maintain existing equipment. These concerns focused on the 

middle school and elementary schools in particular. Equipment at the high school was viewed to 

be up-to-date. That view is contrary to industry best practices, however. According to research 

from The Gartner Group, an independent technology research and consulting firm, the useful life 

of computers in public education is four to five years. Generally, computers at the high school 

came with the new building and are six years old. 

Exhibit 5-43 

Staff Survey Results Regarding Technology Lifespans 

 
Survey Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 

 
Agree 

No 

Opinion 

 
Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

The district’s technology equipment 

is often used past its useful lifespan. 

 

13% 
 

40% 
 

37% 
 

11% 
 

0% 

Source: Prismatic Survey Results, February 2015 

To achieve satisfactory efficiency status on the ISTE Index, equipment should be placed on a 

four- to five-year life cycle. Some categories, such as student lab computers, may require more 

frequent replacement than those computers used in administrative capacities.  

Technology can no longer be an afterthought or add-on in today’s classrooms. It must be 

purposely integrated into instructional strategies and practices. In order for that to happen, 

funding must be available to ensure that classroom technology is up-to-date and usable. Several 

studies, including research by the Gartner Group, report that organizations should be budgeting 

between four and six percent of their overall budget to technology. There are no established best 

practices or standards in this area for K-12 schools; however, some states are moving in that 

direction. Massachusetts, in 2006, recommended that districts annually budget $425 per student, 

considering total cost of ownership (TCO). This recommendation was in line with the lower end 
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of the Gartner Group recommendation, as $425 per student was four percent of total per-student 

spending in Massachusetts that year. This traditionally includes calculations of indirect costs, 

such as teacher time lost to support problems, as well as direct costs. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Establish a budget for district technology purchases that aligns with the equipment 

replacement cycle and maintenance costs. 

After compiling inventory information, the part-time technology coordinator (once hired) should 

establish a priority list of which types of computers are to be replaced first (e.g. student use, and, 

then, in what order others will be replaced) and with what type of device. The technology 

designee should also establish the expected longevity and scheduled replacement for each 

computer category.  

Once these replacement schedules have been established, the superintendent should annually link 

district general funds to the number of computers to be replaced. The same process can be used 

for other computer-related equipment, such as printers.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

The fiscal impact of this recommendation will depend upon the replacement schedule adopted. 

The district technology plan points to a 20-25 percent replacement cycle. The implementation of 

a four- to five-year replacement cycle is recommended. The district should begin with the budget 

estimates noted in the district technology plan with a total of $100,000 being allocated to 

technology. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Establish a budget for 

district technology 

purchases. 

($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) ($100,000) 

FINDING 5-23 

The district lacks a comprehensive system for inventorying all technology hardware in the 

district. Neither the district nor individual sites have a formal method for documenting 

technology inventories and purchases. 

There are few details outlining how many of each device are being utilized, along with date of 

purchase, serial numbers, make, model and features of the device. During site interviews, only 

the high school had an inventory and it was not comprehensive. Staff comments pointed to a 

reliance on the vendor to keep a district inventory. Without a comprehensive inventory system in 

place, planning for future technology implementation is difficult.  

As a best practice, items should be recorded in a digital file by serial number, tagged, and have 

their specifications, location and person of primary responsibility noted. Multiple digital copies 

of this file should be saved and given to the superintendent and principals. Updates should be 
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made as new purchases are received and obsolete equipment is retired. At a minimum, an annual 

inventory of all technology equipment should be conducted. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Adopt a formal inventory process for computers and other technology equipment. 

A procedure is needed for assigning new equipment and maintaining a record of all 

technology devices. Procedures for developing the entire district inventory should include 

specific steps in regard to existing computer and other technology as well as subsequent 

purchases. The inventory should be periodically and systematically updated. 

When new equipment is delivered, it should be received by the responsible technology 

designee and then processed into the inventory system. Physical inventories should be taken 

and status reports should be generated. Having the receiving, tagging, assignment, and 

inventory processes standardized will prevent confusion about the count, value, age, and 

location of district technology assets. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The consulting team recommends budgeting $4,000 annually for an asset 

management/inventory product. As an example system, SchoolDude’s ITAM Direct annual 

pricing for a school district with student enrollment of 1,000 to 1,280 is $3,775, with an 

initial investment of $5,210. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Purchase and implement 

an asset management 

inventory product. 

($5,210) ($3,775) ($3,775) ($3,775) ($3,775) 

FINDING 5-24 

Jones Public Schools lacks an instructional technology plan. The district does not currently 

provide professional development or training on the use of technology in the classroom and 

improving instructional practices beyond initial experiences. 

While teachers have received some initial professional development in the use of interactive 

whiteboards and other technology tools, staff interviews indicate a desire to become more 

specialized in better using the existing technology as a meaningful part of the curriculum. In 

most cases, the interactive whiteboards are being used more as a teacher-centered device for 

imparting information to students. If teachers are not innovative in integrating student-centered 

use of technology, they will be unable to use technology effectively to support instructional 

delivery and student achievement.  

The consulting team found in onsite observations and interviews that technical knowledge 

among teachers is inconsistent across the district. Implementing technology effectively into 

classroom instruction requires a teacher to have a higher level of understanding, redirected 
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teaching methodology, much practice, and training at regular intervals. During the onsite 

interviews and focus groups, teachers, and administrators indicated a need for additional 

professional development or training focused on the instructional use of technology. Specifically, 

a need for subsequent and follow-up training on existing equipment was noted.  

Exhibit 5-44 illustrates the four stages of skill with respect to utilizing interactive whiteboards. 

During the onsite review, the consulting team found that in most cases where teachers were using 

interactive whiteboards, the beginning stage was the only one evident. Classroom observations 

revealed little use of graphics to accompany text, minimal use of smart tools, and little use of 

other multimedia that was directly connected to the curriculum. At all levels, interactive 

whiteboards were being used as projectors. In many of the classrooms observed where teachers 

were utilizing the interactive whiteboards, the same lesson or objective could be taught without 

Smart tools. There was little or no evidence of collaboration among students through use of 

technology or student-centered instruction with technology. 
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Exhibit 5-44 

Interactive Whiteboard Rubric for Teacher-Created Lessons 

 Beginning Developing Proficient Transformative 

Design Little to no use of 

graphics with text. 

There is minimal 

evidence of new 

ideas and insight. 

Conservative use of 

text and graphics. 

There is evidence of 

original thinking. 

Strong use of text 

and graphics. Work 

shows new ideas 

and insights. 

Strong effective use of 

text and graphics. 

Ideas are creative and 

enhance lesson design. 

Content Lesson objective 

not identified. Little 

or no relation to 

state curriculum 

standards. 

Lesson objective 

not clearly 

identified. 

Objective directly 

relates to state 

curriculum 

standards. 

Lesson objective 

clearly identified 

for students. 

Objective directly 

relates to state 

curriculum 

standards. 

Lesson objective is 

clearly identified and 

aligned with preferred 

learning styles, work 

strategies, and abilities. 

Objective directly 

relates to state 

curriculum standards. 

Use of Technology Minimal use of 

Smart tools. Little 

to no use of other 

multimedia. Same 

lesson or objective 

could be taught 

without Smart tools. 

Conservative use of 

Smart tools. 

Limited use of other 

multimedia. Little 

impact of 

technology on 

lesson or objective. 

Effective use of 

Smart tools to 

ensure student 

engagement. Varied 

use of other 

multimedia. All 

technology directly 

impacts lesson and 

objective. 

Highly effective use of 

Smart tools to ensure 

student engagement. 

All technology directly 

impacts lesson and 

objective. 

Interactivity Very little 

incorporation of 

student 

participation. Few 

opportunities for 

interactivity are 

incorporated into 

the lesson. 

Student 

participation 

limited. Some 

opportunities for 

interactivity are 

incorporated into 

the lesson. 

Lesson strongly 

incorporates student 

participation. Many 

opportunities for 

interactivity are 

incorporated into 

the lesson. 

Lesson activity 

involves all students. 

Extensive 

opportunities for 

interactivity are 

incorporated into the 

lesson. 

Organization Sequence and 

transition interrupt 

the flow of the 

lesson. Directions 

are not stated or are 

unclear. 

Lesson is loosely 

organized. 

Sequence and 

transitions may 

interrupt the flow of 

lesson. Directions 

are stated for some 

activities. 

Lesson is organized. 

Sequence and 

transitions enable 

the flow of the 

lesson. Directions 

are clearly stated for 

each activity. 

Lesson is organized. 

Sequence, transitions, 

and graphics enhance 

the flow of the lesson. 

Directions are clearly 

stated for each activity 

and allow students to 

work independently. 

Source: Adapted from Bowling Green State University, January 2014 

The National Education Technology Standards (NETS), an ongoing initiative of the ISTE, has 

defined standards for students, describing what students should know and be able to do with 

technology. The SDE has developed its own standards based on the NETS standards.  

Building on the NETS for Students (NETS-S), the ISTE has also developed NETS for Teachers 

(NETS-T)
18

 and NETS for Administrators (NETS-A),
19

 which define standards for classroom 

                                                           
18

 http://www.iste.org/standards/standards-for-teachers  
19

 http://www.iste.org/standards/standards-for-administrators  

http://www.iste.org/standards/standards-for-teachers
http://www.iste.org/standards/standards-for-administrators
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teachers and administrators with accompanying performance indicators. While the State of 

Oklahoma has not adopted the standards for teachers and administrators at this time, it should be 

considered a best practice as many states and districts have already incorporated NETS into 

training programs and established technology proficiency skill levels for teachers and 

administrators. 

Data from the National Science Foundation (NSF)
20

 indicate that the actual impact technology 

has on classroom instruction is directly related to the amount of quality professional 

development an educator receives in a targeted context. NSF studies indicate that at least 80 

hours of professional development provided over a period of time were needed to develop, 

enhance, and change the practices of teachers.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop and implement an instructional technology plan in conjunction with the district’s 

professional development plan. 

The impact of technology on student achievement revolves around how well technology is 

integrated into everyday activities that support student instructional objectives. This requires not 

only placing computers in schools and classrooms but also providing the resources needed to 

incorporate technology into lesson plans and other educational activities. Professional 

development provided at regular intervals in a systematic fashion that emphasizes both 

technology applications and its integration into curriculum and classroom instruction is 

necessary for successful integration of technology in the classroom. 

The technology leadership committee (once established) and a cross-section of teachers should 

work to develop a district-wide program for teacher training and technology integration. 

Consideration should also be given to providing training opportunities for all staff in their 

specific job needs. This technology-training program should be part of an overall professional 

development plan. A first step should be for each staff member to complete a needs assessment. 

The committee might consider Taking a Good Look at Instructional Technology,
21

 which is a 

suite of assessment tools designed to help principals and other school leaders gather, analyze, 

and report information about how technology is used for teaching and learning in their schools. If 

administered more than once, it provides measurements of progress over time.  

A second step should be to discuss and define technology integration in classrooms at JPS. Based 

upon this definition and interview results, the program should seek to increase teacher 

competencies and levels of technology integration. The program should also identify software 

and hardware needs necessary for successful integration. The program should be submitted to the 

superintendent and school board for approval.  

                                                           
20

 http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/c1/c1s3.htm - c1s3l2 
21

 http://www.testkids.com/taglit/ 

http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/c1/c1s3.htm#c1s3l2
http://www.testkids.com/taglit/
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A number of online professional development resources should be considered, including: 

 TED: Ideas Worth Spreading;
22 

 

 Classroom 2.0 Live;
23 

 

 the K12 Online Conference;
24 

 

 the Global Education Conference;
25 

and  

 Simple K12 Webinars.
26

  

The district should also consider expanding instructional technology efforts using additional 

resources offered through the Oklahoma State Department of Education and the Oklahoma 

Department of Career and Technology Education. Additionally, area colleges and universities 

provide customized training, continuing education, professional development, and other 

resources for K-12 teachers and administrators.
27

 Jones Public Schools should consider forming 

partnerships with neighboring school districts and implementing a shared professional 

development initiative.  

According to the Florida Center for Instructional Technology, the Technology Integration Matrix 

(TIM) illustrates how teachers can use technology to enhance learning for K-12 students 

(Exhibit 5-45). The TIM incorporates five interdependent characteristics of meaningful learning 

environments and associates them with five levels of technology integration. 

                                                           
22

 http://www.ted.com/ 
23

 http://live.classroom20.com/index.html 
24

 http://k12onlineconference.org/ 
25

 http://globaleducation.ning.com/ 
26

 http://simplek12.com/tlc/webinars/ 
27

 http://www.okhighered.org/econ-dev/business-services/ 

http://www.okhighered.org/econ-dev/business-services/
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Exhibit 5-45 

Technology Integration Matrix 

 
Source: http://fcit.usf.edu/matrix/matrix.php, December2014 

Conducting a needs assessment to determine which stages teachers are currently in with their 

technology instruction should be an initial activity before designing a tiered system of 

professional development. The TIM can provide a tool for facilitating this process. Once this is 

determined, the superintendent, technology coordinator (once hired), and other lead teachers or 

staff responsible for supporting professional development should analyze the data and make 

appropriate recommendations for addressing instructional technology training needs. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

FINDING 5-25 

Although the Jones technology plan meets state and E-Rate funding requirements, it is lacking 

http://fcit.usf.edu/matrix/matrix.php
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several components. Dated May, 2013, the current plan references a general scope of 

professional development but is lacking a thorough and specific professional development plan 

and a plan for including collaboration with outside stakeholders. 

The district’s technology plan includes a goal to develop a technology committee that includes 

parents, but currently no such committee exists. There is no evidence of committee participation 

by parents or community members, nor does the technology plan indicate evidence of 

collaboration outside of district personnel. Stakeholders should include parents, students, 

community members, and businesses. 

The plan includes general goals for standardization and upgrade of computer systems and access. 

No specific goals are given for professional development, equal access, infrastructure, or 

network improvement. No plan exists for implementation or evaluation of technology and its 

use. 

Limited budgetary information is included in the plan, including projected costs. The plan does 

not include consideration of revenue sources. Additionally, the plan lacks details about how the 

district will gather or use assessment data to determine areas of need or administrator observation 

and evaluation of technology use.  

The National Center for Technology Planning recommends five phases for an effective planning 

model: 

 Phase 1: Recruit and organize the planning team. It is important that the planning team 

consists of all stakeholder groups, and members should excel in planning and communication 

skills. Stakeholders may include technology specialists, district leaders, parents, students, 

community members, and business leaders. 

 Phase 2: Research. This phase consists of a needs assessment and an effort to identify the 

technologies that can be applied to those needs and ascertain how they can be applied. 

 Phase 3: Construct the technology plan. This phase focuses on applying the research to 

establish the district’s vision/mission and to define the goals and objectives that will lead to 

fulfilling that vision/mission. 

 Phase 4: Formalize the planning. This phase culminates into a comprehensive document 

that analyzes the present state of the district with respect to technology, articulates specific 

goals and objectives, incorporates clearly defined strategies and budgetary plans to realize 

the desired state of technology in the district, and includes a process for evaluation. 

 Phase 5: Continually implement, evaluate, and revise. This phase deals with the ongoing 

implementation, evaluation, and revision of the plan to ensure progress is made. 

The consulting team found little evidence that Jones Public Schools has adequately addressed 

Phases 1 through 5 in developing its current technology plan. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Improve the technology planning process and create a long-term strategic plan for 

technology with input from a variety of stakeholders. 

The JPS technology plan should be a comprehensive document that drives technology 

expenditures, implementation, and decision-making. The plan should be tied to a district 

comprehensive strategic plan and professional development plan. The district should formalize 

and utilize a process for including a technology committee in technology strategic planning. The 

plan should be achievable and based upon the current state of the district. By incorporating a 

clearly articulated vision statement and mission statement, followed by specific goals, 

measurable objectives, adequate funding, and a detailed evaluation process, the district ensures 

that technology purchases and services are in line with the goals set forth in the plan and result in 

student achievement gains. 

The technology committee should:  

 periodically review the technology plan for accuracy and make necessary additions and 

deletions;  

 develop hardware and software standards, and review them with all personnel; 

 centralize the software purchasing process to avoid purchases that cannot be supported or 

will not function properly on the district’s equipment; 

 recommend the types of computer equipment that should be purchased and the most effective 

distribution of that equipment; 

 develop a training program for all staff; and 

 establish a policy on the purchase of extended warranties for hardware and the 

standardization of operating systems, antivirus, applications, and office software. 

The plan and progress should then be communicated to all stakeholders to ensure a common 

understanding and purpose. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

FINDING 5-26 

Jones Public Schools lacks a written data backup and disaster recovery plan. In the event of a 

natural disaster or severe power surge, the district does not have documented procedures to 

ensure that its critical data, systems, and programs can be quickly brought back to pre-disaster 

status. The district relies on a vendor to store all vital data through virtual servers. By failing to 

document a backup and recovery plan, system knowledge, recovery information, and 
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responsibility are left to the outside vendor. A disaster recovery plan would aid the district in 

quickly reloading data, programs, and systems, as well as recovery of hardware and software, in 

the event of a loss. Exhibit 5-46 provides the key questions that should be answered in 

developing a disaster recovery plan. 
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Exhibit 5-46 

Key Considerations in Disaster Planning 

Area Considerations 

Planning for the 

impact of an 

unexpected or 

catastrophic event on 

your school 

 Identify a coordinator and/or team with defined roles for preparedness and response 

planning. Potential team members may include: Information Security, Operations, 

Systems, Police/Security, Physical Plant, Insurance, Legal Affairs, Public Affairs, 

Personnel Department, Comptroller, Audit Division, Safety Office, and/or 

Emergency Response Team.  

 Conduct a business process and services inventory to understand which processes are 

mission-critical to the school. 

 Determine acceptable levels of service during the recovery period, and what 

processes need to be maintained or restored first to keep the school running. 

 Identify essential employees and other critical inputs (sub-contractors, services, 

logistics, etc.) required to maintain business operations by location and function 

during the event. 

 Conduct a technology asset inventory to determine and document the mission-critical 

technology components, their location, how they’re configured, and who is 

responsible for management. 

 Once key components are identified, determine what measures should be taken to 

protect and recover them. 

 Understand the rules or regulations governing your business operations. If you had a 

business failure, would you be able to maintain compliance? (HIPAA, FERPA, 

CIPA, etc.). 

Assessing your data 

and technology 

needs in the event of 

a failure in 

operations 

 Determine the status of the existing disaster recovery plan. Do you have one and is it 

maintained? Have you tested the plan? 

 Determine vulnerability of your organization’s technology infrastructure to natural 

disasters, including floods, fires, earthquakes, as well as flu pandemics. 

 Set clear recovery time objectives for each of your business/technology areas. 

 Determine the need for off-site data storage and backup. 

 Develop a technology plan that includes hardware, software, facilities, and service 

vendors. 

 Secure clear understanding and commitment from vendors on your plan. 

 Secure a backup vendor to perform that critical function if your primary vendor is 

impacted by a business failure. 

 Perform security risk assessments around specific threats where possible. Examples 

of data security include: virus protection, intrusion detection, hacker prevention, 

network events, component failures, and systems crashes. 

 Assess, if possible and per prior events, how quickly and accurately your operations 

were restored by existing staff. What were the lessons learned so they can be 

addressed in future planning? 

 Determine the effectiveness of your data backup and recovery policies and 

procedures. Are the procedures fully documented and an appropriate staff member 

responsible for the maintenance of that documentation?  

 Perform a data recovery test. Was the test successful? 

 Prepare an incident plan for mitigating a security breach. Audit annually, as security 

threats can change. 
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Exhibit 5-46 (continued) 

Key Considerations in Disaster Planning 

Area Considerations 

Communicating 

your plan to 

employees, students 

and their families, 

and vendor partners 

 Determine who needs to be contacted with critical information. Build distribution 

lists and maintain for accuracy. 

 Develop a contact plan to reach employees: wireless, home, etc. 

 Ensure Student Information System (SIS) data is accurate to ensure alerts can be 

delivered to your community. 

 Ensure employees know where to receive information and updates about whether 

they can return to work, or if they are to report to a different location (Internet, 

conference bridges, etc.). 

 Ensure mission-critical employees know their role in the plan and have access from 

remote locations (i.e., home broadband, phone, VPN for security). 

 Make sure the plan can be executed by alternate employees who are not necessarily 

the “expert” in cases where those employees cannot be reached. 

 Ensure cross-functional training is established and refreshed on a regular basis. 

 Determine the need for a designated recovery site for your people to resume work. 

Plan for communications, data connectivity, desktops, and workspace at that site. 

 If you require support from vendor partners, ensure they also have a documented plan 

that complements your needs. Review periodically to keep the plan current. 

Coordinating with 

external 

organizations and 

helping your 

community 

 Collaborate with other local government agencies, including first responders, to share 

your plans and coordinate mock emergency drills to ensure coordination in the event 

of an emergency. 

 Share best practices with business leaders in your community, chambers of 

commerce, and business associations to improve community response efforts. 

Source: Consortium of School Networking, February 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop and test a disaster recovery plan that includes the district’s critical data, systems, 

and programs. 

The district should address this problem immediately. The district should develop and test a 

disaster recovery plan that includes the district’s critical data, systems, and programs. The new 

district technology coordinator can lead the process of developing a plan adequate to meet the 

needs of Jones Public Schools. The costs associated with losing vital information, services, and 

equipment in the event of a disaster could greatly impact the district. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. The part-time technology 

coordinator could collaborate with administration and the support vendor in setting and working 

toward these goals. 

FINDING 5-27 

Problems exist with the district’s wireless network. Only one district-wide password exists, 

resulting in no wireless access for staff or students using personal devices.  
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Wireless provides an easy solution to technology access for schools with limited resources. 

While Jones Public Schools has made great efforts to implement a wireless network across the 

district, that access should be expanded to include personal devices via a guest password or 

tiered access. During onsite interviews and focus groups, staff shared dilemmas encountered with 

the current wireless access. These problems include one general wireless password and no access 

for personal devices, whether staff- or student-owned.  

Students and staff would benefit from the opportunity to use personal technology on the district 

network through wireless access. Schools reap a number of benefits through the use of wireless 

networks in addition to increased student access. Everyone with a wireless device and password 

can access email, the Internet, and district servers through a high-speed connection. Additional 

access points and increased infrastructure can be added as needed. 

District staff discussed the potential future of technology in the district, including a desire to 

implement a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) environment. Some teachers are already 

implementing Student Tech Days, where students bring their own devices to support 

instructional activities. However, with the limited wireless access, these efforts are not as 

successful as they might be. Numerous publications on developing a BYOD initiative are 

available, including Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Guidebook
28

 from ClassLinkBlog and 

Blackboard’s Embracing the Inevitable: How to Create K-12 Acceptable Use Policies that 

Harness the Power of Mobility.
29

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Enhance network security and accessibility by implementing a tiered password system or 

guest password for all BYOD devices. 

Current problems with wireless access make this a priority. In a recent article, The Guide to 

Implementing Digital Learning,
30

 SETDA recommends a five-year Wi-Fi plan with yearly 

updates in order to be effective. The plan should begin with how many devices will occupy the 

network and how those devices will be used. Questions about access in commons areas, outside 

of classrooms and libraries, should be addressed. Further consideration needs to be given to 

BYOD implementation, policies development, and budgeting for additional equipment. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

Jones Public Schools has a no cost or low cost choice in implementing a tiered access solution. 

One solution involves setting up a group of users as Guests on the current system. While this is a 

no cost solution, the Guest User resides on the current network with the same rights and 

privileges as other users. Another solution is to set up a separate network for Guest or Student 

access. 

                                                           
28

 http://www.classlink.com/blog/2012/10/the-bring-your-own-device-byod-roadmap/ 
29

 http://bbbb.blackboard.com/AUP 
30

 http://digitallearning.setda.org/broadband/#!/wi-fi 

http://www.classlink.com/blog/2012/10/the-bring-your-own-device-byod-roadmap/
http://bbbb.blackboard.com/AUP
http://digitallearning.setda.org/broadband/#!/wi-fi
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Given discussion about increasing student access and eventual BYOD or 1:1, the district should 

include a long-range plan for high-density wireless across the district. This design includes 

additional wireless access points, switches, cabling, and installation. The cost for a high-density 

wireless design is estimated at $168,000. With new E-rate regulations, wireless is an included 

service. The cost to the district would be approximately $33,600. 

FINDING 5-28 

Communication systems at the elementary school are inadequate and should be replaced. Phones 

are broken and unable to transfer calls. Additionally, the intercom is inadequate and panic 

buttons no longer work. 

During onsite interviews and focus groups, staff detailed problems with communication at the 

elementary school. A number of phones at the elementary school are broken or in disrepair; 

replacement parts are unavailable. Some phones that are working can call out but cannot transfer 

calls. No phones exist in some classrooms and the emergency panic system is inoperable. 

Further, the intercom system is old and messages cannot be understood throughout the building.  

According to USAC website on the E-rate services list for funding 2015,
31

 Priority One services 

no longer include telephone/telecommunication services, including maintenance, voice mail, etc. 

Additionally equipment is not included. This is a change from the E-rate funding list of 2014. 

While discontinued E-rate funding increases the districts challenge to replace the existing 

system, connectivity and safety issues make replacement a priority. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Replace or update communication systems at the elementary school. 

Classroom phones should provide the necessary connectivity for teachers to stay in contact with 

parents and office staff, handle emergencies, and address school security concerns. While a VoIP 

phone system would allow the district to assign direct numbers to each teacher and is an industry 

preferred standard, the cost is estimated to be $100,000. 

Given that all communication mechanisms at the elementary school are substandard, the district 

should allocate the funds necessary to replace the existing phone system, remove the panic 

button system that is inoperable, and repair the intercom system. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

The district should budget $10,000 to replace the existing phone system at the elementary school. 

This cost estimate includes setup, installation, wiring, and new telephones for all teachers, 

administrators, and support staff. Current maintenance costs will cover the new phone system for 

subsequent years. 

                                                           
31

 http://www.usac.org/sl/applicants/beforeyoubegin/eligible-services-list.aspx 

http://www.usac.org/sl/applicants/beforeyoubegin/eligible-services-list.aspx
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Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Purchase and implement 

new phone system in the 

elementary school. 

($10,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 

FINDING 5-29 

Jones Public Schools does not have a district standard for technology purchases (network, 

hardware, and software). Each site makes purchasing decisions on hardware based upon the 

recommendation of the IT support vendor. Because no standard exists, equipment with 

inadequate memory and specifications has been ordered. A lack of coordination and guidelines 

results in equipment and software that no longer meet user needs or are obsolete and unusable for 

the designated purpose. This absence of processes and procedures leads to additional costs and 

an increased backlog of support requests. 

The Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC)
32

 and PARCC released technology 

guidelines
33

 needed for schools to administer tests due for release in 2014-15. Those guidelines 

include: 

 Device Types: desktops, laptops, netbooks, thin clients, tablets; 

 Processor: 1 GHz or faster; 

 Minimum RAM: 1 GB; 

 Display: 9.5 inches or greater at a resolution 0f 1,024x768 or greater; 

 Operating System: Mac OS X 10.7, Windows 7, Linux (Ubuntu 11.10 or Fedora 16), Chrome 

(no version specified), Android 4.0; and 

 Connectivity: Wired or wireless, with internet access. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Adopt a district standard for computers and other technology equipment. 

The district should develop district standards for all hardware, software, and network purchases. 

The Smarter Balanced Assessment and PARCC technology guidelines should be the starting 

point of the discussion on district needs and standards. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

                                                           
32

 http://www.smarterbalanced.org/ 
33

 http://thejournal.com/articles/2012/04/25/sbac-parcc-issue-guidance-on-minimum-hardware-specs-for-

education.aspx?sc_lang=en 

http://www.smarterbalanced.org/
http://thejournal.com/articles/2012/04/25/sbac-parcc-issue-guidance-on-minimum-hardware-specs-for-education.aspx?sc_lang=en
http://thejournal.com/articles/2012/04/25/sbac-parcc-issue-guidance-on-minimum-hardware-specs-for-education.aspx?sc_lang=en
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C. TRANSPORTATION 

The primary objective of school transportation is to provide safe, timely, and efficient 

transportation services to students. Oklahoma’s 7,600 school buses travel more than 67 million 

miles a year, carrying nearly 369,000 children every day.  

School districts collectively operate the safest form of transportation in the country and, 

according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration; school buses are safer than 

any other form of public or private mode of transportation. Students are nearly 50 times more 

likely to get to and from school safely when riding school buses instead of riding in cars, and 

school buses are built with crash-safety features unmatched by any other type of commuter 

vehicle. They also help ameliorate some of the adverse environmental effects of mass automobile 

commute – each school bus filled to capacity replaces 36 cars in America, saving over two 

billion gallons of fuel and nearly 45 billion pounds of carbon dioxide emissions each year.
34

 

The Oklahoma School Code (OSC) authorizes school districts to provide student transportation 

services between school and home, from school to career and technology location, and for 

approved extracurricular activities. The federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA) requires districts to provide transportation services to students who must travel to receive 

special education services, if they provide regular school transportation services. 

The State Department of Education (SDE) provides some funding for regular transportation of 

students who live more than 1.5 miles from the assigned school. Oklahoma school districts 

receive a transportation supplement that is calculated based upon a per capita allowance, the 

district’s student density, and the number of students who live more than 1.5 miles from school 

(considered the average daily haul or ADH). These factors are multiplied by a state funding 

figure of $1.39 (transportation factor), a figure that has not been updated since 1988.  

This level of funding does not begin  to support all transportation expenses in a given Oklahoma 

school district. In general the state transportation supplement provides just 16 percent of the 

funding needed to operate a district transportation program. Thus every dollar saved in a school 

district’s transportation program can instead be spent in other district programs, including 

classroom instruction. 

Jones Public Schools serves approximately 163 square miles (104,320 acres). The district is 

approximately 98 percent rural farm land with only a few housing clusters. The district has a 

fleet of 15 buses and several other vehicles maintained by the transportation department. Exhibit 

5-47 provides a breakdown of Jones vehicles. 

                                                           
34

 National Highway Transportation Safety Administration – http://www.nhtsa.gov/   

http://www.nhtsa.gov/
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Exhibit 5-47 

Jones Vehicle Fleet 

Vehicle # Year Make  Model Capacity 

1 1989 Bluebird Bus 67 

2 1991 International Bus 67 

3 1991 International Bus 72 

4 1991 International Bus 72 

5 1995 International Bus 67 

6 1997 International Bus 67 

7 1997 International Bus 71 

8 1998 Thomas Bus 71 

9 2003 Thomas Bus 71 

10 2002 Ford Windstar  

11 2004 Ford F350  

12 2005 Elite Stock Trailer  

13 2005 International Bus 71 

14 2006 International Bus 71 

15 2005 International Bus 71 

16 2006 Bluebird Bus 71 

17 2005 United Box Trailer  

18 1999 Chevy Pickup  

19 2003 Ford E150 Van 8 

20 2006 Bluebird Bus 71 

21 2011 Chevy Silverado  

22 2009 Bluebird Bus 71 
Source: JPS transportation documents, February 2015 

The district has 10 bus routes, one of which begins in the small community of Ames. As a result, 

that bus stays at the driver’s home overnight. The rest of the buses are parked in the gravel lot 

around the transportation department garage (Exhibit 5-48). 
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Exhibit 5-48 

Jones Bus Fleet and Parking Area 

  
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

Buses and district vehicles are fueled onsite (Exhibit 5-49). The fuel system is self-monitoring 

and automatically generates orders for refills when needed. During the day, the transportation 

director handles fueling as needed. The fuel tanks are locked at the end of each day. 
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Exhibit 5-49 

Jones Fueling Area 

 
Source: Prismatic, February 2015 

The Oklahoma Department of Public Safety requires bus drivers to obtain a specialized school 

bus endorsement to their Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). The SDE requires bus drivers to 

obtain bus driver certification and training plus pass a license history review. Jones conducts 

criminal background checks on all new employees, and annually evaluates the motor vehicle 

records of personnel who drive school vehicles. Random drug tests are administered annually, 

and new bus drivers must also pass an alcohol and drug test.  

Exhibit 5-50 compares the cost efficiency of the Jones transportation operations with its peers, 

based on daily cost per rider. Although the daily cost per rider can be negatively affected by 

factors beyond the control of the transportation department, a low cost typically indicates a more 

efficient department. As the exhibit shows, the peer districts averaged a cost per rider per day of 

$1.89. The daily costs ranged from $1.05 to $2.36 among the peers. Jones’s daily cost per rider 

was $2.00 and ranked the third highest among the peers. 
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Exhibit 5-50 

Jones and Peer Districts Cost per Rider per Day, 2012-13 

Entity 

Total Annual 

Operating 

Cost ADH 

Attendance 

Days 

Cost Per 

Rider Per 

Day 

Jones $260,337  744 175 $2.00 

Bethany $185,440  1,036 170 $1.05 

Bethel $351,852  0 175 N/A 

Chandler $418,461  1,232 175 $1.94 

Lone Grove $365,622  895 173 $2.36 

Perkins-Tryon $392,284  1,037 173 $2.19 

Peer Average $342,732 1,050 173 $1.89 
Note: Figures are without Property Expense 

Source: SDE, OCAS, School District Expenditures, All Funds, FY2012, SDE State Aid Section, and  

Prismatic calculations  

Exhibit 5-51 compares the cost per route mile for Jones and the peer districts. As shown, the 

peer average cost per route mile was $2.83, which was lower than the $2.92 reported by Jones. 

As with cost per rider, a lower cost per mile generally indicates greater efficiency. 

Exhibit 5-51 

Jones and Peer Districts Annual Cost Per Mile 2012-13 

Entity 

Total Annual 

Operating Cost 

Activity 

Miles 

Route 

Miles 

Total 

Miles 

Cost Per 

Mile 

Jones $260,337  17,276 71,832 89,108 $2.92  

Bethany $185,440  32,515 85,051 117,566 $1.58  

Bethel $351,852  18,473 N/A 18,473 N/A 

Chandler $418,461  22,274 86,376 108,650 $3.85  

Lone Grove $365,622  16,503 78,566 95,069 $3.85  

Perkins-Tryon $392,284  31,862 160,007 191,869 $2.04  

Peer Average $342,732 24,325 102,500 106,325 $2.83 
Note: Figures are without Property Expense 

Source: SDE, OCAS, School District Expenditures, All Funds, FY2012, SDE State Aid Section,  

and Prismatic calculations 

Exhibit 5-52 compares Jones transportation costs over a five-year period, and includes all 

transportation expenses by category. Between 2009-10 and 2013-14, overall Jones transportation 

costs decreased by 15.3 percent. 
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Exhibit 5-52 

Trend in Jones Transportation Operating Cost 

Expenditure Category 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Percent 

Change 

Salaries $91,446 $92,562 $93,889 $90,876 $88,660 (3.0%) 

Benefits $15,292 $15,997 $15,698 $15,954 $16,915 10.6% 

Purchased Services $41,175 $54,437 $45,434 $52,023 $38,100 (7.5%) 

Supplies $107,372 $128,773 $130,641 $150,299 $116,663 8.7% 

Property $52,000 $34,390 $58,000 $0 $0 (100.0%) 

Other $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 N/A 

Total $307,286 $326,159 $343,662 $309,151 $260,338 (15.3%) 
Source: SDE, OCAS, School District Expenditures, and Prismatic calculations 

Exhibits 5-53 through 5-55 compare the change in transportation cost among JPS and peers over 

a five-year period. Exhibit 5-53 includes all transportation expenses recorded in the Oklahoma 

Cost Accounting System (OCAS) by each district. Over the five-year period, the district’s 

transportation cost was among the lowest of the peers, and below the peer average every year. 

Jones was also one of only two districts in the group to decrease overall transportation expenses 

over the time period. Exhibit 5-54 excludes transportation property expenses. With the exclusion 

of property expenses, rather than a decrease in overall cost, Jones had a slight increase, but it was 

the lowest increase of all the peers. The same data are shown graphically in Exhibit 5-55.  

Exhibit 5-53 

Comparison of Transportation Cost Over Time (Including Property Expenses) 

District 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Percent 

Change 

Jones $307,286 $326,159 $343,662 $309,151 $260,338 (15.3%) 

Bethany $159,847 $270,971 $274,686 $338,476 $212,501 32.9% 

Bethel $367,874 $300,456 $313,047 $404,974 $425,162 15.6% 

Chandler $379,948 $349,547 $356,373 $362,196 $418,461 10.1% 

Lone Grove $425,194 $440,632 $476,618 $393,994 $365,622 (14.0%) 

Perkins-Tryon $372,057 $303,639 $370,969 $366,047 $387,251 4.1% 

Peer Average $340,984 $333,049 $358,338 $373,137 $361,799 6.1% 
Source: SDE, OCAS, School District Expenditures, All Funds, 2008 through 2012, SDE State Aid Section, and 

Prismatic calculations 
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Exhibit 5-54 

Comparison of Transportation Costs Over Time (Excluding Property Expenses) 

District 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Percent 

Change 

Jones $255,286 $291,769 $285,662 $309,151 $260,338 2.0% 

Bethany $126,778 $167,347 $181,336 $194,936 $185,441 46.3% 

Bethel $270,127 $300,403 $313,047 $404,974 $351,852 30.3% 

Chandler $334,978 $339,829 $356,373 $362,196 $418,461 24.9% 

Lone Grove $344,768 $336,339 $357,845 $393,994 $365,622 6.0% 

Perkins-Tryon $310,500 $303,639 $338,434 $356,298 $387,251 24.7% 

Peer Average $277,430 $289,511 $309,407 $342,479 $341,725 23.2% 
Source: SDE, OCAS, School District Expenditures, All Funds, 2008 through 2012, SDE State Aid Section, and 

Prismatic calculations 

Exhibit 5-55 

Jones Transportation Operating Costs Compared to Peer Average 

(Excluding Property Expenses) 

 
Source: SDE, OCAS, School District Expenditures and Prismatic calculations 

Exhibit 5-56 shows the current organization chart of the Jones transportation department. The 

superintendent oversees the transportation department in conjunction with principals and the 

transportation director, because the transportation director is relatively new to his position. The 

assistant principal has some responsibilities for the district bus route mapping. It is anticipated 

that the transportation director will assume more sole responsibility for the department as his 

tenure increases.  

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14
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Exhibit 5-56 

Jones Transportation Organization  

 

Superintendent

 

 

Principals

 

 

Bus Drivers

 

 

Transportation 

Director

 

 

Assistant Principal

 
 

Source: Created by Prismatic, February 2015 

FINDING 5-30 

The JPS’s transportation function is fragmented across several positions, which is inefficient. 

The transportation director is directly involved in the daily pupil transportation operation, and his 

time is split with many transportation functions, such as lead mechanic, transportation 

coordinator, timekeeper, and substitute driver. Relatively new to his position, the director is also 

responsible for data input, records management, and other clerical duties, typically assigned to a 

clerical position. He is also the district’s only vehicle mechanic. 

The transportation director has numerous responsibilities throughout the day. When 

transportation employees request time off, he locates substitute drivers and gives each substitute 

a briefing on the route specifics. The director must coordinate each day’s routing and, if needed, 

assign spare buses if vehicles are down for service. The director is also the first point of contact 

for all transportation discipline across the district; transportation discipline records (Exhibit 5-

57) are submitted to the transportation office for first response. 
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Exhibit 5-57 

JPS Student Conduct Form 

 
Source: JPS Transportation Department, March 2015 

Other district administrators are active in the transportation routing process, efficiency studies, 

and route development. The elementary assistant principal has been tasked with designing and 

inputting the bus routes. However due to other responsibilities that require his time, only two of 

the 10 bus routes had been computerized at the time of the onsite visit. The superintendent and 

principals supervise the bus drivers while the transportation director is learning his new duties. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Hire a full-time transportation secretary.  

This position will allow the director to concentrate less on routine tasks and to focus on more 

specific areas of transportation operations. With some training, it is likely that the secretary could 

also assume tasks associated with automating the district’s routing. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

On average, a secretary in the school district receives $20,643 per year in salary and benefits. 

Recommendation 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 

Hire a full-time 

transportation 

secretary. 

($20,643) ($20,643) ($20,643) ($20,643) ($20,643) 
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FINDING 5-31 

As the transportation director was newly hired at the beginning of the 2014-15 school year, a 

number of operational areas have been left unaddressed as he learns his position. While an 

acceptable transition strategy, it is imperative that the transportation director acquire expertise in 

the various areas of SDE requirements to support compliant and safe transportation operations.  

For example, department staff was unaware of the SDE pre-/post-trip bus inspection form 

(Exhibit 5-58). The district uses an in-house variation of a pre-/post-trip form (Exhibit 5-59), 

but it is unclear if this form provides the same level of detail as the SDE form does.  
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Exhibit 5-58 

SDE Pre-Trip Inspection Form 

 
Source: Oklahoma State Department of Education, March 2015 
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Exhibit 5-59 

JPS Pre-Trip Inspection Form 

 
Source: JPS transportation department, March 2015 

The SDE provides a wealth of resources on its webpage.
35

 The Oklahoma Association for Pupil 

Transportation (OAPT) also provides resources, conferences, and opportunities to interface with 

other transportation directors.
36

  

RECOMMENDATION 

Partner with local transportation peers, the OAPT, and the SDE to gain knowledge about 

the role and responsibilities for director of student transportation services. 

The transportation director should become familiar with SDE publications and implementation 

practices. Further, the transportation department should incorporate required standards from the 

                                                           
35

 http://ok.gov/sde/student-transportation  
36

 http://www.oaptonline.org/home.html  

http://ok.gov/sde/student-transportation
http://www.oaptonline.org/home.html
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SDE in the areas of safety and regulation and provide materials to the transportation staff during 

mandated in-service meetings. Some of the information and training should include: 

 emergency evacuation of bus passengers; 

 Oklahoma school bus inspection guide; 

 evaluations of bus routes; and 

 pre-trip/post-trip bus inspection forms. 

As the routing software is being implemented, the transportation director should partner with the 

school administrators to best learn, plan, and direct the overall development of bus routing. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 5-32 

The JPS transportation department offers drivers four-hour contracts to drive any of the 

individual routes. Drivers have the opportunity to earn additional wages by accepting field trip 

assignments. 

During 2012-13, a total of 17,276 miles were logged for activity miles; in 2013-14, 14,158 miles 

were logged. The procedure of requesting a field trip involves the submission of either inner-

office hard-copy correspondence, an email request, or a third-party telephone call. All field trip 

requests are eventually converted to a paper request format.  

Field trips are initially requested by a school administrator. The transportation department has 

established approval benchmarks for each school or department. Once a field trip request has 

final approval, the transportation director posts the trip for the assigned driver (Exhibit 5-60). 

http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/EmergencyEvacuation.pdf
http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/SchoolBusInsp.pdf
http://www.ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/%20evaluationbusrts_0.pdf
http://ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/documents/files/Oklahoma%20State%20Department%20of%20Education%20Pre-Trip%20%20and%20Post%20Trip%20School%20Bus%20Inspection%20Report%202013a.pdf
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Exhibit 5-60 

JPS Transportation Department’s Field Trip Assignment Board 

 
Source: JPS transportation department, Feburary2015 

COMMENDATION 

The transportation department has an efficient method for processing field trips. 

FINDING 5-33 

The transportation department receives minimal or no information on students with special 

needs. During the onsite visit, the transportation department could not identify which bus riders 

are identified as special needs students, nor had the department implemented standards by which 

to offer special needs transportation to students. The district offers to pay some parents of special 

needs students to transport their children to school, when the district is unable to meet the need. 

However, not all the transportation of special needs students in Jones is handled this way and 

there are still special needs students riding JPS school buses each day. 

Bus drivers are only given limited, word-of-mouth explanations of student’s special needs 

situation and, more often than not, no formal instructions at all. The transportation department 

has no direct dialogue with the special education program about the students being transported; 

rather, it merely receives and fulfills indirect transportation requests. However, beyond this, bus 

drivers are not trained on specific techniques to manage special education students on an 

individual basis. Thus far, the transportation department does not participate in the individualized 

education plan (IEP) meetings, nor does the transportation department have any direct input in 

the transportation related outcomes of those meetings. 

At the time of the onsite visit, there were 140 students with IEPs who were transported daily on 

the regular school buses. Likely due in part to misplaced privacy concerns, information on the 
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needs of these students was not readily available to the individual drivers, nor was the 

transportation department certain if any students with special needs were being transported. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Adopt and implement a student transportation plan that includes special needs 

considerations. 

The transportation department should receive educational training and information on each 

student’s individual situation. Each driver should receive supplementary training so as to 

understand, monitor, report, and interact with any student assigned to their vehicle and route.  

Since each special education student’s individual program has a direct implication on the 

transportation department, the transportation director or the office assistant (once hired) should 

attend all IEP meetings. The special education department should educate drivers and debrief 

with the transportation department on a bi-monthly basis to report, plan, and review any 

difficulties a student is experiencing. The transportation department should work in concert with 

the special education department to inform and educate all employees that may have direct 

interaction with special needs students. The transportation department should receive a written 

intervention strategy for each special education student as well as peer monitoring from the 

special education department on a regular basis. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources.  

FINDING 5-34 

Bus drivers do not receive written procedures or instructions that concern the transportation 

department’s operational readiness. Drivers receive only a general employee information packet 

at the time of initial hiring. 

Presently, the transportation department does not offer a uniform booklet or information manual 

relating to the daily function of the transportation department. Information is generally received 

by word of mouth. Route changes or addendums are made to the route maps, which are kept on 

record in the transportation office, and are dispersed to the appropriate driver. 

During the hiring process, bus drivers receive a general information guide, which is standard to 

all district employees. This information booklet outlines employee benefits, school board polices, 

types of leave, and holiday schedules, but does not cover specific information on transportation 

department operations, activities, and duties. 

As mandated by the SDE policy, the JPS transportation department holds two information and 

safety meetings each school year. The first is held before the start of school; the second is held 

midway through the school year. The transportation director conducts training sessions, and 

additional instruction on bus safety, policy updates, and required changes to licensure. During 

the first in-service, drivers receive a copy of the original bus routes, update all pertinent 

employee information, receive bus assignments, and attend classes on transportation policy and 
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procedure. The second in-service is held to review policies and to review any issues that have 

become a matter of concern relating to transportations operations. While this training is 

compliant with SDE requirements, it does not have a corresponding written handbook. Drivers 

who begin sometime after the start of the school year may miss critical information. Likewise, if 

drivers have questions during the school year, they have no reference material to review. 

Edmond Public Schools provides its transportation employees with a 52-page handbook that 

covers all aspects of employment as well as directions on how to pick-up and drop-off students, 

road courtesy, and what to do in case of an accident. Exhibit 5-61 provides the table of contents 

for the Edmond transportation department’s handbook. 
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Exhibit 5-61 

EPS Transportation Department - Handbook Table of Contents 

 
Source: EPS Transportation Department, October 2013 
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For new drivers, Edmond Public School has an explicit lesson plan. Exhibit 5-62 provides the 

Edmond lesson plan used in training new drivers.  

Exhibit 5-62 

Edmond Transportation Department - Lesson Plan for New Drivers 

 pre-trip and post-trip (familiarization 

with switches and controls) 

 air brake (exterior and interior) 

 seatbelt 

 mirror adjustments 

 intersections (approach, signal, visual 

checks, lane position, speed) 

 stopping (stop line, stop sign, crosswalk, 

gap) 

 speed 

 lane change (visual check, signal, 

interval) 

 right turns (visual checks, signal, lane 

position, correct lane, speed) 

 left turns (visual checks, signal, lane 

position, correct lane, speed) 

 mirror usage (checks mirrors every 3 to 5 

seconds) 

 steering (position and smoothness) 

 following distance (both +/- 40) 

 15 steps (loading and discharging) 

 parking (uphill, downhill, roadside stop) 

 turnabout 

 railroad crossing (right lane, ambers, stop, 

distance, look, listen) 

 bridges and overpasses (weight limit and 

clearance signs) 

 right and left curves (stay in lane, speed) 

 stall parking (signal, parallel to curb, 4-

ways) 

 unsafe acts (traffic violations, accidents, 

vehicle over sidewalks or curbs) 
Source: Edmond Public Schools, October 2013 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop an operations manual specific to the JPS transportation department. 

Developing a clearly written standard operating procedures manual brings structure to the 

department and assists in the day-to-day decision-making processes. The policies and procedures 

should be adaptable to the needs of the transportation department but more than anything, they 

should be enforced. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 5-35 

The district purchased new routing software. The elementary school assistant principal has been 

tasked to create and implement routes. All administrators are active in the routing process, 

efficiency studies, and route development; however, most routes are still not computerized and 

re-routing tasks have not begun. 

The current routing software, “Bus Boss,” was purchased at the beginning of the 2014-15 school 

year (Exhibit 5-63). The elementary assistant principal has been tasked with designing and 

inputting the bus routes. Jones Public Schools has ten bus routes to service the school district. 
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The bus routes have not changed in many years, and have been known to overlap causing excess 

time on routing students to school. Since the purchase of the routing software, only two bus 

routes have been entered into the system, due to time constraints and other job related 

assignments. 

Exhibit 5-63 

Example of “Bus Boss” Routing Software 

 
Source: Bus Boss Screen Capture, Feburary 2015 

Edmond Public Schools has fully implemented its routing software. That district evaluates its 

routes annually. Several years ago, the district used its automated routing capability to determine 

if any students were living one-and-one-half miles from their assigned school. This led to more 

students being counted as eligible for school bus transportation, which increased the overall 

transportation funding from SDE. Information from the automated routing system is available to 

Edmond parents and schools on the district website and provides bus stop information.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Train additional staff on the use of the routing software and complete loading the original 

routes into the system. 

The district should partner with the software vendor to receive training. Further, the 

transportation director and the assistant principal should establish a set time, weekly, to discuss 

and plan for the development and implementation of the routing software. The assistant principal 
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should include the transportation director and the transportation secretary (once hired) into the 

process of learning, implementing, and becoming proficient with the routing software.  

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. 

FINDING 5-36 

The district has not completed an overall review of its routing system to ensure efficiency. 

Currently, bus routes cross over each other at multiple points and in several instances, buses have 

the same stops. 

Before the beginning of each school year the transportation department allows drivers to dry run 

each route to ensure familiarity. During this event, all bus routes are monitored for road 

conditions, new stops, doubled-up points of pick-up, and possible abandoned stops. Routes are 

set to begin at calculated times, arriving at each school at the designated time. However, each 

bus driver checks their own route, in isolation from all the other routes. At the system level, 

several bus routes are picking students up at the same location and school buses routinely pass 

each other on assigned routes. During the onsite visit, the consulting team witnessed buses 

dropping students off at one location, only to have a second bus release students at the same 

location several minutes later. While some duplication may be unavoidable in rural areas where 

there are few roads, it should be minimized.  

The district does have some variation in start and end times among the schools (Exhibit 5-64). 

However, this is not enough time to allow most JPS buses to do multiple runs. Currently, the 

district does not mix grade levels on its buses. 

Exhibit 5-64 

JPS School Start and End Times 

School Start Time End Time 

Elementary 8:00 am 2:50 pm 

Middle 8:00 am 3:07 pm 

High 8:00 am 2:50 pm 
Source: JPS records, February 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Review all bus routes to ensure efficiency. 

Bus routes should be reviewed on a regular basis at the system level to assure efficiency. The 

transportation department should standardize the method by which stops are generated for a 

more uniform approach to bus routing. Once all bus routes have been established, the 

transportation department should publish and distribute copies to all school administrators. 

Subsequent bus routing changes should be sent to all building administrators and the 

transportation department should maintain a “running log” of all bus route changes. 
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FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources, as the routing software has 

been purchased and is being introduced as the school year progresses. 

FINDING 5-37 

Drivers are required to check their bus for sleeping students and lost items at the end of each 

route assignment. This promotes safe operations. 

The transportation department has instituted a policy of physically “walking” the bus at the end 

of each assigned route. The measure has a dual purpose, the first being to ensure that no child is 

left on the bus. The second purpose of “walking” the bus is to check for lost items. In the event 

something is misplaced, the item is kept on the bus for student retrieval, or at a later date the item 

is given to the schools for student retrieval. Several buses are equipped with a buzzer alarm 

system that requires a driver to walk to the rear of the bus for de-activation.  

During the elementary school site visit, the consulting team noted each bus had an employee 

assigned and checking student’s names before he/she could board the bus. If a student’s name 

was not on the manifest list, this student must be issued a bus pass from the administrative office.  

COMMENDATION 

JPS has an effective procedure for checking buses after every trip for sleeping children. 

FINDING 5-38 

The district lacks policies to address school bus or support vehicle replacement. The 

transportation department will, during the budget cycle, submit a purchase order to request new 

buses or vehicles, generally each year, but this is done without the benefit of a district policy. 

Exhibit 5-65 provides the breakdown of the JPS school bus fleet by age. The average age of the 

fleet is 15.7 years. As shown, the district has not adhered to a regular replacement cycle and has 

instead purchased no buses in some years, but then has purchased as many as three in a single 

year. The oldest bus on the JPS roster was built in 1989; the newest, in 2009. 
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Exhibit 5-65 

Number of JPS School Buses by Year of Manufacture 

 
Source: JPS, February 2015 

The Oklahoma State Department of Education does not mandate, in any manner, a policy 

regarding the replacement cycle or service life of school buses, nor is there a set policy outlining 

the purchase of support vehicles, as they relate to pupil transportation. The National Association 

of State Directors of Pupil Transportation recommends that buses be replaced every eight to 15 

years, depending upon the type of bus and level of use. Buses older than 16 years are often not 

compliant with current regulations and policies. An aging fleet with significant mileage generally 

has a higher cost of operation, in the form of lower miles per gallon in fuel consumption, more 

frequent repairs, and higher repair costs. 

Buses are a high-dollar expenditure for a school district. The current cost of a bus from each of 

the seven approved Oklahoma vendors is shown in Exhibit 5-66. On average, a new bus will 

cost nearly $79,000. 
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Exhibit 5-66 

Current Costs of New/Used School Buses in Oklahoma as of March 2015 

Entity Condition Model Cost per Unit 

American Bus Used Blue Bird $75,720 

Blue Bird New Blue Bird $81,550 

I.C. Corporation New International $79,700 

Mid Bus New Thomas $80,000 

Starcraft New Thomas $78,300 

Thomas Freightliner New Thomas $82,680 

Transnational Used International $74,150 

Average Cost 
 

$78,871 
Source: Prismatic, March 2015 

RECOMMENDATION 

Develop a formal bus and support vehicle replacement plan. 

The district should create a policy to replace buses older than 16 years of service that includes 

considerations for mileage, use, and condition for buses that are less than 16 years old. This 

standard will ensure buses are compliant with evolving regulations and vehicle specifications. In 

addition, the policy should have a goal of weighing new bus purchases against repair costs, so as 

to minimize the total cost of ownership. Then, the district should develop procedures to replace 

buses on a more regular cycle. Given the size of the current fleet and potential reduced need for 

buses with more efficient routing, the district should plan to replace one bus every other year. 

FISCAL IMPACT 

This recommendation can be implemented with existing resources. The exact fiscal impact will 

depend upon the replacement schedule adopted. 

FINDING 5-39 

The JPS transportation director is also the district’s full-time mechanic, trained to diagnose, 

service, and repair diesel and gasoline engines. The director has attended classes and workshops 

to gain knowledge in the repair of school buses and other district vehicles. This practice has 

afforded the transportation director the flexibility to diagnose, perform vehicle maintenance, and 

repair vehicles in a timely manner, without sending buses to third party vendors. 

Before assuming his position with JPS, the transportation director was in the automotive field. 

Over the past several months before the onsite visit, the director established work related 

relationships with local automotive vendors to better serve the district. Further, the director has 

taken classes in automotive repair and continues to take classes as technology changes and 

repairs become more complex.  
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COMMENDATION 

The maintenance operations for the JPS transportation department are efficient, due in 

large part to the director’s in-house ability to service and maintain the fleet. 

FINDING 5-40 

The transportation department has a number of good maintenance practices, in the areas of 

inspections, purchasing, and repair speed. These practices include: 

 JPS bus drivers and any employee assigned to drive a school bus are required to perform a 

pre-trip inspection before the bus is placed into operation. Drivers must submit, in writing, a 

specific record of the condition of the bus and report any defects to the proper authority. If 

necessary, the department removes the bus from service until deficiencies are repaired.  

 Preventive maintenance inspections are performed on a regular cycle for all buses and 

support vehicles. If the transportation director determines the repairs are beyond the 

capabilities of the district, the vehicle is sent out to a local vendor. 

 The transportation director is in the process of becoming certified as a School Bus Inspector 

by the Oklahoma State Department of Education. This will eliminate the cost of sending 

buses to third-party vendors for their annual inspections. The current process requires the 

department to send vehicles to a certified state inspection station, where by the vehicle is 

inspected. The current average wait time for a bus inspection is two to three days, leaving the 

vehicle out of service. Having the transportation director certified for inspections will allow 

the transportation department to inspect the bus fleet on site, reducing down time. 

 The transportation director maintains a bid process for certain parts and vehicle services. 

Parts are typically ordered from one of three local vendors. The transportation does not stock 

parts and parts are ordered as needed only. 

 The JPS garage is orderly and generally clean (Exhibit 5-67). 
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Exhibit 5-67 

JPS Bus Garage 

 
 

  
Source: Prismatic, Feburary2015 

COMMENDATION 

The JPS transportation department is commended for its on-going efforts in maintenance, 

inspections, and vehicle repairs. 
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Staff Survey 
 

Surveys Completed: 98 

Totals may not add to 100 percent due to rounding. 

Statistical Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey Questions 

Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1 

The district has a long-range 

strategic plan that guides the 

decision-making process. 

7% 46% 38% 7% 2% 

2 
I understand the district’s 

policies and procedures. 
19% 61% 11% 8% 0% 

3 
I have an accurate job 

description. 
27% 64% 4% 4% 1% 

4 
I understand the district’s 

organizational structure. 
24% 51% 19% 6% 0% 

5 
I know to whom I report for 

all my job functions. 
41% 52% 3% 4% 0% 

6 

I understand the district’s 

salary schedule and 

justification for paying extra-

duty stipends. 

25% 47% 18% 10% 0% 

7 

I receive adequate training 

overall to perform my job 

functions. 

17% 58% 8% 11% 5% 

 How long have you been employed by the school district? 

5 years or less 52% 

6 – 10 years  19% 

11 – 15 years  11% 

16 – 20 years 13% 

21 years or more 6% 

 What is your role in the school district? 

School Administrator 0% 

Classroom Teacher 67% 

Other Certified (Librarian, Guidance Counselor) 4% 

School Aide/Nurse 3% 

Instructional Aide 5% 

Other Support Staff (Cafeteria, Office, Custodial) 20% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

8 

I received adequate training 

on the new TLE evaluation 

instrument our district has 

adopted. 

20% 39% 29% 9% 3% 

9 

The district has an adequate 

number of staff to carry out 

its operations. 

8% 34% 17% 36% 4% 

10 

The district actively recruits 

high quality staff to fill vacant 

positions. 

7% 40% 28% 22% 2% 

11 

The district has a pool of 

quality substitutes to fill 

positions when necessary. 

5% 31% 26% 31% 7% 

12 

The district effectively 

communicates with parents 

and community members. 

16% 69% 12% 3% 0% 

13 

The central office effectively 

communicates with district 

staff. 

20% 50% 20% 10% 0% 

14 
The principals effectively 

communicate with their staffs. 
31% 54% 4% 11% 1% 

15 

The teachers effectively 

communicate with students 

and parents. 

15% 65% 18% 3% 0% 

16 

The district effectively uses 

volunteers to assist with 

meeting district goals. 

7% 35% 44% 10% 3% 

17 

School board members listen 

to the opinions of parents and 

the community members. 

6% 42% 46% 5% 1% 

18 
The school board understands 

the needs of the district. 
5% 44% 41% 9% 1% 

19 
The superintendent is 

accessible to district staff. 
31% 51% 14% 3% 1% 

20 
The principals are accessible 

to their staffs. 
35% 56% 3% 6% 0% 

21 
The teachers are accessible to 

students and parents. 
30% 60% 10% 1% 0% 

22 

Teachers often collaborate on 

projects related to the 

curriculum. 

14% 51% 21% 10% 4% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

23 

Teachers know what is to be 

taught and when because they 

have access to a district- 

adopted Pacing Calendar that 

reflects the current Oklahoma 

Academic Standards (PASS) 

14% 38% 28% 15% 6% 

24 

Teachers have scope and 

sequence documents that 

determine what is taught and 

when. 

8% 33% 32% 20% 6% 

25 

Teachers understand the 

PASS objectives, test 

blueprints, and Item 

Specifications that are 

provided by the state. 

18% 51% 27% 3% 1% 

26 

Test data from district-

adopted benchmarks and 

mandated end-of-year tests 

are used to improve the 

district’s curriculum. 

12% 27% 41% 17% 3% 

27 
The principals are effective 

instructional leaders. 
27% 48% 13% 8% 3% 

28 

There is adequate high quality 

professional development for 

the principals and teachers. 

10% 47% 21% 17% 5% 

29 

The needs of the special 

education students are being 

met. 

13% 47% 19% 17% 5% 

30 
The needs of the gifted and 

talented are being met. 
7% 46% 30% 11% 5% 

31 

Teachers adequately prepare 

students for state mandated 

tests. 

10% 71% 18% 1% 0% 

32 
Students are adequately being 

prepared for college. 
12% 48% 34% 5% 1% 

33 

Students receive timely 

information on college 

entrance requirements and 

scholarship offers. 

15% 38% 47% 1% 0% 

34 

Students receive adequate 

vocational training to prepare 

them for the workforce. 

6% 41% 52% 1% 0% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

35 

The district provides students 

with adequate counseling 

services. 

8% 54% 19% 15% 4% 

36 

The school library meets the 

needs of the teachers and 

students. 

10% 43% 22% 18% 7% 

37 

District stakeholders provide 

input into the budgetary 

process. 

2% 15% 73% 9% 1% 

38 
I understand the district’s 

budgetary process. 
2% 29% 55% 14% 0% 

39 

The district actively applies 

for competitive state and 

federal grants. 

4% 25% 64% 5% 2% 

40 

I complete an annual 

inventory of the equipment in 

my work area. 

46% 44% 8% 1% 1% 

41 
The district wisely manages 

its revenues and expenditures. 
10% 32% 46% 11% 0% 

42 
The district has a long-range 

plan to address facility needs. 
4% 34% 54% 8% 0% 

43 
The district’s facilities are 

well-maintained. 
14% 57% 11% 18% 1% 

44 
The district’s facilities are 

kept clean. 
17% 59% 8% 16% 0% 

45 

The district has an energy 

management program in place 

to minimize energy 

consumption. 

12% 53% 34% 2% 0% 

46 

There are facility and/or 

equipment concerns 

throughout the campus. 

7% 40% 33% 20% 0% 

47 

The district’s facilities are 

secure from unwanted 

visitors. 

27% 60% 6% 6% 0% 

48 
I know what to do during a 

crisis or an emergency. 
45% 53% 1% 1% 0% 

49 
Student discipline is well-

maintained. 
15% 60% 14% 11% 1% 

50 
Drugs are a problem in this 

district. 
8% 26% 45% 19% 1% 

51 
I often purchase a meal from 

the cafeteria. 
10% 39% 5% 26% 20% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

52 

The cafeteria facilities and 

equipment are sanitary and 

neat. 

24% 58% 12% 5% 1% 

53 
I find the cafeteria meals 

appealing and appetizing. 
4% 23% 21% 34% 18% 

54 

I understand how to use 

technology as it relates to my 

job functions. 

25% 65% 6% 2% 1% 

55 

District staff and 

administrators often use email 

to communicate with one 

another. 

43% 51% 5% 0% 1% 

56 

The district has adequate 

technology to support its 

operations. 

15% 49% 15% 20% 1% 

57 

When necessary, the district’s 

technology equipment is 

quickly repaired or serviced. 

11% 40% 17% 29% 3% 

58 

The district’s technology 

equipment is often used past 

its useful lifespan. 

13% 40% 37% 11% 0% 

59 

The district website is useful 

tool for staff, parents, and 

students. 

6% 37% 24% 17% 15% 

60 
Buses arrive and depart on 

time each day. 
25% 51% 23% 1% 0% 

61 

There are enough working 

buses to meet the needs of the 

district. 

5% 33% 37% 19% 5% 

 

Written Responses 

If you would like to provide any additional comments on the school district, please do so here. 

Where is the district doing well? In what areas could it be improved? 

 

 Superintendent seems to be positively responsive to teacher requests. 

 Our administration is Top Notch. Open communication on the budget really helps everyone 

value what we have and where we spend or conserve the district’s money. I believe our 

administration is innovative in helping the moral of the employees and are very involved in 

our professional development. They are understanding and are like a second family to me. I 

am so thankful to work in this district. It is my sincere desire to continue to follow their 

example as a leader for my classroom students, their parents, and my colleagues. Areas of 

improvement requires additional finances. Our Superintendent is amazing and to the best of 
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our ability we will continue to improve the quality education here at Jones Public Schools. 

 The new support from the Superintendent is really nice to have, I feel like [deleted] truly 

cares about what the classroom teachers think, need, and want. 

 Each site should only require one principal/administrator if said person is performing their 

job. This would also eliminate the need for an additional secretary for the assistant 

principal. Also, is it really necessary to have a paid position for making copies? The 

teachers are supposed to be professionals that should be able to handle management of 

copying resources (i.e. use of copy codes, set limits or guidelines). There are too many 

ancillary staff to deal with paperwork and non-direct student services. Need more direct 

student services staff providing interventions and assistance. Also, if the teachers were 

allowed more freedom in the classroom to be creative and do things a little outside the box, 

it would benefit the student as well as help with staff retention. Teachers leave because 

they feel disrespected, unsupported, stifled, restrained, etc.  

 Though communication is adequate, there is always room for improvement.K-12 

curriculum alignment needs to be improved/re-implemented, and then followed 

 Boys’ athletics in the middle school needs to move to the afternoon to go with the boys’ 

natural energy levels. I understand this would require a shift in high school athletics. 

 My concern is that when our technology (Smart Boards) start to decline, we don’t or won’t 

have the resources to fix them. 

 The limits on the number of copies teachers can make are completely unreasonable. There 

isn’t a copier readily accessible for teachers to use, and the laminator is in a locked room. 

The fact that the number of hours worked adds up to 14 (?) additional days is unfair as 

well. Why do I want to work 14 days with no pay? 

 I feel things a looking up now that we have new people in admin. Just not enough time has 

passed to see change. 

 I enjoy working here. 

 We need a full-time counselor at the elementary school in order to meet the guidance needs 

of the district. 

 Our technology, including classroom projectors, laptops, and library computers need to be 

update, fixed, and/or replaced. 
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Parent Survey 
 

Surveys Completed: 275 

Totals may not add to 100 percent due to rounding. 

Survey Questions 

Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1 

School board members listen 

to the opinions and desires 

of parents and community 

members. 

8% 38% 41% 11% 3% 

2 

School board members know 

and understand the 

educational needs of 

students in the district. 

8% 44% 32% 15% 1% 

3 

The principal/ 

superintendent is a respected 

and effective leader. 

23% 42% 26% 7% 3% 

4 
District and school staffs are 

accessible to parents. 
30% 55% 8% 5% 1% 

5 
I feel welcome at my child’s 

school. 
40% 43% 5% 11% 2% 

6 

I receive timely 

communications from my 

child’s teachers regarding 

his/her progress in school. 

43% 38% 5% 11% 2% 

7 

My child’s school has 

sufficient volunteers to help 

student and school programs. 

16% 38% 20% 21% 4% 

8 

Parents play an active role in 

decision-making in our 

school. 

11% 27% 27% 27% 8% 

9 

Education is the main 

priority in our school 

district. 

22% 40% 16% 14% 7% 

10 

Students learn the necessary 

material to be prepared for 

the next grade. 

22% 51% 10% 14% 3% 

11 
I am satisfied with the 

education my child receives. 
24% 45% 11% 16% 4% 

12 

Teachers are held 

accountable for ensuring that 

students learn. 

21% 38% 18% 20% 4% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

13 

I receive enough information 

from the district regarding 

academic expectations for 

my child (i.e. student testing, 

retention, etc.). 

21% 52% 12% 13% 2% 

14 
Our school can be described 

as a “good place to learn.” 
29% 44% 14% 11% 2% 

15 My child’s school is clean. 47% 45% 3% 4% 2% 

16 
My child’s school is 

attractive and welcoming. 
41% 45% 5% 6% 3% 

17 
My child’s school is well 

maintained. 
39% 46% 6% 8% 1% 

18 
District facilities are open 

for community use. 
14% 38% 36% 11% 2% 

19 
My child feels safe and 

secure at school. 
41% 46% 6% 5% 2% 

20 
Bullying is a problem in this 

district. 
12% 21% 30% 27% 10% 

21 
Drugs are a problem in this 

district. 
15% 22% 29% 25% 9% 

22 
The school buildings and 

grounds are safe and secure. 
26% 61% 6% 5% 1% 

23 

Discipline is fairly and 

equitably administered in my 

child’s school. 

21% 47% 16% 11% 4% 

24 
My child’s school bus runs 

on time nearly every day. 
22% 26% 45% 5% 2% 

25 
My child feels safe riding 

the bus. 
15% 32% 42% 8% 2% 

26 

Bus drivers effectively 

handle discipline issues on 

the bus. 

9% 21% 49% 16% 5% 

27 
The length of my child’s bus 

ride is reasonable. 
13% 33% 45% 5% 4% 

28 

Discipline and order are 

maintained in the school 

cafeteria. 

19% 45% 33% 3% 0% 

29 
Students have enough time 

to eat their lunches. 
13% 47% 16% 19% 6% 

30 
My child likes the food 

served in the cafeteria. 
7% 24% 16% 28% 25% 

31 
The cafeteria serves a good 

variety of food. 
9% 33% 23% 16% 18% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

32 

The district website is a 

useful tool for me and/or my 

child. 

10% 31% 27% 21% 11% 

33 
My child regularly uses 

computers at school. 
26% 51% 14% 8% 1% 

34 
Teachers know how to use 

technology in the classroom. 
31% 50% 15% 3% 1% 

 

Written Responses 

If you would like to provide any additional comments on the school district, please do so here. 

Where is the district doing well? In what areas could it be improved? 

 

 I appreciate the accessibility of community involvement. Families in the district support the 

Jones public schools, administration, faculty, and students. Vacancies in the school board 

should be more visible to the community. Many times when vacancies arrive, the position is 

filled quietly. To the community, it appears that it was done “to get” who they wanted or to 

prevent other competition. Are vacancies posted? In addition, if so, where? The focus on 

sports seems to overpower anything academic. If you do not play sports in this district you 

are overlooked. Academics do not seem to be the priority. Additional advanced classes at the 

middle school would be helpful to ensure success at the high school level. The middle 

school. Faculty seem very interested in seeing their students succeed, and take extra time to 

prepare for testing. Additionally, they have offered some after school ACT prep, which has 

been very beneficial to my student. I feel that not all of the teachers at the high school level 

are committed to their students, and it appears they are just “drawing a check.” I recognize 

this statement is very broad, but I would appreciate a higher level of commitment to students. 

Additionally, a well-disciplined classroom where students can grasp concepts without the 

entire class cheating (which is ignored) would ensure overall success and certainly increase 

college entrance exam scores.  

 Overall, my kids have done well in this district. I appreciate the opportunity to have my voice 

heard, and the time they are taking to improve our schools.  

 The school is not up for any changes. I have given several suggestions that the children have 

wanted through the years and nothing as transpired. The music program has gone down 

tremendously. There is only one interest in athletics - football. No soccer or other sports are 

even offered except football and basketball and the only ones that participate are the athletes. 

No economic program and the computer programs have been called a JOKE by my children. 

In fact, some of my children have taught the teacher things to do. I enjoy the safety of the 

school but miss the opportunities that some other schools have provided. The ability to take 

courses at Rose State has been a big plus and helped preparing my children for college bond 

settings. I appreciate “Wendy” and all she has done for each of my children and knowing 

them and helping them to direct their interests. Overall, my daughter would not transfer out 
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of Jones Public Schools when I suggested she move her freshman year for more 

opportunities. I feel that speaks for itself. Thank you to Jones for their education. 

 My child is special needs (Asperger’s). So many times, he tells me about his day. My opinion 

is the staff should have more training to work with autistic children and understanding these 

children. These children are very sensitive and know when a teacher is frustrated with them. 

It’s not fair for these children.  

 There seems to be a general issue with Jones graduates successfully transitioning to college 

course work, particularly in math.  

 Trying to get help from the middle school principal on bullying and sexual harassment issues 

are unacceptable. His manners towards women and his lying to them need to be addressed. 

 I noticed a large majority of the students use drugs and I believe some of the staff members 

should limit the participation of gossip with the students.  

 I would like to see the school set up a meeting where teachers communicate about what 

needs to be taught in each grade...streamline the curriculum a little better. I also would like to 

see substitutes get some training before they enter the classroom. 

 Bullying in school and on the bus are a problem with my daughter and her friends. They have 

said that they have brought it up to the office but nothing is done. I have had to threaten to go 

to the police in the past because nothing was done when I talked to the office.  

 The facilities have greatly improved (largely due to the fire). The commitment to the athletic 

programs is strong. At times, it appears that athletics and Ag take priority over academics. 

Classes taught by coaches are often lacking in content and instruction. The coaches build 

strong relationships with students, but do not teach well in the classroom. 

 Drugs over the past 3-4 years has become a problem with the middle school and high school 

student body. I am sure every school has drug issues but with a school, our size i feel we 

could really take a stronger stance. Action has been taken with drug testing but I believe 

there needs to be some sort of material provided to students, teachers, and coaches pertaining 

to the use and effects of drug use. It is the parent’s responsibility to educate and enforce good 

habits on their child but the school could have a major impact on our student body and take a 

strong stance. One more area that needs to be addressed would be the high school math 

department, I feel like we are lacking a strong foundation in this particular subject. It seems 

like teachers are meeting appropriate test scores but a strong foundation is a must. Overall, I 

feel our new leadership is taking major steps toward the overall quality of education our 

students are receiving and improving the overall image of our school district. Thank you for 

providing parents to suggest/comment positives and negatives. 

 I would like to see the online calendar kept up to date a little bit more, especially the month 

prior to the beginning of the school year.  

 Fair and equal treatment among parents and children would be a nice start. They seem to 

allow certain families special treatment. The schools website is awful and does not even 

compare to any of the other local districts. Need to implement a school wide no food sharing 

police, if they insist on snack time have every child bring their own because it is not fair for 

children with allergies nor do I feel safe with my child having anything that other parents 
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send to school for the class to eat. I have no idea what it is or what is even in it. The students 

should also be allowed to take their own water bottle to class with they since it is so very 

hard for them to stay hydrated when they are only allowed a few “water fountain” drink 

breaks a day, not to mention how germ infested water fountains are to begin with. 

 We’re new to the district this year. So we’re still learning it. 

 It is great to see our new superintendent roaming around the elementary. It is showing me he 

cares about this school. We should have more teachers like Mr. [deleted] (middle school). He 

is the best teacher! He worries and cares about his students; he will go above and beyond to 

help any of them. He takes time out of his personal schedule to see them get better at what 

they are. I think our new Principal Mr. [deleted] is doing a great job in the middle school. I 

love the text messages, emails, and notices to keep parents informed. Loved the assembly! 

Thank you for your great job. The school can greatly improve their special education 

program. Not enough is done in this area. The aides are not qualified (they are VERY nice, 

but not qualified), the materials they have are not adequate. Where is all the special education 

funding going? To the general school population? At the elementary, the assemblies are too 

long. Too much unimportant information is being shared. Can they be done like the Middle 

School ones? The meals at the cafeteria are called “healthy”, but they never serve fresh fruits. 

I think this need to be revised. The school keeps running off all the great teachers we have 

had for so long, (Ms. [deleted], Ms. [deleted], Ms. [deleted], Ms. [deleted], Ms. [deleted]). 

Have you surveyed them? …. Then we hire teachers that are not good and do not get rid of 

them within the first year of probation. Maybe the administration needs to be reevaluated. 

The gifted and talented program is a joke. Might as well not have it! At the elementary, they 

do not do anything in that classroom, is just a waste of time for those kids. Someone else 

needs to be in charge of that program. Someone qualified for those gifted kids that can 

handle their behavior problems and can actually keep them interested because they are very 

smart. At the middle school, just literature is offered. What about those kids that are good in 

math? Teachers and administrators need to stop closing their eyes to bullying. It keeps going 

on and it is being ignored. 

 District is very exclusionary to families not born and raised in Jones and overly 

accommodating to school employee families --- especially with regards to the picking of 

elementary school teachers for other teachers kids. The bullying and exclusion of the 

accepted families’ kids against the others is largely ignored probably not to make waves with 

those families employed by the school and large donors. This is reflective of the atmosphere 

of the town in general. 

 Teachers and staff always quick to alert parents of any changes 

 Jones has the potential to be leading the way in education. The children in the district are 

relatively happy and need the push to achieve higher education. The only thing holding them 

back is what they are taught (or not taught) at school. I would like to see more emphasis put 

on their future (they should be focused on it all the time), their leadership skills (they should 

be leading the central Oklahoma communities with the leadership they learn and display), 

and contributions to the community (constantly striving to make their community and others 

better for themselves and the future generations). 
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 We have always been happy with the elementary school. There is a very good atmosphere 

there, its fun, and the kids really seem to learn. Middle school has not been a very good 

experience for our children. Kids tend to be mean, and say really awful things to the kids 

who aren’t as popular or involved in sports. In addition, my wife just commented that the 

Awards Assembly today was too rushed, and the kids don’t get the proper recognition for 

their achievements. And the high school seems to have these “blow off classes” where 

nothing seems to be expected of the students.  

 Too many movies are being shown at the high school level. Coaches should be held to the 

same expectations as core teachers are as far as teaching goes. Movies are very valuable; 

however, when the movie is not relevant to the class, it should not be shown unless the 

students have earned it as a reward.  

 One of the third grade teachers doesn’t treat all is her students the same and even ignores 

them when they need help with work because she’s upset with them. It’s definitely not a 

good thing. She also says unpleasant things to the students in front of the other kids which 

has caused bullying.  

 A better educational programs our children are getting left behind! 

 The district need to let the parents help make decisions. We need more educated teachers. 

The children are rushed to eat lunch and the food is terrible. 

 I think it is a shame that sometimes some of the administrators make it difficult to use school 

facilities for our children’s organizations. Last year, we needed space to host a banquet for 

our little league football players and cheerleaders and the high school wanted to charge 300 

dollars for an event that was comprised of Jones Elementary students and parents, was free of 

charge and hosted by a nonprofit organization of parents. Also last year our football coaches 

were expected to “weed eat’ the fence line of the middle school if teams wanted to practice 

outside at the middle school. Aren’t things like this already paid for in a school’s budget? 

Don’t we all pay property tax so that our children can use these facilities? I would also love 

to see our school district look into grants and funding so that we could have a multipurpose 

facilities for school sports and activities. I would like the see an expanded music and arts 

program at the elementary level. The kids never have music programs other than a 

performance at a PTO meeting, Old Timers Day or halftime of a high school football game. 

 My kids attend the elementary school. It would be nice to see more teachers involved in PTO 

meetings and school events outside of class. The inside of the school seems dirty. Cleaning 

needs to be stepped up a notch, especially during cold/flu season. My daughter loves the 

cafeteria food, and I appreciate that they are offering healthy options! 

 Certain athletes failing grades are ignored so that they can play football on Friday night. 

Drug tests are a joke. Certain teachers allow disruptive kids to grade and post their own 

grades because it is easier for the teacher. A teacher who has been complained about for 

years is still teaching math, although kids fail her class because she can’t be understood and 

doesn’t know how to use the computer. Teachers do not let the kids take the books or graded 

homework home so that parents can teach their kids when the teacher hasn’t fulfilled this 

requirement. Not all teachers are bad, just most seem lazy and can’t handle discipline. The 

coaching is a joke. All focus is on sports, but no focus is on how bad a lot of the coaching is. 

I have been very disappointed with this school system. 
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 The assemblies at the elementary school are way too long. The kids are bored and must 

remain seated because the principal has to explain stuff that does not need explaining. Parent 

must leave to go to work and have not gotten to see their child get their award. The 

assemblies are really quite a joke. Teachers, parents, and students hate them. Mrs. [deleted] is 

nice, but needs to quit talking. She needs to let Mr. [deleted] take over the assemblies. He 

will be able to entertain, instruct, and administer the assemblies in a more timely manner. 

 My children do not ride the bus any longer since they are now in High School but in the past 

they didn’t feel safe on the bus and that bus driver had her own kids on the bus and they 

picked fights and then the bus driver would get onto the other kids and not her own. I don’t 

think she drives a bus anymore at least I hope not. I do know of some girls that are getting 

bullied. I think that does go on at the high school. I also believe that there are probably drugs 

in the school which I’m sure are in every school. I do feel like all of the officers at every 

school are very good as are the whole staff, teachers, principals, and counselors. I love Jones 

Schools. 

 I think Jones PS does well with the money that we have. I think Mr. [deleted] has been an 

excellent hire for the MS Principal. I appreciate having online access to my children’s grades 

and the new weekly newsletters are a bonus. I think the middle school teachers are good 

about going above and beyond. My complaints are that we need a track facility and that the 

elementary assemblies are entirely too long for working parents. I would also like to see the 

district work more closely with EOC Tech. I for one would like my children be able to 

graduate high school with college credit hours and a skill to go to work. 

 As far as school being welcoming and maintained, I feel that the grounds of the elementary 

could definitely look better. They are scraggly looking. 

 We are new to the district. My children’s teachers have been amazing at keeping me 

informed about their school, about town activities, and helping us as a family outside of 

school as well. A very welcoming school. I have been very satisfied with the improvement in 

my children’s learning. Every staff member I see is great with the kids and very friendly, 

from the principal to the custodian. I have been very pleased with the elementary school. 

 The school is always clean. The janitors do an amazing job. The superintendent always 

seems to be busy. Looks like he is working hard at his job. The principal at the Elementary 

school is horrible! I have personally seen her at Walmart during school hours grocery 

shopping! I know she wasn’t buying all that food for the school. She makes you feel like a 

criminal when you walk into the school. The first year my daughter was there I went to pick 

her up. Well after I signed her out I went to the hall to wait for her. I saw my daughter 

walking down the hall so I started walking towards her. The principle came running out of 

the office yelling at me telling me not to go any farther. I was so confused. That is just the 

beginning of it. Too much for me to type. All of our teachers have been amazing until this 

year. We have the worst teacher ever! She could care less about her job or the kids. I am just 

praying it doesn’t set my child behind for next year. The stuff she says and writes on the 

board is unreal. I was told there is nothing I can do about it just to try my best to get through 

the year. Needless to say we will be looking for a different school for next year. I couldn’t 

figure out why all the amazing teachers were leaving and going to a different school. Now I 

know why. 
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 Need to look in to the Football program. Most of coaches need to be replaced. Hint: Coaches 

should coach and teach not degrade and bully-- so many boys dropping out of the program 

that have played their entire life. It’s a shame 

 The school administration and staff do not communicate with parents unless it is in negative 

circumstances. They do not communicate to the parents when things start to go wrong so the 

parent can rectify the situation before it becomes serious. They wait until it has gone to the 

point of punishment for the child for something that could have been corrected before it got 

to that point. 

 Prepare our district for the future. Elementary and middle schools need to be improved. We 

need new buses. Big money items that are being neglected and are way outdated. 

 Drug testing policy should be changed in such a way that ensures student identities’ are not 

shared with the testing companies. 

 The elementary school needs more space!! The school is great about parent contact via email, 

phone, etc. 

 Some teachers need to know that they need to be teachers and not try to be best friends with 

the students. When they are acting / talking about other students with the students that they 

are supposed to be teaching - it creates tension between the students with their peers. 

 Would like to see more new buses. My child has to ride the bus for over an hour one way 

everyday. 

 Teachers are great here in Jones. Wouldn’t want my kids going to any other school. 

 The middle school has a big problem with bullies my child has been bullied to the point that 

she has becomes physically sick due to the anxiety level that she faces from a group of boys 

that has been sexually harassing her all the principle and staff has to say about it that boys 

will be boys and that my daughter is bringing it on herself my child has hit the boy that has 

been touching her breast and the principle still dose noting about her being touched other 

then moving the boy across the room the district needs to really wake up and see what’s 

going on in the halls and classroom the district has come a long way but it needs a lot more 

work in keeping all kids feeling safe. 

 Sports programs are unevenly and often unfairly run. 

 The district really does well at catering to student needs-they seem to have the child’s best 

interest always at heart. Some of the classrooms are just too big to be very conducive to 

proper learning; 23 students is way too big to be effective with just one teacher. These 

teachers need aids or some sort of help. 

 I have not personally seen what is provided for lunch, but neither of my children eat at school 

because they do not like it. They are not picky eaters, but do not have many positive things to 

say about the food provided. They do report feeling rushed to hurry and eat. I have one child 

in middle school and one in elem. I believe that the importance of outside time is neglected. I 

think children need more time to run and to just get fresh air. I believe that even having class 

out doors from time to time holds many benefits. I believe there needs to be more focus on 

problem solving skills and bullying prevention. I love the school district. I attended the 

district myself from 1st through 12th. I feel the teachers keep me well informed about my 
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children’s progress, events, assignments, and quickly answer any questions or concerns. I 

love seeing police officers outside the buildings. As a parent, it gives me a little more 

security and helps me feel my children are safe. I am happy with the education my children 

receive. 

 Some need more one on one help with maybe a helper. 

 My child is bilingual (Spanish and English) and he loves to teach other children how to speak 

and read. I would like to have more activity or book with that resource. Thanks. 

 There should be more technology for use by the children. There should be keyboarding 

classes for the kids. 

 I believe that the grade school principal should show more interest in leading teachers and 

students. Special education funding should be used for special ed. in grade school (I believe 

that money is used elsewhere). Effort should be made by leaders (principals and 

superintendent) to retain good teachers. I believe many veteran elem. teachers are lost/about 

to be lost due to issues with the principal. Middle School and High School, I greatly miss 

Mrs. [deleted] but the new principals seem to be doing OK (jury is still out). MS counselor is 

good. HS counselor is new, but I have had to keep track of my student’s schedule both 

semesters to change the schedule to make sure that the courses needed to graduate were 

taken. I will say that she was accommodating, but I wonder how long it would have taken for 

HS to realize that the schedule was wrong had I not brought it to their attention. Geometry 

teacher is terrible and should be on progressive discipline. I wish HS had more classes to 

choose from (physics rather than the life sciences). Overall positive experience in each 

school. Athletics:  Football receives all of the $ and other sports seem to be forgotten. Nice to 

see the band and art programs improve. I truly believe in the philosophy that if new teachers 

do not perform in their first year, then their contract should not be renewed. To do this, the 

principal’s need to be active managers like Mrs. [deleted] and not like Mrs. [deleted]. Thank 

you for taking my opinions into account and for making the effort to improve the school 

systems. 

 The rules are too strict for service dogs, they make it impossible for a child to have any. I 

don’t know the board members. Nor the command of chain to discuss such issues. It is more 

the teachers who care, none of the board members does. I have no access to them at all. 

 Additional AP classes offered and offer advanced classes starting earlier in the education 

process. 

 We are new to Jones, within the last year. Coming from a smaller school we were unsure 

how they would do. They transitioned very well and the teachers, staff, principals have been 

very helpful in all areas. We are proud to be from Jones and besides the Elementary needing 

a Gymnasium, we are happy with all the buildings, how they are built, look when we visit, 

and etc. Very happy we have tornado shelters. I really like the teachers, coming from a 

teaching family, I have a different outlook than many of the “newer” types of parents. My 

children make good grades because we work with them but also because we respect our 

teachers and what they are trying to achieve with them. It is not just the teachers’ 

responsibility for my children to learn...it is ours as parents to work with them and the 

teacher! I think we have very good Principals with their hearts/knowledge/care all being for 

each and every child. I have heard and have tried to be persuaded by many that our Elem. 
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Principal isn’t good at her job. She is there for each and every child for safety and for their 

educations to be top priority. Not for the social aspect of the duty. I am very happy that we 

are on the Remind Me App provided by the MS Principal. This year has been very helpful, 

knowing what is going on! There are way more positives for my family at this point than 

negatives. I say GREAT JOB Jones! 

 I think they are doing well I do think the middle school needs to do some reconstruction on 

the building and update it more and Jones is a growing community I think we are out 

growing are middle school. I think the teachers are very helpful to the students. 

 I don’t like that football becomes a priority to and some parents of the sports kids get special 

treatment. I like being able to look at the website for my kids grades, just wish it was kept up 

to date a little better. If kids are a part of sports, they get away with bullying more that they 

should. 

 Jones School district, in my opinion, is the best. Jones School district, as a whole, has been 

most accommodating when my family and I have had unforeseen dealings. I couldn’t be 

more thankful for them. 

 The elementary school is run very well. The middle school however needs improvement. 

Some teachers have no weekly schedule. The pe /health teacher does not interact with 

students and utilizes his phone during class. The counselor uses her power to help who she 

knows and is friend with before the whole student body. The elementary and middle school 

PTA does not try to get all parents involved, it is the “friends” who want to run it. I have high 

compliments to the Elementary principals they are very involved and focused on the kids and 

parents. The middle school is small and although the poverty is high I feel they have people 

who would love to help but they don’t reach out as they should. 

 In my opinion they need to focus more on math. Teachers tend to push reading with them 

(which is on a volunteer basis) and not math. I’m not saying reading isn’t important but they 

don’t push math. We need math in this world. Also I don’t like the fact that we can’t afford 

math books for every student, so the students have to copy down every detail to bring home. 

We seem to be able to raise money for playground toys and end of school parties but not 

raise money for books. That’s just my opinion. 

 I have a 1st year middle schooler and she LOVES it! State Center is awesome with Mr. 

[deleted] at the helm! My other daughter is still at the elementary--the teachers there do the 

best they can with what they have. There is no place I would rather have my children. Thank 

you 

 Was disappointed of the change for homecoming and sweetheart king of queen for the 

2014/2015 school year. The events have been a tradition in Jones for as long as I can 

remember and the kids grow up looking forward to the possibility of being chosen as a 

candidate and dressing up for the big events. It has brought a sense of community with 

dresses donated for those that could not otherwise afford and participate. 

 Visitation in the child classroom during class time to see how the child is interacting in class. 

 Principle [deleted] does an excellent job to ensure student understand why they are 

disciplined and I feel genuinely cares for the student’s success. He is fair and looks to be 

positive in the situations! Where I do have a problem is the administration desk, I feel she is 
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not only rude but also disrespectful to your students! I often feel she has a grudge against my 

child and possible myself! The last thing that’s a concern to me is the rule of ISP if a child is 

even one minute late they are sent home? This is absurd not only is the child not receiving his 

education but I was also not contacted that my child had been sent home which is a safety 

concern! So to sum it up great job with the new principle, change your ISP rule and work on 

communicating with the parents a little more! Teenagers can be difficult and need more 

guidance and understanding and less being pushed away and brushed off. 

 Elementary/middle school needs a lot of help in learning to be friendly to everyone. Some 

staff/teachers are very sarcastic and rude even to the children. The middle school water is 

horrible and cannot even be drank. The whole distinct seems it caters to those that have been 

a part of community the longest. 

 We believe that the elementary and middle schools are dirty inside and out, ALOT of the 

maintenance is fluffed off, or neglected and just band aided,  people are getting a paycheck 

for doing next to nothing and there should be a much more higher well maintained 

maintenance employee list. Someone with some real KNOWLEDGE should take over 

[deleted] place when he retires this year...not just someone to give a job and a title to, but 

someone who KNOWS how to get the job done correctly and in a timely manner. We believe 

applicants should be looked at sooner than later before [deleted] leaves us. [Deleted] has 

been an asset to Jones School District. Next why should our playgrounds have 3 missing 

swings for our children…also playgrounds have way too much tall grass in the summer, it’s 

not cut nearly enough or short enough, especially when all the kids have wet pant legs in the 

dewy times of the year due to wet TALL grass. 

 I don’t think we are using our funds at the elementary for essential needs like a reading 

specialist or school counselor. 

 Would like to see a better partnership between the school and sporting activities for our 

children. The elementary allows use of the facilities however the other schools do not. Also it 

is time to make some updates to the school and the grounds, our children deserve a nice place 

to go to school. The education they are receiving is good, would just like to see better 

facilities and more cooperation between sports and the schools. My child has always had 

great teachers and we feel very welcome at this school. 

 They love hosting events, and spend less time making sure students understand the work 

taught. Bullying is a huge problem that the school refuses to acknowledge. Who said it was 

ok to force children to learn a specific way or they are wrong?! THAT kind of thinking is 

what is wrong! I’m sick of having to rid my yard of stickers because the school doesn’t 

completely remove them from the playground. I’m annoyed that the school still counts doctor 

visits against my son’s attendance with or without notes. I’m annoyed at how often my son 

gets sick at school. He has been sick more here than in his whole life. Why? Teachers are not 

holding up there end. I expect my son to learn at school, not lose knowledge! My son does 

not feel welcome at your school or on the bus. Spoiled children should not be allowed to 

“rule the school.” If my child doesn’t have a Galaxy S5, or new iPhone, he shouldn’t be 

made fun of; it just means his parents aren’t idiots. When my son comes home with bruises, 

cuts, scrapes, missing teeth, and severely ripped clothes and I DO NOT receive a phone call, 

I get VERY upset at the incompetence of this school district. 
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 I would like to see the “smarter” kids that have capabilities above their grade level pushed to 

excel rather than just being OK with being on grade level. Teachers should evaluate the 

students and make sure they are learning to the student’s abilities, not just what the teachers 

are teaching. For some students, being average isn’t OK and they need to be pushed to 

greater levels. I don’t feel that the district does a very good job at this unless a parent brings 

it to their attention. 

 Mr. [deleted] is a great educator and mentor to the kids. The coaches tend to favor the more 

athletic students leaving the academic students feeling discriminated against. 

 My family and I have recently moved to Jones due to lack of support, educational needs not 

being met and resistance on assessment request from OKC Public Schools. Since arriving in 

Jones my daughter IEP was completed and goals and benchmarks were set. We have felt very 

welcomed by all school staff and my daughter is learning! We are excited for the future and 

being involved in a school district like Jones! 

 I love Jones school district I have 3 boys in elementary and I do a lot of volunteer work at 

school couldn’t ask for a better place. It’s great to be a longhorn go jones! 

 We NEED drug testing on our middle school. Too much is going on and looking the other 

way. Bullying is also a large issue; however, I can say that I communicate with the people 

that need to be communicated with, but others might not be able to. Just because the kid is an 

athlete doesn’t mean they can bully. Parent’s social standings shouldn’t be a factor as well. 

 I feel that the students are tested more often than most. I feel that our principle isn’t 

accessible. Uncomfortable in the office. Very out of the loop as far as what’s going on 

outside of my child’s class specifically. 

 The teacher turnover at the Elementary is outrageous. I had a great sense of pride when we 

began at Jones Elementary 6 years ago but now the blatant dissatisfaction of the remaining 

qualified and invested teachers has completely jaded my view of the school and satisfaction 

with my children’s education. 

 Coming from a low-income family, I know the embarrassment of not fitting in as a child. 

Could the school board please consider standard uniforms for all of the grades? It would save 

parents money, make giving donations easier, and help equal the playing ground for children 

who have less. Therefore, providing less distractions and a more conducive learning 

environment. 

 The attitudes of the teachers 

 Need more parent involvement. 

 Loving the transparency of the new Superintendent. It’s good to see the ability to receive 

feedback effectively. Wish we had better leadership at the Elementary School level. 

 Too much emphasis on sports and at very young ages. Difficulty with coaches often turns 

political. Assembly area at elementary not big enough for assemblies. Middle school falling 

apart and the gym is awful for home and visitors. Visitor stands at football stadium are 

dangerous. Would like to get updated when kids are having tests... IE star reading tests. 

Would like to receive updates about routine drills and when they are held. For example... Do 

we have earthquake drills...? Where should I pick my chins up if there is a disaster...? Ex 
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tornado, national security issue. Do not recurve timely messages from child’s teacher. Get 

Monday message on Tuesday or Wednesday. Have heard from other parents that there are 

some major gaps on readiness from grade to grade which often leads to poorer grades. In 

addition...I noticed that the honor roll students drop significantly fams grades progress. This 

signifies to me that children clearly are not prepared or teachers are too over worked. 

 Special assistance is provided in a positive manner at the middle school. We have been 

helped greatly through the Special Ed teacher and aide, and the schools counselor 

 It would be nice if there were more opportunities for tutoring, etc., after school. There are 

many opportunities for training for sports, but not for scholastic needs. 

 The high school can do a better job at providing greater assistance to its students who have a 

desire to attend a course that isn’t offered at the high school. 

 Dr. [deleted] does a great job! 

 We feel our child is reviving. A more the adequate education. At this time, we would like to 

announce are appreciation for the IEP staff, thank you so much for your help in our children 

education. 

 It’s turning off the hall way lights to cut electricity costs. Seriously? My child is bullied 

nearly every day. I am not happy here with the school and plan on selling my house because 

of it. Drugs are a bad problem too. I say WIN for the drug testing policy! 

 I think the teachers are wonderful. They always work with me and my child to help him 

reach his potential. It seems like my child complains about not having enough time to eat & 

every so often there’s trouble with someone on the bus. Overall I love our school & thank 

you for all you do! 

 Overall we are very pleased with the school system. Improvements could be made in art, 

music, and physical education programs. 

 The school lunch is usually cold. Terrible food. 

 My child likes attending the school. However education and updated facilities are decades 

behind. Athletic facilities are inadequate for this day and age compared to other districts 

nearby. 

 Could improve in providing for special needs children in the district. 

 Elementary and Middle School was fine academically. However, the high school put more 

emphasis on football than education. There is also more emphasis on sports than the 

humanities. There is also more emphasis on sports extracurricular activities than non-sports 

or educational extracurricular activities. Most of coaches who are teachers are not worth their 

salaries. I am relieve that we have gone back to semesters. Trimesters only caused confusion. 

I was satisfied with our decision to send our children to Jones until they reached high school. 

Then I started having regrets that they were not reaching their full educational potential like 

they might have in neighboring Edmond. 

 Coaches favoring athletes over other students especially coach Young. Need more emphasis 

on the arts. Mr. deleted is an awesome and dedicated educator. 
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 Superintendent rarely asks for parental input too much lag time when communicating with 

teacher’s excellent football program. Would like to see District support for academics reach 

same level as what football receives board members cower to Superintendent pressure due to 

possible retaliation towards their children. This must STOP. Good possible board members 

won’t even run due to this. Middle School Principal was absolutely AWESOME but was 

forced out by Superintendent. Bullying is a big problem & nothing is done to protect the 

innocent. Facilities are very well kept & clean. Glad to hear that an outside firm is handling 

the audit & survey. Maybe some items will float to the top for immediate improvement. 

 I have three kids who just started this semester so I answered no opinion to some of the 

questions that I have not personally had a chance to witness. 

 I feel recent changes in administration have improved some of the ongoing issues this district 

has been plagued with for many years and we are headed in a better direction, however, there 

is much work to be done. I am in hopes this tool along with other recently implemented 

programs involving the community, parents and teachers will assist our district in creating a 

united effort to improve overall. 

 Favoritism is shown to parents in the elementary on a regular basis. I do not feel that 

[deleted] is there for my child, who has been bullied to the point of requesting to attend a 

different school next year. LOVE the new Assistant Principal! The computers the students 

use never work properly (I’ve subbed and been in the lab), but they have software to use at 

home crammed down their throat. Most teachers are wonderful and go above and beyond for 

these kids, and those teachers have made Jones an acceptable experience (barely). I feel too 

much pressure is put on “teaching to the test” and the lack of funds for teachers to use in the 

classroom is embarrassing when we have held fundraisers for a new sign and new 

playground equipment--were they necessary? The box tops for education we send in 

ALWAYS go to the PE program, but what about putting some of those funds in the 

classroom? I love the new Assistant Principal, he is very welcoming, and involved while 

[deleted] hides in her office. 

 New elementary principal is needed. 

 My child has ADHD and Asperger’s. He is frequently picked on by other students and while 

I know my child is no saint I don’t feel the school is handling this issue effectively 

 My son’s teacher sends me an email daily with homework details. It is so helpful! I forward 

it to many of my friends because the other teachers in his grade do not do this. I think that 

they should because my son never remembers everything he is supposed to do and not all 

homework is self-explanatory. 

 I love our school. The teachers and staff are wonderful. 

 Drugs continue to be a huge problem. I would like to see more searches of vehicles on school 

property and more thorough attention after lunch to students that use their lunch period to do 

more than eat. 

 The school is a loving and safe place with amazing teachers assigned homework for some 

grade levels is overwhelming not being able to eat lunch in the elementary school cafeteria 

should be reevaluated. 
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 The cafeteria staff at the Elementary are horribly rude and unprofessional (even though it is a 

job working in a kitchen). The brown-headed secretary in the office is bluntly rude to 

parents. My daughter wasn’t done eating lunch one day and came home crying because she 

wasn’t done eating and the teacher on duty made her throw her food away. That was 

upsetting for me. I also understand that schools are trying to get kids to eat healthy, but they 

also need to keep in mind that some kids have allergies and can’t eat whole wheat foods. My 

child included. So there are days that she doesn’t get to eat at school. I wish some of the staff 

with the school district (superintendent included) would be professional and more nicer than 

what they are. We have to deal with these people for twelve to thirteen years while kids are 

going to school. There is no need for it. We are small town and it makes it difficult for others 

to get along. I would also like to put down that I think they need to expand the elementary 

and middle school... With all these big houses they are putting up around here, there are more 

and more kids coming to Jones every year. It’s bad when the car pick up line starts by the 

front doors if the elementary and goes almost 6 blocks down to the high school. Another 

issue. The lovely Jones Police department…What are they getting paid for? To pick on 

parents in the car pick up line and bash them on their Facebook page. They don’t care about 

our small town. They started building a library off Britton and Hiwassee when I was pregnant 

with my youngest (and she’s 5!) That keeps getting out on hold because every time they get 

the donated money to build it, the cops keep coming up with BRAND NEW police vehicles. 

And the building of the library stops. It’s getting old. I wish someone word get this town in 

shape. And maybe see where all our money is disappearing too. Schools included with that 

last statement. 

 Too much emphasis on sports and sport players. Also too much emphasis on WINNING at 

all cost do not like the school slogan in it to win it... Where emphasis on reading learning and 

imagination for elementary? 

 I think that the Elementary School monthly assemblies are way too long. They need to be 

straight forward and to the point. There is no need to explain everything ever single 

assembly. The first one of the year is sufficient. If the principal would talk less the assembly 

would only last an hour and half at the most. 

 I believe the weakness of our district is in the Elementary. They do not have a good principal 

to lead them. The principal makes items like the outdoor classroom a priority instead of 

curriculum that would better teach our children, or desks. Our elementary needs a reading 

specialist instead of an aide who makes copies. We are losing awesome teachers in the 

elementary every year due to the way they are treated by their principal. Our children will not 

get the education they need if this continues. 

 Reading, writing and math are keys to a college education. I believe we get so caught up in 

the details of information rather than teaching how to obtain the information and writing the 

information. Today’s technology and information has changed the world. The important part 

of education is being able to access the information and communicate the information 

clearly. High school needs to be more like college and less like jr high. I think starting school 

later would be better for the high school and the jr high school kids. 

 I love this school. My child has had several issues this year with his eyesight and I feel that 

Mrs. [deleted] has gone over her duties as a teacher to make sure he has adequate testing 

done to help him improve and do what she can to help his grades improve because of that. 
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We have had the pleasure to have great teachers every year for both of my children and each 

year those teachers really put an effort into the kids. No complaints here. Go Longhorns! 

 More Pre-K needed. More rooms needed at elementary and newer furniture. Most teachers 

are kind and caring need to contact parents when kids do WELL as well as other times. 

 Teachers show too many movies at the high school. 

 I feel our high school math program needs improvement. I do not feel our graduates are well 

prepared for college math. This has been an issue for many years and I have seen no changes. 

I also feel that our school needs to look into the bullying problems at our middle & high 

schools. I know of several children who are not playing sports that they grew up playing 

because of bullying that has occurred and not been dealt with appropriately. 

 I appreciate the teachers. Last year when my oldest was in kindergarten, her teacher noticed 

she was having problems. We discussed her being tested and found out she has a learning 

disability. I am very pleased with the staff that has helped my daughter with her disability. 

 Bullying on the bus & in school needs to be handled I feel that should put a monitor (human) 

on the bus to watch the children while the driver concentrates on driving. My child does not 

like to ride the bus because she says the driver is distracted & does not watch the road. 

 I have had children in each of the three schools in Jones. Overall I am very happy with their 

schools and the education they receive. I feel like the new superintendent is working very 

hard to make some changes that improve the school. My three biggest complaints are 1. I feel 

like Jones puts too much emphasis into their football program to the detriment of other sports 

and extracurricular activities. 2. I think the school sometimes doesn’t hire the best “teacher” 

for the job because they are more concerned with which applicant will be the best “coach” 3. 

While the middle school and high school seem open to the idea of having parents visit the 

building, I feel like parents are actively discouraged from visiting the elementary school. 

 State funding seems to be a problem. There always seems to be very little if any funds 

available. The faculty is outstanding in all areas. 

 More instruction on computer and computer programs like Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. 

 My daughter was bullied so bad she had to switch schools in 9th grade. Nothing was done 

about it. She is still bullied after coming back but she now stands up for herself. This school 

does not take bullying seriously! 

 I would like to see more teaching in the classes taught by coaches. My fourth child will be a 

freshman next year and I’ve heard a lot of comments over the years such as “A coach teaches 

the class. We don’t do anything but watch movies, talk about football, etc.”  I love the AP 

and concurrent opportunities. Kids complain about lunch, but it’s probably just an excuse to 

leave campus great facilities, great leadership. 

 My family and many other families have experienced bullying in this school. In many cases 

nothing was done and others very minimal. Students are choosing to not participate in sports 

that they have all their lives to avoid being bullied! I don’t feel that our students leave Jones 

college ready. There are some classes that I know have been brought to the attention of the 

administration and still there are no noticeable changes in the Math department. 
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Student Survey 
 

Surveys Completed: 257 

Totals may not add to 100 percent due to rounding. 

Survey Questions 

Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1 
Education is the main priority in 

our school district. 
18% 50% 14% 13% 5% 

2 

Students learn the necessary 

material to be prepared for the 

next grade. 

13% 65% 11% 8% 2% 

3 

I am being academically 

prepared for life after high 

school. 

16% 52% 13% 16% 4% 

4 
Our schools can be described as 

“good places to learn.” 
15% 47% 22% 10% 6% 

5 
I knew what to expect on the 

state tests. 
16% 46% 21% 13% 3% 

6 

There is at least one adult at 

school to whom I can go when I 

have a problem. 

45% 34% 9% 6% 5% 

7 

The school library meets my 

needs for books and other 

resources. 

25% 44% 21% 7% 3% 

8 

I have received sufficient 

college and/or career 

counseling. 

11% 35% 29% 19% 5% 

9 

My teachers communicate 

regularly with my parents about 

my academic progress. 

9% 29% 29% 22% 11% 

10 My school is clean. 33% 49% 10% 5% 2% 

11 
My school is attractive and 

welcoming. 
38% 45% 9% 5% 3% 

12 
My school building is well 

maintained. 
38% 48% 8% 4% 2% 

13 I feel safe and secure at school. 35% 44% 11% 7% 3% 

14 
Bullying is a problem in this 

district. 
9% 18% 30% 28% 15% 

15 
The school buildings and 

grounds are safe and secure. 
30% 51% 11% 6% 2% 

16 

Discipline is fairly and 

equitably administered in this 

school. 

13% 42% 18% 15% 12% 
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Survey Questions 

Strongly 

Agree Agree 

No 

Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

17 
Teachers and staff respect 

students in this school. 
14% 45% 13% 18% 10% 

18 
Drugs are a problem in this 

school. 
27% 23% 25% 14% 10% 

19 

Discipline and order are 

maintained in the school 

cafeteria. 

15% 42% 28% 9% 6% 

20 
I have enough time to eat my 

lunch each day. 
13% 36% 6% 20% 26% 

21 
I like the food served in the 

cafeteria. 
2% 7% 21% 22% 48% 

22 
The cafeteria serves a good 

variety of food. 
4% 16% 27% 26% 27% 

23 
The district website is a useful 

tool for me. 
9% 29% 35% 13% 14% 

24 
I regularly use computers at 

school. 
21% 46% 12% 14% 7% 

25 
Teachers know how to use 

technology in the classroom. 
18% 50% 14% 13% 4% 

26 
I have regular Internet access at 

home. 
44% 32% 5% 12% 7% 

28 
My bus runs on time nearly 

every day. 
5% 15% 67% 8% 6% 

29 
Students feel safe riding the 

bus. 
3% 17% 64% 10% 6% 

30 
Bus drivers effectively handle 

discipline issues on the bus. 
4% 17% 54% 12% 13% 

31 
The length of my bus ride is 

reasonable. 
3% 19% 59% 6% 13% 

 

Written Responses 
 

If you would like to provide any additional comments on the school district, please do so here. 

Where is the district doing well? In what areas could it be improved? 

 

 Give me more time to eat at Jones. 

 Give more time at lunch for us to eat get new cook’s the one we got [deleted]. 

 The school food sucks. 

 All good. 

 This school is poor the lights are usually shut off in the hall way cause the school jones 

longhorns are poor and the teaching is very unreasonable the schools lunches are small and 
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do not fill my tummy the time we have to eat is 35 min we have to walk or drive 2 miles to 

eat the food is all salad and wheat bread and they even save old food for the next weeks. 

 Most teachers only talk about sports and barely teach during the class. Unless they’re not a 

coach. Then they will teach their class like they’re supposed to. And if they would explain 

things way better it would not just help me, it would help all of us with whatever 

worksheet/assignment that we’re working on. And the athletics are acted as if they’re way 

too important. And I think that they only need one elective in sports and not two. Sports 

cannot be that important that they need two electives for it. 

 Teachers put sports as top priority. Teachers do not teach the material like they should. They 

often give you school work without any guidance or base to complete the assignment. We do 

not have a variety of electives to take. Jones is the only school I know who has athletics 

during school. They have two elective periods just for athletics when they could be used for 

another elective class.  

 NO CLASSES. 

 We need teachers, not coaches pretending to be teachers. Most schools don’t realize if we 

call them COACH heath or COACH young, they aren’t usually very good teachers. 

 Seniors are rude!!!!! 

 Try to get better food, the food we have now scares me a bit. 

 Horrible school. 

 Why are the lights turned off lol. 

 The food could be improved greatly. Also, although the teachers do administer detentions 

and other forms of punishment, it does not seem to have an effect on their behavior. The 

variety of classes, although also improved (they now include things such as Bioethics), it is 

still lacking. I feel it would be beneficial to provide more language classes. Finally, about the 

arts programs, specifically Band. I do realize that this school is currently lacking in money, 

however, the Band Hall is not even a music room but an extra storage room once used by the 

football players. Also, the amount of instruments and quality of those instruments is poor. 

The Band has very little funding or money, a very unfortunate locating area in the stands at 

football games, and very little members. Although the program is growing and much better 

than it previously was, it still has a lot to improve. Overall, this is a very clean school with 

(mostly) excellent teachers. 

 There is a lot of drugs/partying that goes on at our school. It’s really difficult to learn in some 

classes with this running around the room, there is always talking about it. Umm, the teachers 

here get walked all over and are so disrespected it’s not even funny. Therefore, it’s really 

loud in the classrooms and the kids act unruly. There are too many “cliques” here too. This 

really singles out some kids and makes them feel alone. I don’t like this school at all and I 

wish I could be home schooled or at least moved to somewhere else. It’s the worst here and I 

learn nothing. 

 The school lunches are much less than filling. I know they have rules that they are required to 

follow, but for athletics being at the end of the day, eating at school isn’t very energizing. 

Another thing is that the drug use in our school is too common. The drug tests we do are 
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random and have been successful a couple times, but I hear about too many people getting 

around them. Overall, I love my school but the above listed problems should be taken care 

of. 

 Areas that could improve would be the food they serve at lunch and a longer lunch period.  

 I think the school lunches need to be longer because some people don’t have time to go and 

get something to eat. Most people don’t like the school lunches here and the places here in 

jones are always really busy and people are afraid that they won’t have time to get their food 

and eat it before class starts again. Another problem is the drugs here. I know a lot of people 

that do drugs and they get away with it. I think we need to do drug tests on everybody not 

just people who do extracurricular activities, because the people who do drugs drop out of 

their activities just so they won’t get caught doing them.  

 The school lunches are small and tasteless leaving some kids to not eat. Students should be 

provided with adequate food in case they may have problems with home. I’ve taken classes 

that didn’t prepare me for the next grade/course. The wide spread topics were never 

discussed in the next course. Going into the next course I felt ill prepared. Be better 

monitored I think that our drug testing should. 

 The drug problem is one of the main concerns at this school. I think it should be watched 

better. One student at a time enter the bathroom and have a monitor in there. Also, the math 

department could be improved. There have been many problems talked about with the 

teachers. I have had all good experiences with the science department. I would advise there 

be a drug test after prom. I hope the drug use of our students starts to decrease. I don’t want 

that around the school when my younger siblings get here. Thanks.  

 The school lunches are not very reasonable. Many students often times need better food! 

Especially the fruit. It’s canned and sugary as all the food so why bother changing the 

system. Also it seems to be that sports is a little more important than our education.  

 Some of the teachers/coaches need to get their lives together instead of sharing their 

problems with all of their students and players. A few teachers/coaches here share too much 

of their personal lives with the student and it ruins the respect and outlook we had for that 

teacher/coach. Some teachers/coaches need to stop addressing problems through other people 

instead of just going to the source of the problem and taking care of it there. Also, the drug 

problem here is terrible. I feel as if the wrong people are randomly drug tested and the star 

athletes get off the hook. Here, athletics seem to be more important than the education we 

receive. 

 The school is always clean. I feel like there is a good group of teachers. A few teachers don’t 

teach very well and many students seem to struggle in the math department. The school does 

drug tests but I think they are testing the wrong students. The staff should be more worried 

about the students health not that they are able to play. I feel as if the students that are 

abusing drugs get away with it because they are varsity athletes. They should drug test more 

often. Athletics seem far more important than the education of our students. 

 Jones Public Schools are doing well in educating and supporting their students, from the 

academic point of view to the emotional support that many high school students need from 

the stress combined at home and school. The school district does try its best to make sure we 
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have plenty of opportunities to excel and make new friends. Our teams in the school work 

together wonderfully, and most teachers do their best to make groups they know will be 

effective, to help the students learn without bickering. 

 The lunch is terrible. I know that’s not the schools fault though. 

 This school has a problem with marijuana and alcohol. 

 This school has a big problem with Marijuana and methamphetamines. 

 Many druggies. 

 I love jones classroom subjects. 

 The food sucks and they need more food there isn’t enough and they overprice all the food. 

 I only have one complaint about this school. My complaint is we focus way too much on 

sports. Teachers have to wait at least years to get new textbooks yet it seems the football 

team gets new uniforms, helmets, or equipment etc. 

 The lunches could provide more food for the growing students and actually good food for 

them and the discipline is just messed up. 

 I think our school lunch could use more variety and better food. 

 Need longer at lunch. 

 That the teachers would pay a little more attention to what the students are saying and doing 

to each other. 

 I marked disagree on the question that asked if teachers were disrespectful but Mrs. [deleted] 

and Mrs. [deleted] are the only respectful teachers that I have. 

 Nothing, except football. 

 We could get better school lunches instead of what we have. We also could have longer 

lunches and the bus ride could be shorter it takes me 1 hour to get home. 

 We could improve our school by funding all the sports and clubs we offer, not just one. 

 Stop letting people get away with cheating on the drug tests. 

 The bus routes are ridiculous. We need not only new buses, preferably state provided, but 

more bus drivers to do routes. I get home at four thirty when I ride the bus. That is not ok 

when we get out of school at two fifty five. The security is good, I feel plenty safe. But the 

lunches need to be fixed. They are gross and look more unhealthy than healthy. We used to 

have good food. Rather than putting us on a diet, we should regulate the portion size. 

Another thing is that the bagged grilled cheese is not ok. Don’t expect students to eat 

something that the teachers won’t even touch. I really enjoy our school district; I think it is a 

good size. But I would enjoy more options for classes and more of an emphasis on classes 

and education as well as non-favored activities rather than focusing mainly on sports. Thank 

you for reading. 

 There is a strong, almost negative, opinion of students who perform in the arts. Some 

teachers discriminate those who do not play sports. The principal is supportive of all 

activities and frequently attends performances. 
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 Some bus drivers use profound language and text as they do their route. 

 Grilled cheese served in a bag is not okay. 

 Vegetarian options more available in cafeteria. 

 The bus drivers are pretty bad and they probably shouldn’t have their license. 

 Teachers and staff care more about being late and pda than they do about the drug problem at 

this school. 

 Trimesters are 10000X better then semesters bring trimesters back!!!!!!!!! 

 The district should improve on some of the teachers they hire. Some of them aren’t good 

enough to be teaching or they aren’t mature enough. Mrs. [deleted] acts like a teenager, and 

won’t stop arguing. 

 There are many issues with the school that can be resolved through forward thinking and 

consideration of the students. A majority of the faculty have no respect for the students. 

 We need less homework, more lunch time, and less healthy food. 

 We need to save money by canceling the drug tests. They are useless and we need the money 

for other things. 

 I <3 Jones 

 The school district itself is decent. It’s not the best and there’s improvements that can be met. 

For instance, teacher need to actually teach. Not give class work and expect them to 

miraculously know everything. The teacher needs to teach the lesson so that the students can 

do the worksheets and make a good grade. Jones can also improve in the area with available 

classes that could be taken. Jones does not have variety of classes. It’s a school fully based 

on sports. 

 We need more actual college classes to help out juniors. 

 Track materials could help. 

 Money. 

 Better food & longer lunch. 

 I think drug test should be removed. 

 I think drug test should be removed from this school. They are not a problem. 

 I think we should have drug tests removed. 

 I think each kid should get their own laptop. 

 The lunch isn’t nearly long enough for students to eat and go to EocTech. 

 I don’t the coaching staff and most of the faculty members because they belittle and make us 

feel like we are less than them. I absolutely, and unequivocally despise [deleted]. He made 

fun of me and all the students all the time. If you took a vote around the high school today, I 

can guarantee that more than the majority of the school would say they don’t like [deleted]. 
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When I was sent to his office he screamed in my face and belittled me. [Deleted] also dips in 

class and curses at the students. The biggest problem in this district is [deleted]. 

 School spirit comes above education here which isn’t something I will complain about. It 

improves the environment and makes day to day school more enjoyable. As far as cleanliness 

goes the school does a good job keeping itself clean. For after high school preparation I feel 

like I am under prepared. Personal financing is the only class offered to aid us in our future 

lives. For discipline with time related punishment (Tardy, absence, act.) they failed to adapt 

the punishments to our new schedule system. Respect is a big thing at my house and at this 

school by teachers alone I have never been so disrespected. I was frisked by [deleted] even 

after I told him no (he threatened me with ISP). Arguments over answers are lost due to 

teachers overwhelming self-pride even after sufficient evidence was given on my side. It’s a 

real issue when teachers are putting their pride over my grades which is basically my future. 

The district website might as well of been designed by a child. It’s hard to navigate and 

rarely updated. Drug testing is a waste of money and that’s not coming from some teenage 

pothead. The laptops here are slow and out of date. Being a senior I don’t ride the bus 

anymore, but when I did my ride was unnecessarily. Coming from a bigger school where 

elementary schools had elementary buses, middle school had middle school buses etc. 

Discipline on the buses is practically non-existing. To sum it all up the school is a generous 

C-. Clean school but horrible teachers. 

 We need to go back to trimesters teachers pack are schedules with homework now that we 

are in semesters. 

 It could improve with no where. It’s all good. 

 The drug tests are pointless, there are very little kids who do drugs in the school. The ones 

that are involved in the drugs are the ones who don’t play sports. I never have enough time to 

eat my lunch, I am always eating really fast, and if you want to go off campus and eat then 

you’re rushing to get your food and by the time you get it you have to cram it in your mouth. 

 Good job. 

 Stronger discipline towards people who are obviously doing wrong. 

 The school needs to improve on the quality of the teachers they hire. We need to do more 

things to raise money for the school to make our math department stronger. Other than that 

everything is ok. 

 I feel like the teachers should treat us better, sometimes it feels like they’re bullying us. Also, 

I feel like we need a longer lunch. 

 This school needs to work on fairly disciplining students. It also needs to work on the quality 

of a teacher’s personality when hiring. Some students feel as if the teachers call them out on 

things they didn’t do or did do, but in the wrong manor. 

 Drugs are bad. Kids come to school high as a kite! If they get caught there disciplinary 

consequence isn’t that bad. 

 A longer lunch would be nice. As a student that attends EOC, lunch can be rushed a lot of the 

time, and you can’t really enjoy much of a lunch. 
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 The lunches at our school are horrible. 

 Jones needs another janitor because the school is constantly dirty and as a student athlete our 

locker rooms are never getting cleaned. 

 More discipline. 

 We need more janitors!!! 

 They need to teach more classes about life after high school, such as how to do taxes, etc. 

 We need more time for lunch because I have to drive to vo tech and I only have 15 minutes 

to eat lunch and that’s if I get one. 

 Our school district focuses mainly on sports, rather than education this is demonstrated by 

the fact that football, among other sports, gets new uniforms and equipment each year, but 

we have half the lights in our hallways turned off, and they have been for over 3 months. 

This is an issue because education is clearly not the biggest priority our school has. Another 

issue, is the cafeteria sells expired food. I purchased some cookies a few days ago, and the 

lunch lady’s response was, “Well, they say they expired in May 2014, but I had one 

yesterday and they still taste good, in my opinion.” I feel like a refund or replacement 

should’ve taken place. 
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Community Input Focus Group Comments 

The Community Input Focus Group was held on February 19, 2015. There were eight 

participants who were asked to provide their opinions and concerns regarding most areas of 

the school district. The comments below are those provided by the participants.  

MANAGEMENT, PERSONNEL, AND COMMUNICATIONS 

School Board  

 We have some school board members. 

 It would be good to have board members reach out more.  

 Some board members have been there for a long time – maybe new members would have 

new ideas. 

 Some board members really do care about children. 

Superintendent 

 He is awesome.  

 Breathe of fresh air. 

 He reaches out to the community. 

 He is open-minded and approachable to all parents.  

 Until this year, some parents had never seen a superintendent in community or schools 

before. 

 He has been transparent about the financial challenges of the district. 

 He is well-liked by teachers and students. 

Communications and Community Involvement 

 MS communication is good. They use a texting alert system and it is used frequently. 

This should be replicated at the ES and HS. 

 However, at the HS they only send the phone message to one number instead of multiple 

numbers for a family. In addition, the list doesn’t sound like it is updated every year. 

 It’s hard to promote well all the activities that are going on in the HS, because there are 

so many things. If you don’t have a child in HS, you don’t hear about events that you 

might want to support. 
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 There is no communication from some principals. They do Monday folders, but they 

cannot make copies, so most of it comes through email. There are no regular 

communications from some of the administrators. 

 There is nothing on the websites – what are they for? 

 Churches are not helping out as much as they could in tutoring/mentoring students. 

 There is a community center nearby that is largely unused. We should have something 

available for students to use as a resource. 

 There are monthly ES assemblies. They are way too long – often two hours. We are 

expecting kids to sit still for two hours and they serve little purpose. Parents don’t want 

their child to get “student of the month” because they do not want to go to the assemblies. 

Some parents deliberately take their students to school late on assembly days in order to 

avoid their children having to sit through assemblies. The MS does assemblies in 30 

minutes.  

 Some principals yell at teachers in front of parents. 

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY 

  Kids need to be taught basics – they cannot count change or spell. 

 ES curriculum is terrible. 

 At the HS, the math department has problems – students are complaining. There is too 

much information being forced into the schedule. Students are ending up ineligible to 

play sports because they are failing math. This seems to have been going on for years. 

Algebra I and Geometry are the problem areas. 

 Why are we never successful at teaching Geometry? 

 Often parents go to look at HS grades and there is nothing in the system – are there no 

assignments being given? Students need regular feedback in math and it seems to come 

late. 

 We need a reading specialist at the ES, or a dedicated reading tutor. 

 We are too focused on the grade level reading test scores and not focused enough on 

whether the kids actually can read. 

 Teachers at ES don’t have enough input into the curriculum they are required to use.   

 Students need to learn to read by reading and we don’t do that at the ES. There don’t 

seem to be any long blocks of time for reading in the ES. 
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 Jones sends low percentages of students to Tech Center. In the past it was seen as the 

place to push the problem kids, but there are a lot of opportunities for advanced 

coursework.  

 The Tech Center seems to be a victim of scheduling problems, which makes it harder for 

students who do want to take advance coursework there. 

 Parents say their students don’t get a lot of guidance support to help figure out selecting 

courses or opting for Tech Center. 

 Comment that one student has run out of English courses to take at the HS. 

 At the ES, all teachers are supposed to be on the same calendar for teaching. Problems 

happen when re-teaching needs to happen and there is no time in the schedule and 

teachers are not allowed to make copies they need. 

 Teacher turnover is terrible at the ES and it has been going on for years. Some 

administrators have pushed out good teachers. Now we are hiring less competent 

teachers. Are exit interviews being done with leaving teachers?  

 Parents would like to see reports on how students do after they leave the district – how 

many took remediation after high school, etc. 

 Special education is terrible. It is deplorable at the HS, the worst of the three levels. Kids 

are special needs for a reason, but we are trying to dump the same amount of work on 

them. Special needs kids end up frustrated. We are forcing special needs kids more into 

the regular classroom than we should be. They need more resource room support. 

 Where are the funds for special education going? We don’t think they are not all going to 

the special education students, but are instead being used for the whole population. 

 Younger special education students are not getting any assistance. They have no 

interaction with special education teachers. 

 GT is nonexistent. It’s a waste of time and kids are pulled from classes for nothing of 

value. GT should not be more work, nor should it be the GT teacher helping the students 

do the same work the other kids are assigned. 

 We are not identifying kids early enough to provide them with the help they need. 

 OTs/PTs provided by the school are terrible. They do not work a consistent schedule. 

They don’t have a room. They don’t have materials to work with. 

 In the past, we have gone out of the way to include special education students in extra-

curriculars. But now, we don’t. We should create opportunities for special education 

students to be a part of the school. Last year, special needs students were not even given a 

chance to go to Special Olympics. 
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 We have not terminated special education teachers who are not doing a good job. We are 

desperate to hold onto teachers we should be letting go. 

 The high school extra-curriculars are too competitive. 

 Coaches are not good teachers. 

BUSINESS OPERATIONS / FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

 Everything comes down to money. 

 It’s much better since the new superintendent started. It was sketchy before. 

 The ES and its spending needs a close review. 

 The MS does a good job with fundraising and spends it wisely.  

FACILITIES 

 ES classrooms are too small. The roof leaks, even the new part. The school has gone 

without heat for as long as a week. 

 What was the reasoning for building a new central office when there are needs in the 

schools? Some parents think it has to do with restrictions on insurance monies, but it 

doesn’t send a good message. 

 Concern with having 9
th

 graders at the HS – would be more comfortable with 9
th

 graders 

in MS to keep younger kids separated from upper classmen. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY 

 There may be a drug problem, but no specific examples of first-hand knowledge. 

 Marijuana was found in a MS locker in the first month of school. 

 Several parents are in favor of the current drug testing policy. 

 We think we have increased security in recent years. 

 Marijuana, Adderall, and alcohol are problems in this district. 

 HS parent noted high use of marijuana at the HS, with students talking about it openly 

during lunch. However, the drug testing has helped. 

 Some students that used to participate in activities now no longer participate because they 

don’t want to be drug tested. 
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 Car line is not secure. A father-in-law went to pick up students and he was not questioned 

for identification purposes. Due diligence is not employed. The use of signs in the cars 

are not enforced. 

 There was an actual lockdown a month ago or so at the elementary and high school. 

There was a domestic situation nearby. Parents applaud the decision to lockdown, but 

they were not notified while the lockdown was occurring. Parents were notified after the 

fact via email. 

 Some parents support the idea of drug testing all students, whether they participate in 

activities or not.  

 Some parents think it has helped some students make decisions not to do drugs so that 

they could participate in sports. 

SUPPORT SERVICES 

Child Nutrition 

 Not sure how much of the problem is due to national regulation. It’s not good, but it may 

not be the district’s problem. 

 We have not seen one fruit that is fresh on the tray. Maybe they did it in the past, but it 

was a whole orange on a child’s plate. 

 We want fresher instead of everything being frozen. 

 They are warming cheese on plastic because it is so processed. 

 We think we used to have a salad bar in the MS and the HS, but it’s gone now. Heard it 

was eliminated due to HHFKA.  

 At elementary school used to be able to get a chef salad, but it’s been eliminated. We 

heard it was eliminated because the dressing was too high in calories. 

 Kids are not getting fat at school, they are getting fat eating elsewhere. 

 Rules seem to be too hard to follow and still make food that kids want to eat. 

 Kids used to have an option for a bag lunch that was reimbursable.  

 Been told they can’t sell any food items to help out with the lack of food at lunch. But 

kids are going to Sonic after school because they are hungry. 

 It’s hard to find someone who can cook for the pay that is offered. 
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 Open campus only at the HS. We think it would hurt the local economy, but we also 

worry about the danger. We don’t think there has been any student injuries/deaths 

associated with open campus. It probably helps that HS lunch is only about 30 minutes. 

 Some parents don’t want their students leaving the HS campus. Some have forbidden 

their children from leaving HS during lunch. 

 Why can’t some of the local businesses come to the HS to sell lunches? 

 Kids want pizza, hamburgers. They don’t all want to grow up to be vegan. 

 Some kids have to work after school, doing farming tasks. They need large lunches, with 

filling food. 

 There is too much processed, canned food here. 

Technology 

 ES students have tiny notebooks with screens they cannot see. 

 The same computers are broken for months. 

 Computer support is contracted out, but they don’t have time to fix problems. 

 Computer classes at the ES are a waste of time. They watch videos about computers. 

 Keyboarding is an important skill and we don’t teach it here. 

 There is a keyboarding class at the MS, but parents give it mixed reviews. They need to 

start earlier with students.  

 Teachers complain about smartboards being broken half the time. They are helpful when 

they work. 

 We are generally comparable to other schools in this area. 

 Not sure how technology purchases are decided. 

 Maybe the parents should be doing fundraising for technology. 

Transportation 

 Some kids are on the bus for an hour after school. 

 It seems like there are no problems with transportation at the beginning of the year, but 

service deteriorates during the year. Rides get longer and we lose drivers. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix E: 

 

Enrollment Projections 

 



 
 



 

SY PK KG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Class of PK to 8 9 to 12 TOTAL

96-97 0 62 81 80 78 93 96 97 85 88 105 96 88 68 1997 760 357 1,117

97-98 0 74 83 62 82 75 90 96 93 92 109 92 84 83 1998 747 368 1,115

98-99 0 67 86 66 62 79 75 89 92 91 98 89 82 83 1999 707 352 1,059

99-00 0 51 90 66 73 68 77 81 84 86 99 89 84 79 2000 676 351 1,027

00-01 0 69 72 83 73 73 76 83 81 85 93 87 90 82 2001 695 352 1,047

01-02 0 77 79 61 85 78 78 76 87 88 91 95 83 89 2002 709 358 1,067

02-03 0 61 88 69 62 80 76 78 78 77 88 88 81 70 2003 669 327 996

03-04 36 63 71 83 72 64 83 80 85 78 91 84 79 77 2004 715 331 1,046

04-05 35 76 69 63 87 69 66 89 73 86 78 87 84 79 2005 713 328 1,041

05-06 39 80 86 68 76 95 73 73 92 76 95 77 77 71 2006 758 320 1,078

06-07 38 70 104 67 74 69 92 75 77 90 86 87 65 64 2007 756 302 1,058

07-08 40 95 88 80 73 72 74 96 76 68 104 76 72 62 2008 762 314 1,076

08-09 41 72 93 88 91 80 69 78 104 81 73 86 79 66 2009 797 304 1,101

09-10 42 102 90 78 91 89 86 72 85 98 85 78 83 77 2010 833 323 1,156

10-11 41 97 94 84 85 92 85 89 75 88 103 81 75 79 2011 830 338 1,168

11-12 41 92 92 88 87 88 81 86 92 81 90 96 83 71 2012 828 340 1,168

12-13 40 81 84 88 83 88 83 83 87 90 82 88 96 80 2013 807 346 1,153

13-14 40 88 83 71 85 88 84 91 88 81 88 75 82 92 2014 799 337 1,136

14-15 43 90 89 75 72 87 85 88 95 87 83 85 73 79 2015 810 320 1,130

15-16 41 91 91 80 76 73 83 88 92 95 89 80 83 70 2016 811 323 1,134

16-17 41 88 92 82 81 77 71 87 92 91 97 87 78 80 2017 802 342 1,144

17-18 41 87 89 83 83 83 74 74 91 92 93 94 85 75 2018 796 347 1,143

18-19 87 88 80 84 85 80 78 77 90 94 90 92 81 2019 357

19-20 88 79 81 86 82 83 81 76 92 91 88 88 2020 359

20-21 79 80 83 82 85 87 81 78 90 89 85 2021 341

21-22 80 82 79 86 89 87 82 76 87 85 2022 331

22-23 82 79 83 90 89 88 80 74 84 2023 326

23-24 79 82 87 89 91 86 78 71 2024 326

24-25 82 86 86 91 88 84 75 2025 338

25-26 86 85 88 88 86 80 2026 343

26-27 85 87 85 86 82 2027 341

27-28 87 85 83 83 2028

28-29 84 83 80 2029

29-30 83 79 2030

30-31 79 2031

Enrollment projections based on five year retention rate.

Does not include non-graded or out-of-home placement.

K to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to 7 7 to 8 8 to 9 9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12

5 Year Retention 1.01 0.90 1.01 1.02 0.96 1.04 1.05 0.99 1.02 0.97 0.98 0.96

Jones Public Schools - Cohort Fall Enrollment Projection Model
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Thermal Images of Facilities at Jones Public Schools 

THERMAL IMAGING SOLUTIONS                                                                                            F-1 

Temp. Scale = Hot [white, red, orange, yellow, green, lt. blue, blue, purple, black] Cold 

 

 

Exhibit 1 

JPS – Administration Building – Board Room 

Outlets in North Wall have no Insulation Behind Them 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 2 

JPS – Administration Building – Board Room 

Several Ceiling Tiles are Missing Insulation – Check for Others 
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Exhibit 3 

JPS – Administration Building – Main Entrance 

This Entrance has a Vestibule – View with Doors Closed 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 4 

JPS – Administration Building – Main Entrance 

This Entrance has a Vestibule – Note the Heat Loss with One Door Open 
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Exhibit 5 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Library 

Several Ceiling Tiles are Missing Insulation – Check for Others 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 6 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Library 

East Exterior Door Needs to have Gasket Replaced 
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Exhibit 7 

JPS – Jones Elementary – South Building 

Single Set of Doors is Losing Heat - Suggest Installing a Vestibule 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 8 

JPS – Jones Elementary – South Exterior Wall of Middle Classroom Building 

Foam Insulation is Falling from Under Accent Panel Covering Wall Joint 
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Exhibit 9 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Typical Classroon in Middle Building 

Metal Frame Single Pane Windows Lose Heat Around Perimeter, Especially when On Slab 

  

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 10 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Typical Classroom in Middle Building 

Several Ceiling Tiles are Missing Insulation – Check for Others 
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Exhibit 11 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Typical Classroom in North Building 

Several Ceiling Tiles are Missing Insulation – Check for Others 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 12 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Typical Classroom in North Building 

Insulation Between Studs in Wall is Slumping Down 
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Exhibit 13 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Band Room 

Several Ceiling Tiles are Missing Insulation – Check for Others 

  

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 14 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Multi-Purpose Room 

Door Should be Checked for Worn Out Sweeps 
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Exhibit 15 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Kitchen 

Doors to Walk-Ins Appear to Have Little or No Gasket Material 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 16 

JPS – Jones Elementary – Utility Room Across from Kitchen Walk-Ins 

This is an Unconditioned Space and None of the Ductwork is Insulated 
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Exhibit 17 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Main Entrance 

Single Set of Doors is Losing Heat - Suggest Installing a Vestibule 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 18 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Cafeteria 

Walk-In Door Needs Gasket to be Replaced 
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Exhibit 19 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Cafeteria 

Many Ceiling Tiles Along HVAC Supply Line are Missing Insulation 

  

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 20 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Cafeteria 

Lower-Half of North Wall Appears to be Missing Insulation 
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Exhibit 21 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Gym 

Court Lights each have a Square of Uninsulated Ceiling Around Them 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 22 

 JPS – Jones Junior High – Gym 

The In-Fill of the Original Windows Used Insulation and was Well Done 
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Exhibit 23 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Gym 

Doors Should be Checked for Worn Out Sweeps 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 24 

JPS – Jones Junior High – East-West Hallway Near Office 

Old Metal Frame Single Pane Windows are a Thermal Hole in the Wall 
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Exhibit 25 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Southwest Custodial Closet 

Breakers 11, 13, 21, and 23 are Running 115° Due In Part to Space Heaters 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 26 

JPS – Jones Junior High – East-West Hallway Typical Classroom 

Several Ceiling Tiles have Displaced Insulation – Check for Others 
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Exhibit 27 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Band Room 

Old Metal Frame Single Pane Windows are a Thermal Hole in the Wall 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 28 

JPS – Junior High School – Custodial Closet in Library/Safe Room 

Hot Water Line Coming Out of Water Heater Should be Insulated 
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Exhibit 29 

JPS – Jones Junior High – North Doors, East Vestibule 

Vestibules with Doors Left Open are a Thermal Hole in the Wall 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 30 

JPS – Jones Junior High – South Doors, East Vestibule 

Vestibules with Doors Left Open are a Thermal Hole in the Wall 
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Exhibit 31 

JPS – Jones Junior High – Custodial Storage North of Main Hall 

Active Roof Leaks and Heat Loss Along Upper Wall Plate 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 32 

JPS – Jones High School – South Entrance to Cafeteria & Commons 

Vestibules with Modern Doors Provide Good Barrier to Heat Loss 
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Exhibit 33 

JPS – Jones High School – Library 

Wall Insulation NE & NW of Window in Vaulted Entry may be Slumping 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 34 

JPS – Jones High School – Library 

Check Exterior Door’s Alignment & Gaskets as Entire Door is Losing Heat 
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Exhibit 35 

JPS – Jones High School – Library 

Heat Loss Along East Side of Roof Deck – Check Flashing & Soffit of Exterior Overhang  

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 36 

JPS – Jones High School – Girls Locker Room in Old Gym 

Hot Water Line Coming Out of Water Heater Should be Insulated 
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Exhibit 37 

JPS – Jones High School – Boys Locker Room in Old Gym 

Hot Water Line Coming Out of Water Heater Should be Insulated 

 

  
 

 

 

Exhibit 38 

JPS – Jones High School – Old Gym 

Door Sweep on South Exterior Door Should be Replaced 
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Exhibit 39 

JPS – Jones High School – Old Gym 

Wall Vents Should Have an Insulated Plug or Cover for Winter 

 

  
 
 

 

Exhibit 40 

JPS – Jones High School – Old Gym 

Wall Vents Should Have an Insulated Plug or Cover for Winter 
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Exhibit 41 

JPS – Jones High School – East Locker Rooms in Old Gym 

Hot Water Line Coming Out of Water Heater Should be Insulated 

 

  
 
 

 

Exhibit 42 

JPS –Jones High School – New Ag Building 

Every Tile with Ceiling Drop has Displaced Insulation Above It 
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